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1 
Introduction 

4 P.:\1. on a day in .June 1945. A man stands on a bridge on:T the Santa Fe 

River. He has been in Santa Fe since lunchtinw, doing the things a 

tourist would do. Now he feels uneasy, standing alone on a bridge in a 

quiet, un-built-up area. Within a few minutes, though, a battered blue 

Buick approaches along a gravel road and stops. The driver, who is 

alone, gets out and joins the man on the bridge, and together thev set 

off walking, talking as they go. When they part, the driver hands the 

other man a package. 
The driver heads back up toward the .Jemez Mountains. His destina

tion, 7000 feet high, is a place called simply "'the hill" by those who work 

there, but soon to be better known by the Spanish word for the cotton

wood trees in the deep canyon that bisects the mesa on which it stands: 

Los Alamos. 
The other man takes the evening bus to Albuquerque and the next 

day's train to Chicago. From there he t1ies to \'\'ashington and then takes 

the train to New York. In a street in Brooklyn, he has another short 

meeting, passing the package to a man he knows as .John. 

The driver is a German emigre physicist, Klaus Fuchs. The courier, 

whom Fuchs knows as Raymond, is a biochemistry technician called 

Harry Gold . .John's real name is Anatolii Yakovlcv. Ostensibly the Soviet 

Union's Vice-Consul in New \brk, he is actuallv a senior agent of the 

Soviet intelligence service. In the package is Fuchs's attempt at a com

prehensive description, including a detailed diagram, of the atomic 

bomb that will shortly be tested in the New Mexico desert and dropped 

on Nagasaki. The Second World War has still not ended, but the Cold 

War has already begun. I 

~ 
Late November 1990. Great Malvern, England, a spa town nestling 

beneath the Malvern Hills. A businessman ponders the future of his 
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small firm. Set up at the start of the fi·ee-enterprise economic miracle 

of the 19HOs, the firm is now in deep trouble. Mrs. Thatcher's boom 

has dissolved as quickly as it materialized, and the recession is biting 

hard. But the businessman has a more specific concern. He has sunk 

much of his limited capital into technolog-y, licensed from the British 

Ministry of Deknce, surrounding a new microchip called VIPER: the 

Verifiable Integrated Processor for Enhanced Reliability. 

At the start, the investment seemed an excellent one. VIPER was a 

response to fears that dangerous "bugs" might lurk unnoticed in com

puter software or hardware. Other microprocessors on the market were 

subject to repeated testing, but microprocessor chips are so complex 

that tests cannot be exhaustive. So one can never be absolutely sure that 

an undetected bug does not lurk in the chip's design. VIPER was dif~ 

fcrent. Its developers, at the Ministry of Defence's famous Royal Signals 

and Radar Establishment on the outskirts of Great Malvern, had sought 

to provide both a f(>rmal mathematical specification of how the micro

processor should lwhave and a formal proof that its detailed design was 

a correct implementation of that specification. 

VIPER had been greeted as a triumph f(>r British computer science 

in a field dominated by American hardware. The London Tim.Ps wrote 

that it was "capable of being proved mathematically free of design 

Emits." The Nrw Sritnlist called VIPER "the mathematically perfect 

chip," with "a design that has been proved mathematically to be cor

rect." It was "Etilsaft'," said h'/ntmnin Werldy. It had been "mathematical

ly proved to be free of design bults," said Tht Enginen 

Yc:·t, like the 19HOs themselws, VIPER has by the end of 1990 turned 

sour f(>r the businessman. Sales have been br fewer than expected, and 

computer scientists from Cambridge University and from Austin, Texas, 

have sharply criticized the claim of mathematical proof. The business

man is looking for a way to recoup his losses, and he instructs his solic

itors to sue the Secretary of State for Defence for damages. 

So begins a unique legal case. Lawyers have always dealt with matters 

of proof, but the everydav proofs of the courtroom are examples of 

worldly reasoning, acknowledged to be less than absolute: "beyond rea

sonable doubt," not beyond all doubt. What is at stake in the VIPER case 

is proof of an apparently quite different kind. Mathematical proof, 

seemingly pristine and absolute, has moved fi·om the abstract realms of 

lo~ic and pure mathematics into the mundane world of technology, lit
igation, power, and money.~ 

1111mdurlio11 

~ 
Evening, February 25, 1991. A warehouse on the outskirts of Dhahran. 

Saudi Arabia, whose port and air base are central to the war against 

Saddam Hussein's Iraq. The warehouse has been turned into temporarY 

accommodations for U.S. Army support staff responsible for stores, 

transportation, and water purification. Many arc reservists from small 

towns along the Ohio-Pennsylvania border. Some are sleeping, some 

exercising, some eating dinner, some trying to relax. It is not a com

fortable time. Allied bombers relentlessly pound both Iraq and the Iraqi 

troops in Kuwait, while Iraq is using its Scud missiles to attack Israel and 

Saudi Arabia. Dhahran is a prime target. So br, the Scuds have carried 

conventional explosive warheads. These are dangerous enough: hun

dreds have lost their lives to them in the cities of Iran and Afghanistan. 

Furthermore, no one can be sure that the next Scud to be tired \\·ill not 

be carrying nerve gas or anthrax spores. 
Unlike the citizens of Iran and Afghanistan, howe\·er, those of Saudi 

Arabia and Israel have a defense against the Scuds: the American Patriot 

air defense system. Although the Patriot's performance will be ques

tioned later, there is no doubt that right now it otTers immense psvcho

logical reassurance not to feel totally defenseless against the Iraqi 

missiles and their potentially deadly cargo. Nighth, the world's televi

sion screens carry film of Patriot missiles rocketing into the sky to inter

cept incoming Scuds. 
On the evening of February 25, a Scud is fired toward Dhahran. It 

arches up high into the atmosphere, then plunges clown toward its tar

get. American radars detect it as it streaks toward the def(·nsive perime

ter of Alpha Battery, protecting the Dhahran air base. But Alpha 

Battery's Patriots are not launched: the radar system controlling them 

has been unable to track the incoming missile. 
The corrugated metal warehouse ott(Ts no protection a~ainst the 

Scud's high-explosive warhead. Blast and fire kill 2H American troops, 

the most serious single loss suffered by the allies in the Culf\\'ar. Within 

an hour, the building is a charred skeleton. In the morning, exctYators 

begin searching the ruin, helped by soldiers with picks and shoYels. 

Some survivors still wander around. Many are weeping. 

Investigations into why no defensive missile was launched suggest a 

cause that seems unimaginably tiny: at one point in the software con

trolling Patriot's radar system, there is an error of!l.OOOl percent in the 

representation of time. By February 25 the error had been found, and 

corrected software was on its way to Dhahran. It arriYed a day too late.:\ 
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Technology, Society, Knowledge 

Three disparate tales; three disparate outcomes. Fuchs's betrayal, or act 

of idealism, has become part of the history of our times-although only 

since the Cold War ended have we known for sure what was in the pack

age handed over that June day in Santa Fe and been able to assess its 

consequences. The legal challenge to VIPER's proof was stillborn. With 

the Ministry of Defence contesting the suit vigorously, the businessman 

was not able to keep his company afloat long enough to bring the case 

to a hearing. While the litigation is, so far, unique, there are strong pres

sures that may again force mathematical proof into the law courts. The 

Dharhan deaths are among a relatively modest number that can so far 

be attributed to computer-system failures, but there is no certainty that 

in the years to come the number will remain modest. 

Three tales; three forms of interweaving. The Cold War accustomed 

us to the connections among technology, knowledge, and international 

politics. That interweaving continues, though its form has now 

changed. Recently, for example, nuclear fears have focused more on 

the smuggling of fissile materials and on Iraq, Iran, and North Korea 

than on the East-West confrontation of Cold War days. What kind of 

knowledge is needed to build a nuclear weapon? How can that knowl

edge be transferred or controlled? Is it a permanent legacy that human

ity must learn to live with, or can it be lost? 
. The VIPER case points us to an altogether more esoteric interweav

ing: that of technology with mathematics and even philosophy. Many in 

computer science feel that the way to keep computer systems under our 

control is to subject them, like their mechanical and electrical prede

cessors, to our most powerful form of rigorous thought: mathematics. 

But what is the status of the knowledge produced by this process of sub

jection? Can one create a mathematical proof that a machine has been 

correctly designed? What will happen to "proof' as it moves from lec

ture theaters and logic texts to the world of commerce and the law? 

The Dharhan deaths took place in the most highly computerized war 

yet fought. But computer systems are increasingly interwoven into our 

daily peacetime lives as well. Microprocessors proliferate in automobiles 

and airplanes, in homes and offices, and even in hospitals. 

Computerization brings undoubted benefits, but certainly there are 

also risks. What evidence is there about these risks? What is their 

nature? 

.. 

lntmduction 

Underpinnings 

~he essays I have gathered in this book explore a wide range of ques

tiOns such as these in the relationship between machines and societv. 

The first two are predominantly conceptual, exploring Karl Marx's cot~
tribution to the study of technology and the relation~hip between eco

nomic and sociological analyses of technolo1-,rv. The others are more 

empirical, exploring the interweavings of technology, societv, and 

knowledge in a variety of particular contexts: the "laser gvroscopes" cen

tral to modern aircraft navigation; supetTomputers (and their usc to 

des~gn nuclear weapons); the application of mathematical pn)of in the 

design of computer systems (and arithmetic as performed by comput

ers); computer-related accidental deaths; the knowled<Te needed to 
d . h 

estgn a nuclear bomb. 

. These may seem strange topics for a sociologist to explore. One 

nught expect sociology to concentrate on l~u11iliar, widelv diffused tech

nologies, exploring such subjects as popular beliefS ab;mt technologv 

and the societal effects of technology. Instead, this book is concern~·;! 
mostly with the development of modern, sometimes esoteric, "hiuh" 

h I · h tee no ogtes, and the "knowledge" discussed is usuallv specialized 

~nowled~e _rather than lay belief. Underlying this choice is a long-stand
mg conviCtiOn that the social analysis of technolog·y can make a contri

but~on only if it is willing to tackle the shaping of technologies as well as 

t~w~r adoption, use, and effects, and to grapple with the nature of spe
cialized as well as lay knowledge. 

The chapters are diverse in their topics, and thev were written at dil~ 
ferent times for different audiences. There is, ho~\'cver, a shared per

spective underpinning them-sometimes explicitly, often implicitlv. At 

a very basic level, this perspective was formed in opposition to the -idea 

that the development of technology is ch·iven bv an autonomous, non

social, internal dynamic. Although this form of "technological deter

minism" is no longer prevalent in academic work on the hist;H.\' and the 

sociology of technology, it still informs the way tcchnologv i~ thought 

about and_ discussed in society at large, especially where modern high 

:echnolog:,es are concern~d. The idea that technological change is just 

progress, and that certam technologies triumph simply because they 

are the best or the most efficient, is still widespread. A weaker but more 

sophisticated version of technological determinism-the idea that there 

are "natural trajectories" of technological change-remains popular 
among economists who study technology.4 
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In my experience, the idea of unilinear progress docs not survive 

serious engagement with the detail of the history of technolot,'Y. For 

what is perhaps most striking about that history is its wealth, complexi

ty, and variety. Instead of one predetermined path of advance, there is 

typically a constant turmoil of concepts, plans, and projects. From that 

turmoil, order (sometimes) emerges, and its emergence is of course 

what lends credibility to notions of "progress" or "natural trajectory." 

With hindsight, the technology that succeeds usually does look like the 

best or the most natural next step. 

However-and this is the first argument that underpins these 

essays-we must always ask "Best for whom?" Ditlerent people may see a 

technology in different ways, attach different meanings to it, want dit~ 

fcrent things from it, assess it differently. Women and men, for example, 

may view the same artifact quite differently." Workers and their employ

ers may not agree on the desirable features of a production technolot,ry.f> 

Such discrepant meanings and interests are often at the heart of what 

is too readily dismissed as irrational resistance to technological change, 

such as that of the much-disparaged Luddite machine breakers. We 

must also ask "Best for whom?" even when we are discussing such 

apparently "technical" decisions as the best way to automate machine 

tools or typesetting. These two technologies were the subjects of now

classic studies by Cynthia Cockburn (who focused on the shaping of 

technology by gender relations) and David Noble (who focused on its 

shaping by relations of social class); their findings are summarized in 

chapter ~ below. 7 

Nor is this issue-the different meanings of a technolot,ry for differ

ent "relevant social groups,"H and the consequently different criteria of 

what it means f(n· one technology to be better than another-restricted 

to situations of class conf1ict or other overt social division. The cus

tomers f(>r the supercomputers discussed in chapters 5 and 6, for exam

ple, were all members of what one might loosely think of as the 

"establishment": nuclear weapons laboratories, the code breakers of the 

National Security Agency, large corporations, elite universities, and 

weather bureaus. Responding to their needs, but far from subservient, 

were the developers of supercomputers, most famously Seymour Cray. 

All were agreed that a supercomputer should be fast, but there were sub

tle differences among them as to what "t1st" meant. As a consequence, 

the technical history of supercomputing can be seen, in one light, as a 

negotiation-which is still continuing9-of the meaning of speed. 

lntmdurlion 

vVe also need to delve deeper even where there is agreement as to 

what characteristics make a technology the best, and this brings me to 

the second argument underpinning these essavs. Technologies, as Brian 

Arthur and Paul David point out, typically manifest increasing returns 

to adoption.lO The more they are adopted, the more experience is 

gained in their use, the more research and development effort is devot

ed to them, and the better they lwcome. This effect is particularlY dra

matic in the case of "network" technologies such as telephones or the 

worldwide computer network called the Internet, where the utilitv of 

the technology to one user depends strongly on how manv other users 

there are. But the effect can be also be f(mnd in "stand-alone" tech

nologies such as the navigation svstems discussed in chapter 4. 

This means that early adoptions-achieved f(H· whatever reasons

may give a particular technology an overwhelming lead over actual or 

potential rivals, as that technology enjovs a virtuous circle in which 

adoptions lead to improvements, which then spawn more adoptions 

and further improvements, while its rivals stagnate. Technologies, in 

other words, may be best because they han' triumphed, rather than tri

umphing because they are best. 
Hindsight often makes it appear that the successful technologY is 

simply intrinsically superior, but hindsight-here and elsewhere-em 

be a misleading form of vision. Historians and sociologists of teclmolo

gy would do well to avoid explaining the success of a technologv bv its 

assumed intrinsic technical superiority to its rivals. 11 Instead, thev 

should seek, even-handedly, to understand how its actual superioritY 

came into being, while suspending judgment as to whether it is intrin

sic. That methodological principle is the third underpinning of this 

book. It is perhaps most explicit in chapter 4, where I examine the 

recent "technological revolution" in which the laser gvroscope has tri

umphed over its mechanical rivals; but other chapters also seck "snn

metry" in their explanations of the success and Etilure of technologies. 

As chapters 3 and 4 suggest, expectations about the future arc often 

integral to technological success or t;1ilure. 1 ~Most oh\'iouslv, a belief in 

the future success of a technology can be a vital component of that suc

cess, because it encourages inventors to t<JCus their efl(lrts on the tech

nology, investors to invest in it, and users to adopt it. These outcomes, 

if they then bear fruit, can reinforce the original belief by providing evi

dence for its correctness. Attention to this kind of process-in which 

beliefs about technology create (or, less commonly, undermine) the 

conditions to which they refer-is a f(lurth theme of the book. 
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Sclf~validating belief-"self~fulfilling prophecy"-has sometimes 

been regarded by social scientists as pathological, as permitting false 

beliefs to become true. The classic example is the way an initially arbi

trary belief in the unsoundness of a particular bank can produce a run 

on that bank and thus cause it to failY'~ Nevertheless, self-referential, 

sclf~rcinforcing belief is pervasive in social life, as Barry Barnes has 

argued eloquently. The most obvious case is money, which can function 

as a medium of exchange only when enough people believe it will con

tinue to do so; but all social institutions arguably have something of the 

character of the sclf~fullilling prophecy. 14 Some of the most striking 

phenomena of technological change arc of this kind. One example, 

fi·om chapter 3, is "Moore's Law": the annual doubling of the number 

of components on state-of~the-art microchips. Moore's Law is not mere

ly an after-the-fact empirical description of processes of change in 

microelectronics; it is a belief that has become self-fulfilling by guiding 

the technological and investment decisions of those involved. 

Of course, I would not suggest that self~reinforcing belief is all there 

is to phenomena such as Moore's Law. Expectations, however wide

spread, can be dashed as technologies encounter the obduracy of both 

the physical and the social world. As a result, many technological 

prophecies fail to be self~validating-for example, the prophecy, wide

spread in the 1960s, that the speed of airliners would continue to 

increase, as it had in previous decades. In recent years even Moore's 

Law seems to have lost some of its apparently inexorable certainty, 

although belief in it is still a btctor in the justification of the enormous 

capital expenditures (of the order of $1 billion f(x each of the world's 

twenty state-of~the-art chip fabrication facilities) needed to keep com

ponent density growing. 1,-, 

Furthermore, there are some beliefs about technology that have 

sclf~negating rather than self~fulfilling aspects. Perhaps the most impor

tant example is that of beliefs about the safety or danger of technolo

gies, examined here in the context of computer systems. Belief that a 

technology is safe may make it dangerous: overconfidence in the cor

rectness of computerized systems seems to have been a major L1ctor in 

accidents involving such systems. Conversely, a healthy respect for the 

dangers posed by a technology can be an important factor in keeping 

it safe. The discussion in chapter 9 suggests that this may be a crucial 

reason why the number of major computer-related accidents has so far 

been limited. 

illtmductioll 

Technology and the Sociology of Knowledge 

The fifth and perhaps the most general underpinning of these essavs is 

an emphasis on the importance of knowledge (i.e., shared institution

alized belief) in the relations of machines to socictv. 1h or course. 

machines-whether they be spinning mules, gyroscopes. supercomput

ers, missiles, or radiotherapy systems-are real, phvsical objects: thev 

are not simply reducible to the ensemble of our beliefs about them. 

Their obdurate materiality is crucial to their social role (as is discussed 

in chapter 2), and, as several of the accidents discussed in chapter 9 

show, they can behave in ways quite unexpected lw am·one involn·d 

with them. 
Nevertheless, professional and lay knowledge of machines-the lop;os 

aspects of technology II -is utterly crucial. Most obvioush', for a 

machine to be useful to us we need to know how to usc it. and the 

nature and distribution of that knowledge is of considerable impor

tance (see chapter 1 0). But equally important is our knowledge of the 

characteristics of the machines we deal with. Are thev safe, or danger

ous? What effects do they have? Are the characteristics of one machine 

superior to those of another? What will future machines be like? 

The dominant approach taken here to technical knowledge is inher

ited from the sociology of science. IS Up to around 1970. the main focus 

of this field was on issues such as the norms of science. its reward svs

tem, and its career structure: it might have been called the sociologv of 

scirntists. During the 1970s, a new generation of authors (including 

Barry Barnes, David Bloor, Harry Collins, Bruno Latour, Karin Knorr

Ceti;1a, Michael Mulkay, Steven Shapin, and Stew \'\'oolgar) sought to 

extend sociological analysis to the mnlml of science-to what scientists 

actually do in their laboratories or other workplaces, and, above all. to 

the knowledge they produce.l9 These authors differed (and still difler) 

in how they went about constructing a sociology of scientific knowledge. 

but there is clear common ground. All have rejected a priori divisions 
between "science" and "ideolo)..,ry," between "good science., and ""bad sci

ence." All have rejected the restriction of the sociology of knowledge to 

matter such as political or religious belief and patently "ideological" sci

ence, such as Nazi "Aryan physics" or Soviet Lyscnkoist biologv. David 

Bloor referred to these restrictions as the "weak program" of the sociol

ogy of knowledge. In 1973 Bloor put forward as an alternative what he 

called the "strong program of the sociology of knowledge,"~0 which 

would seek symmetrical sociological analysis (indeed sociological 
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explanation) of all knowledg-e, irrespective of our current evaluations of 

its truth or its adequacy. In other words, we should apply the same gen

eral explanatory framework to analyze the generation and reception of 

both "true" and "false" knowledge. We should avoid, for example, 

explaining- "true" knowlt:>dg-e as simply input from the real world and 

appealing- to "social f~tctors" only in the case of knowledge now regard

ed as false. 

Although this "relativism" has been subjected to fierce attack, a sig

nificant body of research in the history and sociolof:,ry of science seems 

to me to have confirmed both the possibility and the fruitfulness of 

"strong program" sociological analysis of scientific knowledge. A con

siderable number of studies have shown the effect upon scientific 

knowledg-e of social processes, including both processes internal to the 

scientific community and those involving the wider society.2l Several of 

the chapters that fi>llow reflect the belief that a sociology of technical 

knowledge, though it has been the subject of much less debate and 

much less research, should similarly be possible and fruitful. 

In particular, such a sociolo!-,ry need not be restrictt:>d to lay knowl

edge of technolo!-,ry: it can encompass professional knowledge, includ

ing "correct" professional knowledge, as well as professional knowledg-e 

now reg-arded as erroneous or inadequate. This overall argument finds 

two particular manifestations in this book.22 The first concerns the 

mathematical aspects of computer systems: arithmetic as performed by 

computers (and by advanced pocket calculators) and efforts (such as 

VIPER) to apply mathematical proof to computer systems. Aside from 

their intrinsic importance, these mathematical aspects of computing 

are of interest because of an imbalance in existing "strong-program" 

sociolo!-,ry of knowledge. While Rloor's has consistently focused on math

ematics and f(mnal log-ic, nearly all other "strong-program" work has 

concerned the natural sciences. Yet mathematics and logic arguably 

constitute the hard case fi>r the sociology of knowledge. 

Since the ancient Greeks, our culture has tended to prize the deduc

tive reasoning of mathematics and formal logic more hig-hly than the 

inductive reasoning- of the empirical sciences. The former is taken to be 

immune from the uncertainty that even the most positivist of philoso

phers would ag-ree characterizes the latter. Our knowledge that 2 + 2 = 

4 is normally taken to be absolute and therefore different in kind from 

fallible inductive belief, such as the belief that all swans are white. In his 

classic of "weak-program" sociology of knowledge, Ideology and LflojJia, 

Karl Mannheim tended to place the limits of the sociology of knowledg-e 

!JJ/rodurtion II 

at the boundaries of mathematics rather than at the boundaries of the 

natural sciences.2:l Chapter H and (implicitly) chapter i take up this 

issue. Drawing on the work of Bloor, these chapters are based upon the 

assumption that, despite the absolute and pristine aura surrounding 

mathematics and formal logic, a sociology of these forms of knowledge 

is possible. These chapters examine the clash betwt:>en diflerent svstems 

of arithmetic for computers and advanced digital calculators, the con

troversy over VIPER, and the wider debate over the application of math

ematical proof to the design of computer hardware and software. 

Of course, only a small part of technological knowledge is of the for

mal and mathematical kind discussed in chapters i and H. Much more 

pervasive is tacit knowledge, and that is the second aspect of techno

logical knowledge discussed here. Tacit knowledge is inf(mnal "know

how" rather than explicit, systematized belief; it is tmverbalized and 

perhaps unverbalizable. Riding a bicvcle and plaving a musical instru

ment are everyday activities that rest in g-ood part upon tacit knowledgt>: 

even the most competent cyclist or musician would find it diflicult 

(probably impossible) to give a full verbal description of what these 

skills consist in. Various authors, from Michael Polanyi on, han' argued 

that tacit knowledge plays a central role notjust in the skills ofe\TrnLl\ 

life but also in the practice of science. Harrv Collins, abovt:> all, has 

shown how understanding- that role is of considerable help in develop

ing a symmetrical sociological analysis of the place of experiment and 

experimental results in scientific controversies.2"' 

Tacit knowledge also plays a central role in technology. Chapter 10 

suggests that this is true even fi>r the field of technological t:>ndeavor 

that has probably seen a greater amount of systematic, scientific atten

tion devoted to it than any other: the designing of nuclear weapons. 

The consequences of the role of tacit knowledge bear on the nature of 

our knowledge of nuclear weapons, on the mechanisms of their prolif~ 

eration, and on the possibility of their being "uninwnted." 

Sociology, Economics, and History 

Although I hope it will be of interest to the general public, this book is 

also meant to contribute to the field of social studit>s of tcchnolog-v. Like 

all academic fields, this one has its divides and disagreements. Although 

these may be of little concern to readers outsidt> the field, thev bear on 

the underpinning themes spelled out above, and theref()re thev should 

be introduced at least cursorily. 
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The only divide directly addressed in this book is one that has not 

become a full-fledged debate but which certainly should: the divide 

between sociological and economic explanations of technological 

change. Too often, sociological analysis of technology-and here, I 

regret to say, I have to include my own work2"-is virtually silent on the 

economic aspects of its subject matter, and yet those economic aspects 

arc both pervasive and crucial. 

As chapter 3 notes, part of the reason for this silence is that the dom

inant "neoclassical" approach within economics rests upon assumptions 

about the behavior of firms that sociologists typically regard as unreal

istic.26 Yet the neoclassical tradition is by no means all of economics, 

and chapter 3 explores potential common ground between sociological 

analysis and forms of economics alternative to neoclassicism. The dis

cussion of Marx in chapter 2 can also been seen as an implicit explo

ration of this common ground (although, of course, when Marx was 

writing sociology as we now know it did not exist and the mathematical 

apparatus of neoclassicism had yet to he created). Marx's work, at its 

best, simultaneously captures both the centrality of economic phenom

ena and the historical and social nature of those phenomena. His analy

sis of the "labor process," for example, avoids counterposing the goals 

of profit and capitalist control over the work force, as some later Marxist 

analyses of production technolohry have done.27 

Another disciplinary divide-one that has provoked explicit debate 

recently-is that between the history and the sociology of technology. 

Angus Buchanan, fcx example, has contrasted the historian's well

grounded "critical narrative" with the "empty" and "preconceived con

ceptual boxes" of the social theorist, and has vigorously condemned 

recent work in the sociology of technology for imposing "an alien con

ceptual vocabulary on the subject matter of history. "2H Several of the 

chapters in the present volume seck to straddle precisely this discipli

nary divide between history and sociology. Chapters 4-6 are closest to 

narrative history, although the fact that their subject matter is still sub

ject to commercial confidentiality (and often security classification) 

means that there are strict limits on the availability of the kind of docu

mentary sources with which historians are typically most comfortable. 

Even in those chapters, however, theoretical questions are not entirely 

absent. The other chapters are less narrative than attempts to use his

torical material to investigate or illustrate theoretical issues. 

I leave it to the reader tojudge the success of these efforts, but let me 

say that I see no contradiction between critical narrative and theoretical 
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concerns. I share the sociologist John Law's suspicion that apparentlY 

untheoretical narrative may actually rest on implicit (and therefore 

undebated) theoretical assumptions.2'l By bringing these to the surbce, 

explicit attention to theory can contribute to the goal of nilim/narrative. 

Theoretical concerns can also suggest new ways of looking at Llmiliar 

topics: I hope, for example, that there is at least a degree of noveltv in 

examining the history of nuclear weaponry from the viewpoint of tacit 

knowledge.~° Furthermore, theoretical concerns can suggest the inter

est of hitherto relatively unexplored topics. It was, for example, the 

strong program of the sociolot,ry of knowledge that suggested that it 

would be interesting to examine computer arithmetic and the (as n't 

brief) history of program and hardware verification in computer sci

ence. Indeed, as will be seen in chapter 8, in this latter area the strong 

program even led to a broadly successful prediction: that there would 
eventually be litigation over mathematical proor.:\1 

Actors, Networks, and Competing Symmetries 

The sociology of technology is, of course, not a homogeneous field. 

One particular debate that is relevant to this book concerns the validitv 

of a perspective called "actor-network theory," dneloped especiallv lJY 

the French scholars Michel Calion and Bruno Latour. 

The central argument of actor-network theory, in relationship to 

technology, is that all successful technological innovation inYoln's the 

construction of durable links tying together humans and nonhuman 

entities ("actors"). The team that successfully den· loped the laser gyro

scope, for example, had not merelv to engineer metal, gas, and ceram

ics but also to generate commitment to the technologv among the 

managers of their corporations, among the militarv, and in the world 

of civil aviation. In the words of another leading contributor to actor

network theory, John Law, they had to be "heterogeneous engineers.··:\:! 

In one sense, of course, this is banal: it is difficult to imagine am seri

ous historical or sociological case study of technological change in 

which this is not obvious. Nevertheless, the term "heterogeneous engi

neering,'' and actor-network theory more generalh·, usefullv remind us 

simultaneously to bear in mind two aspects of technical change that are 

often treated in isolation from each other. The first is the wav that the 

"physical" aspects of heterogeneous engineering arc influenced bv the 

demands of its "social" aspects-for example, the wav that production 

technology can be shaped by the need to create or maintain particular 
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forms of social relationships between worker and employer or among 

workers, the way that domestic technology has to ret1ect social relation

ships between and within households, and the way that military technol

Of,')' is shaped by the existing social organization of the armed services.33 

This "social shaping of technology," however, should not he thought 

of simply as unchanging social relationships causing changes to tech

nolO).,')', for h<.:terogeneous engineering involves changes to social rela

tions too. This is the second aspect of technical change that 

actor-network theory reminds us to keep in mind. "Artifacts have poli

tics," as Langdon \!\'inner puts it. 34 Technologies are not neutral ser

vants of whatever social or political order chooses to adopt them. Their 

adoption and operation often involves changes to that order-changes 

that are not automatic consequences of new technolobry but must them

selves be engineered, often in the face of conf1ict and resistance. 

More generally, the actor-network perspective offers a useful critique 

of the bet that much social theory conceives of social relations as if they 

were simply unmcdiated relationships between naked human beings, 

rather than being made possible and stable by artifacts and technolo

gies. Society can exist without artiEKts and technologies, but such soci

eties-whether human or, for example, primate-are typically small. 

The actor-network argument is that artif~1cts and technologies-clothes, 

houses, walls, prisons, writing, agriculture-are needed to make larger, 

more complex societies possible.30 Social theory that neglects technol

Of...,')' therefore fails to grasp an important part of the answer to its cen

tral questions: What is society? What makes social order possible? 

'Technolog-y'' and "society," the actor-network theorists argue, are not 

two independent entities. Each is inextricably part of the other. 

These actor-network arguments command, I think, widespread 

agreement within the social studies of technology, but there is one par

ticular aspect of the approach that is deeply controversial. It concerns 

Calion and Latour's call for an extension to the principle of symmetric 

analysis of "true" and "htlse" belief. This principle, as I suggested above, 

is central to the sociolo).,ry of scientific knowledge. It has also int1uenced 

the sociology of technolof,ry, where its analogue is the third underpin

ning principle noted above: avoiding explaining the success of tech

nologies by their intrinsic superiority. 

Calion and Latour's proposed extension is a call for symmetric ana

lytical treatment of human and nonhuman actors. Unlike in conven

tional sociology, where the term "actor" usually refers solely to human 

beings, in actor-network theory "actor" (sometimes, "actant") can refer 
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both to human beings and to nonhuman entities: electrons, microbes, 

or whatever. Our analyses, say Calion and Latour, should not privilege 

human beings by making them, a priori, the onh actin· agents. Humans 

and nonhumans should be treated symmetrically. Calion, introducing a 

case study of the cultivation of shellfish, puts it this wav: "\\'c know that 

the ingredients of controversies are a mixture of considerations con

cerning both Society and Nature. For this reason we require the observ

er to use a single repertoire when they arc described.,. Calion suggests 

using the same vocabulary 'Tor fishermen, for the scallops and for sci

entific colleagues": terms such as "'problematization, interessement. 

enrolment, mobilization and dissidence.":l<i The meanings of these par

ticular terms are of less importance here than the basic issue of the 

extension of the principle of symmetry. Harry Collins and fellow sociol

ogist of science Steven Yearley oppose this extension vigorouslv, arguing 

that the symmetrical analysis of humans and non humans is conducted 

at the price of asymmetry as regards truth and Lllsehood. Collins and 

Yearley point out that the analytical treatment of non-human entities as 

actors requires us to describe their behavior. To do this, thn argue. is to 

privilege one account of that behavior-nonnallv, the accepted scien

tific one. "Extended" symmetry, they conclude, can be purchased onh 

by giving up its older sociology-of~knowlcdge form.:\7 

In a way, this recent debate rehearses an old issue: the place of the 

real, "material" world in sociology-of~knowkdge explanations. It st"ems 

to me that sociologists of science or of technologY have no need to dcnv 

that the real world int1uences our beliefs about it. As David Bloor puts it: 

Objects in the world will in general impinge equallv on those 11ho han· true and 
those who have [tlse beliefs about them. Consider l'riestll'v and Lm>isicr look
ing at some burning chemicals. Thev both sec the same objects in the 1mrld. 
they both direct their attention and their remarks at the same things. But one 
says: "In combustion a burning object releases phlogiston into the atmosphere."' 
and the other says: "In combustion a burning object takes ox1gen from the 
atmosphere." There is no question ofdisqualif\ing as possible causes the objects 
bcf(>rc them. Such causes do not hml'l'H"r suffice to explain the 1·erbal descrip
tion that is given of them. This is so both f(>r the versions \IT ourscln·s accept as 
true and f(>~· the \'ersions \IT reject as Lllsc. :lK 

An example for the case of technolog-v (where there has been <malo

gous debate about the place of the material efficacv of technologies in 

their sociological analysis):i'l might be the fierce debate that took place 

in the aftermath of the Gulf War about the efficacy of the Patriot mis

sile system. Actual material events took place in the skies onT Saudi 
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Arabia and Israel, and there is no reason to doubt that these events 

inf1uenct'd the beliefs of both the Patriot's defenders and its critics. The 

two camps, however, drew radically diflcrent conclusions from them 

about the Patriot's efficacy. 40 

The crucial point, it seems to me, is the distinction between "un

verbalized reality"41 and our beliefs-including our verbal descriptions

about that reality. Actor-network theory is right to insist on the 

independent, causal role of nonhuman entities-"unverbalized reali

ty"-in inf1uencing both scientific knowledge and technological devel

opment. The strictures of Collins and Yearley, however, begin to apply 

when these nonhuman entitit's become actors and we move from un

verbalized reality to particular, verbal accounts of that reality. 

The crucial moment of this transition is, typically, when scientific or 

technological disputes get settled-in Latour words, when "techno

science" (science and technology) moves from being "warm" to being 

"cold." Latour argues that this is the moment for the analyst to shift 

from relativism to realism: 

\'\'hen talking about a cold part of technoscience we should shift our method like 
the scientists themsdvcs who, from hard-core relativists, have turned into dyed
in-the-wool realists. Nature is now taken as the cause of accurate descriptions of 
herself. We cannot be more relativist than scientists about these parts .... \'\'hy? 
Because the cost of dispute is too high f(Jr an average citizen, even if he or she is 
a historian and sociologist of science. Ir there is no controversy among scientists 
as to the status of L1cts, then it is useless to go on talking about interpretation, 
representation .... Nature talks straight, f~1cts are bets. Full stop. There is noth
ing to add and nothing to subtract. ... [1!l go on] being relativists even about 
th~· settled parts of scit:nn· ... made [analys;s of science J look ludicrous.42 

It is certainly true that virtually all the major empirical, sociological 

studies of science and technology ((>Cus on scientific controversy or on 

situations where alternative paths of technological development were 

explicitly available. However, the practical di!liculties facing the socio

logical analysis of established, consensual science or technolo!-,ry should 

not, I feel, lead us to abandon the eff(>rt. There am resources available 

to the analyst. 
One such resource is the "insider uncertainty" of those at the heart 

of knowledge production, even in established fields. 43 Nuclear weapons 

design is one such field. Although the activity is controversial political

ly, the technical design of "orthodox" atomic and hydrogen bombs is 

well-established, almost routine, "tt'chnoscience." Yet in the interviews 

discussed in chapter I 0, the designers stressed the dependence of our 

' 
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knowledge of the technical characteristics of such weapons upon 

humanjudgment, not upon hard empirical bet or SUIT deduction from 

established theory. They may well han, had specific reasons for doing 

so, but nevertheless it gives the analvst a wav of continuing to be "rela

tivist" even about this settled area of knowledge. 

Another resource arises when settkd knowledge ckn·lopnl in one 

institutional setting must be displayed and defended in a different set

ting-in particular, when scientific knowledge enters the achnsarial 

legal process. For example, the chemical analvsis of narcotics and other 

illicit drugs involves routine, establislwd, empirical procedures about 

which there is (to my knowledge) no scientific contron-rsv. \(:t defense 

lawyers in drug cases can still undermine the testimonv en·n of expert 

witnesses who have carefully followed such procedures. In doing so, 

they lay bare the dependence oft he credibility of established, em pi rica! 

knowledge upon trust.44 The potential E1scination for the sociologist of 

knowledge of future litigation over mathematical proof applied to com

puter systems is that this may lay bare the analogous ckpendence of 

deductive knowledge upon trust. 

Relativism and Indifference; Women and Men 

Another set or debates in the sociology of technolog-y f(>euses not Oil 

extending the principle of symmetry but on the possibilitY of rejecting 

it as debilitating. A leading political philosopher of tcchnologv. 

Langdon \\'inner, argues that symmetrical sociological analvsis of "inter

pretive f1exibility" (the variety of interpretations that can lw placed on 

a scientific result, or the different meanings different groups attach to 

technolo!-,ry) "soon becomes moral and political indifference. "F' 

These debates too echo older debates in the sociology of science. H> 

My own view is that the satisfactory sociological analvsis of scientific or 

technological knowledge claims does indeed require symmetrv, but that 

this should be seen for what it is: a methodological precept appropriate 

for a particular, limited, intellectual task.-17 It does not implv moral and 

political indifference. I hope, for example, that no rt'aclcr of chapter 10 
gets the impression that my co-author and I feel indifferent about 

nuclear weapons. Nor is relativism nect'ssarily appropriate when the 

intellectual task is a different one. Chapter 9, f(>r example, attempts, in 

a wholly nonrelativistic way, to estimate the prevalence of computer

related accidental deaths and to inquire into their causes. It does not 

attempt a sociology-ol~knowledge analysis of controversies over 
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accidents, althoug-h that would be possible and indeed enlightening.4H 

The chapter's aim is to make knowledg-e claims about computer-related 

accidents (with, I hope, due modesty), rather than to seek to under

stand the g-eneration and reception of such claims. In other chapters, 

prag-matic considerations (lack of available data, irrelevance to the main 

narrative, and so on) mean that there arc many sets of knowledge 

claims that I have not soug-ht to subject to sociological analysis, even 

thoug-h such analysis would, in principle, be possible. In chapter 4, for 

example, I treat the tests of laser gyroscopes as having generated "facts" 

(as the individuals involved seem to have done); I make no attempt 

there to probe deeper:!\! 
Another aspect of vVinner's critique, however, seems to me to have 

g-reater liHn'. Winner is rig-ht to note that the empirical (perhaps 

empiricist) mcthodoloh'Y of much sociology of technology, focusing on 

explicit choices and evidently relevant social groups, creates problems 

li>r the analysis of processes of structural exclusion. onen, for example, 

manual workers and women arc simply excluded from the arenas with

in which technolog-ical development takes place, never getting the 

chance to formulate preferences and to struggle to impose these pref

erences.''0 True, the picture is typically different if one broadens the 

analysis from technolog-ical development to manufacture, distribution, 

marketing-, purchase, and usc. But, as Cynthia Cockburn points out, the 

sociology of technology has tended to li>eus "upon the design stage and 

the early development of a technoh>h'Y· "'i 1 My unease about this is great

est in rt>g-ard to the question of gender.''2 Focusing typically on design 

rather than on production or usc, the essays in this volume deal pri

marily with the work of white, middle-class men. The women whose dit~ 

ferent tasks make the work of these men possible generally remain in 

the background, wwxamined.,-,:\ It is ditlicult to believe that gender is 

irrelevant to the content of the men's work, but I would not claim to 

have linmd an adequate way of analyzing its effects. In this hook-and, 

indeed, in much other writing- in the history and sociology of technolo

hry-the theme of masculinity is perhaps like the "air tune" described in 

John McPhee's The Pine Barrens: "there, everywhere,just beyond hearing."'i4 

The Chapters 

Chapter ~. "Marx and the Machine," was written more than ten years 

ago. The reader may ask why, in the mid 1990s, with Marxism now utter

ly unEtshionablc, Marx's writings on tt>chnology should be seen as hav

ing anything- to commend tlwm. I would make three points in response. 

., 
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First, there is a sophistication to Marx's analvsis of technologY that 

can, even now, be helpful. For example, few passages in tht' writings of 

the modern actor-network theorists surpass Marx's account of the \\·av 

the machine made stablt' and durable the orig-inallv stronglY resisted 

condition of wage labor. Furthermore, there is a continuing importance 

to the elfect on production technologv of the social relationships with

in which production takes place. Even if we set aside questions of skill, 

unemployment, and class conflict, we have here a major and often 

underestimated determinant of both the shape and the practical suc

cess or failure of technological systems."" 

Second, the collapse of nearly all the regimes claiming- alleg-iance to 

Marxism has, paradoxically, increased Marxism's relevance. Throug-hout 

the twentieth century, the influence of capitalist social relations on tech

nology (and on much else) has been attenuated by the tvpicalh· differ

ent influence of war and preparations li>r war.''1i In particular, since 19cf:'i 

much of "high technology" has been nurtured by the entrenched con

llict between the V\restern statt's and opponents that, though avowedlv 

"socialist," were born in war and molded above all lw the exig-encies of 

military mobilization. The end of that entrenched conllict. and capital

ism's "triumph,"57 mean a world in which market forces han· unprece

dented sway: a world, therefore, in which Marxism mav be more. not 

less, apposite. 

A third streng-th of Marxism is Marx's insistence that in analyzing- mar

ket forces we should never forget that "capital is not a thing-, but a social 

relation between persons which is mediated through thing-s. "'iH The 

social studies of technoloh'Y divide too readily into a socioloh'>' of tech

nology that emphasizes social relations, but not their mediation through 

money and the market, and an economics of technolot,'T that is too little 

interested in the social underpinning-s of economic phenomena. 

Chapter 3 directly addresses this divide between sociolog-y and eco

nomics. It does not, I hope, just make the shallow arg-ument that \\'e 

need to consider "both social and economic L1ctors "; instead, it asks 

how we could try to transcend the divide. It sug-g-ests that one way to do 

this wcntld be to build on the work of the '';dternative" (non-neoclassi

cal) tradition within economics begun by Herbert Simon, a tradition 

whose view of human behavior is much closer to that of sociologY.'-''1 

The chapter calls for "ethnoaccountancy": the empirical studv of how 

people actually reckon financially about technology (as distinct from 

how economic theory suggests they should reckon). It sugg-ests that we 

should study how the inherent uncertaintv of technical change is 

(sometimes) reduced to manageable risk: how, out of potential chaos, 
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technologists, workers, managers, and users construct a world in which 
economics is applicable. 

One argument of chapter ~ is that to investigate these phenomena 

empirically we need to return (with new questions in mind) to an old 

genre: the "natural history" of innovations, popular in the 1960s and the 

1970s. Chapter 4 is a "natural history" of one particular innovation, the 

laser h'Yroscope (although, as admitted above, it is only a very partial 

implementation of the ideas suggested in chapter 3). The chapter 

begins with the laser gyroscope's conceptual origins in scientific exper

iments investigating the existence of the ether-a massless substance, 

pervading the universe, which was held to be the medium of the prop

agation of light waves (as well as having, in the view of some, a theolog

ical significance). The chapter then discusses the fundamental 

transformations that led to the laser gyroscope's establishment in the 

191-lOs as the dominant technology of inertial (self-cor...ained) aircraft 

navigation. It describes the heterogeneous engineering needed to 

achieve that success, discusses how to conceptualize the economic 

aspects of the device's history, and argues for the crucial role of self

fulfilling prophecies in "technological revolutions" such as this. 

Chapters 5 and 6 are also historical in form, but they shift the focus 

to the technology of high-performance computers. These machines allow 

the simulation of events too big, too small, too fast, or too slow for ex

perimental investigation to be entirely adequate and too complex to be 

understood just from theoretical "first principles." They have become 

fundamental to a range of scientific and technological fields. For exam

ple, predictions about coming global warming arc based largely on 

supercomputer simulations of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans. Such 

simulations raise fascinating issues about how scientific and technologi

cal communities, and wider publics, understand the relationship 

between the model and the reality being modeled.60 (Some of these 
issues also arise in chapter 10.) 

Chapter 5 and 6 focus on the development of the supercomputers 

that make the more sophisticated simulations possible. The premier 

customers for supercomputers have traditionally been nuclear weapons 

design laboratories. The main question addressed in chapter 5 is the 

extent to which these powerful organizations have shaped the technol

ogy of supercomputing as well as being its primary market. The chapter 

argues that the weapons laboratories played a key role in defining what 

we mean by "supercomputin!-{." It also shows, however, that their 

attempts at more detailed influence on the internal structures or "archi

tectures" of supercomputers were hampered by the diverse and classi-
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fied nature of the "codes," the computer programs used to simulate 
nuclear explosions. 

Instead, this key modern technology appears at first sight to han· 

been shaped to a striking extent by one man: the American supercom

puter designer Seymour Cray. Without in any way belittling Crav's great 

abilities or his remarkable achievements, chapter() (writtenjointlv with 

Boelie Elzen) attempts a sociological analvsis of his charismatic author

ity, arguing that his appar·ently extraordinaq• genius was the expression 

of a network of social and technical relationships. As with all charismat

ic authority, this expression wa:; self~undermining: as the network con

stituting supercomputing developed and grew, it had to find more 
routine forms of expression. GI 

Chapters 7 and 8 also deal with computers, but their focus is more on 

the issues fi·om the sociology of knowledge discussed above. Chapter 7 

is a brief accou. t of the development of the VIPER microprocessor and 

of the controversy about whether its design had been proved mathe

matically to be a correct implementation of its specification. Chapter H 

sets this particular episode in its wider intellectual context, arguing that 

computer technoloh'Y offers interesting, counterintuiti\'e case studies in 

the sociology of mathematical knowledge. It describes the clash 

between different arithmetics designed for computer implementation. 

This concern may seem arcane, but it is worth noting that (unknown to 

me when I was writing the essay) it was an error in this sphere that was 

the immediate cause of the Patriot bilure at Dhahran. Furthermore, in 

November 1994 there was widespread publicitY about an error in the 

implementation of division in Intel's celebrated Pentium chip.!i:! 

Chapter 8 suggests that, although the litigation O\'er \'IPER is so Etr 

unique, the controversy around the VIPER proof should not be seen as 

entirely .1ui wrmis.li:\ The chapter also describes the wider deb;lte among 

computer scientists and others about whether to class as ''proofs" math

ematical arguments that rely on computer calculation or manipulation 
too extensive for humans to check. 

The research described in chapter 9 arose as bv-product oft he inter

est in mathematical proof as applied to computers. Such work on "f(>r

mal verification" often makes reference to the risks invoh eel \\·it h 

computer systems upon which lives depend. Colleagues in computer 

science, however, offered me wildly varying estimates of the pn·v;llence 

of computer-related accidents,!i'l and nowhere could I find a sYstematic 

empirical analysis of their frequency or their ctuses.!i.-, Chapter 9 is an 

attempt, not to provide this analysis (that would he an m·erh grandiose 

description of the chapter's simplistic contents). but mcrch to indicate 
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what might be imulvccl in such an enterprise. I have no great confi

cknce in its quantitative findings. Nevertheless, I suspect that a more 

sophisticated piece of work might find some of that chapter's tentatin· 

conclusions to be robust. In particular, my instincts are that it is indeed 

true that only a small proportion of btalities are caused solely by "tech

nical" Ltults in computer systems, and that many computer-related 

deaths arc better attributed to "system accidents" in Charles Perrow's 

sense,()() where the "system" involved is human and organizational as 

well as technical. 
Chapter I 0 (written with Graham Spinardi) seeks to reverse the focus 

of many of the preceding chapters and, indeed, of most of the social 

studies of technology. Its topic is what the processes of the development 

of technology can teach us about how it might be possible to do away 

with-to uninvent-particular technologies. The chapter seeks directly 

to confront the conventional wisdom that the invention of a technolo

gy such as nuclear weapons is an irreversible event. Drawing both on his

torical evidence and on interviews with designers of nuclear weapons, 

the chapter suggests that the development of nuclear weaponry 

depends in part upon tacit knowledge embodied in people rather than 

in words, equal ions, or diagrams. Therefore, if the designing of nuclear 

weapons ceases, and there is no new generation of designers to which 

tacit knowledge can be passed on fi·mn person to person, nuclear 

weapons will have been, in an important sense, uninvented. Their 

renewed development, though clearly possible, would have some of the 

characteristics of reinvention rather than mere copying. 
There arc some important considerations that force us to qualify this 

conclusion, and chapter I 0 does not even mention a variety of other 

deep problems that would he Etced by an attempt to uninvent nuclear 

weapons. Ncvcrthekss, I hope that the chapter's arguments might help 

dispel some of the pessimism that too often, even nowadays, surrounds 

discussion of the future of nuclear weapons. The last few years have 

seen the sudden, unexpected disappearance of at least two social insti

tutions that seemed permanent features of our world: the Cold v\'ar and 

apartheid in South Africa. Once we start to think about technologies, 

too, as social institutions-and that, for all the nuances in interpretation 

and dirferenccs in terminology, is the shared underlying theme of the 

social studies of technology-we can begin to imagine technologies, 

too, disappearing. 

i 

2 
Marx and the Machine 

As an aside in a discussion of the status oft he concepts of economics, 

Karl Marx wrote: "The handmill gin's you socictv with the feudal lord: 

the steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist." I The aphorism has 

stuck: as a succinct prC:~cis of technological determinism it has f!.·\1· rivals. 

Apt and memorable (even if historically inaccurate) 2 as it is, it is m·ver

theless misleading. There is much in Marx's writings on technology that 

cannot be captured by any simple technological determinism. Indeed, 

his major discussion of the subject-occupying a large part of volume 

1 of CajJi/al-suggests a quite different perspectin·. Marx argues that 

in the most significant complex of technical changes of his time, the 

coming of large-scale mechanized production, social relations molded 

technology, rather than vice versa. His account is not without its short

comings, both empirical and theoretical, yet it resonates excitingly with 

some of the best modern work in the history of technology. En·n where 

these studies force us to revise some of Marx's conclusions, thev shmv 

the continuing historical relevance of his account of the machine. Its 

possible political relevance is shown by an interesting connection 

between the practice of the "alternative technolo)..,>y·" mm·ement and an 

important way of studying the social shaping of technologv. 

Marx as Technological Determinist 

Not so long ago Alvin Hansen's 1921 conclusion that Marxism is a "tech

nological interpretation of history" was still widelv accepted. Robert 

Heilbroner's celebrated 1967 paper "Do Machines Make History?" was 

headed by the famous "handmill" quotation, and Heilbroner clcarlv iden

tified "the Marxian paradigm" as technological determinism. In Tom 

Burns's 1969 reader, Industrial J\1an, the section on Marx had as a head 

'Technology as the Prime Mover of Industrialization and Social Change. ":l 
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More recently, things have seemed not quite so clear. Many 

Marxists-and some non-Marxists-have been profoundly unhappy 

with the characterization of Marxism as technological determinism.4 

William Shaw complains: "All the friends of old Marx, it seems, have 

entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this specter [technological 

determinism]."'' Yet the book that remains the best discussion of the dif· 

f(-rent varieties of technological determinism, Langdon \Ninner's 

Autonomm11 'flyhnolof..,')', can still be read as giving (with some crucial 

reservations) a technological-determinist interpretation of Marx: in 

changes in the forces of production, Winner writes, Marx believed he 

had "isolated the primary independent variable active in all of history. "6 

To be a technological determinist is obviously to believe that in some 

sense technical change rrfll.\I'S social change, indeed that it is the most 

important cause of social change. But to give full weight to the first term 

in expressions such as "jnime mover," a strong version of technological 

determinism would also involve the belief that technical change is itself 

uncaused, at least by social [lctors. The first of these theses we can 

describe, lilllowing Heilbroner,7 as the thesis that machines make his

tory. The second we might call the thesis of the autonomy of technical 

change. 
The thesis that machines make history is certainly to be found in 

Marxist writing. Perhaps its most unequivocal statement is in Bukharin's 

Historiml /Vlalnialism, where we find assertions like the following: 'The 

historic mode or production, i.e. the form or society, is determined by 

tht~ development or the productive forces, i.e. the development of tech

nology."S Bukharin was [lr from alone in this claim,'> and there are 

indeed passages from Marx's own writings that can be read in this way. 

The best known is the sentence from the Poverty of PhilosofJhy quoted 

above. More weighty, though not so crisp, is the "1 H59 Preface": 

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into definite 
relations, which arc independent of their will, namely relations of production 
appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material f(HTes of pro
duction. The totality of these relations of production constitutes the economic 
structure of socictv, the real finmdation, on which arises a legal and political 
superstructure ancl to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness. 
The mode of production of material life conditions the general process of 
social, political and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that 
determines their existence, but their social existence that determines their con
sciousness. At a certain stage of dn'Ciopmcnt, the material productive f(H-ces of 
socictv come into conflict with the existing relations of production or-this 
mer-ely expresses thl· same thing in legal terms-with the property relations 
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within the framework of which thcv han· operated hitherto. From f(mns of 
development of the productiw f(HTes these relations turn into their fetters. 
Then begins an era of social revolution.lO 

And there arc several other statements, chielly fi·om the I H40s and the 

1850s, which can be read as claims that machines make historv.ll 

Alternative readings of at least some of these arc possible. Rosenberg, 

lor example, takes the "handmill" quotation and suggests that in its con

text it can be seen as not necessarily implving a technological detcr

minism.12 The '"1H5~l Prcbce" is, however, where debate has centered. 

It was explicitly presented by Marx as '"the general conclusion at which 

I arrived and which, once reached, became the guiding principle of mv 

studies. "PI Echoes of it reappear throughout Marx's later works, and it 

has often been taken as the delinitin· statement of historical matcri;tl

ism. Anything approaching a careful reading of it quicklv rCYeals two 

things. First, to make it into a statement that machines make historv, the 

"forces or production" would have to be interpreted as equivalent to 

technology. Second, to make it into a strong tcclmological determinism 

in the sense outlined above, the development of the I(Jrces of produc

tion would have to be taken as autonomous, or at least inckpendt·nt of 

the relations of production. 

Langdon Winner signals his ambivalence about the first point when 

he writes that "although there is some variation in the manner in which 

Marx uses these terms, for our jnuf)()sts 'f<lret's of production' can he 

understood to comprise all of physical teclmologv. ,. Furt hcrmore, 

V\'inner also gives a broader delinition of I(Hn's of production as "the 

instruments, energy, and labor involved in the actin· effort of individu

als to change material realitv to suit their needs. "it Indeed, en·n ortho

dox Marxism has tended to I(JIIow the broader meaning. Stalin \\Tote: 

"The instrwnrmts o/jJrodurtion wherewith material values arc produced, 

the jJtojJ/e who operate the instruments of production and C<ltT\ Oil the 

production of material values thanks to a certain jnodurtion npnieno' 

and labor shill-all these elements jointly constitute the pmdurlii't jones 

of society." The opponents of orthodox Marxism sharplv nitici;ed the 

reduction or the forces of production to teclmologv. Luk:lcS, at tacking 

Bukharin 's llistoriml iVlatnialism, wrote: 'Technique is a j)(fr/, a moment, 

naturally of great importance, of the social producti\'e I(H-ces, but it is 

neither simply identical with them, nor ... the final or absolute 
moment or the changes in these lilrc:es. "I r; 

Interpretations of Marxism as technological determinism thus rest, 

in effect, on the equation "forces of production = technologv." \(·t l'\Tll 
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defenders of the proposition that Marx was a technological determinist, 

such as William Shaw, lind it diflicult to impute this equation to Marx: 

"For Marx the productive forces include more than machines or tech

nolog-y in a narrow sense. In fact, labor-power, the skills, knowledge, 

experience, and so on which enable labor to produce, would seem to be 

the most important of the productive forces." So Shaw concedes that 

"technological determinism is a slight misnomer since Marx speaks, in 

effect, of productive-force detenninism."IG But much more is at stake 

than terminology. For if the forces of production include human labor 

power, then a productive-force determinism will look very ditrerent 

from a technological determinism as ordinarily understood. From his 

earliest writings on, Marx emphasized that what was specific about 

human work was that it was mnsrious: 

... free conscious activity is man's species character .... In his worh uj)()rt inor
ganic nature, man proves himself a conscious species being .... 

A spider conducls operations which resemble those of the weaver, and a bee 
would put manv a human architec\ to shame by the construction of its honey
comb cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is 
that the architec\ builds the cell in his mind before he constructs it in wax .... 
Man no\ only effects a change of form in the materials of nature; he also real

izes his own purpose in those materials_l7 

The inclusion of labor power as a force uf production thus admits con

scious human agency as a determinant of history: it is people, as much 

as or more than the machine, that make history. 
The autonomy of technical change is likewise a proposition attribut

able to Marx only questionably, even if one accepts the equation 

between productive t<>rces and technolor-,ry. The "orthodox" position is 

that the productive fi>rces have a tendency to advance but can be 

encouraged or held back by the relations of production. Stalin, for 

example, admitted that the relations of production "influence" the 

development of the lin-ces of production, but he restricted that influ

ence to "accelerating or retarding-" that development. Not all Marxist 

writers have seen it like this, however. There is a chan!Se of terrain in the 

way the modern French Marxist Etienne Balibar shifts the metaphor 

away from "accelerate/ decelerate": 'The most interesting aspect of the 

'productive li>rces' is ... the rhythm and pattern of their development, {()r 

this rhythm is directly linked to the nature of the relations of produc

tion, and the structure of the mode of production." Lukacs disagreed 

with the orthodox interpretation even more sharply: "It is altogether 
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incorrect andunmarxist to separate technique fi·om the other ideolou

ical li>rms and to propose ti>r it a self~suf!icienn· from the cconom~· 
structure of society .... The remarkable changes i,n the course of [tech

nique's] development are l tlwn] completely utH'xplained." l ~ 

The Difficulties of Determinism 

In addition to the unclear meaning and questionable autonomv of the 

"fi>rces of production," a further diflicultv arises in reading th~· "IH:Jq 

PrehlCe" as technolog-ical determinism. That is the nature of the middle 

terms in the propositions it implies.Just what is the "determination" (or 

conditioning, or being- the foundation of) exercised lJY the "totalitv of 

[the] relations of production"? \!\'hat concept of cletermi nat iot,l is 

implied when it is said that the relations of production tlH'msclves are 

"appropriate" to "a given stage in the development of [the] material 
forces or production"? 

On few topics has more ink been spilled. As Ravmond \\'illi~lms has 

pointed out, the verb "to determine" (or the Cnman /Ji'llinnnl'll. \l'hich 

is what the Eng-lish translations of :V1arx are gennalh· rendninu when 
( ' t""l 

they write "determine") is linf.{uisticallv complex. The sense that has 

developed into our notion of "determinism "-powerlessness in the LICe 

of compelling external agency-derives, \\'illiams sug-gests. from the 
idea of determination by an au,thority (as in "the court 's~tt to determine 

the matter"). However, there is a related but different sense of "to deter

mine": to set bounds or limits (as in "the determination of a lease") _I 'I 

If the determinative effect of the f(n-ccs of production on the rela

tions of production or of the relations of production otl the "super

structure" can be read in this latter way, then our image of 

determination changes radically. It suggests not compelling causes blll 

a set of limits within which human agency can act and against which it 

can push. It is an image fully compatible with another of :\larx's apho

risms, that people "make their own history, but theY do not make it _just 

as they please; they do not make it under cirntmstances chosen bv 

themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered. gin·n ~m~l 
transmitted from the past. "~20 

This is not an issue, however, that semantic debate alone em settle. 

Dealing with such topics, after all, we approach the conceptual cot-e of 

a social science (any social science, not just Marxism). \'ariant readings 

of "determination" are possible, from simple C\USe-and-e{fect notions to 

G. A. Cohen's sophisticated dt>fense of the thesis that the explanations 
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suggested by the "1H~9 Pref~tce" are functional explanations ("to say 

that an economic structure mrmsf)()nrls to the achieved level of the pro

ductive forces means: the structure provides maximum scope for the 

fruitful use and development of the forces, and obtains bemuse it pro

,·ides such scope"). Erik Olin V\rright arg-ues, indeed, for making a positive 

virtue of diversity and incorporating- different "modes of determina

tion" into Marxist theory. Furthermore, debate on this issue can seldom 

be innocent. Profound political and philosophical differences entangle 

rapidly with matters of theory and methodology, as E. P. Thompson's 

essay 'The Poverty of Theory" quickly reveals.~ 1 

Here we have reached the limits of the usefulness for our purposes of 

the exeg-esis of Marx's programmatic statements. The "1 H~9 Pref~1ce" and 

similar passages will no doubt remain a mine, perhaps even a productive 

mine, for students of Marx's general theory and method. Students of 

technolohry, howen:r, can turn their attention to a deposit that is both 

larger and closer to the surL1ce: Marx's one extended and concrete dis

cussion of technolog-y.~~ Apart from its intrinsic interest (the main focus 

of what follows), this discussion throws interesting retrospective light on 

the more summary passag-es. In particular, it makes the thesis that Marx 

was a tcclmological determinist in any strong sense extremely ditlicult to 

sustain, at least without invoking a peculiar and marked inconsistency 

between his general beliefs and his particular analyses. 

The Labor Process and the Valorization Process 

The chapter entitled 'The Labor Process and the Valorization Process"~'\ 

is the pin>t of CufJitul. Marx, who up to that point had been analyzing 

chiefly the phenomena of the commodity, exchange and money, 

employed the full power of his skill as a writer to set the scene for the 

chapter: "Let us therefore ... leave this noisy sphere, where everything 

takes place on the surf~tce and in full \'iew of everyone, and [enter] into 

the hidden abode of production, on whose threshold there hangs the 

notice 'No admittance except on business.' Here we shall sec, not only 

how capital produces, but how capital is itself procluced."~4 After the 

chapter, his argument built architectonically to the crescendo of "The 

Cencral Law of Capitalist Accumulation" some ~00 pages further on. 

\\'bile we will not follow him that br, this little chapter is central to an 

understanding- of his discussion of machinery. 

First, says Marx, we "have to consider the labor process indepen

dently of any specific social f(mnation." He lists the "simple elements" 
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of the labor process: "(I) purposeful activity, that is work itself, (2) the 

objects on which that work is performed, and (:~) the instruments of 

that work." The labor process is a cultural universal, "an appropriation 

of what exists in nature for the requirements of man"; it is "common to 

all forms of society in which human being-s live. "~:i But it develops and 
changes through history. 

Marx does not, as the technolog-ical-determinist reading- \mule! lead 

us to expect, turn now to the development of "tlw instruments of work." 

(It is interesting-, indeed, that he subsumes technolog-v, in the narrower 

meaning of "instruments," under the broader head of "the labor 

process.") Instead, he moves fi·om the labor process in general to the 

labor process under capitalism, and from labor as a material process of 

production to labor as a social process. The process of production 

under capitalism is not just a labor process; it is also a valorization 

process, a process of adding- value. The capitalist "wants to produce a 

commodity greater in value than the sum of the values of the com

modities used to produce it, namely the means of production and the 

labor power he purchased with his good money on the open market. "~ti 

He wants to produce a commodity embodying surplus value. 

The distinction between the labor process and the valorization 

process is not a distinction between two different types of process, but 

between two different aspects of the same process of production. Take 

a simple example, the production of cotton varn. Looking at that as a 

labor process means looking at the particular, concrete wavs in which 

people work, using particular technical instruments, to t;·ansform a 

g-iven raw material int:o a product with given properties. In am· societv 

that produces yarn it would be meaning-ful to examine in this ~\·av how 

it is done. But that is not all there is to the production of varn ~tncler 
capitalism. The production of yarn as a valorization process is a process 

whereby inputs of certain value give rise to a product of greater value. 

The concrete particularities of the inputs and product, and the partic

ular technologies and forms of work used to turn the inputs into the 

product, arc relevant here only to the extent that thev affect the quan

titative outcome of the process.~/ Capitalist production processes, but 

not all production processes in all tvpcs of societv, ~\rc valori;ation 

processes. The valorization process is the "social form" of the procluc

t.ion process specific to capitalism. 

Were Marx's theory technological determinism, one would tHm· 

expect an arg-ument that the labor process-the technology-including 

"material substratum "-in some sense dominated the "social form." 
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Quite the opposite. In his general statements on the matter (most of 

which are to be found in the unpublished chapter of CajJital, "Results of 

the Immediate Process of Production"), Marx repeatedly argues that 

"the labor process itself is no more than the instrument of the valoriza

tion process."~H And in CafJital itself he presents an extended historical 

and theoretical account of the development of the capitalist production 

process-an account in which the social form (valorization) explains 

changes in the material content (the labor process). From this account 

let us select one central thread: Marx's history of the machine. 

The Prehistory of the Machine 

The history begins strangely, in that its central character is absent. The 

origins of capitalism, for Marx, lay not in a change in technology, but in 

a change in social relations: the emergence of a class of propertyless 

wage laborers.:Z!l "At first capital subordinates labor on the basis of the 

technical conditions within which labor has been carried on up to that 

point in history. ":10 Archetypally, this took place when independent arti

sans (say textile workers), who previously produced goods on their own 

account, were forced through impoverishment to become employees. 

So instead of owning their spinning wheels or looms and buying their 

own raw materials, they worked (often in their own homes, under the 

"putting out" system) on wheels or looms belonging to a merchant, 

spinning or weaving raw materials belonging to him into a product that 

would be his property and which would embody surplus value. The 

social relations within which they worked had thus changed drastically; 

the technical content of their work was unaltered. This Marx describes 

as the "formal subordination" of labor to capitai.3 1 It was formal in that 

it involved a change in social form (the imposition of the valorization 

process) without a valorization-inspired qualitative alteration in the con

tent of the labor process-without "real subordination." 

Inherited labor processes were, however, severely deficient vehicles 

for the valorization process. Within their bounds, capitalists could 

increase surplus value primarily by the route Marx calls "absolute sur

plus value"-lcngthening the working day. But that was not easily 

achieved. As Marx points out, the earliest statutes in Britain regulating 

the working day extend it, rather than limit it. But they were largely 

ineffective. It was often diflicult to get workers to turn up for work at all 

at the beginning of the week (the tradition of "Saint Monday"). The 

intense, regular work required for valorization was a habit hard to 
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Impose. And outworkers without direct supen·ision had an cflectin· 

form of disvalorization available in the form of embezzlement of raw 

materials, as historians more recent than Marx have emphasized.:\:? 

The ways capitalists sought to overcome these deficiencies in the 

labor process from the point of \·iew of valorization arc the subject of 

part 4 of volume I of CajJital. The first that Marx discusses is "simple 

cooperation." This ocntrs when capital brings individual workers 

together "in accordance with a plan.'':~:' There is nothing specific to cap

italism about simple cooperation: in all societies it will, for example, 

offer advantages in the performance of simple phvsical tasks, two peo

ple working together being able to lift a weight each individuallv could 

not. Nevertheless, simple cooperation offers definite advantages from 

the point of view of valorization. 

The nature of these advantages highlights an important feature of 

valorization: it is not simply an economic process; it involves the cre

ation and maintenance of a social relation. Certainlv productivitY is 

increased ("the combined working day produces a greater quantitv of 

use-values than an equal sum of isolated working davs":ll), and the cen

tralization of work can lead to savings in fixed capital. But, equallv 

important, the authority of the capitalist is strengthened. For coopera

tion necessitates coordination. If you are lifting a weight, someone has 

to say "one, two, three ... hup." Because the individual workers who arc 

brought together by capital arc subordinate to capital, that role of 

coordination becomes, in principle, filled bv capitalist command-bv 

capitalist managrrnenl, to usc an anachronism. The consequence Marx 

describes as follows: "Hence the interconnection between their [the 

workers'] various labors confronts them; in the realm of ideas, as a plan 

drawn up by the capitalist, and, in practice, as his authority, as the pow

erful will of a being outside them, who subjects their activity to his pur

pose."3!i A form of alienation is involved here-not psychological 

alienation, nor alienation from a human essence, but the literal alien

ation of the collective nature of work. That collective nature is here seen 

as becoming the power of another-of the capitalist. In addition, the 

physical concentration of workers under the one roof greatly bcilitates 

the down-to-earth tasks of supervision: enforcing timekeeping and pre

venting embezzlement.36 

Marx intended "simple cooperation" as an analytic category rather 

than as a description of a historical period in the development of the 

labor process (although more recent writers have specified a historical 

phase in which it was crucial). :17 The form of cooperation typical of the 
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period immediately prior to mechanization Marx describes as "manu

facture. "3X (Marx, of course, uses the term in its literal sense of making 

by hand.) Crucially, manufacture, unlike the most elementary forms of 

cooperation, involves the differentiation of tasks, the division of labor. 

It arises in two ways. One is the bringing together of separate trades, as 

in the manufacture of carriages, where wheelwrights, harness makers, 

etc., are brought together under the same roof, and their work special

ized and routinized. The other, and perhaps the more significant, is 

where the production of an item formerly produced in its entirety by a 

single handicraft worker is broken down into separate operations, as in 

the manu[lcture of paper, type, or (classically) pins and needles. 

The division of labor involved in manufacture was often extreme. 

Marx spends nearly a page listing a selection of the trades involved in 

the manuh1cture of watches, and points out that a wire on its way to 

becoming a needle passes "through the hands of seventy-two, and some

times even ninety-two, different specialized workers." The advantages 

from the viewpoint of valorization of this division of labor are clear. 

Labor is cheapened, according to the principle enunciated by Babbage 

in 1 W~2: 'The master manufacturer, by dividing the work to be execut

ed into different processes, each requiring different degrees of skill or 

of force, can purchase exactly that precise quantity of both which is nec

essary for each process; whereas, if the whole work were executed by 

one workman, that person must possess sufficient skill to perform the 

most dif1icult and sutlicient strength to execute the most laborious, of 

the operations into which the art is divided." Productivity is increased 

through specialization and the increased continuity and intensity of 

work, although at the cost of ':job satisf~Ktion": " ... constant labor of 

one uniform kind disturbs the intensity and f1ow of a man's vital forces, 

which find recreation and delight in the change of activity itself.":i\l 

In addition, the division of labor in manuf~Kture reinforces the sub

ordination of the worker to the capitalist. Craft workers able to produce 

an entire watch might hope to set up independently; the finisseurs rle 

rharniere, "who put the brass hinges in the cover," could hardly hope to 

do so. Even more strikingly than in simple cooperation, under manu

facture the collective nature of work, the interdependence of the dif

ferent labor processes involved, confronts workers as the capitalist's 

power. The manufacturing worker, unable to perform or even under

stand the process of production as a whole, loses the intellectual com

mand over production that the handicraft worker possessed. "What is 

lost by the specialized workers is concentrated in the capital which con-
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fronts them. It is a result of the division oflabor in manubcture that the 

worker is brought bee to f~tce with the intellectual potentialities of the 

material process of production as the property of another and as a 

power which rules over him." The alienation of the collective nature of 

work has advanced one stage further, and the division of head and hand 

that typifies modern capitalism has begun to open up decisi\eh'. :\iarx 

quotes from a book written in lH24 a lament that the radical science 

movement of the 1960s and the 1970s would easilv recognize: 'The man 

of knowledge and the productin~ laborer come to be widely divided 

from each other, and knowledge, instead of remaining the handmaid of 

labor in the hand of the laborer to increase his productive powers ... 

has almost everywhere arraved itself against labor. ... Knowledge 
' ' ' 

[becomes] an instrument, capable of being detached from labor and 
opposed to it. "40 

And yet manufacture was not a h!lly adequate vehicle fi>r valoriza

tion. The basis of the manufacturing labor process remained handicraft 

skill, however fragmented and specialized, and that skill was a resource 

that could be, and was, used in the struggle against capital. So '"capital 

is constantly compelled to wrestle with the insubordination of the work

ers," and "the complaint that the workers lack discipline runs through 

the whole of the period ofmanubcture."41 But, by one oftlw ironies of 

the dialectic, the most advanced m<lllUhlct uring workshops were alreadv 

beginning to produce ... the machine. 

Enter the Machine 

Up to this point in his discussion, Marx makes eflcctivelv no mention of 

technical change, instead focusing exchtsin·ly on the social organiza

tion of work. It was not that he was ignorant of the technical changes of 

the period of manuh1cture. Rather, his discussion is laid out in the wav 

it is to argue a theoretical point: that preceding organizational changes 

created the "social space," as it were, fi>r the machine; and that the lim

itations of those changes created the nnFs.1ily f(>r it. 

But what is a machine? Marx's chapter "Machinerv and Large-Scale 

Industry" opens with what appears to be a rather pedantic discussion of 

the definition of "machine." Yet this little passage is highh significant 

because of the nature of the definition that :\1arx chose. 

Marx n:jected definitions that saw a continuitY between the "tool" 

and the "machine"-dcfinitions typical of "mathematicians and experts 

on mechanics." While it is true that anv machine is analvzablc as a 
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complex of more basic parts, "such as the lever, the inclined plane, the 

screw, the wedge, etc.," this "explanation is worth nothing, because the his

trrriml elnnent is mis.linp;fmrn it." Nor does it suffice to differentiate the 

tool from the machine on the basis of the power source (human in the 

case of the former, nonhuman in the case of the latter): "According to 

this, a plough drawn by oxen, which is common to the most diverse 

modes of production, would be a machine, while Claussen's circular 

loom, which weaves 96,000 picks a minute, though it is set in motion by 

the hand of one single worker, would be a mere tooJ."4~ 

Instead, Marx oilers the following definition: 'The machine ... is a 

mechanism that, after being set in motion, performs with its tools the 

same operations as the worker formerly did with similar tools." This is a 

historical definition in two senses. First, Marx argues that of the three 

different parts of "fully developed machinery"-"thc motor mechanism, 

the transmitting mechanism and finally the tool or working machine"

it was with innovat.ions in the third that "the industrial revolution of the 

eighteenth century began." Changes in the source of motive power were 

historically secondary and derivative. Second, and more important, it is 

a historical definition in that it points up the place of the machine in 

the process that Marx was analyzing. The machine undermined the 

basis on which manufacturing workers had resisted the encroachments 

of capital: "In manuEtcture the organization of the social labor process 

is purely subjective: it is a combination of specialized workers. Large

scale industry, on the other hand, possesses in the machine system an 

entirely objective organization of production, which confronts the work

er as a pre-existing material condition of production. "4:-l 

Essentially, in machinery capital attempts to achieve by technological 

means what in manuhtcture it attempted to achieve by social organiza

tion alone. Labor power is cheapened, li>r example, by the employment 

of women and children. This is not merely a technical matter of the sim

plification of labor or of "machinery dispens[ing] with muscular 

power." Under manubcture, the division oflabor had already created a 

wealth ofjobs requiring neither particular skill nor particular strength; 

in any case, it is clear that these attributes arc not naturally the exclusive 

preserve of adult males. Rather, the tendency to the employment of 

women and children had been "largely defeated by the habits and the 

resistance of the male workers. "44 

In the long run, the machine contributes to valorization crucially 

through the medium of "relative surplus value": the reduction in the 

labor time required to produce the equivalent of the worker's wage, 
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with consequent increase in the surplus value accruing to the capitalist. 

In the short run, however, the machine also sets capital free to accrue 

absolute surplus value. By undermining the position of kn groups of 

skilled workers, by making possible the drawing of new sectors into the 

labor market, and by threatening and generating unemplonnent, the 

machine "is able to break all resistance" to a lengthening of the work

ing day. 4!i And because work can now be paced bv the machine, its 

intensity can be increased. 

Most important, the alienation of the collective and intellectual 

aspects of work, already diagnosed by Marx in simple cooperation and 

manufacture, achieves technical embodiment in the machine. For 

"along with the tool, the skill of the worker in handling it passes over to 

the machine." The machine, increasinglv a mere part of an automated 

factory, embodies the power of the capitalist: 'The special skill of each 

individual machine operator, who has now been deprived of all signifi

cance, vanishes as an infinitesimal quantity in the bee of the science. 

the gigantic natural forces, and the mass of social labor embodied in the 

system of machinery, which, together with these three fi>rces, consti
tutes the power of the 'master. "'-Hi 

In the labor process of machino-l~tcture, capitalist social relations 

thus achieve technical embodiment. It is characteristic of capitalism in 

all its stages that "the conditions of work," the means of production in 

their social form as capital, employ the worker. instead of the worker 

employing the means of production. "Howen·r, it is onlv with the com

ing of machinery that this inversion first acquires a technical and pal

pable reality." Before the machine, the worker still commanded the 

tool-and used this command as a source of cmmtervailing power. 

From the viewpoint of the worker, the machine is thus a direct threat. It 

is "capital's material mode of existence." I i 

So class struggle within capitalism can take the f(mn of "a struggle 

between worker and machine." vVorkers, of course, directlv attacked 

machines (and still do, even if organized machine breaking has gin·n 

way to less overt fi>rms of "sabotage").-+H But the struggle, 1\larx empha

sized, is two-sided. Capital uses machinerv not onlv strategicallY, as out

lined above, but also li>r precise tactical purposes. Where m>rkcrs' 

(especially skilled workers') militancv poses a threat to valorization, cap

ital can counter by promoting the imention and employment of 

machinery to undermine workers' power. 

The theorist of this waging of class struggle hv technical means was 

Andrew Ure, who concluded in his lH~!J Philosojihv of,\lrllluj{lrfulrs that 
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"when capital enlists science into her service, the refractory hand of 

labor will always be taught docility." Marx cited inventions discussed by 

Ure-coloring machines in calico printing, a device for dressing warps, 

the self~acting spinning mule-as means of doing this, and he suggest

ed that the work of inventors such as James Nasmyth and Peter 

Fairbairn had apparently been motivated by the exigencies of defeating 

strikers. "It would be possible," Marxjudged, "to write a whole history 

of the inventions made since Ht10 for the sole purpose of providing cap

ital with weapons against working-class revolt."49 

Marx :5 Account and the Historical Record 

CajJitalwas published in IH67. How well does Marx's account stand up 

in the light of over a century of historical scholarship? There is consid

erable agreement with his characterization of the overall process of the 

mechanization of production, even from those who would not regard 

themselves as standing in any Marxist tradition. David Landes writes: 

"For many [ workers]-though by no means for all-the introduction of 

machinery implied f(Jr the first time a complete separation from the 

means of production; the worker became a 'hand.' On almost all, how

ever, the machine imposed a new discipline. No longer could the spin

ner turn her wheel and the weaver throw his shuttle at home, free of 

supervision, both in their own good time. Now the work had to be done 

in a f~lctory, at a pace set by tireless, inanimate equipment.""0 

The close connection between class conf1ict and technical innovation 

in nineteenth-century Britain has been noted moderately often in more 

recent historical writing. Landes writes that "textile manuf~lcturers 

introduced automatic spinning equipment and the power loom spas

modically, responding in large part to strikes, threats of strikes, and 

other threats to managerial authority."rJi Nathan Rosenberg argues that 

"the apparent recalcitrance of nineteenth-century English labor, espe

cially skilled labor, in accepting the discipline and the terms of factory 

employment provided an inducement to technical change," and lists 

particular innovations in which this process can be identified. 

Rosenberg's list largely f(Jllows Marx's, but he adds such items as the 

Fourdrinier paper-making machine."~ vVhilc denying that the spread of 

the self~acting mule to America can be accounted for in this way, 

Anthony F. C. Wallace echoes Ure and Marx on its technical develop

ment: 'The goal of inventors, from Crompton's time on, was to make 

the mule completely automatic so as to reduce to a minimum the man-
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ufacturer's dependence on the highly skilled, highlv paid. and often 

independent-minded adult male spinners."rd Tine BruLmd argues that. 

in the case of the mule (and also in those of calico-printing machinerv 

and devices for wool combing), it was indeed true that "industrial con

flict can generate or focus technical change in production processes 

which arc prone to such conflict. "'"d 

For a different historical context (Chicago in the I HHOs). Langdon 

Winner draws on the work of Robert Ozanne to provide another exam

ple. Newly developed pneumatic molding machines were introduced hv 

Cyrus McCormick II into his agricultural machinerv plant to break the 

power of the National Union of Iron Molders. "The new machines, 

manned by unskilled labor, actuallv produced inferior castings at a 

higher cost than the earlier process. After three vears of use the 

machines were, in fact, abandoned, but hv that time theY had sen-eel 

their purpose-the destruction of the union."'"' 0
' 

The obverse of the capitalists' usc of machiner\' in class struggle, 

workers' resistance to the machine, is too well known in the case of 

Britain to require special documentation. Interestingly, though, histori

ans have begun to interpret that resistance diflcrentlv. Luddism. it Ius 

been argued, was neither mindless, nor completelY irrational. nor even 

completely unsuccessful.''() The working-class critique of machinerv. of 

which machine breaking was the most dramatic concrete expression, 

left a major mark on British thought. Maxine Berg has shown the extent 

to which the science of political economv was f(Jrmed in Britain by the 

debate between the bourgeois proponents of machinerv and its work

ing-class opponents-and also its landed Torv opponents_,-,, 

Historians arc also beginning to find resistance to the machine 

where it was once assumed that there had been none. 1\krritt Roc 

Smith's justly celebrated Harjm:1 Fnry Armory and the .\'nu 'Jiy/uw!op,:r 

shows that the "American system of m;HtuLtcturcs"-the distinct in· con

tribution of nineteenth-century America to the development of mecha

nized mass production-was resisted. The highlv skilled armorers. and 

many of the institutions of the still essentially rural societv in which theY 

lived, opposed, often bitterly and on occasion viokntlv. changes \\·hich 

meant that "men who f()rmerly wielded hammers, cold chisels, and files 

now stood by animated mechanical devices monotonouslv putting in 

and taking out work, measuring dimensions with precision gauges. and 
occasionally making necessary adjustments.,,-,:-; The struggle document

ed by Smith between "the world of the craftsman" and "'the world of the 

machine" at Harpers Ferry significantlv modifies the assumption that 
"American workmen welcomed the American svstem_,,-,q 
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Marx's views on one particular key technolo~y-the steam eng-ine

have also found confirmation in G. N. von Tunzelmann 's recent work. 

Marx's analysis, writes Tunzelmann, "is spare and succinct, encapsulating 

what emer~e in my study as the truly si~nificant links between steam

power and cotton." Von Tunzclmann finds himself in extensive agree

ment with Marx's argument that technical changes in the steam engine 

resulted from changing capital-labor relations in mid-nineteenth-centu

ry Britain. It may not have simply been the Ten Hours Act, restricting- the 

length of the working day, that induced employers and desig-ners to 

increase boiler pressures and running speed, but the need "for squeez

ing out more labor in a given time" was certainly important.60 

This way of proceeding-comparing Marx's theory with more recent 

historical accounts-can, however, too easily become an exercise in 

legitimation, or an argument that, to quote Paul Mantoux, Marx's 

"~reat do~matic treatise contains pages of historical value."lil It also 

ignores real problems of evidence concerning the origins of certain 

innovations. It is indeed a bet, as Rosenberg notes, that in early nine

teenth-centllry Britain it was widely agreed that "strikes were a major 

reason f(>r innovations."1i2 But the extent of that agreement is a differ

ent matter from whether it described the actual state of afhtirs. Neither 

the "discovery accounts"1i:l of invert tors such as Nasmyth nor the anec

dotes and inferences of contemporaries such as Andrew Ure or Samuel 

Smiles, are necessarily to he taken at bee value. Yet, in the still-common 

absence of historical research addressing such questions for particular 

innovations, more recent writers are often no better placed than Marx 

in tt'nns of the sources open to them. Studies such as HmjJen Fen)' 

Armmy, alive equally to the detail development of particular technolo

gies and to the social relations of production, are still too rare to allow 

con Iiden t generalization. 

Further, it would be quite mistaken to sec Marx's account of the 

machine as completed. His account contains difliculties and ambigui

ties, and these need to be clarified in parallel with, and in relation to, 

its testing against "actual history." It is actually a theory, not a putative 

description of events. It is not a history of the Industrial Revolution, or 

even of the Industrial Revolution in Britain, but an attempt to develop 

a theory of the social causes of organizational and technical chang-es in 

the labor process. Unif(>rm, unilinear developmental paths cannot 

properly be deduced from its premises. Actual history will inevitably he 

more complicated. Thus Marx himself had to turn, immediately after 

his discussion of machine production, to the very considerable contin

uing areas of domestic outwork and manufacture. Raphael Samuel's 
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major survey of the balance between "steam power" and "hand tech

nology" in Marx's time shows the slowness of the process of mechaniza

tion. Indeed, Marx was arguably wrong to assume that outwork and 

small-scale manufacture were necessarily forms "transitional" to "the 

factory system proper. "64 A century after his death outwork still flour

ishes, even in some technologically advanced industries.1i'> On occasion, 

valorization may be better served by decentralized Lither than central

ized labor processes.li(i 

This example illustrates a general issue that became important as 

interest in Marx's theory revived durin~ the 1970s. In the rush of theo

retical reflection and empirical research about the labor process, \\Titers 

sometimes conflated particular strategies that capital employs to further 

valorization with the goal of valorization itself. Capitalists were seen as 

always pursuing the deskilling of labor, or as alwa)'S seeking maximum 

direct control over the labor process. But neither assertion is en'n 

roughly correct empirically, nor is either goal properlv deducible from 

the imperative of valorization alone. "Skill" is not always a barrier to val

orization; only under certain (common but not uninTsal) circum

stances does it become one. Direct control owT the labor process is not 

always the best means of valorization. 

Marx himself seems on occasion to postulate somethin~ close to a 

thesis of continual deskillin~ and of the (Tt'ation of a homogeneous 

work force: "In place of the hierarchy of specialized workers that char

acterizes manufacture, there appears, in the automatic LtetorY, a ten

dency to equalize and reduce to an identical InTI everv kind of work 

that has to be done by the minders of the machines. "iii The outcome of 

the extensive research and debate occasioned bv Harry BranTlll<lll 's 

inf1uential elaboration of the "deskilling" thesis cut in part be summa

rized by saying that deskilling and homogenization are preciselY "a tcn

dency"-no more.liH The impt'rative of yalorit.ation docs bring about 

changes in the labor process that do away with capital's dependence on 

many human competences that once were necessary. these chan~es do 

undermine the position of ~roups of workers who owe their rclatin-h· 

hig-h wages or ability to resist capital to their possession of these com

petences, and technolog-y is crucial to this process. But these changes in 

the labor process also create the need f(>r llt'W compctences, create new 

g-roups of "skilled" workers, and create types of work that arc Eu· from 

exemplifying the real subordination of labor to capitai.Ii'l The Yen cre

ation of these is often the obverse of the proCt'SS of deskilling other 

occupations: computer programming is a contemporary example. 70 
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Similarly with control. From a twentieth-century perspective, too 

much weight is placed in CajJilal on what Andrew Friedman calls a 

"direct control" strategy on capital's behalf. This strategy, of which 

Taylorism is the obvious example for the period after Marx's death, 

"tries to limit the scope for labor power to vary by coercive threats, close 

supervision and minimizing individual worker responsibility" and 

"treats workers as though they were machines." But "direct control" 

hardly captures the range of strategies for the management of labor 

power. Management can also involve a "responsible autonomy" strategy, 

trying "to harness the adaptability of labor power by giving workers lee

way and encouraging them to adapt to changing situations in a manner 

lwneficial to the firm ... r giving l workers status, authority and respon

sibilitv ... [trying] to win their loyalty, and co-opt their organizations to 
the firm's ideals. "71 

Again, there is nothing in Marx's theory to suggest that capital will 

seek maximum control over the labor process as a goal in itself, or that 

capitalists will necessarily prefer direct over indirect forms of control. A 

degree of control over the labor process is clearly a prerequisite for val

orization, but the theory does not lay down how that control can best be 

achieved, nor dm·s it imply that control should be pursued regardless of 

its costs. Supervisors, after all, cost money, and techniques of produc

tion that maximize direct control over labor power may be f~ttally flawed 

in other respects. 

To present Marx's theory as hinging around valorization rather than 

ckskilling or control points to the relevance to it of the traditional con

Ct>rns of those economic historians who have made technolo!-,ry a central 

focus of their work.n The level of wages, the rate of interest, the level 

of rent, the extent of markets-all these would be expected to influence 

tlw choice of technique, and there arc passages in Marx that show his 
awart>ness of this.7:~ 

V\'here the Marxist and the "neoclassical" economic historian would 

diverge, however, is in the Marxist's insistence that "factor costs" ought 

not to be treated in abstraction from the social relations within which 

production takes place. This is a persistent theme throughout Capital. 

Capital, Marx wrote, "is not a thing"; it is not a sum of money or com

modities; it is "a social relation between persons which is mediated 

through things."74 The relation between capitalist and worker is not 

simply a matter of wages and hours of work; it is also a matter oflaw and 

the state (in, f(>r example, the worker's legal status as "fi·ee citizen" or 

otherwise), of supervision, discipline, culture, and custom, of collective 
f(>rms of organization, power, and conflict.7!i 

T 
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William Lazonick, in his study of the choice of technique in British 

and U.S. cotton spinning, argues that, although ClCtor prices mattered. 

their effect was conditioned by the very different nature of production 

relations in such spinning centers as Oldham in Lancashire ancl Fall 

River in Massachusetts. Such bets as the prefen·nct:> of Lancashire mill 

owners for spinning mules and that of their New England counterparts 

for ring spinning have to be understood in the context of the different 

historical evolution of relations within the work f(>rces and between 

workers and capitalists. 7ti 

Lazonick's work, though, is br fi·om an uncritical confirmation of 

Marx. Indeed, it points up a major inadequacy in Marx's account-one 

that ties in closely with the problem of evidence mentioned abmT. 

Marx's reliance on sources such as the writings of Ure meant that he 

had quite plausible evidence f(>r what class-conscious capitalists hoped 

to achieve from the introduction of the machine. But what theY hoped 

for was not necessarily what happened. Marx quoted Ure'sjudgment on 

the self-acting mule: "A creation destined to restore order among the 

industrious classes." Lazonick's work shows that the mule had no such 

dramatic effect. In Lancashire, "adult male spinners (now also known as 

'minders') retained their positions as the chief spinning opcratin·s on 

the self-actors," developed a strong union, achieYed standardized wage 

lists that protected their wage len~ls, and kept a f~tir degree of control 

over their conditions of work. Such was the E1ilure of the self~acting 

mule in increasing capital's control that when ring spinning was intro

duced in New England it was talked about in precisely the same terms 

as the self-actor had once been-as a curb on "obstreperous" workers

only this time these were the minders of sclktcting muks!77 

In part, the failure of capitalists to achieve their goals can be put 

down to workers' resistance; to the extent that it can be explained in this 

way, it offers no fundamental challenge to Marx's account. \\'orkers arc 

not passive clay in capital's hands; quite the opposite. Even highlv auto

mated f~tetories with close, harsh labor supervision offer major opportu

nities both f(>r individual acts of noncompliance and f(>r collectin· 

action to change conditions.7H Further, the WTV Ltct that the labor 

process, however much it is affected by the yaJorization process, remains 

a material process of production constrains what capital can achie\-e. In 

his work on automatically controlled machine tools, David Noble found 

that, despite all their dlorts, managements were unable to do without 

skilled machinists. As one machinist put it: "Cutting metals to critical tol

erances means maintaining constant control of a continual!\' changing 
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set of stubborn, elusive details. Drills run. End mills walk. Machines 

creep. Secmin~ly ri~id metal castin~s become elastic when clamped to 

be cut, and sprin~ back when released so that a Hat cut becomes curved, 

and holes bored precisely on location move somewhere else. Tungsten 

carbide cutters imperceptibly wear down, making the size of a critical 

slot half a thousandth too small." Experienced machinists were needed 

to make sure that "automatic" machines did not produce junk parts or 

have expensive "smashups."79 

The intractability of both workers and the material world is, howev

er, not fully sufficient to explain the type of development described by 

Lazonick. Here we come to an area where Marx's account clearly 

requires modification. The social relations of production within which 

technolo~y develops are not simply between worker and capitalist, but 

also between worker and worker. Crucially, they include relations 

between male workers and female workers, between older workers and 

youn~er workers, and, sometimes at least, between workers of different 

ethnic ~roups. 
Marx was of course aware of the division of labor by age and sex, but 

he slid far too readily into a htcile description of it as "naturai."HO 

Lazonick's account of the history of the selfactin~ mule, for example, 

shows that adult male minders in Britain retained their position not 

throu~h any "natural" attributes, nor because of their power to resist 

capital, but because British employers found useful, indeed indispens

able, the hierarchical division in the work force between minders and 

"piecers," whose job it was to join the inevitable broken threads. And 

this relation within the work force conditioned technical change. It 

made it rational f(>r capitalists to work with slightly less automated mules 

than were technically possible, so that failures of attention by operatives 

led not to "snarls" that could be hidden in the middle of spun "cops" 

but to the obvious disaster of "sawney," where all of the several hundred 

threads being spun broke simultaneously, with consequent loss of piece

work earnings for the minder.Kl 

Of the divisions within the work force that affect the development of 

tcchnolo~, that between women and men is perhaps the most perva

sively important. Marx's account captures only one of the (at least) 

three ways in which this division interacts with change in the technolo

h'Y of production. He f(>euses on the very common use of machinery 

plus low-paid, less unionized women workers to replace skilled men. 

Ruth Schwartz Cowan, in her review of "women and technology in 

American life," shows this process at work in American cigar making. 
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But she also points to the very different situation of the ~arment indus

try, arguin~ that there the sewin~ process had not been automated 

(beyond the use of the sewin~ machine) in lar~c part because of the 

availability of "successive waves" ofimmi~rant \\'Oml'll. Their undoubted 

skills cost employers nothin~ extra. Those skills were learned largelY in 

the home, rather than at the emplm·crs" expense. And because se\\·in~ 

is "women's work," it is defined as unskilled (Phillips and TaYlor ar~ue 

that this, not the opposite as commonly assumed, is the real direction of 

causation) and thus is poorly paid.H:Z 

A third form of the interaction between ~endcr divisions and \mrk

place technolo~y is that identified by Cynthia Cockburn in her studY of 

the history of typesettin~ teclmolo~y in Britain. llp to a point, the 

process was exactly parallel to that described lw Marx. Emplovcrs 

sou~ht to inyent a machine that could "bvpass the bbor-intensiw· 

process of hand typesettin~," thus underminin~ the \\ell-paid. \\Til

unionized male hand compositors. Bv the end of the nineteenth centu

ry several such mechanized typesetters had become available, and the 

compositors and their employers stru~~led owT their introduction. But 

here the story diver~es from Marx's archetype. The male compositors 

(like the mule spinners) were able to retain a dc~ree of control onT the 

new technolohry, and the machine that became the dominant means of 

mechanizin~ typesettin~, the Linotype, was the one that offered least 

threat to their position. Unlike its less successful preckcessor, the 

Hattersley typesetter, the Linotvpe did not split the process of tvpeset

ting into separate parts. As the men's union, the London Societv of 

Compositors, put it, by not splitting up the process "the Linot\pe 

answers to one of the essential conditions of trade unionism, in that it 

does not depend for its success on the employment of bov or ~irllabor." 

The choice of the Linotype, backed up by vi~orous campai~nin~ b\ the 

union to exclude women, eventuallv left the composin~ room still "an 

all-male preserve." Technolo~v, according to Cockburn. em thus reflect 

male power as well as capitalist power_H:\ 

The Politics of Design and the History of Technology 

Perhaps the most intri~uing question of all those that arc r<tiscd hv 

Marx's account of the machine is one that 1\Lirx neither put clearlY nor 

answered unequivocally: Does the design ofmachincrv reflect the social 

relations within which it develops? Do capitalists (or men) merelY abuse 

machinery for their own purposes, or do those purposes somehow 

shape the machine? 
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At this point, of course, the issues raised by Marx's theory converge 

with a central question-perhaps the central question-of the history of 

technology. George Daniels posed it when he organized his essay 'The 

Big Questions in the History of American Technology" around the 

"nature and the direction of causation" in the relationship between 

technology and society, asserting his belief that "the direction of the 

society determines the nature of its technological innovations." "The 

inl1uence of economics, politics, and social structure on technolo!-,ry" is 

among the topics mentioned by Thomas Hughes in his survey 

"Emerging Themes in the History ofTechnolot,ry." According to Carroll 

Pursell, arguments about the neutrality of technolo).,ry-whether "the 

purposes (ethics and values) of our society are built into the very form 

and Etbric of our technology"-have "grave implications ... for the way 

in which the history of technolo).,ry is studied and taught." If the history 

of technology needs to be rescued, as David Hounshell believes, from 

becoming "increasingly internalistic" in its approach, then pursuit of 

this question offers a way of combining attention to technical detail with 

concern for broader issues of social history.H4 

Replying to Hounshell, Darwin Stapleton notes that Karl Marx "has 

always been in the background" of the history of technology.W' 

Unf(Jrtunately, Marx himself equivocated on this crucial question. 

Sometimes he appears to treat machines as subject to abuse by capital 

but not in their design inherently capitalist: "It took both time and 

experience before the workers karnt to distinguish between machinery 

and its employment by capital, and therefore to transfer their attacks 

from the material instruments of production to the form of society 

which utili1.es those instruments." Marx also writes, however, that a 

'\pecificallv capitalist form of production comes into being (at the tech

nological level too)."H!i v\'hile it seems to me that extending Marx's the

ory to the level of detailed technical design would be a natural step, we 

have no unequivocal evidence that Marx took it. A primi, it would not be 

unreasonable (indeed, as outlined above, it would be orthodox) to 

accept that the jmiP of technical change was affected by social rela

tions-that mechani1.ation was hastened by valorization-imposed needs 

to undermine the power of skilled workers, f(Jr ('Xample-while denying 

that those relations affected the actual design of technical artihtcts. 

\'\'ithout clear inf(mnation about what Marx believed, we can but turn 

to the more important question of what actually is the case. 

Fortunately, historians have f(nmd it possible to obtain at least par

tial, \('ntatin· answers to the question of the effect of social relations on 
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technical design. Perhaps the most straightforward wav of doing this 

hinges on documenting the mntingnuy of design, ickntifving instances 

where "things could han~ been different," where, for example, the same 

artifact could have been made in different ways, or diflerentlv designed 

artifacts could have been constructed. llm·ing identified conti ngenn, 

the historian can then ask why one way, or one design, was chosen 

rather than another. In that wav the question of the effect of social rela

tions becomes a matter for empirical inquiry as well as f(>r theon·.H7 

Langdon vVinner's stimulating essay "Do ArtiLKts Han· Politics?"" 

provides a rudimentary but clear example. Robert !\loses could han· 

had the bridges over Long Island's parkways constructed with a \\·ide 

range of clearances. He chose to build them low, with "as little as nine 

feet of clearance at the curb." The reason, V\'inner argues, was that the 

buses which might otherwise take poor people along the parkwavs to 

Moses's "widely acclaimed public park" at Jones Beach were 12 feet 

high!HH (Why contingencv is important is obvious here. If it had not 

been clearly possible for Moses to choose to build higher m·crpasses, \H' 

would have no way of assessing the relevance of his social prejudices to 

his bridge design.) 
There is of course nothing new about the approach of ickntil\·ing 

contingency,H\l nor is identil\·ing contingency in itself enough.<JO An 

explanation of the causes of the choices actuallv mack is necessarY too. 

But here Marx's theory is useful, because it docs suggest where to look 

for such an explanation-in the area of the technologv of production, 

at least. In any society, the design of production technology "·ill reflect 

the need for that technology to be part of a labor process that is a hmc

tioning whole. This implies obvious phvsical constraints: the instru

ments of production must be compatible with the raw materials 

available. But it also implies social constraints. The bbor process in a 

capitalist society must function eflectiveh· not simplv as ~~ material 

process of production but also as a valori1.ation process. Production 

technology will thus be designed with a \"ie\\' to ensuring successful val

orization, and valori1.ation will typically not simplv he a matter of "prof~ 

it maximi1.ing" but will involn~ the creation and maintenance of desired 

social relations. 
David Noble's analysis of the autmnation of machine tools cu1 he 

seen as an attempt to apply this perspective to tcclmical design. :'\ohk 

identifies contingencY in that den·lopmcnt. There \\'t'rc lwo\\'avs to auto

mate-record-playback and numerical control-and it is br from clear 

that only numerical control was a priori viable. Noble also identifies a 
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problem of valorization: the capacity of skilled machinists to control the 

pace of production, or indeed to disrupt it completely. He suggests that 

the choice of numerical control reflected its perceived superiority as a 

solution to this problem of valorization. As one engineer central to the 

development of both systems put it: "Look, with record-playback, the 

control of the machine remains with the machinist-control of feeds, 

speeds, number of cuts, output; with N[umeric:al] C[ontrol] there is a 

shirt of control to lll<llJagement. Management is no longer dependent 

upon the operator and can thus optimize the usc of their machines. 

With N.C., control over the process is placed firmly in the hands ofrnan
agemen t-and why shouldn't we have it ?"91 

Contingen9 and the Politics of Technology 

There is of course one major objection to making contingency the way 

into the study of the social relations embodied in the actual design of 

artiEtcts and of the technologies of production: we may not be able to 

identify contingency. The most obvious way to legitimate any particular 

design decision or choice of technique is to say it is "technically neces

sary." A vested interest thus typically arises in disguising the actual 

extent of contingency. Even more serious, particular ways of designing 

things and making things can become so routine and habitual that our 

minds may be closed to the possibility of doing things otherwise. 

Though Seymour Melman may be right that choice in production tech

niques and the consciousness of choice among engineers and designers 

arc pervasive, the parameters within which choice operates may well be 

much narrower than those within which it could operate.9~ 

Se\'tTal attempts have been made to reveal the extent of contingency 

by designing "alternative technologies." Best known are the efl(Jrts to 

embody in technolog-y the virtues of small scale, decentralization, and 

ecological awareness. But there have also been attempts from within 

high-technology industry to alter in fundamental ways both what is pro

duced and how it is produced. In Britain this was best exemplified by 

the "alternative plans" put forward by the work force at Lucas 

Aerospace. These plans involved attempts to shift production from mil

itary to "socially useful" products, and also to change the nature of pro

duction-to reverse deskilling and the separation of head and hand. 

The Lucas employees' work in this latter sphere seems to have been 
inf(mned explicitly by Marx's analysis of the machine.'l:l 

\1\'hatcver the eventual success or failure of efforts to alter the nature 

of technology, our understanding of how technology changes can only 
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Profit from them. Bv making contingencv and choice actual rather than 
) { <. ' 

merely hypothetical, they throw into enT-sharper light the \\·avs in 

which social relations shape technical development. Perhaps. too. the 

process can be dialectical rather than one-way. Perhaps understanding 

how existing technolOf-,'Y has been and is being sociallv sh,1ped can help 
in reconstructing it. If that can be so, and if :\1arx's account of the 

machine is useful to that understanding, then the shade of :\brx \\·ill 

surely be happy, for it was of the essence of the man that he lwlieved not 

simply in understanding the world but also in changing it.'l.J 
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3 
Economic and Sociological Explanations of 
Technological Change 

This chapter seeks to identif)' tools to on·t-come the ckaYagc bcnn·en 

economic and sociological analyses of tccllllological change. It dr~m·s on 

the tradition of "alternatin~ economics" deriving from Herbert Simon. 

A more implicit debt is to Marx's critique of political econom\, and an 

explicit, but of necessity highly tentatiYe, attempt is made to argue that 

the sociology of scientific knowledge might be brought to bear on the 

economist's discussion of the unnwasurabk uncertaintv (r;tthcr than 

quantifiable risk) of technological change. 

I am painfully aware of manv places where I shall straY into ~1n·as 

where I am ignorant. There may well he answers to the questions I ask 

and a relevant literature of which I am unaw<llT. It maY he that. as a soci

ologist, I have misunderstood what economists mean. In sonH' places I 

suspect, though I am not certain, that I am calling for the bringing of 

coals to Newcastle. If any of this is true, I would he most grateful for 

both pardon and enlightenment. L!nkss \\T take the risk of ITYealing 

our ignorance, interdisciplinary bridges will not be built. 

In studies of technoloh'Y· the gap bt:'IWlTn economic and sociological 

explanations is pervasive. Economic analyses arc often based upon 

assumptions sociologists regard as absurd, whik sociological writing 

often almost ignores the dimension of cost and profit in its subject mat

ter. Though there are thinkers who provide rich resources f(Jr tran

scending the gap (despite their considerable differences, Karl :\Lirx and 

Herbert Simon are the two central ones), it is br more common to find 

economic and sociological studies, even of the same topic, existing in 

separate conceptual universes. 1 

In the first section of the chapter I contrast ncoclassicd economics, 

particularly its assumption of profit maximization, with the a ltcrnat in' 

economics associated with Simon and more recentlY clen·lopcd hY 

Richard Nelson and Sidney \!\'inter. I then go on to discuss possible 
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applications of that alternative view to a false dichotomy sometimes 

f(nmd in labor-process studies, to pricing- behavior in the computing 

industry, and to the setting of research and development budg-ets. 

Next I examine the idea of a "technolog-ical trajectory" or a "natural 

trajectory" of technology, f(>Und in the work of Nelson and Winter and 

other recent contributors to the economics of technoloh'Y· I argue that, 

althoug-h persistent patterns of technological change do exist, there is a 

crucial ambiguity in their description as "natural," and that a different 

understanding of them would help bridge the gap between economic 

and sociological explanations. 

In the next section I discuss anotlwr way of bridging the gap, one 

again loosely in the tradition of Simon but in practice little pursued: the 

"ethnoaccountancy" of technological change (that is, the empirical 

study of how people actually reckon financially about technology, as dis

tinct from how economic theory suggests they should reckon). 

Finally, I turn to the topic of uncertainty and the construction of the 

economic. Despite their "thing-like" character, economic relations are 

never wholly self~sustaining and self~explaining. V\'here<ls this point is 

normally arg·ucd in the large (Marxjustifies it by an examination of the 

evolution of capitalism), technological innovation demonstrates it on a 

smaller scale. As is well known, the inherent uncertainty of radical inno

vation makes economic calculation applicable only ex jmst, not r:x anlt"-

that is, once networks have stabilized, not before. This makes radical 

innovation a problem f(Jr orthodox economics, but it points, I argue, to 

the relevance here of the socioloh'Y of scientific knowledge. 

Neoclassical and Alternative Economics 

It is convenient to begin with our feet firmly on the economic side of 

the gap. The neoclassical economics of production technoloh'Y is crys

talline in its explanations. Although the full neoclassical structure is 

dauntingly complex, its central pivot is simple and clear: firms choose 

production technoloh'Y so as to maximize their rate of profit. 

Unf(lrtunately, that clarity is purchased at too high a price. The 

notion of' maximization at the heart of' the neoclassical structure is inco

herent, at least as a description of how firms do, or even could, behave. 

Perhaps the most cogent statement of why this is so comes from Sidney 
V\'in ter: 

It docs not pay, in terms of viability or of realized profits, to pay a price for infor
mation on unchanging aspects of the environment. lt does not pay to review 

'if 

constantly decisions which require no revie\\·. These preceph do not implv mere
ly that inf(mnation costs must he considered in the definition of profits. For 
without obserYing the t·nvironment, or n·1·iewing the decision. there i.s 110 11'<11 of 
knowing whether the environment is changing or the decision requires n·vie11·. 
It might be argued that a determined profit maximizer \\'(Hdd adopt the organi
zation f(mn which calls f(H· ohst'I"Ying those things that it is profitable to obsent· 
at the times when it is profitable to ohscnc them: the simple replY is th;u this 
choice of a profit maximizing inf(mnation stmcture itself requires inf(mnation. 
and it is not apparent hm1· the aspiring profit maximizer acquires this inf(mna
tion, or what guarantees that he docs not pay an excessin· price f(>r it.:! 

This critique of neoclassical economics draws most importantlY upon 

the work of Herbert Simon. It has been elaborated bv \\'inter. h1· his col

laborator Ric hard Nelson, and by a goodlv n umlwr of other cconom ists. 

Its logic seems inescapable.:\ Furthermore, Simon and his intellectual 

descendants do not simply highlight the central incoherence haunting 

neoclassical economics' f(Jrmidable apparatus of production functions. 

isoquants, and tlw like. They provide a different vision of economic 

activity. In this alternative economics, actors follow routines, recipes. 

and rules of thumb while monitoring a smallm11nbcr of feedback vari

ables. As long as the values of these variables arc satisbctorv (""satisfic

ing" is Simon's famous replacement for "maximizing"), the routines 

continue to be followed. Only if they become unsatisLtctorv 11·ill thev be 

reviewed. But the review will not be an unconstrained ev;tluation of the 

full universe of alternatives in search of the best; it will he a local se;trch. 

given direction by the perceived problem in need of n·medv and using 

heuristics (which are rather like routines for searching). 

This intellectual tool kit offers a bridge toward sociological analvsis 

as it is conventionally understood. Routines em be entrenched fill· a 

variety of organizational reasons, and different parts of a linn t1pictlh 

follow different routines and different heuristics of search. Since in this 

perspective there is no longer anv ultimate arbiter of routines (such <IS 

profit maximization), firms become political coalitions rathcr than uni

tary rational decision makers. The actual behavior of a firm mav reptT

sent a compromise between different and potentiallv contending 

courses of action.4 

Intrafirm processes are not, of course, ultimatdv insulated from what 

goes on outside the firm. That outside is a "selection environnwnt" 

favoring certain routines over others. Nelson and \\'inter, espcciallv, 

draw an explicit parallel with e\olutionary biologY, seeing routines as 

akin to genes, being selected for or against by their environment. This 

1"5 ... ~.·~.·----------------------------------------~·------'~,,~.~~~~~li'~'~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII .. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIC~~~::~::::::::::::::::::;;IIIIIIIIIII 
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environment is not just "the market"; it includes other institutional 

structures as well. It is not necessarily or even generally stable, nor is it 

simply external and "given." One particular firm may be able to alter its 

environment only slightly (although some firms patently alter it more 

than slightly), but the behavior of the ensemble of firms is in large part 

what constitutes the environment."' 

This "alternative economics" promotes a subtle change in ways of 

thinking, even in areas where its relevance is not apparent. Take, for 

example, David Noble's justifiably celebrated, empirically rich study of 

the automation of machine tools in the United States. Noble frames his 

most general conclusion in terms of a dichotomy between profit and 

capitalists' control over the work force: 

It is a common confusion, especially on the part of those trained in or unduly 
influenced by f(mnal economics (liberal and Marxist alike), that capitalism is a 
system of pn;lit-motivated, efficient prodttction. This is not true, nor has it ever 
been. If the drive to maximize profits, through private ownership and control 
over the process of production, has served historically as the primary means of 
capitalist development, it has ne\'l'l' been the end of that development. The goal 
has always beeu domination (and the power and privileges that go with it) and 
the pn·sl-rvation of domination.1i 

This analytical prioritization of the sociological7 over the economic can

not lw correct: a firm or an industrial sector that pursued control at the 

expense of profit would, unless protected from competition, shrink or 

die. Much of the American industrial sector studied by Noble did 

indeed suffer this Ette, in the period subsequent to the one he exam

ined, at the hands of the .Japanese machine-tool manubcturers, who 

were equally capitalist but who, in their organizational and technologi

cal choices, were less concerned with control over the work force. 

Arguably it was only the protection offered by military funding (a factor 

to which Noble rightly gives considerable emphasis) that allowed 

American machine-toolmanuhtcturers to follow the technological strat

eg-y they did. 
The temptation to counterpose profit and domination, or economics 

and sociolog-y. arises, I would sugg-est, from the way our imag-e of eco

nomics is permeated hy neoclassical assumptions. The alternatiw~ eco

nomics associated with Simon allows us to make analytical sense of 

capitalists who arc prolit oriented (as any sensible view of capitalists mnst 

surely see them) without being profit maximizers. The urge to achieve 

and maintain control over the work force is not an overarching impera

tive of domination, on·rriding the profit motive; it is a "heuristic"R with 
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deep roots in the antagonistic social relations of capitalist societv. When 

facing technological choices, American eng-ineers and manager~, in the 

period studied by Noble, often simplified production technologv deci

sions by relying on an entrenched preference for technological solu

tions that undercut the position of manual labor. Noble quotes a 19bH 

article by Michael Piore that was based on an extensin· surn·y of engi

neers: "Virtually without exception, the engineers distrusted hourh· 

labor and admitted a tendency to substitute capital wlwnenT thev ha~l 
the discretion to do so. As one engineer explained, 'if the cost cm-npar

ison bvored labor but we were close, I would mechanize <mvwav. "''l 

Any significant technological change (such as the aut~ml<;tion of 

machine tools) involves deep uncertainty as to future costs and there

fore profits-uncertainty far more profound than the quotation fi·om 

Piore's work implies. Relying on simple heuristics to make decisions 

under such circumstances is perfectly compatible with giving high pri

ority to profit: there is simply no completely rational, assuredlv profit

maximizing way of proceeding open to those involved. Analvzing the 

decisions taken under such circumstances in terms of heuristics rather 

than imperatives opens up a subtly different set of research questions 

about the interaction of engineers' culture with the soci<d relations 

(including the economic relations) of the workplace, and about the dif~ 
ferent heuristics f(nmd under different circumstances (including dif~ 
feren t national circumstances). 

Existing attempts to give empirical content to the ideas of the alter

native economics have, however, naturally been more traditionallv "'eco

nomic" than that sort of investigation. Pricing behavior is pnh<~ps the 

most obvious example. 1 0 Prices do tVf)icallv seem to be st·t accordinu to 
' .I /':"'! 

simple, predictable rules of thumb. Even in the sophisticated l; .S. high-

performance computer industry, what appears to have been fi>r mam· 

years the basic rule is startlingly simple: set the selling price at thre~· 
times the manubcturing cost. 11 Of course, much more elaborate sl'ts of 

procedures have evolved (along with the specialist function of the pric

ing manager). These procedures, howevcr, still seem likelv to be com

prehensible in the terms of the alternative economics, and indeed open 

to research (although, perhaps through ignorance, I know of no pub

lished study of them). Cray Research, for example, traditionallv set its 

supercomputer prices according to a well-defined financial model 

whose relevant rule is that fi·om c~!'i to 40 percent of the proceeds of a 

sale should cover manufacturing cost plus some parts of field mainte

nance, leaving a 60 or fi!'i percent overhead.'~ Discounting and different 



ways of d<:>tcnnining m<mubcturing cost make such rules, even if simple 

in form, flexible in application; I would speculat<:>, howevn, that under

standing them is an essential part of understanding the computer 

industry, and that they arc by no means accidental, but (like the control 

heuristic) have deep roots. It would, f(Jr example, be f~lscinating to com

pare pricing in the .Japanese and American computer industries. There 

is certainly some reason to think that, in g<:>neral, .Japancs<:> prices may 

be set according to heuristics quite different from those that appear 

prevalent in the United StatcsY1 If this is correct for computing, it is 

unlikely to be an accidental difference; it is probably related to the con

siderable differences in the organizational, financial, and cultural cir

cumstances of the two comput<:>r industries. 

Similarly, it has often !wen asserted that large firms determine their 

total research and development (R&D) budgets by relatively straight

f(>rward rules ofthumb.l'l At Cray Research, for example, the R&D bud

get is set at 15 percent of total revenu<:>. 1" On the other hand, some 

recent British evidence suggests that matters arc not always that straight

f(>rward, I (i and there s<:>em likely to be many other complications, such 

as the significance of the definition of expenditure as R&D for taxation 

and for perception of a finn's future prospects. Here too, however, 

empirical investigation inspired by the alternative economics might be 

most interesting. 17 

Trajectories 

V\'hat, howen-r, of the ron/ml of R&D, rather than its quantity? Perhaps 

the most distinctive contribution in this area of recent work within the 

tradition of alternative economics is the notion of the technological tra

jectory, or the "natural trajectory" of technology. 1H 

That there is a real phenomenon to be addressed is clear. 

Technological change dm·s show persistent patterns, such as the 

increasing mechanization of manual operations, the growing miniatur

ization of microelectronic components, and the increasing speed of 

computer calculations. Some of these patterns are indeed so precise as 

to take regular quantitativ<:> form. For example, "Moore's Law" con

cerning the annual doubling of the number of components on state-of~ 

the-art microchips, formulated in 1964, has held remarkably well (with 

at most a gradual increase in doubling time in recent years) from the 

first planar-proc<:>ss transistor in 1959 to the present day. 19 
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The problem, of course, is how such persistent patterns of techno

logical change are to be t:>xplained. "Natural" is a dangerously ambigu

ous term here. One meaning of "natural" is ''what is taken to follmr as a 

matter of course"-what peoplt:> tms<:>lfconsciouslv set out to do, without 

external prompting. That is the sense of "natural" in the f(>llowing pas

sage from Nelson and Winter: 'The result of t()(lav's searches is both a 

successful new technology and a natural starting place f(H· the searches 

of tomorrow. There is a 'neighborhood' concept of a quite natural vari

ety. It makes sense to look for a new drug 'similar to' but possiblv bcl!cr 

than the one that was discovered yesterday. One can think of varving a 

few elements in the design of yesterday's successful new aircraft, trving 

to solve problems that still exist in the design or that \\'LTC evaded 

through compromise.":ZO The trouble is that "natural" has quite ;moth

er meaning, connoting what is produced bv, or according to, nature. 

That other meaning might not be troublesome did it not resonate \\·ith 

a possible interpretation of the mechanical:! I metaphor of "trajectorv." 

If I throw a stone, I as human agent give it initial direction. Thereafter. 

its tr~jectory is influenced by physical f(>rces alone. The notion of "tech

nological trajectory" can thus very easily be taken to mean that once 

technological change is initially set on a gin·n path (for example. by the 

selection of a particular paradigm) its development is then determined 
by technical forces. 

If Nelson and V\'inter incline to the first meaning of "natural," 

Giovanni Dosi-whose adoption of the notion of trajectorv has been at 

least equally influential-can sometimes:Z:Z be read as embracing the 
second. To take two examples: 

"Normal" technical progress maintains a momentttlll of" its own which defines 
the broad orientation of the innm·atin· activities. 

Once a path has been selected and established, it shows a momentum of its 
OWI1.2') 

A persistent pattern of technological change docs indeed possess 

momentum, but never momentum oj' its own. Historical case-stu(h· evi

dence (such as Tom Hughes's study, rich in insights, of the trajectory of 

hydrogenation chemistry) can be brought to bear to show this, as can 

the actor-network theory of Michel Calion, Bruno Latour, .John Law, and 

their colleagues.24 I shall argue the point rather differently, drawing on 

an aspect of trajectories that is obvious but which, surprisingly, seems to 

not to have been developed in the literature on the concept:''1-namelv, 

that a technological trajectory can be seen as a self~fulfilling prophecy. 
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Persistent patterns of technolog-ical change are persistent m part 

because technologists and others believe they will be persistent. 

Take, for example, the persistent increase in the speed of computer 

calculation. At any point in time from the mid 1960s to the early 1980s 

there seems to have been a reasonably consensual estimate of the likely 

rate of increase in supercomputer speed: that it would, for example, 

increase by a factor of I 0 every fiv<" years.26 Supercomputer designers 

drew on such estimates to help them judg-e how bst their next machine 

had to be in order to compete with those of their competitors, and thus 

the estimates were important in shaping supercomputer design. The 

designer of the ETA 10 supercomputer told me that he determined the 

degr<"<" of parallelism of this machine's architecture by deciding that it 

must he I 0 times as bst as its Cyber 20:1 predecessor. Consulting an 

expert on microchip technology, he found that the likely speedup in 

basic chips was of the order of fourfold. The degree of parallelism was 

then determined by the ne<"d to obtain the remaining factor of 2.5 by 

using multiple proccssors.27 

Although I have not yet been able to interview Seymour Cray or the 

designers of tlw Japanese supercomputers, the evidence suggests similar 

processes of reasoning in the rest of mainstream supercomputing 

(excluding massively parallel architectures and minisupercomput

ers).2H Where possible, speed has been increased by the amount 

assumed necessary by using bster compont'nts, while preserving the 

same architecture and tints diminishing risks and reducing problems of 

compatibility with existing machines. When sufficiently faster compo

nents have not been seen as likely to be available, architectures have 

been altered to gain increased speed through various forms of paral

lelism. 
The prophecy of a specific rate of increase has thus been self-fulfill

ing. It has dearly scrn:d as an incentive to lt'chnological ambition; it has 

also, albeit less obviously, served to limit such ambition. Why, the read

er may ask, did designers satisfice rather than seek to optimize? vVhy did 

they not design the htstest possible computer (which is what they, and 

particularly Seymour Cray, haw often been portrayed as doing)? The 

general dit1iculties of the concept of optimization aside, the specific rea

sons were risk and cost. By general consensus, the greater the speed 

goal, the greater tlw risk of technological failure and the greater the 

ultimate cost of the machine. Though supercomputer customers are 

well heeled, there has traditionally been assumed to he a band of "plau

sible" supercomputer cost, with few machin!"s costing more than $20 
million. If designers did not moderate their ambitions to take risk and 
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cost into account, their managers and financiers \\'oulc!.:!\1 The assumed 

rate of speed helps as a yardstick f(>r what is an appropriatelY realistic 
level of ambition. 

In the case of supercomputers, all those inn>IYecl arc agreed that 

increased speed is desirable. Similarly, all those inYohnl \\·ith chip 

design seem to assume that, other things being equal, increased com

ponent counts arc desirable. Trajectories are self~litlfilling proplwcies. 

however, even when that is not so. Take the "mechanization of process

es previously done by hand." Though analyzed as a natural trajectorY ll\ 

Nelson and V\'inter,:lO it has of course often seemed neither natural nor 

desirable to those irwolvecl-particularly to workers fearing f(>r their 

jobs or skills, but sometimes also to managements disliking change, 

investment, and uncertainty. A powerful argument f(>r mechanization, 

however, has been the assumption that otht'r firms and other countries 

will mechanize, and that a firm that docs not will go out of business. 

Increasing missile accuracy is a similar, if simpler, case: those who han' 

felt it undesirable (because it might make attractiYe a nuclear first strike 

on an opponent's forces) have often felt unable to oppose it because 

they haye assumed it to be ine\'itabk and, specificalh, not stoppable bY 

arms control agreements. Their consequent bilure to oppose it has 
been one factor making it possible. 

The nature of the technological trajectory as sell~fullilling prophccv 

can be expressed in the languagt's of both economics and sociolog-Y. As 

an economist would put it, exjH>clation\ arc an irreducible aspect of pat

terns of technological change. The work of Brian Arthur <md Paul 

DaYid is relevant here, although it has, to mv knowledge, Llrgclv con

cerned either/or choices of teclmiquc or standard rather than the 

cumulative, sequential decisions that make up a trajcctorv. In an amus

ing and insightful discussion of the almost uninTsal adoption of the 

inferior QvVERTY keyboard, David writes: 

Intuition suggests that if choices were made in a f(Hward-looking wav. rather 
than myopically on the basis of comparisons ;unong CUITentlv prevailing costs of 
different systems, the final outcome could he influenced stronglv lw the expec
tations that investors in system componcnts-whctlwr specific touch-tvping 
skills or typewriters-came to hold regarding the decisions that would be made 
by the other agents. A particular svstem could triumph over rivals mLTelv 
because the purchasers of the software (and/or the h<trdw<tre) expected th<tt it 
would do so. This intuition seems to be supported hv recent f(mnal an<thses of 
markets where purchasers of rival products lwndit from extern<tlities conrli
tional upon the size of the compatible svstem or '"network .. 11·ith 11·hich thev 
thereby become joined. :i I 
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Actors' expectations of the technological future are part of what make 

a particular future, rather than other possible futures, real. With hind

sight, the path actually taken may incked look natural, indicated by the 

very nature of the physical world. But Brian Arthur's "nonergodic," 

path-dependent models of adoption processes are vitally helpful in 

reminding us of ways in which technologies devoid of clear-cut, initial, 

intrinsic superiority can rapidly become irreversibly superior in practice 

through the very process of adoption.:\~ 
The sociological way of expressing essentially the same point is to say 

that a technological trajectory is an institution. Like any institution, it is 

sustained not through any internal logic or through intrinsic superiori

ty to other institutions, but because of the interests that develop in its 

continuance and the belief that it will continue. Its continuance 

becomes embedded in actors' frameworks of calculation and routine 

behavior, and it continues because it is thus embedded. It is intensely 

problematic to see social institutions as natural in the sense of corre

sponding to nature (although that is how they are often legitimated), 

but institutions do of course often become natural in the sense of being 

unselfconsciously taken for granted. The sociological work most rele

vant here is that of Barry narnes, who has argued that self~fultilling 
prophecy should be seen not as a pathological form of inference (as it 

often was in earlier sociological discussions), but as the basis of all social 

institutions, including the pervasive phenomenon of power.:l:l 
My claim is not the idealist one that all prophecies are sel!~fulfilling. 

Many widely held technological predictions prove Elise. Not all patterns 

of technological change can be institutionalized, and it would be fool

ish to deny that the characteristics of the material world, of Calion and 

Latour's "nonhuman actors," play a part in determining the patterns 

that do become institutionalized. One reason for the attractiveness of 

the notion of a natural trajectory to alternative economics is that the lat

ter field has been reacting not against technological determinism (as 

has much of the sociology of technology), but against a view of tech

nology as an entirely plastic entity shaped at will by the all-knowing 

hands of market forces.:)4 
I entirely sympathize with the instinct that technology cannot be 

shaped at will, whether by markets or by societies. The risk, however, of 

expressing that valid instinct in the notion of natural trajectory is that it 

may actually deaden intellectual curiosity about the causes of persis

tence in patterns of technological change. Although 1 am certain this is 

not intended hy its proponents, the term has an unhappy resonance 

lc'mnolllir flllri SoriofogHaf lc\jJ!aJJfllions 

with widespread (if implicit) prejudices about the proper sphere of 

social-scientific analysis of technologv-prcjudices that shut off particu

lar lines of inquiry. Let me give just one example. There is \vide agree

ment that we are witnessinu an inf(>rmation-technolouv "ren>lution '"or h h. • 

a change of "technoeconomic paradigm" based on inf(>rmation and 

COmmunication technologies. ()(key importance to that lT\'O]Ution. or 

new paradigm, is, by general agreement, microchip technologv and its 

Moore's Law pattern of de,·elopmcnt: "ckarlv pncein·d low and r~!pid

ly falling relative cost"; "apparentlv almost unlimited availabilitv of sup

ply over long periods"; "clear potential f(>r ... usc or incorporation ... 

in many products and processes throughout the cconomv.":l.-, Yet in all 

the many economic and sociological studies of inf(>rmati(;n technolouv ( h. 

there is scarcely a single piece of publislwd research-and I hope I do 

not write from ignorance here-on the determinants of the l\loore \ 

Law pattern.:l(i Explicitly or implicitlv, it is taken to be a natural trajec

tory whose effects economists and sociologists mav studv but whose 

causes lie outside their ambit. In Dosi's work on semiconductors, f(>r 

example, l\1oore's Law is described as "almost a 'natural Lm·· of the 

industry," a factor shaping technical progress, but not one \\·hose shap

ing is itself to be invcstigatcd.:li L;ntil such a study of Moore's Lm· is 

done, we cannot say precisely what intellectual opportunities arc being 

missed, but it is unlikely that they are negligible. 

Ethnoaccountancy 

A revised understanding of persistent patterns of technologicd ckmge 

offers one potential bridge over the gap between economic and socio

logical explanations of technical change. Another potential bridge I 

would call "ethnoaccountancy." I intend the term as analogous to eth

nomusicology, ethnobotany, or ethnomcthodolog·v. Just as cthnobotaiiV 

is the study of the way societies classih' plants, a studv th~ll should not he 

structured by our perceptions of the validity of these classifications. cth

noaccountancy should be the study of how people do their financial 

reckoning, irrespective of our perceptions of the adcquacv of that reck

oning and of the occupational labels attached to those inn>ln·d. 

Et h noaccoun Laney has not been a t radi tiona! concern of wri tcrs \\'it b

in the discipline of accounting. Their natural concern \\'as with hm1 

accountancy ought to be practiced, rather than with how it actuallv is 

practiced.:\H Although studies of the latter han· been become nn.1ch 

more common over the past decade (sec. f(>r example, the pages of the 
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journal Armunting, (hganizations u nd Society), there has still been little 

systematic study by accountancy researchers of the ethnoaccountancy of 

technolog-ical chang-e. Sociologists, g-enerally, have not been interested 

in cthnoaccountancy, ag-ain at least until very recently.'>'l Compare, for 

example, the enormous bulk of the sociology of medicine with the 

almost nonexistent sociolohry of accountancy. 40 Since the latter profes

sion could be arg-ued to be as important to the modern world as the for

mer, it is difficult not to suspect that sociolog-ists have been int1uenced 

by accountancy's g-eneral imag-e as a field that may be remunerative but 

is also deeply boring-. 
It is somewhat more surprising that economists have ignored the 

actual practices of accounting-, but this appears to he the case. Nelson 

and Winter sug-g-est a reason that, though tendentiously expressed, may 

be essentially correct: "For orthodoxy, accounting- procedures (along 

with all other aspects of actual decision processes) are a veil over the true 

phenomena of firm decision making, which are always rationally orient

ed to the data of the unknowable future .... Thanks to orthodoxy's 

almost unqualified disdain for what it views as the epiphenomena of 

accounting- practice, it may be possible to make great advances in the 

theoretical representation of firm behavior without any direct empirical 

research at all-all one needs is an elementary accounting- hook."41 

Ethnoaccountancy most centrally concerns the categ-ory of "profit." 

As noted above, even if firms cannot maximize profit, it certainly makes 

sense to see them as oriented to it. But they can know their profits only 

throug-h accounting- practices. As these change, so does the meaning-, 

f(>r those involved, of profit. Alfred Chandler's The Visiblr /land, for 

example, traces how accounting practices and the definition of profit 

chang-ed as an inseparable part of the emergence of the modern busi

ness enterprise.' 1 ~ Unf(>rtunately, Chandler clothes his insig-htful analy

sis in teleolog-ical lang-uag-e-he describes an evolution toward correct 

accounting- practice and a "precise" definition of profit'±:l_and he does 

not directly tic the chang-es he documents to chang-ing evaluations of 

tech 11 olog-y. 
The teleology has larg-ely been corrected and the connection to tech

nolog-ical chang-e forg-ed, albeit in a much more limited domain, by the 

historian of technolog-y Judith McCaw. 44 Though adequate for the pur

poses of those involved, accounting- practice in early-nineteenth-centu

ry C .S. papermaking-, she notes, "hid capitalization" and hig-hlighted 

labor costs, Etcilitating- the mechanization of manual tasks. Though oth

ers han· not made the same connections McGaw has, it is clear that the 

l:"mnmnic and Sociolop;iml /:"xjila nat ions (jj 

practices she documents were not restricted to the particular industrv 

she discusses.1!> 

The general issue of whether accounting practice hig-hlights one par

ticular class of cost, thus channeling innovation toward the reduction of 

that cost, is of considerable significance. Accounting- practices that high

lig-ht labor costs might generally be expected to accelerate mechaniza

tion. They may, however, be a barrier to the introduction of 

capital-saving or energy-saving technolog-ies, and many current inf(>r

mation-technology systems are reg-arded as having- these advantag-es. 

There is also fragmentary but intriguing evidence that the techniques 

orfinancial assessment of new technolog-ies used in the L'nited King-dom 

and the United States may differ from those used in Japan. In effect, 

"profit" is defined differently. In the United King-dom and the United 

States there is typically great reliance (for decision-making- purposes, 

and also in rewarding manag-ers) on what one critic calls "financial per

formance measures, such as divisional profit, [which] gin' an illusion of 

objectivity and precision [but which] are relatively easv to manipulate in 

ways that do not enhance the long--term competitive position of the firm, 

and [which] become the focus of opportunistic behavior bv divisional 

managers."46 Japanese management accounting, lw contrast, is less con

cerned with financial measurement in this short-term sense. \\'hik 

Japanese firms are patently not indifferent to profit, and arc of course 

legally constrained in how profit is calculated h>r purposes such as taxa

tion, they seem much more flexible in the internal allocation of costs 

and the definition of profit. Japanese firms "seem to use [management] 

accounting systems more to motivate employees to act in accordance 

with long-term manufacturing strateg-ies than to provide senior man

agement with precise data on costs, variances, and profits. "-+7 

Uncertainty and Closure 

Ethnoaccountancy is one aspect of the much larg-er topic we mig-ht call 

the construction of the economic. Economic phenonwna such as 

prices, profits, and markets are not just "there "-sclt~sustaining, self~ 

explaining--but exist only to the extent that certain kinds of rcbtions 

between people exist. This insig-ht, simultaneouslY obvious and easv to 

forget, is perhaps Marx's most central contribution to our topic. I~ :\Llrx 

devoted the final part of volume I of Cajli/(f/ to an analvsis of the his

torical emergence of capital as a way of mediating- relations between 

persons. Implicit, too, in Marx's account is the reason wll\ the insig-ht is 
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forgettable. It is notjust that capitalism gives rise to a particular type of 

economic life. Under capitalism, aspects of social relations inseparable 

in previous forms of society (such as political power and economic rela

tions) achicn· a unique degree of separation, giving rise to the "thing

like" appearance of the economic. 
One of the f~1scinations of technological change is that it turns the 

question of the construction of the economic from a general question 

about capitalist society into a specific and unavoidable concern. The oft

noted unquantifiabk uncertainty of technological change defies the 

calculatin: frameworks of economics. Chris Freeman, for example, com

pares attempts at formal evaluation of R&D projects to "tribal war

dances. "1'1 He is referring to participants' practict>s, but it is worth 

noting that the economists of technological change, in their search for 

an ancestor to whom to appeal, have often turned to Joseph 

Schumpeter, with his emphasis on the noncalculative aspects of eco

nomic activity, rather than to any more orthodox predecessor. 

The issue can usdully be rephrased in the terms of actor-network 

theory. Radical technological innovation requires the construction of a 

new actor-network.~10 Indeed, that is perhaps the best way of differenti

ating radical innm·ation from more incremental change. Only once a 

new network has successfully been stabilized docs reliable economic cal

culation become possibk.r' I Bdore it is established, other forms of 

action, and other forms of understanding, are needed. 
Unstabilized networks are thus a problem for economics, at least for 

orthodox economics. By comparison, their study has been the \Try 

lifeblood of the sociology of scientific knowledge.'-,~ Scientific contro

versy, where the "interpretatin: flexibility" of scientific findings is made 

evident, has been the latter field's most fruitful area of empirical study, 

and interpretative flexibility is tlw analogue of what the economists 
refer to as "uncertainty. ,c,:l The weakness of the sociology of scientific 

knowledge has, rather, been in the study of "closure"-the reduction of 

(in principlt>, endless) interpretative flexibility, the resolution of con

trovt>rsy, the establishment of stable networks. 
The economics of technological change and the sociology of scientif

ic knowlt>dge thus approach essentially the same topic-the creation of 

stable networks-from directly opposite points of view. I confess to what 

is perhaps a disciplinary bias as to how to proceed in this situation: using 

tools honed f(Jr stable networks to study instability seems to me likely to 

be less fruitful than using tools honed f(Jr instability to study stability."'1 

Indeed, attempting the f(mncr is where, I would argue, the alternative 

economists have gone wrong in the concept of technological trajectory. 

T 

lc'ronomir and Sol'iolop;iml lc\'j!lrtllal io11.1 

The latter path, using the tools developed in the studv of instabilit\'. 

does, however, require a step back in research on technological change: 

a return to the "natural history"r"; of innovation of the I ~l()Os and the 

1970s, but a return with a different focus, highlighting the empirical 

study of heuristics, the role of the self~fulfilling prophecY in pnsistent 

patterns or tt'chnological change, and the t'thnoaccountancy of tech

nological change. V\'e need to know more about the structllre of the 

interpretative flexibility inherent in technological change, and ;1bout 

the ways that interpretative flexibility is reduced in practice. I Io\1·, in the 

economists' terminolohrv, is uncertainty connTted into risk?'11 ' I-lm1·, for 

example, do participantsjuclge whether thn are attempting incremen

tal or radical innm·ation?:"i7 V\'hat is the role of the testing of technolo

gies (and of analogues such as prototyping and benchmarking)~.-,:-: Hm1 

is technological change "packaged" for the purposes of management

in other words, how is a process that from one perspectin· em be seen 

as inherently uncertain presented as subject to rational control? \\'hat 

are the roles here of project proposals, project tTviews, and mile

stones-of the difleren t components of Freeman's "war-dances"? I-lm1· is 

the boundary between the "technical" and the "nontechnical" negotiat

ed? V\'hat are the determinants of the credibility of technicaL ;nHI of 

nontechnical, knowledge claims? 
Even if we set aside the L1ct that technologicd change is not sub

stantively the same as scientific change, we cannot look to the sociologv 

or scientific knowledge for theories or models that could be applied 

directly in seeking to answer questions such as these. That is not the waY 

the field has developed. It is more a question of sensitivities, analogies. 

and vocabularies. Nevertheless, the parallels between closure in science 

and successful innovation in technology, and between interprctatin· 

t1exibility and uncertainty, arc strong enough to suggest that exploring 

those parallels may be an important way forward f(Jr the study of tech

nological change. In the closure of scientific controversies and in suc

cessful technological innovation, an apparently sclf~sustaining realm (of 

objective knowledge, of economic processes) emerges. but onlv as the 

end product of a process involving much more than either natural real

ity or economic calculation. Understanding of the one should surelv 

help develop understanding of the other. 

Conclusion 

I have argued that the alternative economtcs associated with Simon, 

Nelson, Winter, and others is more plausible than tlt'oclassical economics, 
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with its incoherent notion of profit maximization. Ideas from the for

mer tradition could help brid~e the gap between the economic and the 

sociolo~ical in fields where those ideas have not (to my knowledge) 

been widely drawn upon, such as labor-process studies. This alternative 

economics can also Ltirly strai~htforwardly be applied to pricing and to 

firms' overall R&D budgets, although recent empi1·ical work in these 

areas seems surprisin~ly sparse. 
Applying the alternative economics to the content of R&D is more 

difficult. The metaphor of "technological trajectory" can mislead. 

Persistent patterns of technological change do exist, but they should 

not been seen as "natural" in the sense of corresponding to nature. Nor 

do they have a momentum of their own. Expectations about the tech

nological future are central to them: they have the form of self-fulfilling 

prophecies, or social institutions. Conceiving of persistent patterns in 

this way oilers one way of bridging the gap between economic and soci

ological explanations of technological change. 
Another way of bridging the gap is what I have called ethnoaccoun

tancy. Studying how people actually do the financial reckoning of tech

nological change would bring together the economist's essential 

conct"rn for the financial aspects of innovation with the sociologist"s 

equally justified empiricism. I have suggested that ethnoaccountancy 

would not be a marginal enterprise, rummaging though the boring 

dt'tails of economic activity, but ought to throw light on central ques

tions such as the practical definition of profit and the relative rate of 

technological change in different historical and national contexts. 

Finally, I have argued that, because of the centrality of uncertainty 

(or nonstabilized networks) to technological change, the sociology of 

scientific knowledge, with its experience in tht" study of the essentially 

equivalent matter of interpretative flexibility, ought to be of relevance 

here. Scientists construct stable, irreversible developments in knowl

t"dge in a world where no knowledge possesses absolute warrant; out of 

potential chaos, they construct established truth. Technologists, work

ers, users, and managers construct successful innovations in a world 

where technological change involves inherent uncertainty; out of poten

tial chaos, they construct a world in which economics is applicable. 
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From the Luminiferous Ether to the Boeing 7 57 

Inertial navigation systems are central to modern naYigation. TheY per

mit wholly self~contained navigation of remarkable accuran. TheY arc 

now standard in long-range civil aircraft and most modern militarv air

craft, as well as in ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, space boosters, and 

submarines. They art.:' increasingly to be f(nmd in shorter-range tactical 

missiles, in tanks and selfpropellcd artillery, and in some surn·ying 

applications. 

At the heart of inertial navigation arc the inertial sensors thcmscln·s: 

gyroscopes, which sense rotation, and accelerometers, which measure 

acceleration. During the bst twenty years, the f(>rmer han· undergone 

what those involved sec as a technological ITYolution. Since the begin

nings of inertial navigation in the 19c~Os, the gnoscopcs used had 

remained analogues-hmvenT sophisticated-of the child's spinning 

toy, reliant in their detection of rotation on the nwchanics of a rapidlY 

revolving rotor. But they have now been challenged lw incrti~ll sensors 

in which the detection of rotation is achined by optical rather than 

mechanical means: laser gyroscopes. All but one of the major corporate 

suppliers of inertial technology arc heaYilv committed to laser gnu

scope technology. A basic shift has thus taken place in this key modern 

technology. 

This chapter begins with the conceptual origins of the bscr gno

scope, which arc remote from the "high-tech" world of the modern 

device. They lie in experiments probing the contronTsial question of 

the existence of the ether, the massless sttbstance that pre-Einsteinian 

physics took to be the medium of the transmission of light. In partint

lar, the physicist Georges Sagtnc (I HG9-192H) be lien·d that his \wrk on 

the optical detection of rotation refuted Einstein. The second section of 

the chapter describes the mm'e of what became known as the "Sagnac 

effect" from science to tech nolo[-,'}", a mon· that took place between !9:19 
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and 196~. The invention of the laser was fundamental to this move, hut 

more was involved than just a new lig-ht source. As quantum electronics 

flowered, the optical detection of rotation was reconceptualized. 

On January 7, 196~, a prototype laser gyroscope first detected rota-. 

tion, and that date can be taken as indicating the end of the process of 

"inventing" the laser g-yroscope and the beginning of the "develop

ment" phase of the device's history. That development phase is the sub

ject of the third section. It stretched from 1963 to the first unequivoca_lly 

.successful tests of a practical Ltsn gyro in 1975, and it proved as cruual 

and as troublesome in the case of the laser gyro as elsewhere in the his

tory of technology.' The fourth section describes the growing acc~p

tance of the laser ).,ryro after 1975. It highlights the single most crucial 

event in that process of acceptance: the decision to adopt the new 

device as the core of the standard navigation and attitude reference sys-

tem for Boeing-'s new civil air transports, the 757 and the 767. . 

The chapter ends with a discussion of what can be learned from this 

episode about the nature of technological change. The history_ of ~he 

laser gyroscope underlines the sig-nificance of the fusion of sne_ntific 

and technological concerns in the new field of quantum clectromcs. It 

supports those who have noted the pervasiveness of military involve

ment in quantum electronics, while showing that the resultant technol

ogy may not hear the stamp of any specifically military need: The history 

of the laser ).,ryroscope is one in which economic consideratiOns, market 

processes, and corporate structures are central, yet it is a history t~at 

docs not correspond to orthodox economic theory, with its assurnpt10n 

of profit maximizing by unitary firms. Perhaps most interesting of all,_ 

the process of the acceptance of the laser gyroscope reveals the role of 

self~fulfilling prophecy in technological revolutions.~ 

Searching for the Ether 

The ether was a paradoxical substance. It was believed to pervade the 

universe and to be the medium for such phenomena as electromagnet

ism, gravitation, and nervous impulses. Yet it was also thought. to be 

devoid of the qualities that made the grosser forms of matter easdy per

ceptible. It could not be seen, felt, or touched. It played acrucial ':ole 

in orthodox physics, clwmistrv, and even biology; it was of theological 

significance too. The physicist Sir Oliver Lodge was not. alone i:1 seeing 

the ether as "the primary instrument of Mind, the vehicle of Soul, the 

habitation of Spirit." 'Truly," he wrote, "it may be called the living gar

ment of Cod. ":I 

The most famous attempt to demonstrate the existence of the ether 

was the seri~~s of experiments conducted in the IHHOs by the phvsicist 

Albert A. Michelson and the chemist Edward W. Morin. t Jr the ether 

was at rest in absolute space, as most assumed, then as th.e Earth mon·d 

it would be moving relative to the ether. From the point of ,·iew of an 

obserwT on the Earth, an "ether wind'" would thus exist. It would not be 

di~·c~~tly perc_eptible to the senses, but it would affect the speed of trans

rmsswn of light, since light was a wave in the ether. Michelson and 

Morley's apparatus split a beam of light into tm>, one part traveling par

allel to the Earth's motion and one at right angles to it, and sought to 

detect the predicted efTect of the ether wind in the interference pattern 

when the two beams were recombined in an interfi.-rometer.'-, Michelson 

and M~rle~ we~e unable to find that dlect. 1i The Eune of their experi

ments hes ~n this null result. Later, the null result was taken as proof of 

the nonexisten~~ of the ether and as leading to Einstein's Special 

!heory of Relatmty, a key postulate of which is that the vclocitv of light 

Is the same for all obseners and theref(>re no dif1i.-renn· is to be expect

ed bet wee~, "loo_ki n~·" al<:ng the direction of the Earl h "s motion through 
space and lookmg at nght angles to it. 

Matters we:·e not, howenT, quite as clear as this simple hindsight his

tory s~1ggests.' When Morley's colleague Dayton C. Miller repeated the 

expenments, he believed he did find at least some significant cffect.H 

Furthermore, a null result by no means compelled rejection of the 

~the:. It could, f(>r example, be taken as showing simply that the mov

mg Earth dragged the ether along with it, so that no "ether wind"" ould 
be found at the Earth's surLKe.'~ 

So the search for the ether did not end with the !\Iiclwlson-!\lorlev 

experiments, and here Georges Sagnac enters the storv. Sagnac \\·as ;t 
professor of physics, first at Lille and then at the LTninTsitv of Paris. His 

~arly work had been on the recently discovered x rays. In hi:s ether exper

unent, he sought to create an ether wind in the laboratory bv mountinu 

an interferometer on a rotating platform. A beam from an t:lcctric )iul;~ 
)" d M 

w_as s~ II, an the two I·estilting beams, Rand 1~ were sent in opposite 
(hrectJons around a path formed bv four mirrors l\1 !\1 M · 1 'I 

_ , · ·' I' · ~· 1 :~· ,m( ·' "t 
(figure 1). Sagnac used a camera to obser\'t' the interference patterns 

when the_ twr~ half beams were recombined.lo As Sagnac's apparatus 

rotated, first m one direction and then in the other, the camera did 

~ndeed_ record a shift in the interkrence fringes. He reported his results 

111 a bnef, exuberant paper to the Acad(·mie des Sciences in 1 !l 1 :~. The 
h·inge shift occurred, he claimed, because his apparatus was rotating in 
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Figure 1 . . . . . . 
Sa~nac's intcrkromctcr on its turntable. Simplified from <h.agram m (,, Sa~nac, 
"Effct tourbillonnairc optiquc: Ia circulation de \'ether lummcux dans un mtcr
f{·rographc tournan t," Jou mol de Phr1ifjlll', lift h series, 4 (March 1914). P· I H7 · 

the ether. Relative to the turntable, one beam was retarded, and the 

other accelerated, according to the direction of the tum table's rotation 

in the ether. Sagnac calculated what the effect of this on the interference 

pattern ought to be and f(nmd that the measured shift was as predicted. 

His experiment, he concluded, was "a proof of the ether"; the interfero

metric dfect "directly manifested the existence of the ether. "11 

Though Einstein's name was not mentioned, the challenge could not 

have been clearer; and it was made within a French scientific commu

nity predominantly hostile to relativity. (Even as late as the 1950s, "with 

rare exceptions, tl'aching, textbooks, and university programs" did not 

allow detailed attention to relativity to disturb an image of "Science · · . 

as a fullv realized achievement, encased in certainty, organized around 

Newtonian categories."!~) The relativist Paul Langevin vigorously dis" 

putcd Sagnac 's intnpretation of his results. Ll NenTtheless, the Sagnac 

effect seems to have counted in France as evidence f(n· the ether. Thus, 

... __________________ ''''"'' 

ho111 l.ulllinijmms l:'thnlo ihl' Rwinp: 757 71 

when Sagnac was awarded the Pierson-Perrin Prize oft he Acad{·mic des 

Sciences in 1919, his experiment was described as haYing Ycrified the 

theory of the ether. It was repeated in a different form (with the "obsen

er" fixed in the laboratorv, rather than rotating) in I ~n7. and again the 

results were found to confirm "classical theory" and to \'iobte the pre
dictions of relativity.''' 

In the Anglo-Saxon world matters were different. Sagnac hac! his 

defenders there too, notablv the anti-rebtivist Herbert E. ln·s. But 

mainstn~am opinion was firmly in bvor of Einstein, and to the extent 

that Sagnac's work was considered at all it was dismissed. There \\TIT 

doubts about the reliabilitv of Sagnac's results.''"' But, more important, 

the conclusion became accepted that the theorv of relativity could 

explain thernjust as well as ether thcorv. \\'ith a rotating svstem, the rel

evant aspect was argued to be general, not speciaL relatiYity .. \ccording 

to the former, "two obsenTrs, traveling around ;t closed path that is 

rotating in inertial space, will find that their clocks arc not in svnchro

nization when they return to the starting point (tran·ling once around 

the path but in opposite directions). The observer tran·ling in the din·c

tion of rotation will experience a small increase. and the obs<THT trav

eling in the opposite direction a corresponding small decrease in clock 

time." If the two "observers" are photons, each tLI\'cling at the speed of 

light, "the time difference appears as an ;1pparent length ch<mge in the 

two paths," causing the shift in the interference fringes reported IJ,· 
Sagnac.I6 

Theref(>re, it did not help the case against Einstein when. in 19:?:->. 

Michelson and his colleague Henn Gale also reported a change in 

interference pattern as a result of rotation. Thcv emplmed the Earth 

itself as the turntable. Using a rectangular svstcm of pipes in \rhich thev 

created a vacuum, they constructed an optical circuit a mile in circum

terence (figure 2). A smaller rectangular circuit prmided a "fiducial 

mark from which to measure the displacement" of the intcrfcn·nce 

fi·inges f<>rmed by the clockwise and counterclockwise beams in the larg
er cin~uit.17 

Michelson and Gale's results were in agreement with "the calculated 

value of the displacement on the assumption of a stationarv ether," just 

as Sagnac's had been. However, concluded Michelson and Calc. thev 

were "in accordance with relativitv too." There was little doubt \\'here 

Michelson's heart lay-in 1927 he wrote of "the bclm·cd old ether (which 

is now abandoned, though I personally still cling a little to it) "-but the 

ambiguous experiment did not help bring the ether back to lifc.IH 
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Fi!(Ure 2 
Ground plan and arrangement of mirrors in Michelson-Gale experiment. Based 
on diagram in A. A. l\1 ichdson and Henry G. Calc, 'The effect of the earth's rota
tion on the velocity of light: Part II," AllmjJhysimlJoumal61 (Aprill92!J), p. 141. 

As late as 1965 there were still those who claimed that Sagnac had 

indeed "discovered tlw existence of a luminiferous ether" and denied 

that relativity theory explained his results. By then, though, this was 

a distinctly unusual opinion to hold. True, the author of this claim 

could point out that, using the novel technology of the laser, "the 

Sag-rue experiment has been repeated, with the same but more refined 

outcome."''~ The meaning of that replication had, however, shifted 

decisively. There was indeed widespread interest in it, but the ques

tion of the existence of the luminiferous ether was certainly not the 

source. 

From Science to Technology 

Sagnac had speculated that it might be possible to usc his effect to mea

sure rotation in a practical context: 

I hope that it will be possible to repeat these measurements of the optical whirl
wind effect [ {'r'ffi'i tourhiffonnai/1' ojllique] with an optical circuit at least some tens 
of meters sqttarc, f~tstened to the rigid sides of a ship. If the circuit is horizontal, 

Fmm ruminijiTOIIS J·:thn to lht Bof'ing 757 /) 

the displacement of the central [interfcrcnct>] fringe will n1ake known at each 
instant the speed of rotation of the ship about a vertical axis; slow rotations could 
thus be revealed without any external benchmark .... A circuit installed parallel 
to one of the vertical planes of the ship would permit similar obscn·ation or pho
tographic recording of the speed of oscillatory rotation in roll and pitcll.~O 

This 1914 speculation is, however, as far as the practical application of 

the Sagnac effect went fcx many years. Yet when interest in the optical 

detection of rotation revived around 1960, theoretical issues (though 

not absent) quickly became less salient than technological ones. 

In the intervening half-century, the measurement of rotation had 

become a central technical activity. \\'hen Sagnac was conducting his 

experiments on the eve of the First World v\'ar, the practical application 

of the mechanical gyroscope was a relativclv new field: the first success

ful trials of a marine gyrocompass, for example, had taken place in 

1908.~ 1 Between then and the late 1950s, the marine and aircraft uses 

of the gyroscope had grown in importance and sophistication and had 

been joined by the new and uniquely demanding field of inertial guid

ance and navigation. Inertial systems were seen as having one decisive 

advantage over other forms of navigation: being whollv selt~contained, 

they could not be disrupted by either hostile action or bad weather. 

Though inertial ml\'igation had yet to lind significant civilian applica

tions, by the late 1950s it was a crucial militarv technologv.~~ 

That did not mean, however, that the place of the mechanical gyro

scope was secure. The dominant variety in inertial navigation in the 

United States-the fluid-f1oated f-,')'ro-could be made highly accurate, 

but it was difficult to produce and therefore expensive. The mechanical 

gyros of the 1950s also suffered from reliability problems. There was 

thus a conscious search for alternative means of detecting rotation. 

That search led at least one military org-anization in the l;nited States 

back to the ether experiments. The Navig-ation and Guidance 

Laboratory of the Air Force Systems Command at \!\'right-Patterson Air 

Force Base had been "interested for sen'ral vears in an angular rate 

sensing device without moving parts for the obvious reason of reliabili

ty," its chief wrote in 1962. Since an optical circuit a mile in circumfer

ence was patently too large for a practical navigation svstem. the 

laboratory had sought to "miniaturize the Michelson-Gale experi

ment."2'l Its attempts, however, were "notably tmsuccessful at both opti

cal and gamma ray wavelengths. "2+ Success was to require the 

transformation, and not merely the miniaturization, of the Sagnac and 

Michelson-Gale experiments. 
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That transformation was wroug-ht by quantum electronics. This new 

field fused science, notably quantum theory, with the technological 

concerns of radar and radio eng-ineering. Like inertial navigation, it 

emerg-ed in large part under military tutelage. The U.S. military sup

ported the field financially, organized key conferences, and actively 

sought defense applications for its products.:!'> 
A key element in quantum electronics was experience in the use of 

resonant cavities, in which large quantities of electromagnetic radiation 

arc generated at a frequency such that the wave "tits" the cavity exactly 

(in other words, the length of the c1vity is an integral number of wave

lengths). An exam pit' crucial to radar was the resonant cavity mag

netron, a powerful new microwave generator developed at the 

University of Birmingham (England) in 194().:!6 Another clement in 

quantum electronics was the physics of quantum transitions, in which 

electrons move from higher to lower energy orbits or vice versa. These 

two elements were brought together in the development in the 1950s of 

the maser (an acronym for microwave amplification by stimulated emis

sion of radiation). In this device, electrons in an appropriate material 

are "pumped" by an input of energy to higher energy orbits. If then 

properly stimulated in a suitable resonant cavity, they will return to 

lower-energy orbits in unison, producing a powerful output of coherent 

microwave radiation. By 1954 the first maser was working, and by 

1956-57 there was already interest in moving to lig-ht frequencies, and 

thus to an optical maser or laser (for light amplification by stimulated 

emission of radiation). T. H. Maiman of the Hughes Aircraft Company 

demonstrated the first such device, a solid-state ruby laser, in July 1960. 

In February 1961 a gas laser, using as its material a mixture of helium 

and neon, was announced.27 
Between 1959 and 1961, three people independently saw that it was 

possible to transform the Sagnac and Michelson-Gale experiments, 

which they probably knew about primarily through the account in an 

optics textbook of the day, R. W. Ditch burn's Ught.2l-l Not only did they 

see that the electric light of the earlier experiments could be replaced 

by a laser; a conceptual shift was involved. The first hint of this shift 

came in the autumn of 1959, before the operation of the first laser. 

There was no reference to either masers or lasers, but the source was a 

man with considerable experience of the general field of quantum elec

tronics. Ohio State University physicist Clifford V. Heer was working as 

a consultant for Space Technology Laboratories, an offshoot of Ramo

Woolridge (later TRW) set up to manage the intercontinental ballistic 

missile program of the l! .S. Air Force. In Sept em her I ~);)9, Hcer pro

posed to the firm's Guidance Research Labor;ttorY a "svstcm f(n mea

suring the angular velocity of a platf(mn [that I dcpetHis on the 

interference of electromagnetic radiation in a rotating frame." I k 

noted that in experiments such as Sagnac's a path enclosing a large ;u-ca 

was necessary to achieve sensitivitY, and this would clearlY be a limitation 

on their technological use. He suggested investigating fmtr areas in the 

light of this problem, including "the use of resonant structures in a 

rotating frame."2'l A month later, in a patent disclosure, he added a fur

ther new element to tlw idea of using resonance: that frequenn differ

ences, as well as the interference effects used bY Sagnac and l\lichclson. 

could be used to measure rotation. As a resonant structure rotated. 

there would be a shift i 11 resonant freq ucncies. :\0 

Those two clements-using a resonant structure and detecting rota

tion bv hequency differences rather than changes in interference pat

terns-were central in the conceptual shirt that kd to the laser 

gyroscope. In I 959, however, Heer was not necessarih· thinking· of \iuht 
' ( h 

as the appropriate form of electromagnetic radiation to usc. He \\·as at 

least equally interested in emploving radiation of "lower frequencies 

such as radio and microwave fi·equcncies" confined in a "coaxial cable 

or waveguide," with "N turns of cable or guide ... used to incrc;tse the 

phase difference over that for one traYersal. ":\1 In the ycrsion of his 

ideas presented for the first time in public, at the Januarv 19()1 mectitw 
' ' ..., 

of the American Plwsical Societv, he even suggested that the interfer-

ence of matter waves in a rotating system could he studied.:\:! 

Hecr's first proposal to study the use of m;tsers (including optical 

masers) in the measurement of rotation came in \larch I~)() I, but onlY ;1s 

nonhighlighted aspects on the third and fourth pages of a proposal for 

research on "measurement of angular rotation bv either electromagnet

ic or matter waves.":\:\ Though copies were sent to 1\'ASA, the Air Force 

Office of Scientific Research, and the Office of i'\aval Research. funds 

were not forthcoming. Heer's inten:'st in the usc of the laser r;tpidh grew. 

however, in part as a result of his attending the Second International 

Conference on Quantum Electronics at Ikrkeley, at which .\li Jwan of 

the Bell Laboratories described the first g-as laser, in late March El() 1. In 

October 1961, Heer forwarded his original proposal to the Chief 

Scientist of the Aeronautical Systems Division of the Air Force Svstems 

Command, along with a cover letter stating: 'The experiments in the 

microwave region remain of considerable interest, hut in Yie\1' of the 

recent development of the optical masers I f(·el a studv of the feasibilitY 
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of the use of optical masers and the eventual use of optical masers must 

be given consideration." In .January 1962, Hccr sent potential sponsors 

a further paper containing a description of a square resonant structure 

with "laser amplification along the path." Such a structure a meter 

square, he noted, would make possible the measurement of "angular 

rotation rates as small as 1 o-6 radians/ sec. "34 

Ry October 1961 a second researcher, Adolph H. Rosenthal of the 

Kollsrnan Instrument Corporation, had also become convinced that, in 

the words of a paper he read to the Optical Society of America, "inter

ferometry methods making use of optical maser oscillations ... permit 

r us] to increase considerably the accuracy of the historical relativistic 

experiments of Michelson, Sagnac, and others, and have also potential 

applications to studies of other radiation propagation effects."35 Before 

Rosenthal died in .July 19G2, he had developed his ideas sufficiently that 

a posthumous patent application using them in a "optical interfero

metric navigation instrument" could be submittcd.36 

One member of Rosenthal's audience at the Optical Society had 

already been thinking along the same lines. He was Warren Macek, a 

young physics-and-mathematics major working for the Sperry Rand 

Corporation. Much of the original strength of that company had been 

built around Elmer Sperry's usc of the mechanical gyroscope for navi

gation, stabilization, and aircraft instruments.37 However, Macek 

worked not on gyroscopes but in a new optics group Sperry Rand had 

set up in 1957. After the announcement of the ruby and gas lasers, the 

optics group built its own versions of each, with help from specialists on 

microwave resonant cavity devices. 
Macek had read Ditchburn's Lip:ht for a course in physical optics he 

had taken as part of his Ph.D. work at the Brooklyn Polytechnic 

Institute, and through that he knew of the Sagnac and Michelson-Gale 

experiments. In October 1 ~){)I, when he heard Rosenthal's paper, 

Macek was already working on a proposal to Sperry management which 

included, among other novel rotation sensor techniques, the idea of 

building an interferometer, analogous to that used in the ether experi

ments, using a laser as its light source.:\s 
In early 1962, Macek and colleagues at Sperry set to work to construct 

a device in which lasers would be used to measure rotation, adapting 

resources they already had on hand.:\9 They used gas laser tubes the 

optics group had built. Sufliciently good mirrors were hard to find, so one 

mirror used by Macek was coated in gold by a relative of his who worked 

f(>r a gold-plating firm. An old radar pedestal was modified to form the 

_..._ _______________ _,.,.....,.,,.,,, 

I I 

turntable on which the apparatus was placed. One of the group"s tcclmi

cians who was a radio "ham" tuned the deYice to achien' resonance. 

On January 7, 196~, their deyice worked succcssfully.IO Four helium

neon lasers were arranged in a square a meter on each sick (figure:~). 

These lasers were modified so that, unlike conn·ntionallascrs. theY racli

ated light from both ends. Mirrors at the corners of the square re!lect

ed the light from one laser tube into the next. In this waY. laser 

oscillations were sustained in both directions around the ring, clock\1ise 

and counterclockwise (until this was achieYed in the SperrY work, it was 

not dear that oscillations could be sustained in both directions). One 

of the t<mr mirrors was only partially coated. Some light from both 

beams passed through it, and, with use of a further reflector, light from 

both beams fell on a photomultiplier tube used as a detector. 

Although the paper reporting the SperrY work cited Sagnac and 

Michelson and Gale, it made clear that what was being detected was not 

the conventional optical interference h·inges theY had used, and here the 

input from quantum electronics was clearest. Like all lasers, the dn·ice 

was a resonant cavity, with resonant ti·equencics "determined b1 the con

dition that the cavity optical path length must equal an integralm1mber 

of wavelengths. "·H V\'hen the system was not rotating, I he clockwise and 
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Schematic diagram of the Sperry ring laser. Based upon diagram in \\'. \1. 
Macek and D. T. M. Davis, Jr., '"Rotation rate sensing 11·ith tran·ling-ll'a\e ring 
lasers,"' J1jJjJ!ied Ph,vsirs Vlltls2 (Fcbman l, EHi:\). p. ti7. 
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counterclockwise path lengths were identical, so the frequencies of 

clockwise and counterclockwise waves were the same. When the system 

was rotating, however, the path lengths became unequaJ.4
:! The fre

quencies of the two waves were no longer exactly the same, so, when 

they were superimposed, the combined wave oscillated in amplitude 

with a "beat" frequency proportional to the difference in their frequen

cies, and thus to the rotation rate of the platform. It was those beats that 

formed the device's output. Such a usc of the beats resulting from the 

superimposition of waves of slightly different frequencies-"hetero

dyne" action-was a radio engineering method already widely used in 

laser work. As the platform was rotated at between 20 and 80 degrees per 

minute, the heat frequencies changed in a satisbctorily linear fashion. 

The technological meaning of what they had done was clear to the 

members of the Sperry team: "The principle demonstrated in this 

experiment may be utilized for rotation rate measurement with high 

sensitivity over an extremely wide range of angular velocities. Such sen-

) . . I . . I f "4'o sors would be se f-contamec , reqwnng no externa re crences. · 

Along with the conceptual work of Heer (who, together with a doctoral 

student, P. K. Cheo, had his own device working by August ] 963, with 

funding finally obtained from the National Science Foundation) ,44 and 

that of Rosenthal, the construction of this prototype can be said to con

stitute the inn·11tion of the laser gyroscope. 

Developing the Laser Gyro 

What had been achieved by January 19();) needs to be put in perspective. 

At the time, an "inertial grade" nwchanical gyroscope was one with a 

drift rate of a hundredth of a degree per hour, corresponding roughly 

to an average error of a nautical mile per hour's f1ying time in an air

craft inertial navigator. The 20°/ minute threshold of the Sperry device 

meant a sensitivity several orders of magnitude poorer. Both Heer and 

Macek were predicting much better future performance, but that 

remained a prediction. Furthermore, the meter-square prototype was 

much larger than the small mechanical gyros (2 inches in diameter, or 

thereabouts) then available, and the theory of the laser device indicat

ed that its sensitivity would decrease in proportion to any reduction in 

the area enclosed in the path. Finally, the laser device had many com

petitors as a potential replacement for the conventional mechanical 

gyroscope. The gamut of physical phenomena was being searched for 

new ways to detect rotation. One review listed 29 candidate technolo-
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gies, several of which-dynamically tuned, electrostaticallY supported, 

fluid sphere, nuclear magnetic resonance, and supernmductin·, as well 

as laser-were being pursued actively:!:> 

So the invention of the laser gyro need not necessarilY han· kd am

where. Macek and the Sperry group realized this clearlv, and" hat thcv 

did once they had their prototype working is of some interest. Instead 

of keeping their work confidential within the companv, thev imninli

atcly and effectively sought the maximum publicitv for it-e\Tn though 

this might be expected to generate competition, and indeed did so. 

vVithin a week of its first successful operation, Macek and a colleague 

had dispatched a paper describing their device to ,\jJjJ!ied Physics !_etten: 

the paper was published within 21 weeks. Thev rigged up an impressin· 

audio-visual display, with glowing lasers and beat fiTquencies reLn·ed 

through a loudspeaker. Among those they invited to see their dnice \las 

an inf1uential technical journalist, Philip .J. Klass. A mne month after 

their laser gyro first worked, he rewarded them with an article describ

ing their work (in which the term "laser gyro," which Klass m;tv han· 

coined, was used for the first time) in the wicklv read A1'i11tio11 l\l·e/; and 

.'l!ma 'Jiy/wology, and with a color picture on the cmer.~ti 

Publicity was necessary because the most immediate problem facing 

Macek and his colleagues was their own company's management. Their 

original proposal had been rejected on the grounds of infeasibilitY, and 

in the company that had pioneered the mechanical gnoscope in the 

United States the commitment to the existing technology was strong. 

Even the name "laser gyro" was taboo at Sperrv: "the company shuns the 

use of the word ').,ryro' because the device lacks the familiar spinning 

mass. "47 Competition arguably turned out to be harmful to the long

term interests of the company as a whole: Sperrv's laser gnoscopcs had 

less market success than those of the company's competitors. 1-Im\THT, 

competition was in the immediate interest of the team dcn·loping the 

device-that others took it to be feasible was a powerful argument to 

usc with a skeptical management-and certainlv was to the benefit of 

the overall development of the laser h"To.til 

Several different research and den~lopment teams in the l 1nited 

States-and groups in the Sm·iet Union, the United Kingdom, and 

France-began laser h')TO work soon after the device's inn·ntion and 

the success of the Sperry prototype became known.4~l The American 

researchers included groups at the Kearfott Division of General 

Precision, the Autonetics Division of 1\:orth American Aviation, the 

Hamil ton Standard Division of C n i ted Aircraft, and the .\tlT 
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Instrumentation Lahoratory."'0 Most consequential, however, was a team 

at Horwywell, members of which freely admit to having learned of the 

laser g-yro from Klass's article in A11iation WPek." 1 

Like quantum electronics more generally, this R&D effort was strong

ly supported by the armed services-particularly in the United States, 

where there was keen appreciation of the military importance of iner

tial guidance and navigation and of the deficiencies of existing systems. 

Much of the work within corporations received military funding-, and 

the Bureau of Naval V\'eapons and the Air Force Systems Command 

sponsored an annual series of classified symposia on "unconventional 

inertial sensors" at which work on the laser g-yro-and on its competi

tors-was pre sen ted and discussed."::! 

Military support was not, on its own, sufficient to move the laser gyro 

from prototype to product. At Autonetics, for example, "every year we 

[the laser g-yro developers] told them I hig-her management] that ring 

lasers were g-oing- to take over everything-, and every year they kept us on 

the back burner. ... They wan ted to stay up with the technology but 

weren't willing- to commit. It costs lots and lots of money to g-o into pro

duction. Because their [Autonetics's] marketplace was strategic vehicles 

and high accuracy devices, and the devices they were manufacturing 

were successful, there was no real reason to develop a new product." 

The founder of MIT's Instrumentation Laboratory, Charles Stark 

Draper, considered the laser g-yro a diversion fi·om the pursuit of ulti

mate accuracy throug-h the evolutionary relinement of floated mechan
ical g-yros_'i:l 

The long--term sig-nificance of the Honeywell team was thus that they, 

more than any other g-roup, were able to sustain the development of the 

laser g-yro throug-h the extended period it took to turn the invention 

into a navig-ational instrument able to compete on the market. The 

team, the most central members of which were Joseph E. Killpatrick, 

Theodore .J. Podg-orski, and Frederick Aronowit:r}>4 possessed not only 

theoretical and technolog-ical expertise hut also a capacity to persuade 

Honeywell's manag-ement of the need to do more than keep the laser 

gyro work on a risk-free, military-funded "back burner." Defense 

Department support was crucial, especia\\y when the pro\ect ran into 

difficulties within HoneY'Ne\1. Over the years, however, government 

funding was matched by a roug-hly equal volume of internal funding. 

Honeywell was also prepared to develop a laser g-yro production facility 

in the absence of any firm military orders."" 
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Honeywell's unique position with respect to the inntial naYig-ation 

business helped make it possible for the laser g>To team to extract this 

level of commitment fi·om corporate management. Important mechan

ical gyroscope development work had been done at Hom'\Well in the 

1950s and the early 1960s. Whole navig-ation systems had been built, 

too, but they were larg-ely for small-volume and highlY classified pro

gramsJiti As a wider military market and then a civil-aviation market for 

inertial navigation opened up in the 1 q()()s and the early 1970s, 

Honeywell was largely excluded. It was successful in producing- inertial 

components to others' designs, especiallv those of the MIT 

Instrumentation Laboratory, but not in desig-ning- and selling its own 

inertial systems. This meant that at Honeywell (in contrast with 

Autonetics, for example) there was no existing-. successful product line 

that was threatened by novel inertial sensor technolog-ies, and indeed 

the latter were seen as providing- an opportunity to mmc HoneY\\Tll 

from the marg-ins to the center of the inertial market. The first tech

nolog-y with which Honeywell attempted this was the electrostatic g>To

a mechanical 1-,ryroscope, without cmiventional bearing-s. in \rhich the 

spinning mass is a sphere suspended in an electrostatic field. This 

device temporarily broug-ht Honeywell an important share of the high

accuracy strategic bomber na,·ig-ation market, but it \\·as defeated in its 

primary intended niche, ballistic missile submarine na,·ig-ation. bv a sim

ilar !-,')TO produced by the niche's established occupant, Autonetics.''7 

Furthermore, the electrostatic h'JTO never became accepted in the 

largest market of all: the market for medium-accuracy (around I nauti

cal mile per hour error) military and civil aircraft navig-ators. 

Success in this last market was what Honeywell sought with the laser 

gyro. The potential advantages of the device had been listed in Klass's 

Aviation Wr'r>/{ article: it "has no moving- parts and, in theorv, should be 

long-lived, sensitive and stable," and, because it measures discrete heats. 

"its output is available in dig-ital form, for use by digital g-uidance com

puters." But to turn this promise in to practice clearlv required replace

ment of what those involved would certainly han' admitted were "bulkv 

and unwieldy" experimental umfig-urations.''H This could han' been 

done by modification of these config-urations-that in essence was the 

strategy adopted in further ring laser g-yro development at Sperrv-hut 

the Honeywell team chose instead to simplit\' the design radicallvJ>'l 

They moved from a square to a triang-ular path drilled in a sing-le solid 

quartz block (figure 4). In their "monolithic" desig-n. there is no dis

tinction between the path and the laser. Lasing in the entire triangular 
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Figure 4 . 
Monolithic solid block ring laser gyro as developed at Hont>ywt>ll. Based on diagram 
provided by Theodore J Podgorski, Military Avionics Division, Honeywell, Inc. 

path is sustained by energy supplied by a high voltage difference 

between a cathode and two anodes. 

A second change from the early prototype laser gyros was perhaps 

even more consequential, because it differentiated the approach taken 

at I Ioneywell from those of the other development efforts. All the devel

opers quickly identified a major problem in developing a laser gyro that 

would be competitive with mechanical gyros: at low rotation rates the 

laser gyro's output vanished (figure 5). Below a certain threshold 

(which could be as high as 2000 /hour), rotation could not be mea

sured. If uncorrected, this would be a f~ltal t1aw in a device whose 

mechanical competitors were by the 1960s sensitive to rotations of 

0.0 ] 0 /hour or less. 

The cause of the phenomenon now seems obvious, but it was not 

immediately so to the early investigators. The scattering of light from 

imperfect 1~1irrors and various other causes meant that the two beams 

were not in practice wholly independent. They acted like coupled oscil

lators in radio engineering, "pulling" each other's frequencies toward 

convergence, and therefore toward zero output and the phenomenon 
those involved call "lock-in. "60 
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The inpuH>utput flmction fi>r an "ideal" bsn 1-,rno ;mel f(>r the <Ktual ciC\·ice. Ittsed 
on diagram in "l'rest>ntation of the Elmn A Sperrv Award f(>r JllH I to Frederick 
Aronowitz, Joseph E .. Killpatrick, Warren 1\1. :\lan·k, Theodore J Podgorski." 

One approach to solving the problem of lock-in was to seck an elec

tro-optical means of preventing the beams from coupling at lo\1· rota

tion rates. The team at Sperry introduced a "Faradav cell" into the cn·itv 

(figure 6). This increased the eflectin· travel path of one of the beams 

more than the other; the device was thus "biased" so that the region 

where lock-in would occur was no longer within the gno 's normal oper

ating range. Later the Sperry workers substituted an altcrnatin· electro
optical biasing technique, the "magnetic mirror." 

For the laser gyro to measure rotation rates accuratclv, hmrt'HT, the 

bias had to be dauntingly stable, according to calculations at Honev\\cll. 

Joseph Killpatrick, the most prominent champion of the laser gno at 

Honeywell, had an alternative solution to the problem of lock-in. This 

was, in effect, to shake the laser gyro rapidly so that it would ne\cr set

tle into lock-in. The idea t1ew in the bee of the ''no moving parts" image 

of the laser gyro that had been created by the publicitv for it, such as 

Klass's article; thus it met considerable resistance: "Shaking it was just 
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form in the desired orientation irrespective of the twists and turns of the 

vehicle carrying it. The configuration was, therefore, called a "stable 
platform." 

During the 1960s, there was growing interest in the mechanically 

much simpler "strapdown" configuration, in which the gnoscopes and 

accelerometers would simply be attached to the body of the \'chicle car

rying them. There were two barriers to implementing this. One was that 

a powerful onboard computer would be needed. Rccause the instru

ments were no longer in a fixed orientation, more complex mathemat

ical processing of their output was needed to permit n·locity and 

position to be calculated. \\'ith digital computers growing more pmrer

ful, smaller, and more robust, this first harriet· was rapidh· eroding by 

the late 1960s. The laser !-,ryrosco1w promised to remm·e the second bar

rier. In a stable platform the gyroscopes had to be highly accurate, but 

only ovet· a limited range of rotations. Strapdown gyroscopes had to 

maintain that accuracy over a much wider range. This was acknowl

edged as hard to achieve with most forms of mechanical gnoscope, and 

one of the most crucial claims for the laser gyroscope was that "excel

lent linearity" had been achieved in the measurement of rotation rates 
as high as 1000° I second. (i:l 

Simultaneous with the attempts to impro\'e the laser gyro practicall\' 

and to make it the centerpiece of a reconfigured inertial system. a more 

sophisticated theoretical understanding of it was de\'eloping. Though 

many contributed, including Heer, the theoretical effort at Honenvell 

was led by Frederick Aronowitz, a physics graduate student hired b\' 

Killpatrick from New 'rhrk UniYersity. Drawing on both classical electro

magnetic theory and quantum mechanics, Aronowitz had bv 19():') den· l

oped an elaborate mathematical theory of the operation of the laser 
gyro, a theory he continued to de\'elop onT the following Years.()! 

Ry 1966, then, the laser gyroscope had been considerablY refined 

from the earliest prototypes, a role for it and a solution to the main 

development problem had been found, and it was well understood the

oretically. It was no longer restricted to the laboratorY. Hone\\\'cll had a 

military contract with the Naval Ordnance Test Station at China Lake, 

California, to den~lop not a full inertial na\'igator but a prototvpe atti

tude reference system (orientation indicator) f(n launching missiles 

from ships. The laser gyro attitude reference s\'stem constructed b\' 

Honeywell was small and ntgged enough to be operated while being 

transported by air to China Lake in September 196(), allowing 

Honeywell to claim the first flight test of a laser gno system. The 
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Honeywell group's confidence was high: they were already able to mea

sure rotation rates of 0.1 "/hour, and they believed that "within a year" 

they would achie\'C the goal of measuring 0.01 o /hour.6!i 

That "year," however, stretched into almost a decade. At issue was not 

merely achieving the linal order-ofmagnitude increase in accuracy but 

increasing reliability (the working lif(~times of the early devices were typ

ically less than 200 hours) and reducing size (though considerably 

smaller than the laboratory prototype, laser g}'ros were still typically 

larger than their mechanical competitors). Achieving these goals 

required ingenuity, considerable resources, and br more time than had 

been forecast: "the late sixties-early seventies were trying times." Even 

within l loneywell, the patience of higher management began to run 

out-"internal funding went almost to zero because one vice-president 

had something bad to cat or something"-and military funding, espe

cially a contract from the Naval \!Veapons Center, was crucial in keeping 

development going.lili 
Almost every clement in the laser g}'ro was refined and changed in 

the continuing I loncywell development effort: the material of the block 

(which was changed from quartz, through which the helium leaked, to 

the new glass ceramic Ccr-Vit), the mirrors, the seals, the cathode, the 

quantum transition employed (which was shifted from 1.15 microns, in 

the infrared spectrum, to 0.6:1 microns, in the visible spectrum), the 

dither motor, and the output optics. 
Slowly, these efforts bore fruit. By 1972, Cer-Vit, improved seals, and 

a new "hard coating" mirror fabrication process led to laser gyros that 

finally began to live up to the original promise of high reliability. This 

enabled Honeywell, rather than its competitors Sperry and Autonetics, 

to win the key contract from the Naval V\1eapons Center that helped per

mit resolution of the device's other problems. V\1orth $2.5 million, that 

contract was again not f(Jr a full inertial navigator but for prototypes of 

a more modest system for the guidance of tactical missiles. As these 

became more sophisticated, there was increasing interest in providing 

them with inertial guidance systems. The simplicity of strapdown, the 

List reaction of the laser gyroscope (with no f1uid to be heated or rotor 

to "spin up"), and the apparent insensitivity of the laser gyro to accel

eration-induced errors all made laser systems seem an attractive option 

for such applications. At a time when pessimists had begun to doubt 

whether the laser gyro would ever achieve the "magic" figure of a 

0.0 In /hour error, its application to tactical missiles had the advantage 

of permitting drift rates much worse than that.li7 
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accuracv was assessed there in flight as well as in laboratory tests. The 

ollicial ;.eport on the tests concluded that they "demonstrated the suc

cessful application of ring laser gyros to strapdown inertial navigation 

system technology," and that the :Honeywell system "appears to be bet-
. I ·1 I . t "69 ter than a 1 nautJct rm e per 1our naYJga or. · 

The Laser Gyro Revolution 

It was a turning point. Quiescent laser gyro programs at other inertial 

suppliers were infused with resources eyen before the successful tests

whose likely significance was underlined in January 1975 by Philip J. 
Klass in Aviation WrYk. Several firm~ outside the traditional inertial busi

ness also began laser h'Yroscope deyeJopment, seeing an opportunity to 

break into the market.70 After the excitement of the early 1960s and the 

long struggle of the late 1960s and the early 1970s, the laser gyro had 

finally proved itself a competitor to its established mechanical rivals. 

Yet even this success was not, on its own, sufficient to ensure the laser 

gvro's future. Its test accuracy and reliability, though now acceptable, by 

no means surpassed those of contemporary mechanical gyroscopes, and 

its cost advantages were "projecteci."7 1 Only prototypes had been built. 

Militarv interest in the United States was nevertheless keen. A Ring 

Laser Cyr'o Navigator Advanced Development Program was set up with

in the Naval Air Systems Command to further refine and evaluate the 

Honeywell system. Funding increased sharply as the technological focus 

began to shift from performance to production. A tri-service (Army, 

Navy, Air Force) laser h'Yro manufacturing and producibility program 

pro~·ided Honeywell with $H million. Honeywell's competitors benefited 

too, as the armed services, fearing future dependence on a single sup

plier, also funded work at Sperry, Litton, and elsewhere.72 

Despite this support, however, a military market for the laser gyro

scope opened up only in the mid 19HOs, several years behind the civil 

market. The delay was due in part to remaining performance diflicul

ties. By the late 1970s, the U.S. Air Force was demanding from fighter 

aircraft inertial navigators an error rate of O.H nautical miles per hour. 

Given the often violent maneuvers of military aircraft, which impose a 

greater strain on a strapdown system than the gentle flight path of an 

airliner, this remained a demanding goal when combined with strict 

limits on the size and weight of operational (rather than test) inertial 

systems. The accuracy specifications for bomber navigation were tighter 

still. Furthermore, a military aircraft navigator must provide informa-

T 
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tion not just on position but also on velocitv for accurate hombinu or 
' h 

missile launches. In 19HO, after the device's breakthrough into the civil 

market, Major General Marc Reynolds told the .Joint Sen·ices Dati 

Exchange Group for Inertial Systems that, in the Air Force's opinion. 

the laser gyro "does not yet have the velocity accuraCY required filr fight

er aircraft." Another problem (at least as seen from I-Ionc\-well) was that 

the U.S. military was less centralized in its decision making than the civil 

aviation world: "If you deal with Boeing, at some point vou're going to 

find a ... man who is empowered to make a decision. Ifvou uo to the 
' h 

Air Force, you can never find a guv who is going to make a decision. \\n1 

can find ach·ocates ... but you can't find a decision maker. "7:\ 

Boeing was, in fact, central to the most crucial decision in the bser 

gyro revolution. In the late 1970s, Boeing was dcsig·ning two ne\\ airlin

ers: the 707 and the 767. Mechanical gyro inertial navigation svstems had 

proved their worth on the long-range 747 ·:jumbo jet." Though the 7:17 

and the 767 were to be smaller, medium-range planes, Boeing engineers 

believed that there was a role for strapdown inertial svstems on them. 

especially if the orientation inf(mnation thev prm·ided was used to elim

inate the previously separate attitude and he;tding refi.Tence svstem. 

These engineers became enthusiasts filr the laser g\To. The 7:17 and 

the 767 were to be the most highly computerized civil aircrali \TI built 

by Boeing, and the laser gyro's digital output would fit in well with this 

vision. The laser system's Ltst reaction reduced the risk that a takeoff 

would be delayed because the inertial na\igator was not reach for usc. 

Its promise of high reliability was attractin· in an airline em·ironmenl 

that was conscious not only of the initial cost of buving a s\stem but also 

of the cost of maintaining and repairing it onT its Jill-time. Finallv. the 

sheer glamour of the laser gyro was appropriate to the "high-tech" 

image that Boeing was cultivating for the new plam·s. 

An informal alliance developed between proponents of 1 he bser 

gyro within Honeywell and Boeing. Both groups knew that winning a 

commitment from Boeing to the laser gno required an equallv visible 

prior commitment from Honeywell. Specifically, HmH'\'\I'ell had to 

build a laser gyro production Elcility, in ach·ance of am c<;nlract to sell 

the device, and this would require a large and appan:nth· riskv corpo

rate investment. (The military funding, though helpful. kll Ltr short of 

what was needed to build such a facility.) The night bef(H·e a crucial 

meeting with Honeywell's top managers, Boeing and Honc\'\\Tll engi

neers met at the house of a Honeywell engineer to prepare. !'\ext dav, 

as planned, the Boeing engineers emphasized the need filr HoneY\ITll 
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investment: "Honeywell had got to put some money into that laser stuff 

or we're never going to put it on the airplane."74 

This informal alliance succeeded in its twin tasks. Honeywell's top 

management was persuaded that the risk of investment in a laser gyro 

production facility was worthwhile, and Boeing's top management was 

persuaded of the virtues of a laser system for the 757 and the 767. More 

than the two managements needed convincing, however. New-genera

tion avionics specifications are decided not by the manufacturer alone 

but by a wider semiformal body, which includes representatives of all 

the main aircraft manufacturers, the avionics companies, and the air

lines. The Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee, as it is known, is 

a section of ARINC (Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated), created in 

Dect'mber 1929 by the U.S. airlines to provide radio communications 

with aircraft. Despite the apparently ad hoc nature of the arrangement 

and the considerable potential for conflict of interest, the system works 

remarkably smoothly to define "Characteristics"-agreed understand

ings of the function, perfi>rmance, physical dimensions, and interf~1ces 

of avionics equipment.?!"", To seek to market a new system in advance of 

a Characteristic, or in violation of it, would be self~defeating. 

The laser gyroscope was able to meet any plausible accuracy require

ment. Extremely high accuracy has never been demanded in civil air 

inertial navigation; average error as great as 2 nautical miles per hour is 

acceptable. Rather, the crucial aspect of the Characteristic was physical 

size. (Tht' weight of laser systems was also an issue, but it was around size 

that debate crystallized.) State-of~the-art mechanical systems, using 

sophisticated "tuned rotor" designs, were substantially smaller than the 

Honeywell laser h'Yroscope system, despite the continuing efforts to 

make the latter smaller. lf the manuhcturers and the airlines opted to 

save physical space by adopting a small box size, the laser h'Yro would be 

ruled out and tlw new mechanical systems would triumph by default. 

"We met individually with every guy on the committee," recalls Ron 

Raymond of Honeywell. The crucial 1978 meeting was held in 

Minneapolis, where Honeywell is based. Some :100 delegates were pre

sent. Honeywell bought advertising space at airline gates throughout 

the country, "getting our message to the guys corning out on the 
planes. "7() 

Honeywell carried the day on sit"e, obtaining in the key specification, 

ARINC Characteristic 704, a box size 25 percent larger than what was 

needed to accommodate the mechanical systems. Because nothing pre

vented manufacturers and airlines from opting for mechanical systerns, 
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a pricing battle had also to be won. Bolstered by what turned out, for 

the reasons outlined above, to be a grossh· optimistic (or at least pre

mature) forecast of a market for 12,000 laser h'>TO svstems inmilitarv air

craft, Honeywell priced its civil laser gyro svstem nTv keenlv. 

Honeywell's laser !-,>yro system was sdt'cted fi>r the 757 and the 7<i7. 

With the predicted militarv market slow to appear and the production 

costs higher than anticipated, quick profits were not to be f(nmd. The 

financial details are confidential, but the industrv's consensus in the 

mid 1980s was that Honeywell had yet to recoup its inn·stment in the 

laser t,>yro. (U.S. law permits such an inn·stment to be set against cor

porate taxes, which reduces the effect of anv loss on a larg·c, din-rsified 
corporation such as Honeywell.) 

Although profits were slow in coming, market share was not. Despite 

fierce competition fi·om Litton Industries, including legal battles over 

alleged patent and antitrust violations, Honeywell has secured a domi

nant share of the world's market fi>r inertial navigation svstems in ci,·il 

aircraft (around 50 percent by the mid 1980s, and perhaps 90 percent 
by 1990).77 

During the latter part of the 1980s, the laser gno also established 

Honeywell firmly in the military market fi>r inertial n~l\"igation. In 198!} 

the U.S. Air Force began to make large purchases of laser gno svstems, 

selecting Honeywell and Litton as compctitin· suppliers of laser inertial 
navigation units for the C-1:10, the RF-4, tlw F-4, the EF-111, and the F-

15. 7H International military sales climbed rapidh as laser svstems 

became standard on new military aircraft and as the retrofitting of older 

planes increased. In the United States, Honeywell, Litton (the (JITVi

ously dominant supplier of nwchanical gyro systems fi>r militarv air

craft), and Kearfott (now a division of the Astronautics Corporation of 

America) competed vigorously for the militarv market. 

The form taken by competition in the market fi>r inertial wstems. 

both civil and military, changed during the 1980s. At the begin;1ing of 

the decade, laser systems were striving to establish a fiH>thold in a mar

ket dominated by mechanical systems. By the end of the decade, com

petition was almost always between laser svstems offered bv different 

companies. Although Sperry developed and sold several laser devices. it 

never successfully entered the air navigation market, and in 198<i the 

Sperry Aerospace Group was bought by Honeywell. Litton began a low

level laser gyro effort in 197:1. In mid 1974, under the leadership of Tom 

Hutchings, the program was expanded. By the t'nd of 1980 Litton had 

achieved satisfactory flight test results with its laser gno svstem. Though 
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its work lagged behind that of Honeywell, the desire of airlines to avoid 

dependence on a single supplier helped a Litton laser system win the 

next major civil air transport contract, for the Airbus Industrie A310.7~l 

Kearf(>tt also developed laser systems, as did all but one of the other 

U.S. suppliers of inertial systems, the European firms, and .Japan 

Aviation Electronics Industry, Limited. 

With the exception of Sperry, which continued to use electro-optical 

biasing, the laser systems developed by these other firms generally fol

lowed the main features of Honeywell's design. There were differences, 

such as Litton's use of a square path with four mirrors rather than a tri

angular path with three, but the monolithic solid-block design and the 

usc of dither supplemented by noise predominated. Honeywell's 

patents on these features did not prevent their usc by other firms. 

Honeywell sued Litton for alleged patent infringement, but the action 

was settled out of court, and other firms seem to have been able to 

employ these features with impunity.H0 

The success of the laser h'J'ro during the 1980s cannot be attributed 

to its exceeding its mechanical competitors in accuracy, although by the 

end of the decade the accuracy advantage of mechanical systems was 

eroding as substantial U.S. military research and development funds 

were devoted to improving the laser hryro and development money for 

mechanical h'J'ros diminished. In 1984 Honeywell received $60.9 mil

lion, and Litton $74.H million, to develop laser gyro guidance systems 

f(>r a proposed new U.S. missile, the Small ICBM. Success in this would 

have been an enormous step toward acceptance of the laser f,ryro, since 

self~contained prelaunch alignment of a ballistic missile guidance sys

tem to the accuracy required of the Small ICBM is extraordinarily 

demanding of gyroscope perf(>nnance. Error rates between 0.0001 o and 

0.0000 l o per hour arc needed, rather than the 0.0 l o /hour of aircraft 

navigation. The former figures arc close to what is held to be a physical 

limit on the perf(>nnance oflaser f,ryroscopes roughly comparable in size 

to mechanical gyros-a limit arising ultimately from quantum effects. In 

the end, though, the Air Force, advised by the Draper Laboratory (for

merly the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory), concluded that the laser 

system could not provide the requisite accuracies and opted to modify 

the existing mechanical gyro guidance system or the MX. HI 

Nor did the laser gyro turn out (at least in the short term) to possess 

the clear advantage over mechanical gyros in cost of production that 

had been hoped for.H~ Rather, reliability has been the major claimed 

(and widely accepted) advantage of the laser h'J'ro. A typical Honeywell 

Fmm l"uminifi>rous l:'thn to the Uoeing 757 

advertisement contrasted the 8000 hours mean time between bilures 

achieved by its laser system on the Boeing 757 and 767 with the much 

lower· mean times between failures achieved by its competitors' pn·vi

ous-generation mechanical systems in military aircrart.H:l 

There are still skeptics, however, even on the question of reliabilitv. 

They argue that it is unbir to contrast civil svstems with traditionally le~s ' . . 
reliable military ones; that the large box size won \)\' Honevwell n~eant 
that the laser system worked at a L lower temperatur:e than .mechanical 

ones, and temperature was the crucial determinant of bilure; that 

Honeywell engaged in extensive preventive maintenance, especiallv 

mirror replacement, to keep the mean time between failures high; that 

modern mechanical gyros arc as reliable as laser gyros; and that the 

main determinant of a system's reliability is the electronic components 

(which were more modern and thus more reliable in the Honen\'ell svs

tem than in its older competitors), not the gyros. HI These cour~terargu
ments counted for little, however, as the laser gyro rcn>lution became 

irreversible. The skeptics worked for firms that had seen no alternative 

to heavy investment in laser gyroscopes, and even thev did not disagree 

with that decision. As one proponent or the laser g>TO put it: "Anyone 

who wants to play in the future has got to have a laser uvro. SJ)inning· 
~ t'"l... ~ 

iron won't do any more. Even if spinning iron was trulv better, vou can't 
do it-it doesn't have the technologv charisma. "H:> . 

'' 
Often the decision seems to have been an either/ or one: commit-

ment to the laser gyro meant a reduction in support for continued 

development of mechanical devices. At Kearf()tt, f(>r example, research 

was focused in the early 1970s on a sophisticated new mechanical 

design, the Virex gyro. Its development was going well, but \\·hen 

Kearf(>tt's vice-president of engineering heard of Honev\\'cll's success 

with the laser gyro he insisted that the Virex work be sto;)pul and that 
the resources be devoted to the laser gyro instead.H(i 

The one rm~jor firm to stand aside from the laser gvro n,volution has 

been the Delco Division or General Motors. As r\C Spark Plug, Delco 

pioneered inertial navigation for civil aviation. Its Carousel svstem, 

based on traditional spinning-wheel h'J'r<lS and used in the 7 ~ 7, \\:as the 

first successful system of its kind. During the mid I q()Os, Delco 

researchers had become interested in the idea of a "hemisphnicd res

onator gyro" (figure H). (The device is analogous to a ringing wine glass; 

it senses rotation through changes in vibration patterns.) Vdll'n other 

firms set up or rc,·ived their laser programs in the mid 1970s, Delco 

instead devoted resources to the resonator gyro. Delco belien·s the 
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Figure 8 
llemisphnical Resonator Gyro. Courtesy DaYid Lynch, Delco Systems 
Operations, General Motors ( :orporation. 

hemispherical resonator gyro to have even greater reliability than the 

laser gyro, together with an important military advantage: lack of sus

ceptibility to the electromagnetic pulse from a nuclear explosion.H7 

Like Warren Macek with the first laser 1-,ryro 30 years before, Delco's 

researchers understand why it can lw better for technologists to have 

competitors also seeking to develop the same device: that makes it easi

er to "keep management on hoard. "HH Unlike Macek, however, they 

have not succeeded in generating competitors. The f~1te of their solitary 

dissent from the laser )-,ryroscope revolution remains to be seen. 

Conclusion 

Several issues concerning the relationships among science, technolo~-,ry, 

and society emerge from the history of the laser )-,ryroscc>pe. There was 

no direct path from "science" (the ether experiments of Sagnac and 

Michelson) to "technolo!-,ry" (the laser gyroscope). The crucial intenne

diary was the development of quantum electronics, a field that involved 

fundamental physics but did not lit the traditional stereotype of "pure 

science." The "greater and rapidly growing part of quantum electronics 

owed its very existence to wartime radar work,"H'l and its postwar direc

tion was still shaped by technological concerns and at least to some 

extent by military interests. The development of the laser gyroscope 

(and quantum electronics more generally) may best be seen as what 

Bruno Latour calls "technoscience"-the construction of an intercon-
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nected network of elements of "science," "technologv," and "social 
processes" or "social interests."'l0 

No single clement of this network was able to write the script of the 

story of t~e laser gyroscope. "Science" did not determine "technologv": 

the meanmg of the "Sagnac effect," for example, was radicallv trans

formed in its passage from being a claimed proof of the existence of the 

ether to being the oft-cited foundation of the laser gnoscope. I\ either, 

h<:wcver, ~vas there any internal logic of technological change that led 

of necessity from the mechanical to the optic,ll sensing of rotation 

Inertial navigation's "founding father," Charles Stark Draper, and the 

researchers at Delco saw the path of technical evolution quite differ

ently, anc~ it would be rash to assert that either was definitely wrong. 

Nor chd social processes and interests have free rein: thev had to 

interact with an only partially tractable material world. The members of 

the Honeywell team were adroit engineers of social support (from their 

management and the military) as well as of e<1vities and mirrors, vet 

\Vhat is most impressive about what thev did is their persistence in ;he 

face of obstacles they could shift only slowly. The successful dcn'lop

ment of the laser gyroscope (and perhaps even its invention) is hard to 

imagine without the U.S. military, yet the resultant technologv was not 

shaped (initially, at least) by specificallv military needs. Indn:d, where 

those needs arc most specific-in the guidance of strategic ballistic mis

siles, with .its extreme demands for accuracy-the laser gnoscope has 

not met With success, and it was accepted in militarv aviation onlv after 
its triumph in the civil sphere. ' · 

Similarly, despite the central importance of economic phenomena

n:arkets, profits, and the like-to the history of the laser gyroscope, the 

history cannot be told in the terms of orthodox neoclassical economics 

with its all-seeing, unitary, rationally maximizing firms. Honnwell, th(: 

central .fir~1 in the story, was not all-seeing: the laser gyrosco~e prop<>

nents Withm Honeywell had to work to keep their vision of the future in 

front of the eyes of senior management. Neither was Honeywell (or 

Sperry, or other firms) unitary: the story of the laser g-yroscope cannot be 

understood without understanding the tensions between eng·ineers and 

their senior managers, or the informal alliances that can develop between 

staff members ~f different firms (notably Honeywell and Boeing). Nor 

was Honeywellm any demonstrable sense a rational maximize~: Profit cal

culations were certainly prominent in the decisions of senior managers, 

but the data on which the crucial early calculations were based (particu

larly the estimates of production costs and the size of the market f(>r the 
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laser gyroscope) appear in retrospect to have been little better than guess

es (brave and consequential guesses though they were). 

If an economic theory of the laser h')Toscope revolution is sought, 

then the neoclassical economists, with their assumption of finely tuned 

optimization, are less relevant than Joseph Schumpeter, who empha

sized product-based rather than price-based competition, "gales of cre

ative destruction," and what .John Maynard Keynes called the "animal 

spirits" of entrepreneurs. Although they were corporate rather than 

individual entrepreneurs, the Honeywell staffers possessed those "spir

its" in good measure. They aimed high, they took risks, and they knew 

that to achieve their goal they had to shape the market as well as meet 

its demands (as is demonstrated by their intensive lobbying to secure a 

Characteristic that the laser gyro could meet) .9 1 

The history of the acceptance of the laser gyroscope reveals at least 

one interesting beet of the dynamics of "technological revolutions."92 

It is dinicult to attribute the device's success to any unambiguously 

inherent technological superiority over its rivals. It has not yet succeed

ed in ousting mechanical systems in applications that demand the 

greatest accuracy; the hopes that it would be much cheaper to make 

were unfulfilled for a long time; and its claims to intrinsically superior 

reliability, though highly influential, arc not universally accepted. Until 

recently, laser systems have been bulkier and heavier than mechanical 

systems of comparable accuracy. The laser gyro's digital output and its 

compatibility with the simpler strapdown configuration of inertial sys

tems gave it a certain "systemic" advantage, but even that is not unique. 

The analog output of other devices can be digitized. Compatibility with 

strapdown was one of the main initial attractions of the electrostatically 

suspended gyro; dynamically tuned mechanical t,>yros have been devel

oped for strapdown configurations, and the hemispherical resonator 

gyro has been used in a strapdown system. Other varieties of gyro also 

oiler quick startup. 

There is a sense, however, in which the intrinsic characteristics of dif~ 

fercnt g)'roscope technologies are irrelevant. What matters in practice 

are the actual characteristics of such technologies and the systems built 

around them, and these reflect to a considerable degree the extent of 

the development efforts devoted to them. 

There is thus an clement of self~fullilling prophecy in the success of 

the laser g)'roscope. In the pivotal years of the revolution (from 1975 to 

the early l9HOs), firms in the business of inertial navigation had to make 

a hard decision on the allocation of development funds. Was a techno-

logical revolution about to occur? V\'ould thev be able to compete in the 

mid or late l9HOs without a laser gyroscope? All but Delco decided that 

the revolution was likely and that the risk of not having a laser gno

scope was too great. Accordingly, they invested heavilv in the den·lop

ment of laser gyroscopes and systems incorporating them while cutting 

back or even stopping development work on mechanical gYroscopes 

and systems. And some firms without mechanical gnoscope experience 
began laser programs in anticipation of the n·volution. 

The result was a rapid shift in the balance of technological effort

even by l97H, "optical rotation sensor ... technology (was] being pursued 

more broadly for inertial reference systems applications than am· other 

sensor teclmology"'l:l_that helped make the laser h')Toscope IT\'OI.ution a 

reality. By the end of the 1980s, laser grvro svstems were be<rinnin" to see111 l)/ ' h h ' 

unequivocally superior to their traditional mechanical rivals, at least in 

aircraft navigation. Proponents of traditional mechanical S\'Stems claim 

that with equivalent development funds thev could stillmatc.h or outstrip 

laser systems; however, the argument has become untestable, as no one is 

now prepared to invest the necessarv sums (tens of milliom of dollars) in 
further development work on traditional svstems. 

There is nothing pathological in this a~pect of the laser gYro 1-cvolu

tion. The outcome of a political!T\'olution, alter all, depencl~ in p;trt on 

people's belief~ about whether the revolutionaries or the established 

order will be victorious, and on the support the different parties enjov 

as a consequence. Indeed, it has been argued, convincingh. that. all 

social institutions have the character of sclf~fullilling prophecies.'l4 

Technology is no exception, and the role of prediction and scll~fullill
ing prophecy in technological change, especiallv technological 1-cvolu
tion, is surely worthy of particular attention. 
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Nuclear Weapons Laboratories and the 
Development of Supercomputing 

One theme of recent social studies of technologv has been the nct'd to 

look "inside the black box"-to look at technolog-v's content, notjust at 

its effects on society. 1 This chapter seeks to do this for one particular 

tee hnology: high-perf(lrmance digital com pu tcrs (or "supcrcompu tcrs." 

as they have come to be called). I shall examine the influence on super

computing of two powt>rful organizations: the national laboratories at 

Los Alamos, New Mexico, and Livermore, Calil<>rnia. These labs have 

been heavily involved in supercomputing t'HT since the supercomputer 

began to emerge as a distinct class of machine, in the latter part of the 

1950s. What has their influence been? V\'hat demands docs their kev 

task-designing nuclear weapons-place upon computing? How Elr 

have those demands shaped supercomputing? How deep into the black 

box-into the internal configuration and structure, or "architecture,·· 
of supercomputers-does that shaping process go? 

I begin by reviewing the history of high-performance computing and 

the nature of the computational tasks involved in designing nuclear 

weapons. I then describe Los Alamos's influence in the earh vears of 

digital computing, and the role of Los Alamos and of LinTmort' as 

sponsors and customer·s f(>r supercomputing. Being a customer and 

sponsor, even a major one, does not, howt'nT, alltomatically translate 

into the capacity to shape the pn>duct being bought or supported. [nan 

attempt to specify the sense in which the laboratories Iran· inllue11ced 

(and also the sense in which they have failed to influence) the develop

ment of supercomputing, I address the effect of the laboratories on the 
evolution of supercomputer architectures. 

Reprinted, with permission, from Annals of the /list or)' of Comjmlinp; I:~ ( 19<) I). 
©1991 AFIPS (now IEEE). 
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Supercomputing: A Brief History 

The terms "hig-h-performance computing" and "supercomputing" are 

relative. The level of performance required to make a computer a high

performance computer or a supercomputer has changed through time. 

The criterion of performance has been stable, though, at least since the 

latter part of the 1950s: it has been speed at arithmetic with "11oating

point" number representation-the representation most suitable for sci

entific calculations.:! This speed, now conventionally expressed as the 

number of floating-point operations ("flops") carried out per second, 

has increased from the thousands (kiloflops) in the I9SOs to the millions 

(megaflops) in the 1960s to thousand millions (gigaflops) in the 1980s, 

and mav increase to million millions (teraflops) by the end of the I990s. 

The 'category "supercomputer" (though not the word, which came 

later) emerged toward the end of the 1950s out of the earlier distinc

tion between "scientific" and "business" computcrs.3 IBM's early digital 

computers, most notably, were divided along these lines. The 1952 IBM 

70 I and the 1954 IBM 704 were seen as scientific computers, whereas 

the 195:1 IBM 702 and the 1954 IBM 705 were business data processors.4 

Two partially contradictory efforts emerged in the latter part of the 

I ~l.IJOs. One was the effort to transcend the scientific/business distinc

tion by designing a Lunily of architecturally compatible computers. First 

finding expression in the 1954 "Datatron" proposal by Stephen Dunwell 

and Werner Buchholz of IBM," this effort came to fruition in the IBM 

Svstem/:160 of the 1960s. The other was the effort to develop a com

p,uter that would be substantially f~1ster than the IBM 704 at floating

point arithmetic. The most immediate expressions of this were the 

Univac IARC and IBM Stretch computers designed in the second half 

of the 19SOs. 

Though I have not found an example of the use of the term to 

describe them at the time, IARC and Stretch were supercomputer pro

jects in the above sense. They were certainly perceived as such in 

Britain, where they prompted a national "fast computer project" that 

eventually, after many vagaries, gave birth to the 1962 Atlas computer.6 

Supercomputer projects were also begun in France and in the USSR. 

The French project led to the Bull Gamma 60,7 and the Soviet project 

to the BESM-6. (BESM is the acronym for Bystrodeystvuyushchaya 

Elcktronnaya Schotnaya Mashina, meaning High-Speed Electronic 

Computing Machine.) 

With the exception of the BESM-6 (many examples of which, remark

ably, were still in operation in the late I9ROsi'i), none of these early 

T 
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projects were unequivocally successful on both conunercial and techni

cal criteria. The first "supercomputer" that achieved success in both 

these senses was the I964 Control Data Corporation 6600, the chief 
designer of which was Seymour Cray. 

The 6600, which won a significant part of the scientific computing 
market away from IBM, was followed in 1969 bv the Control Data 7600 

Thereafter the mainstream of U.S. supercomp~tting divided.~' Seynwut: 

Cray left Control Data to form Cray Research, which produced the Cray 

I, the Cray X-MP, the Cray Y-MP, and the Crav 2, while Control Data 

developed the STAR-IOO, the Cyber 20:"J, and eventuallv the ETAIO. In 

April 1989, however, Control Data closed its ETA Svs;ems supercom

puting subsidiary and left the supercomputet· market. IBM remained 

uneasily placed on the margins of supercomputing, producing· some 

very fast machines but concentrating on high-speed nTsions of its main

frames rather than on producing a specific supercomputer rangc.IO 

In the second half of the 1960s and in the 1970s, American super

computing f~lCed no real overseas competition. Indeed, access to the 

technolo~:,ry was used, in the words of one Control Data executin-, as "the 

carrot or the stick in the U.S. government's effort to reward or punish 

other governments in the realm of foreign policv. "II Neither the 

Gamma 60 nor the Atlas was in any full sense followed up in France or 
B .. I~ 

ntam, and the Soviet supercomputer designers pron·d unable to 
build on their success with the BESM-6. !:~ In the 19ROs, however, 

.Japanese firms began to compete with Cray Research and Control Data. 

In 1982 Fujitsu announced the FACOM VP-100 and VP-200-super

computers "clearly designed to combine the best ft.·atures of the C:RA \~ 
I and CYBER 205." 14 Hitachi and NEC launched supercomputers soon 

aft~rward, and the Ministry of International Trade and Industn began a 

natiOnal supercomputing project aimed at a I 0-gigallop-pcr-second 
machine. 

In all these efforts-from the 1950s to the EJROs, in America and else

where-speed has been sought by two means: imprm·ing component 

technology and changing computer architecture. In regard to compo

nent technology, "improvement" means lower gate delavs-reduction 

in "the time taken for a signal to travel fi·om the input of ;>ne logic gate 

to the input of the next logic gate."''' The "first generation" electronic 

valve computers of the early I 9SOs had gate delays of around a microsec

ond; the fastest integrated circuits of the mid I970s permitted that to be 

~·educed to around a nanosecond. That three-orders-of~magnitudc 
Improvement cannot, however, on its own account for the increase by 
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roughly five orders of magnitude in processing speed over the same 

period. 16 The other two orders of magnitude can be attributed to 

changes in computer architecture-the "organization and interconrwc

tion of components of computer systems. "17 

These changes em, loosely, be described as the gradual introduction 

of various li>rrns of parallelism or concurrency. Six of these forms 

deserve special mention: concurrent in put/output operations, pipclin

ing, memory interleaving and hierarchy, parallel functional units, vec

tor processing, and multiple central processors. 

Providing specialized hardware and software, so that input of data 

and programs and output of results can go on concurrently with pro

cessing, both predates and is more widespread than supercomputing. In 

the search to eliminate all barriers to speed, it was nevertheless devel

oped to a considerable degree in supercomputing. The central proces

sor of a Control Data (j()()(), for example, was never slowed by having to 

communicate directly with any peripheral device. Ten small computers 

arranged in parallel could communicate through any of twelve chan

nels with peripheral equipment (such as printers and card readers) and 
with the ()()()O's memory (figure I). 

Per,pherot and 
coni rot processors 

12 input/output 
channels 

Figure 1 

Upper 
boundary 

Central processor 

24 
Operot1ng 
rec;psters 

Block diagram of the C:ontml Data ()fiOO. Source: Thornton 19HO, p. ::146. 
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Pipelining is a technique rather more specific to supercomputing, at 

least originally. It was introduced in the earliest of the machines listed 

above, IARC and Stretd1. 1 H In a nonpipelined computn the different 

phases of the execution of a single instruction-accessing and interpret

ing the instruction, accessing the operands, performing the operation, 

returning the result to memory-are performed one after the other. In 

a pipelined computer they arc overlapped, so that while one instruction 

is being interpreted another is being accessed and so 011. In Stretch, up 

to eleven instructions could be in the pipeline simultaneously.l'l 

Memory interleaving and hierarchy-also early and widespread tech

niques-are designed to keep the low speed of memorv relative to the 

central processor from becoming- a bottleneck. In interleaving, memo

ry is arranged so as to allow simultaneous access to dif1t't't'nt seg·ments 

of memory. In memory hierarchy, small amounts of ultraLtst (and 

expensive) memory are provided in addition to the slower (and cheap

er) main memory, the aim being that as manv transfers as possible 

involve the small, fast memory rather than main memorv. 

The provision of separate specialized units for addition, multiplica

tion, division, and so on that can operate indcpendentlv and in parallel 

was a particular feature of the Control Data ()()00, which contained ten 

parallel functional units: a Boolean unit, a shift unit, a fixed-point 

adder, a floating-point adder, two multiply units, a divide unit, two incrt'
ment units, and a branch unit. 

Vector processing means hardware and software provision for a sin

gle instruction to be executed on all the members of an ordered set of 

data items. The first pipelincd vector computer to be proposed \\·as the 

Control Data STAR-I 00, which, though conceived in the mid 1960s, was 

not operational until 1973.2° The first pipelined vector computer to be 

an unequivocal success, however, was the 1976 Crav I. 
During the 19ROs, the last of the aforementioned six limns of paral

lelism was introduced. It involved constructing supercomputers with 

multiple central processing units. Two, f(mr, eight, and sixteen units 

have been the most common choices, but in the near future we will like

ly see larger numbers of units configured into a single supercomputer. 

Though this is a potentially major step in the direction of parallelism, 

these multiple processors still share a common main memorv, and in 

practice they are often run primarily as a collection of separate proces

sors. Rather than the components of a single task being distributed onT 

all of them, each processor individually nms unrelated tasks, such as dif~ 

ferent programs for dit1erent users. 
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With the partial exception of the last two, all these six forms of par

allelism represent incremental alterations of the fundamental sequen

tial computer architecture that has become associated with the name of 

John von Neumann. Seymour Cray put matters succinctly: his Control 

Data ()600, he said, attempted to "explore parallelism in electrical struc

ture without abandoning the serial structure of the computer programs. 

Yet to be explored arc parallel machines with wholly new programming 

philosophies in which serial execution of a single program is aban

doned."~! Even vector processors and multiple central processing units, 

while allowing considerably greater degree of parallelism in program 

execution, did not wholly abandon this. 

The evolutionary addition of parallel features to an originally 

sequential computer architecture, especially as exemplified in the 

development of the Control Data and Cray Research machines, consti

tutes what we might call "mainstream supercomputing." The overall pat

tern of technical change in mainstream supercomputing resembles that 

found in a range of other technologies (notably <:>lectricity-supply net

works) by the historian of technology Thomas P. Hughes.~2 In the case 

of supercomputers, there is a single dominant objective: speed at float

ing-point arithmetic. At each stage of development the predominant 

barriers to progress toward the goal-Hughes calls them "reverse 

salients"-are sought, and innovation focuses on removing them. For 

example, Cray's Control Data ()()()() and 7600, despite their pipclining 

and their multiplicity of parallel functional units, could not perf(Jrm 

floating-point arithmetic at a rate faster than one instruction per clock 

period.~:; This "operation issue bottleneck" was "overcome in the CRAY. 

I processor by the usc ofvector orders, which cause streams of up to 64 

data elements to be processed as a result of one instruction issue."~4 

Some of the developments in mainstream supercomputing-notably 

the move to vector processing-have been daring steps. However, oth<:>r 

computer designers, outside the mainstream of supercomputing, have 

not found them radical enough. They have not agreed among them

selves on the best alternative architecture, but all the alternatives they 

have proposed have involved parallelism greater in degree than and dif

fi:'rent in kind from the parallelism used in the mainstream supercom

puting of the corresponding pcriod.~r, Perhaps the most important 

example is the processor array. 

The central figure in the development of the processor array, Daniel 

Slotnick, dated his interest in parallel computers to his work on the von 

Neumann/Coldstinc computer at Princeton's Institute for Advanced 
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Study in the early 1950s.2G The architecture of that computer was para

digmatic for a generation and more of computer development. It \\"as a 

"word-serial, bit-parallel" machine: though "words," or units of data, 

were processed sequentially, all the bits in a word were processed con

currently. The Institute for Advanced Study machine was dcfinitelv a 

"scientific" rather than "busin<:>ss" computer, and "bit parallt>lism" was 

seen as the most immediate route to increased arithmetic speed. 

Slotnick's inspiration came not from abstract argument but from 

contemplation of a material object~7: the magnetic drum being built to 

supplement the machine's main memory. His idea was to invert the 

word-serial, bit-parallel design by building a computer that would per

form the same operation or sequence of operations conn11Tenth· on 

many words. Such a machine might be particularly useful for the large 

class of problems where an equation has to be solved for every point in 

a large mesh of points.2H 

Slotnick was not the only person to whom such a notion occurrcd,29 

and his idea did not take hold at the Institute for Ach·anced Studv 

(where von Neumann dismissed it as requiring "'too mam· tubes") .:\0 Yet 

in the 1960s Slotnick became the kev proponent of the arrav processor, 

first at the Air Arm Division of the Vl'estinghoust' Corpor<llion and then 

at the University of Illinois. 

The first concrete form of Slotnick's scheme was called SOLOl\10::\1, 

"because of the connotation both of King Solomon's wise ness and his 

1000 wives. "31 It was to have 1024 separate bit-serial processing cle

ments, each performing the same fixed-point operation concurrcnth 

on different data.3~ In the later terminology of Michael Flynn, it was to 

be a SIMD (single instruction stream, multiple data stream) parallel 

computer.:B 

After Slotnick's move to the University of Illinois, SOLOMO!\" 

evolved into an even more ambitious scheme, ILUAC 1\'.:ll The num

ber of processing elements decreased to 256, arranged in four quad

rants of 64. But the processing clements were no longer the original 

simple bit-serial fixed-point processors. Each would now be capable of 

concurrent operation on all the bits of a 64-bit f1oating-point number. 

The overall performance goal was a gigaflop per second. and "IIIiac I\' 

ultimately included more than a million logic gates-by br the biggest 

assemblage of hardware ever rat the time] in a single machine.":\."i 

The failure of suppliers to produce tlw required integrated circuits, 

the antiwar demonstrations, the sit-ins, and the firebombing on the 



campus of the University of Illinois in 1970, and other circumstances 

prevented the smooth dcvclopment ofiLLIAC IV."6 It was never built in 

full, though eventually one G4-element quadrant was installed at NASA's 

Ames Research Center in Califim1ia in 1972. 

ILLIAC, however, was only a harbinger of the next decade's wave of 

highly parallel challengers to mainstream supercomputing-MIMD 

(multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream) machines as well as 

SIMD ones. Although other f~tctors, such as relative ease of access to ven

ture capital, were important, what was most important in giving force to 

that new wave was the emergence of a viable alternative to the bipolar 

technoloh'Y that dominated mainframe computer microcircuitry. 

The challenge was from field-effect chips, in which, in principle, cur

rent flows only in the surbce plane of the microchip; in a bipolar chip 

the current flows perpendicular to the chip as well as along it (figure 2). 

Field-effect technology is relatively amenable to mass production, but 

(a) 

Base Emitter 
Base 

(controlling electrode J 

\b) 

Figure 2 

Collector 

Ccnrrolled current 

ln~u\Clt\\ICj 

O'<lcle 

Schematic cross section of (a) bipolar transistor, (b) metal-oxide-semiconductor 
field-effect transistor. Source: I lockney and Jesshope 19H8, p. 555. 
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for many years it was believed to be too slow for usc in mainfi·ame com

puters. In thc 1960s it was used mainly in electronic calculators and dig

ital watches, but the steady growth of the llltmbcr of components in a 

given chip area (bmously summarizcd by Moore's Law) .:17 together 

with the intimatcly linked development of the microcomputer m<lrkct 

in the 1970s, made the ficld-cffect chip a competitor of the hipobr chip. 

With the exception of the ETA 10, which used field-effect chips 

(cooled in liquid nitrogen to reduce gate ddavs), mainstream super

computing eschewed field-cffect technologv, remaining with hipobr or. 

in the case of Cray 3, moving to the Ctster but ew·n harder to Ltbricate 

gallium arsenide. However, thc wider dominance of the less demanding. 

more highly integrated tield-cffect technology opened up an opportu

nity that during the 19HOs was taken up by dozens of projects. \\'11\ not 

adopt field-effect technology, benefit from its maturit\, case of Llbrica

tion, and economies of scalc, and trv to compcnsate f(Jr the rdatin· slmr

ness of individual field-effect chips by configuring brgc numbers of 

them in highly parallel architectures? As one important early paper put 

it: 'The premise is that current LSI [large-scalc integration] technologv 

would allow a computational bcility to be built around a large-scale 

array of microprocessors .... v\'c anticipate that individual microproces

sors would use a technology with intermediatc \'alm·s of gate speed and 

gate density to keep costs low. Therefore, the individual microprocessor 

circuitry is likely to be of only moderate speed. Total processing speed 

and throughput for thc entire system would be obtained through paral

lelism. The network itself might contain as many as 211 = I (i,~~H-t micro

processors to obtain a very high degree of parallelism. ":Is 
Hence the 1980s explosion of parallel architectures, such as the var

ious "hypercubes" and the Connection Machine.:1' 1 l 1ntil the nTv end of 

the 19HOs, these did not claim to rival mainstream supercomputing in 

absolute floating-point performancc, promising instead a superior 

price-performance ratio. HowenT, by the start of the l!l90s. with the 

most advanced field-effect chips (such as the million-transistor Intel 

i860) being claimed to offer on a single chip a floating-point processing 

performance approaching that of a 197ti Cray I. rivalry in absolute per

formance was growing. 

The Computational Demands of Nuclear Weapons Design 

Before we turn to the impact of the Los Alamos and Livermore 0Jational 

Laboratories on these processes of technical development, it is necessarY 
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to examine the computational demands of what has been their central 

task: the designing of nuclear weapons. Although Los Alamos, more 

than Livermore, has diversified into civil science and technolO!-,')'. at Los 

Alamos the "weapons people" still used "60% of supercomputer cycles" 

at the end of the 19HOs, according to head of computing Norman 
Morse. 40 

The dominant feature of the computational demands of nuclear 

weapons design is their sheer magnitude. The explosion of an atomic 

or a hydrogen bomb is a complex event. Nuclear, thermodynamic, and 

hydrodynamic processes interact within a physical structure that may 

have a h1r-frorn-simple in shape and which may contain as many as 4000 

components'11-a structure that, moreover, is subject to catastrophic 

destruction as the processes continue. The processes unfold very rapid

ly. The scientists at Los Alamos invented their own unit of time during 

the original Manhattan Project: the "shake," a hundred millionth of a 

second. It was "supposedly given this name because it was 'faster than a 
shake of a lamb's tail. "''1~ 

The temperatures (several hundred million degrees) and pressures 

(10 1 ~ atmospheres) involved in nuclear explosions are obviously hard 

to reproduce by any other means. Thus, knowledge of the processes of 

a nuclear explosion has been seen as obtainable in essentially only two 

ways: by constructing and exploding a nuclear device and attempting as 

far as possible to measure what goes on, or by constructing from physi
cal first principles a model of the processes. 

The first path cannot yield knowledge of an as-yet-unconstructed 

dc\·ice and thus cannot resolve, ahead of t.ime, the sort of disputes about 

feasibility that took place over the hydrogen bomb.4:1 Also, the speed 

and the destructive power of a nuclear t'xplosion plainly limit the 

amount of monitoring of the processes that is possible. Furthermore, 

nuclear testing is expensive and is increasingly subject to legal and polit
ical constraints. 

The dil1icultics in the way of the second path arc primarily compu

tational. First-principles theoretical knowledge of the physical processes 

involved is held to be reasonably good, certainly in recent decades. But 

the resultant equations are susct'ptible of no analytical solution; inter

actions and non\ine<\ritics abound. Computation, in rnassive quantities, 

is nce(\cd to move hom the basic equations to a mode\ that can inform 

design and can be calibrated against the results of nuclear testing. 

It is therefore necessary to "compute" as well as to "shoot," as those 

invoiH,d put it. 11 This dm·s not imply an absolute requirement for a dig-

T 
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ita! computer. The first atomic bombs were designed and built without 

any such assistance, though both desk calculators and then rrnr 
punched card machines were used~"; the first Soviet and Chinese~!i 

bombs were likewise designed without digital computers. 

But the demands upon nuclear weapons designers inexorablv grew. 

The shift from the atomic to the hydrogen bomb brought a great 

increase in the complexity of the physical processes im'Olved. And where

as with the first bombs little mattered other than that a substantial 

nuclear explosion took place, soon that was not good enough. 

"Improvement" was necessary-in yield-to-weight ratio, in vield-to-diam

eter ratio, in proportion of energy released as prompt radiation, ancl in 

safety and security, to name but five parameters of particular importance. 

The search for change has not been due entirelv to demands from 

the military, at least in the United States. Indeed, in several cases it 

seems as if the military have needed to be persuaded that clcn·lopments 

were necessary and/ or feasible.l7 As one person invohed put it, "in 

most cases it's technology push rather than emplonnent demand" that 

generates innovation.4H Furthermore, the existence in the United States 

of two organizations responsible for designing nuclear weapons-Los 

Alamos and Livermore-generates competition. Neither laboratorv can 

afford not to press the state of the art, for tear of being mertaken bv the 

other. 
Continuous pressure over more than four decades to enhanct:' what 

is in a sense "the same technology" has led to what many of the individ

uals involved clearly perceive as diminishing returns. "Impron·ments" 

are still seen as possible, but their size has diminished. The weapons of 

the 1970s improved on their 1960s predecessors by a factor of about 2. 

The improvement from the 1970s to the 19HOs was smaller. Bv the later 

1980s a 10 percent improvemt:'nt was hard to conH~ bv, though that per

centage still was still significant and would have given an edge in inter

laboratory competition.49 
The laboratories were unable to "shoot" their wav to more sophisti

cated nuclear weapons, since as time went on they were able to conduct 

fewer and fewer tests explosions. Numbers of nuclear \\Tapons tests 

have [1llen. In the 1960s the United States routinclv conducted about 

40 test explosions per year; however, after 1971 the <mnual total m·n'r 

exceeded 20, and in the early 1990s U.S. testing ceased altogether.
0

'
0 

While weapons designers at Los Alamos and Livermore defended test

ing as necessary, they increasingly saw it as a means of validating com

puter models rather than an independent, selt~suf1icient source of 
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knowledge. Enormous effort went into the development of what those 

involved refer to as the "codes": computer programs to assist in the 
designing of weapons. 

\tVhat the codes mean in terms of the labs' demand for computer 

power can he seen by considering one of the two main types of compu

tational process f(>tmd in them: the mesh problt>m. This involves mod

cling the evolution through time of a physical quantity or a set of 

interrelated physical quantities in a region ofspact>. The behavior of the 

quantity or quantities is understood to be governed by a partial differ

ential equation or equations, but nonlint>arities prevent these being 

solved analytically. So a numerical solution is attempted by superimpos

ing a mesh of subdivisions in the relevant space, transforming the rele

vant partial difkrcntial equations into finite difference equations, and 

calculating f(>r a series of time steps the changing values of the physical 

quantities f(>r all the points in the mesh. This method predated the 

atomic bomb project (the classical discussion of it dates from 1 928) !11; 

however, it w<ts not "put to usc in practical problems" until the Second 

World \t\'ar, particularly in problems at Los Alamos involving "the calcu

lation of certain time-dependent lluid flows.":>~ 

Even SO years ago, adequate precision in the solution of physical 

problems in this way was seen as requiring the breaking up of a linear 
dimension into :i0-1 00 subdivisions.:,:'\ Moving to two dimensions 

implies a mesh with at least;)() X!)()= 2500 cells, and possibly as many as 

I 00 X I 00 = I 0,000 cells. Three dimensions takes us to a mt>sh of 
12:),000-1 ,000,000 cells. 

This problem will be f(mnd in any field where equations have to be 

soln·d numerically onT a two-dimensional or, worse, a three-dimen

sional space. Nuclear weapons design adds a further twist in the num

ber of physical variables that have to be solved for simultaneously. An 

carly-l9b0s weapons-design code sought to compute around 15 quanti

ties per cell; a modern one seeks to compute 200 or 300. The requisite 

calculations for one time step for one cell might amount to ':!.00 Boat

ing-point operations for the carly-l960s code and '20,000 for the mod
ern one.'>\ 

An early-1 ~H)Os code, if it employed a ':!.500-ccll two-dimensional 

mesh, would thus require a memory size of at least 37,SOO words to store 

all the values of the variables. A single time step of the model would 

require half a million floating-point operations. A current code, if used 

with a 125,000-ccll three-dimensional mesh, would require at least 2S 

million words of memory, and a sin~le time step would require 2500 mil-
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lion floating-point operations. Even a late-19HOs supercomputer, oper

ating at around a gigaflop, would take 2 t seconds to adv~mn· such a 

code through a single time step. Increasing sensitivitY hv going from :)0 

to 100 subdivisions of each linear dimension would increase the 

demands on memory size and processing speed bv a LKtor of H. 

The scaling properties of this sort of computational problem sho\\' 

how easily increased computer speed can be absorbed. In the 19~0s and 

the 1950s most of the hydrodynamics modeling done at Los Abmos 

used "only a single space variable, either spherical svmmetrv or the svm

metry of an infinite cylinder. ":>!1 Not until the late 19HOs did Lin·nnorc 

computer specialists feel that enough computer power \\'as becoming 

available for a move from two-dimensional to three-dimensional mod

eling.!i6 Even on the supercomputers of the late 19HOs, a single run of a 

weapons-design code could take 2 or 3 hours.''' and I 00 hours was not 

unheard of.!'lH Memory size, as well as arithmetic speed, has also been a 

persistent constraint. Given that no one wanted data moving between 

main memory and peripheral storage with C\Try iteration of a model, 

limited memory capacity was an issue even with the million-\\'ord mem

ory of the Cray 1.59 

Though mesh computation vividly illuminates the roots of the labo

ratories' apparent insatiable demand f(Jr computer power, it at least has 

the characteristic of computational predictahilitv, \\'ith relativt>h fe\\' 

data-dependent branches in the program. Quite the opposite is true of 

the other major type of computational problem of nuclear weapons 

design: Monte Carlo simulation. In contrast with the deterministic mesh 

model, this is a probabilistic technique, developed at Los Alamos bv 

.John von Neumann on tlw basis of a suggestion bv Stanislaw l'lam, for 

the analysis of problems such as the development of a nuclear chain 
reaction. fiO 

High-precision Monte Carlo modeling makes lwa\"\' computational 

demands. Three-hour supercomputer nms are common.!i 1 It is, hm\·cv

er, the naturp of the computation, with its large number of conditional 

branches, that is particularly important. Up to :)0 percent of the instruc

tions in a Monte Carlo program may be branchcs.!i:! 

The magnitude of the computational demands of nuclear weapons 

design is not a clear imperative. Among exponential changes in com

putational demands and capacities, one parameter has remained close 

to constant: run timc.!i'l The mundane and bmiliar effects of the 

rhythms of the working week, and the demands of se\Tral different 

research and development groups sharing a central computer resource, 
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arc presumably the cause. Even in the late 1980s, large-scale simulations 

were executed as batchjobs overnight or on weekends, the working day 

being reserved for short jobs, code development, and so on.64 So there 

is pressure to choose computational complexities such that, with the 

hardware a\·ailable, a simulation em be run in a convenient time slot, 

such as overnight. 

There arc also some diflerenn·s in style between the two laboratories. 

Livermore codes are more computationally intensive than Los Alamos 

ones.1''' At Los Alamos, in the late 1980s, the design of a single nuclear 

weapon was reckoned to consume about I 000 hours of Cray CPU time; 

the figure at Livermore would have been significantly larger. 116 But these 

differences pale in comparison with the two labs' similarity in posing 

the most extreme demands on computer speed, and it is to the conse

quences of this that I now turn. 

The Early Years: Los Alamos and the Beginnings of the Computer Age 

The early years of computing at Los Alamos (the 1940s and the early 

l9fi0s) have been relatively well documented in the literature 117 and 

need be recaprwd only briefly hert'. The Livermore Laboratory, estab

lished in September I !J:J~, becomes relevant only at the very end of this 

period. 
The first program run on the ENIAC was run for Los Alamos scien

tists.fiS Even bcfi>IT the atomic bomb was successfully constructed, 

Edward Teller was pushing research work on the hydrogen bomb. "The 

more complex calculations of hydrogen-bomb simulation exceeded the 

capabilities of the punched-card machine operation" used for atomic 

bomb design,m and in l ~14:1 von Neumann arranged for Stanley Frankel 

and Nicholas Metropolis of Los Alamos to use the new electronic com

puter to run the hydrogen homh simulation. One million lBM cards car

ried the requisite initial values, one card for each point in the 

computational mesh, and "the computations to be performed required 

the punching of intermediate output cards which were then resubmit

ted as input."70 

The Los Alamos scientists used the ENIAC again for the computation

ally complex "liquid drop fission model" and other work. They also used 

the IBM SSE(: in New Y<xk, the SEAC at the National Bureau of Standards 

in Washington, and the UNIVAC 1 machines at New York University and 

in l'hiladclphia.7 1 Metropolis even significantly modified the ENIAC, 

contributing a key idea to the attempt to convert it into "a limited stored-
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program mode of operation instead of its gigantic plugboard mode. " 7~ 
The first major program run on the Institute f(>r Adv<mced Study machine 

at Princeton in 1 95~ was a hydrogen- bomb simulation./:\ 

It is not surprising that Los Alamos wanted its own digital computer 

and, with all this experience, felt confident enough to design and build 

one. The MANIAC (Mathematical Analyzer, Numerical Integrator, and 

Computer) was begun in 1948 and completed in 195~. Though mockkd 

on the Princeton machine, MANIAC diverged in detail, notablv to avoid 

problems encountered in developing the Princeton machine's memo

ry.74 In 1957 it was succeeded by MANIAC II, chidly designed, like the 

original MANIAC, by Nicholas Metropolis.':-, MANIAC II is perhaps most 

noteworthy for an associated software development: the I q:JH Madcap 

programming language. Unusually, the sym bois in a line of Madcap code 

did not need all to be on the line. Subscripts and binarv coefficients were 

permitted in code that closely resembled ordinarv mathematics.'11 

The wider influence of Los Alamos was perhaps of greater signifi

cance than the machines used and built by the scientists who worked 

there. The Manhattan Project involved an unprecedented scale of the 

use of numerical modeling as a research and de\-clopment tool. It also 

demonstrated the time and dfi>rt needed to do that modeling with 

existing technology. As scientists and engineers fi·om the project "dis

persed to laboratories, universities, companies, and government agen

cies after the war ... they provided ... a receptive climate li>r the 

introduction of electronic computing. "77 Here the kev individual was 

John von Neumann, who moved between Los Alamos, the earlv com

puter projects, the Institute for Advanced Study, and IBl\1. I lis Los 

Alamos experience may have led \'on Neumann to doubt the practicali

ty, with then-existing technolot,')', of parallelism (other than in the lim

ited form of bit-parallelism) in computer design: 

In March or April 1944, [von Neumann] spent two weeks 1mrking in the 
punched-card machine operation lat Los Alamos]. pushing cards ihrough the 
various machines, learning how to wire plugboards and design card lavouts. and 
becoming thoroughlv bmiliar with the machine operations. He l(nmd 11·iring 
the tabulator plu~lJO:u·ds particularlv frustrating: the tabulator could pcrl(mn 
parallel operations 011 separate counters, and wiring the t<tbulator plugboard to 
carry out parallel computation involved taking into accounl the rclalin· timing 
of the parallel operations. He later told us this cxpcricm-c led him to reject par
allel computations in electronic computers and in his design of the single
address instruction code where parallel handling of operands 11·as guaranteed 
not to occur.7H 
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Also, in this period Los Alamos bcilitated IBM's move into digital 

computing. IBM entered the digital computer business slowly, and 

enthusiasts within the corporation for thf' new technology had actively 

to seck grounds f(>r making the move. They turned to defense research 

and development, rather than commercial computing, f(>r evidence of 

a market. The case f(>r the move into stored-program digital computing 

was framed as a "special undertaking in support of the [Korean] war 

efi(Jrt, an interpretation artfully emphasized in the name chosen soon 

afterward f()J the [IBM 701 J machine: the Defense Calculator."79 Los 

Alamos was only one of several defense R&D organizations whose 

demand f(>r digital computing legitimated this epoch-making decision, 

but it was the first external organization to receive a 701, at the end of 
March 19!i:~. 

The situation of the Livermore Laboratory in relation to digital com

puting in the early years was of course quite difff'rent from that of Los 

Alamos. By 19:)2, when Livermore was established, it was becoming pos

sible to buv, rathn than have to build, a digital computer. The new lab

oratory bought a UNIVAC I from Remington Rand. The machine that 

was installed in April 19fi:) already had a place in computer history, hav

ing been used to predict on television the outcome of the 1952 presi
dential clcction.HO 

Though Livermore continued to purchase computers,Hl buying an 

IBM 701, four IBM 704s, and so on,H2 it was not content simply to buy 

what computer manuf;tcturers chose to produce for sale. Livermore's 

first major active intervention in the process of computer development 

can, indeed, be seen as the beginning of supercomputing. 

The Laboratories as Sponsors and Customers for Supercomputing 

Livermore's role is enshrined in the very name of the Erst computer I 

am defining as a supercomputer. IARC was the acronym of the 

Livermore Automatic Research Computer.H'l The project was initiated 

from the highest levels at Livermore, by the lab's f(nmder Edward Teller 

and by its Director of Computing, Sidney Fernbach. One inspiration 

was von Neumann, who at the end of 1954 had decided that it was desir

able to push the computer industry toward speed by writing "specifica

tions simply calling for the most advanced machine that is possible in 

the present state of the art. "H4 The weapons designers at Livennore esti

mated that "they would need a system having one hundred times the 
computing power of any existing system. "H5 

T 
! 
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Teller and Fern bach sought bids from both IB\1 and Remington Rand 

for such a machine, requiring that it emplov transistors, not tubes. 

'Teller was convinced that future machines should use transistors instead 

of vacuum tubes, so the use of transistors became an important require

ment of the proposal. "Hii Fierce conflict between Remington Rand's t\\·o 

computer operations (one in Philadelphia and one in St. Paul) \\~ls 

resolved with the decision that the f(mner should bid, and there followed 

ten days of "heroic and frenzied effort to get a proposal together.":-\/ 

The Remington Rand bid was accepted, and thne f(>llm\Td intensive 

negotiations between Livermore and the companv on the detailed spec

ifications. These the machine ultimatelv met,HH but the process of 

designing and building it was protracted and painful, and the final 

development cost of $19 million br exceeded the bid price of 

$2,850,000.H'J Nor was it, by the time it was reach·, ckarlv a supercom

puter in the sense of standing out in terms of speed from the other 

machines of the clay. It was only around twice as Elst as lBI\I's JH'\1 tran

sistorized 7090.90 So the IARC had only a marginal speed adv~mtage 

over a machine that was a commercial product, and while LinTnwrc 

bought only the one L\RC it had contracted for, it bought three IBI\1 

7090s.'l 1 Only two LARCs were ner built; the other went to the li.S. 

Navy's ship and reactor designers at the David Tavlor \'!odd Basin.'l~ 

IBM had also bid on the lARC specifications but had simultaneous

ly indicated its desire to renegotiate the specification to a more ambi

tious design with a clock speed of a 100 nanoseconds rather than the 

500 nanoseconds envisaged f(>r LARC. That plan became the Stretch 

project, whose goal was "a computer svstem operating 100 times Elster 
than today's bstest machines. "!J:l 

Stretch embodied at least three tensions. One, reflected in the 

ambivalent bid for LARC, was between the IBM tradition of technical 

conservatism (as reflected in its avoidance of publiclv taking on dan

gerously overambitious tasks) and the fear that unless IBM "stretched" 

the technology of semiconductor components it might he kft behind bv 

those who did. Another tension arose from the desire to transcend the 

business/scientific dichotomv in computer design. In the case of 

Stretch, this took the form of attempting simultaneouslY to meet the 

demands of the nuclear weapons laboratories and those of the cnptan

alysts at the National Security Agency. Finally, there was rcportedlv an 

internal divide in the large team that designed Stretch, with separate 

groups that did not communicate well responsible f(Jr designing the 

hardware and constructing the instruction sct.'l! 
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With Livermore mmmitted to Sperry Rand for the lARC, IBM's obvi

ous target for Stretch was Los Alamos. The company offered the labora
tory a "good deal"\}:-,: a supercomputer significantly faster than IARC at 

below cost. II also offered partnership in the design, notjust in order to 

gain access to the technical expertise at Los Alamos hut also as a way of 

avoiding possible antitrust legal difliculties involved in selling a machine 

at a price that was known in advance to he below cost. Eight members of 

the Los Alamos staff workt>d full time on the Stretch design.% 

Like lARC, Stretch was a financial disaster. Unlike LARC, it did not 

meet its ambitious performance specifications, even though it was later 

seen as successful in the sense that many of the technical innovations 

used in the IBM System/360 flowed from it.97 Livermore sought, unsuc

cessfully, to cancel the order it had placed for a Strctch.\lH A particular 

problem, from Livermore's point of view, was that Monte Carlo code, 

with its many conditional branches, defeated Stretch's instruction 

pipelining: while Stretch ought to have been 240 times as fast as the 

IBM 704 on such code, it was actually only 11 times as f~tst. 9\l 

On the other hand, Stretch's large memory permitted the data 

required f(>r a two-dimensional weapon-design code to be held in main 

memory for the first time.IOO Tlw overall increase in efficiency in han

(lling weapons codes meant that weapons could be redesigned and 

retested during the last series of American atmospheric nuclear tests 

(Operation Dominic, April-November 1962) . 101 Stretch was also the 

preferred machine of the French Atomic Energy Commission laborato

ries at Saclay and the British Atomic V\'eapons Research Establishment 

at Aldermaston. 

In all, f(ntr of the eight Stretch computers that were sold went for 

nuclear research and development. (This figure that indicates how 

important nuclear weapons design was in the market f(>r supercomput

ing at the time.) Two more went for other forms of military research 

and development (at the MITRE Corporation and Dahlgren Naval 

Proving Ground), one to the National Security Agency, and one to the 
U.S. Weather Bureau.l0'2 

The Livermore Laboratory p\ayed a crucial role in making possible 

the next-generation supercomputer, Seymour Cray's Control Data 6600. 

Control Data was a relatively young company, and the development 

costs of the ()()()() threatened to overtax its !inancial resources. Desiring 

the machine, and "'unwilling to sec the excellent team of people dis

persed," the laboratory stepped in and purchased a 6600 "while it was 

still a small bit ofjunk." It was, according to the individualjust quoted, 
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a supercomputer supplier. Neither bought one of the Japanese super

computers, though here questions of nationalism and protectionism 

come into play as well as the questions of the suitability of particular 

machines for the laboratories' computational tasks. 

Thus, the labs, as large, highly visible, and discriminating purchasers, 

retain an influence on the development of mainstream supercomputing. 

Computcr stafls at Lin-rmore and Los Alamos agree, however, that their 

inllucncc is declining as the supercomputer market expands and as ven

dors must concern themselves with a wider range of customers.llO 

Furthermore, the laboratories only slowly became important customers 

((>r the more massively parallel architectures described abm·e. In the late 

19HOs Los Alamos bought a hypercube from Intel and one from Floating 

Point Svstcrns, and also a Connection Machine, 111 but these systems were 

seen as experimental devices rather than computational workhorses. 

V\'hile the laboratories' primary role in supercomputing has been 

that of "customers" since LARC and Stretch, they have also continued 

to commission supt-rcomputing technology and even to seek to develop 

it themselves. As Elr as entire supercomputers rather than system com

ponents arc concerned, the two main episodes were those of the STAR-

100 and the S-1. 
The STAR-I 00 episode was pivotal because it secured the commit

ment of the laboratories to mainstream supercomputing rather than to 

the more massively parallel alternatives. In 1964, Daniel Slotnick, his 

Department of Defense funding corning to an end, offered to build his 

highly parallel SOLOMON machine f(>r Livcrmore. 1 1~ Computer spe

cialists there were enthusiastic. The SOLOMON structure was designed 

explicitly to handle iterative mesh problems of the kind that are so 

important to the laboratories. Though there were misgivings about the 

programmability of the novel architecture, Livermore staff members 

encouraged Slotnick to move from the original fixed-point SOLOMON 

design to a floating-point SOLOMON 2 design. II~\ 

Sidney Fernbach was, however, unable to persuade the Atomic 

Energy Commission to fund SOLOMON development.I1 4 Proposals 

were instead sought f(>r a machine with a "new and somewhat radical 

structurc,"llr, and this was done on the basis of the Commission's agree

ing to lease the machine once it was developed rather than directly sup

porting its developrnent. 1 ](i Three proposals were entered, and lengthy 

negotiations ensued. One proposal, from IBM, is described by a 
Livermore interviewee as a "non-bid"117; it perhaps signaled IBM's 

retreat from the supercomputer market. Slotnick's employer, 

Westinghouse, as envisaged, entered the SOLOMON 2 design. 
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Although "everyone at the Lab felt that [Westinghouse] was the best 

bid,"! IS Slotnick could not persuade V\'estinghouse to take 011 the finan

cial commitment demanded by the terms of the competition. That \\·as 

understandable, since the design was a nm·el, technologically radical 

one, and Westinghouse would have had to commit itself to an R&D 

investment that might well not have been recoupable by leasing the 

final machine. Slotnick's development group was disbandeci bv 

Westinghouse. He resigned and sought venture capital to continue \ritl,1 

the project, but he was not successfuJ.ll'l 

So the competition was won by a desig·n from Control Data f(>r the 

machine that became known as the STAR-100. As was noted ahon', this 

was the first proposal for a vector computer. "S'L\R" referred to the 

STrings of binary digits used to carry inf(mnation about, and sonwtimes 

to manipulate, ARrays of data 1 ~0 ; the "100" referred to the 100-
megaflop-per-second perf(>nnance goal. 

The STAR-100 was unquestionably an influential machine. Its archi

tecture was the basis of Control Data's later Cvlwr 200 vector super

computer. It was the first supercomputer to use integrated circuits anci 

the first to have a million-word memory. I~! It was also an intensclv prob

lematic machine. Learning how to use its nm·cl architecture proveci 

traumatic. "For seven goddarnn years we didn't do any physics while we 

worked out how to get that machine to work," said one exasperated 

member of the Livermore Laboratory. 1 ~~ Los Alamos refused to huv a 

STAR-1()(), and the decision that Livennore would purchase a seco.nd 

one had seriously detrimental consequcnct>s for Sidney Fern bach's 
career there. 

The S-1 was more of an "in-house" development at Livermore. The 

originator of the S-l project was Lowell Wood, the head of a special sec

tion at Livermore (known as the 0 Group) that was not tied to "routine" 

weapons design. In the early 1970s, Wood's widening invohTment in the 

Department of Defense made him aware that other defense systems 

made far less use of computer technolo!-,ry than did nuclear wt:apons 

design. For example, massive arrays of hydrophones had been placed 

on the continental shelves around the United States, and in other 

strategic areas such as between the United Kingdom and Greenland, to 

detect hostile submarines. I ~:l But data analysis was lagging badly behind 

this data-collection effort, and with defense spending in a slump and 

supercomputers costing around $10 million apiece it was likelv to con-
tinue to do so. , 

Wood had unique resources that enabled him to embark on the ambitious 

project of setting out to design fi·om scratch a series of supercomputers 
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intended to he significantly cheaper than conventional machines. A 

close associate of Teller, he knew how to win high-level political support 

in vVashington, even after the abolition of the .Joint Committee on 

Atomic Eneq . .,rv. Through the Hertz Foundation he had access to a 

stream of ex(:t:ptionally' talented graduate students. 1 :2 4 Two such Hertz 

Fellows, Thomas M. McWilliams and L. Curtis Widdoes,Jr., who arrived 

at Livermore in l97S, were assigned by Wood the task of designing the 

supercomputer system, christened S-lY!'l 

Their design was extremely ambitious by mid-1970s standards. It was 

f(>r a MIMD architecture with Hi pipelinecl vector supercomputer cen

tral processors, each equivalent in power to a Cray 1, connected to Hi 

memory banks through a crossbar switc!J.l:2ti The plan was to retain this 

architecture through several generations of S-1 while making use of 

developing semiconductor component technology to miniaturize it, 

ending with an S-1 Mark V-a "supercomputer on a wafer." 1:27 

Though a considerable amount of prototype hardware was built, the 

project never fully realized its ambitious goals. This did not surprise 

staffers at the Livermore Computer Center, who were skeptical to the 

point of hostility to the project.I2H Its main product was the computerized 

design method, developed by McWilliams and Widdoes, that enabled 

them to design the original S-1 Mark I with remarkable speed: SCALD 

(Structured Computer-Aided Logic Design). McWilliams and Widdoes 

left Livermore to set up their own company, Valid Logic Systems, Inc., to 

marketS< :ALD. By 19H4 the firm was worth $150 million. 129 

The Influence of the Laboratories on the Development of Supercomputer 

Architecture 

Giv,·n this very considerable involvement of the National Laboratories 

as sponsors and customers f(>r supercomputers, can we go on to con

clude that their particular computational requirements have shaped 

computer architecture? In one sense, of course, this is a wholly mean

ingless question. All the computers we have been discussing are gener

al-purpose machines, and, in the f~unous words of Alan Turing, 'This 

special property of digital computers, that they can mimic any discrete 

state machine, is described by saying that they are universal machines. 

The existence of machines with this property has the important conse

quence that, considerations of speed apart, it is unnecessary to design 

various new machines to do various computing processes. They can all 

he clone with one (\igita\ computer, sui.tablv programmed for each case. 
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It will be seen that as a consequence of this all digital computers arc in 
a sense equivalent."i'lO 

The catch is in Turing's qualification, "considerations of speed apart." 

In supercomputing, where speed is of the essence, architectures can be 

shaped with particular computational tasks in mind. An example is the 

architecture of the Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer 

(Tl ASC), a vector supercompu!t>r almost contemporaneous with the 

STAR-100. Texas Instruments, originally a supplier of instrumentation to 

the oil industry, had designed the TI ASC with the computation needs 

of oil exploration geophysics directlv in mind: "A significant feature of 

this type of processing is the frequent usc of triple-nested indexing 

loops, and an important characteristic of the ASC: is the lXOYision or 

three levels of indexing within a sing·le n·ctor instruction."!:\! 

Even when architecture is not shaped hv explicit goals (as it was \\'ith 

the TI ASC), the institutional circumstances of computer desig·n can 

leave their mark on it. Although the accuracy of the imputation is 

uncertain, the following quotation from Tran Kidder's book Flit Sou{ of 

a New i\1arhine captures what I mean: "Looking into the larchitccturc] 

of the VAX, [Data General Corporation computn designer Tom] \\'est 

had imagined he saw a diagram of DEC's corporate organization. He 

felt that VAX was too complicated. He did not like, f(>r instance, the sys

tem by which various parts of the machine communicated with e;tch 

other; f(>r his taste, there was too much protocol involn·d. He decided 

that VAX embodied f1aws in DEC's corporate organization. The 

machine expressed that phenomenally successful company's cautious, 
bureaucratic style." 1:1:2 

Stretch exemplifies how the circumstances of a project can han· 

unintended effects on its technical design. The project was f(mnulated 

in an "almost pathological atmosphere of optimism-and its corollary, 

fear of being left behind" 1:1:~; as outlined above, the designers \H'IT also 

trying to satisf)' the needs of quite different kinds of' users. The result 

was an extraordinar·ily complex instruction set: 'The 'stretch· principle 

that infected planners made it easier to accept than reject ideas, per

haps especially so because they were in no position to assess accuratelY 

the direct and indirect costs of each embellishment."!:\.+ 

My main concern here, however, is with the more deliberate kind of 

inf1uence. The laboratories have percein·d themseln·s as having partic

ular needs, and have been perceived the same wav bv suppliers. Thus. 

the IBM proposal to the Atomic Energy Commission f(>r Stretch stated 

that "the general design criteria f(>r this computer include: suitabilitY 
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and ease of use for atomic energy computing problems."l35 As men

tioned above, IBM and Los Alamos staffers collaborated in the detailed 

design of Stretch, while Livermore and Remington Rand staff worked 

together to draw up detailed specifications for lARC. Such explicit 

channels for influence did not exist for Seymour Cray's supercomput

ers, but informal channels did. Livermore's Sidney Fernbach "was 

reportedly one of the few people in the world from whom Seymour Cray 

would accept suggestions,"!% and Cray took care to become aware of 

the laboratories' computational needs. He visited Livermore to ask 

architecturally key questions such as the frequency of branches in the 

code used t lwrt> _137 

V\'hat are the architectural consequences of this kind of influence? 

One is the Stretch machine's "noisy mode" facility.13H The inspiration for 

this bcility carne from Los Alamos's Nicholas Metropolis, who in the 

1950s developed what he called "significance arithmetic": the attempt to 

determine the consequences, for the reliability of results, of errors caused 

by the need to represent numbers by words of finite length. In "noisy 

mode" the effects of truncation were handled differently than in normal 

operation so as to allow errors caused by truncation to be detected.l39 

Los Alamos was also able to make sure that the Stretch instruction set 

contained "great debugging tools" and "lots of great instructions useful 

f(:>r the guy coding in machine language." Los Alamos computer spe

cialists were worried about what they saw as the inefficiency of the new 

high-level languages (such as Fortran), and in the late I 950s much Los 

Alamos code was still machine code. Even in the 1980s the computa

tionally intt>nsivc inner loops in weapons codes were still sometimes 

"hand-tailored." 140 

However, Stretch's instruction set was particularly open to influence, 

and other instances of successful, specific intervention by the laborato

ries in the details of design are harder to find. In the 1980s, for exam

ple, Los Alamos was unable to persuade Cray Research to provide as a 

design feature in Cray supt>rcomputers what Los Alamos would like to 

sec in the way of hardware devices to assist debugging.I41 On the other 

hand, Livermore computer specialists influenced the handling of zeros 

in the Control Data GflOO. They pressed successfully for a "normalized 

l.ero," in which a rep;ister is cleared completely if the signiflcand of the 

num.\wr rqwe~cntct\ \n \t consi~t~ on\)' o1 1.ero~, even thoug,h there are 

\)\\C~ \n t\w. ex\)onent. '1'\K\r v\cw wa~ that wit\1.out t\1.\~ feature, which 

Cray W.\~ not orip;ina\\'i go\ng to pnwic\e, sig,ni\i.cant enms wou\d be 

introduced in hydrodynamic calculations important to their work.142 

T /2J 

Livermore staffers also believe that it was the lahor~ttories" needs f(>r 

fast Monte Carlo simulation that led Cray Research to provide special 

f~tcilities in the Cray X-MP /4 for the vector processing operations 

known as "gather" and "scatter." 14:l Frank McMahon and other com

puter scientists at LinTlllOIT persuaded Sevmour Cr~\\ to add to the 

instruction set of the Cray 2 a relalt'd instruction called ""compress iota·· 

to assist the vectorization of loops containing IF statements.' 1-1 

Matters such as "'gather/ scatter" and "'compress iota,. concern spec if~ 

ic, detailed modifications to preexisting architectures. or the six major 

developments in supercomputer architecture n·viewed ahon·, the most 

plausible candidate for identification as a case of direct influence from 

the computational needs of the laboratories is n·ctor processing. The 

STAR-I 00, the central machine in the earlv evolution oh ector process

ing, came into being in response to a Lin·nnore request, and its design 

was optimized f(>r the handling of long n·ctors, which were ""common to 

many scientific problems at the I .<mTencc Livermore I .abor~llon·." 1-J.-, 

There is, however, a striking paradox here. The STAR-I 00 in this 

sense represents the peak of the laboratories' influenn' on the den·l

opment of supercomputer architecture. \(:t the outcome. as \IT han· 

seen, was a machine perceived at Livermore and Los Alamos as ill suit

ed to their computational needs. Its offspring-the Cvbcr 20:) and the 

ETA 1 0-retained its distinctiw~ optimization f(>r long ~·ectors, and were 

spurned by the laboratories. 

How did this paradox-the disowning by the laboratories of their 

major legacy to supercomputer architecture-come about? The answer 

is that "'computational needs" arc neither simple nor self~eYident. The 

STAR-100 was designed according to a particular Yision of these 

"needs," a vision that ultimately could not be sustained. 

That much or the laboratories' computational work is highh classi

fied is relevant here. V\'ithout security clearance the indi\·iduals respon

sible for supercomputer designs (even those designs directly 

commissioned by the laboratories) cannot han· access to actual 

weapons design codes, so they lack immediate contact with the ""need" 

which they should be trying to satisf)'. 

The solution to this attempted with tlw STAR-!()() was to cleclassif\· and 

pass to the designers segments or code that occupied a large proportion 

of run time. The segment chosen as a contract benchmark (figure:~) was 

a fragment of Livermore's main nuclear weapons design code of the 

1960s, Coronet. This segment of code became Kernel 18 of the 

Livermore Loops (see below). However, this declassified sample was later 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C*************************************************************************** 
C*** KERNEL 18 2-D EXPLICIT HYDRODYNAMICS FRAGMENT 
C*************************************************************************** 
c 

70 
c 

7Z 
c 

75 
c 

DO 75 L= l.loop 
T= 0.0037 
S= 0.0041 

KN= 6 
JN= n 

DO 70 k= 2,KN 
DO 70 J= 2,JN 

ZAt;,kl= tZPtj-1,k+1l+ZQtj-1,k+1l-ZPtj-1,kl-ZQtj-1,kll 
*<ZRU.k>+ZR<J-l,kll/CZM<J-l.kJ+ZMtj-l,k+l l > 

ZBtj,kl= tZPtj-1,kl+ZQtj-1,kl-ZPtj,kl-ZQtJ,kll 
•tZR (j, kl +ZR (j ,k-1 l l/ tZM(j, kl +ZM (J -1, kl l 

CONTINUE 

DO 72 k= 2,KN 
DO 72 j= 2, JN 
ZUtJ.kl= ZUtJ,kl+S•CZACj,kl•CZZC .kl -ZZCJ+1 ,kl l 

-ZACJ-1 ,kl •CZZC 'k)- zz ( j -1 'k) ) 
-ZBCJ,kl •CZZC ,kl-ZZtJ,k-1ll 
+ZB{j ,k+l l •<ZZC ,k> -ZZ{j ,k+l l >) 

ZVCJ,kl= ZV C j , k l + S* { ZA C j • k > * C ZR ( .k> -ZR(J+l ,kl > 
-ZACJ-l,kl •<ZRC ,kl -ZRCJ-1 ,kl l 
-ZBCj,kl •<ZR< , k l - ZR C J, k -1 l l 
+ZB{j,k+l > *<ZRC , k l- ZR C J, k + 1 > > l 

CONTINUE 

DO 75 k= 2,KN 
DC 75 J= Z.JN 

ZR C; ,kl = ZRCj,kl+T•ZUCJ,kl 
zz (j ,kl = ZZCJ,kl+T•ZV(j,kl 

C~NTINUE 

c .................. . 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CALL TESTC18l 

Figure 3 
Kcmcl IS of the Livermore Loops, earlier the contract benchmark for the 
STAR-I 00. Source: McMahon I t)Sti, p. 44. 

judged untypical of Lin~nnore weapons code because it contained no 

data-dependent branches. That made it too "easy" a test for a pipelined 

vector computer such as the STAR-1 00. The STAR's designers could sat

is!\' Livermore's "need" expressed in the declassified code (on the bench

mark it was 7 times as l~tst as the CDC 7600, when the specification called 

f(n· it to be only !'i times as bst 14(>), and yet the machine they produced was 

successfully run on only twelve of the several hundred Livermore weapons 

codes. 'The STAR met our specifications, but not our expectations," was 

how Livermore staff put it. "Everybody, especially at the Lab, was slow to 

recognize the dli..Tt of branches on STAR performance. If there's a 

branch, the [vector J pipeline has to be drained ... but the only time STAR 

was htst was when the vector units were running."l47 

-,.--· 
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There was, of course, nothing absolute about this "bilurc." Algorithms 

could have been redesigned, and codes rewritten, so as to make them 

more suitable to the architecture of the STAR-100. To a limited extent 

this did happen. As the years have gone by and vector machines han' 

became the norm, the laboratories have learned how to n'ctorize even 

seemingly intractable problems of Monte Carlo simulation.IIH 

But the central task of the laboratories introduces a specific difficultv 

in making the algorithm fit the architecture, just as classification cause's 

problems in making the architecture fit the algorithm. Any weapons 

simulation involves approximations. Those embodied in existing 

weapons design codes have bet:>n "calibrated on "14'l-their empirical 

validity has been checked in nuclear weapons tests. To change algo

rithms radically would involve making use of new approximations, which 

would, in the opinion of Livermore intcnit'\\'ees, require test validation. 

As we have seen, there are powerful constraints on numbers of 

nuclear tests. Thus, wholly new weapons-design cocks are now rare. 

Designers have preferred to modify and improve mature cocks rather 

than start again fi·om scratch. We ha\'e here a specific reason f()J' the 

reluctance to shift to radically new computer architectures. ;t reason 

over and above the pervasive "dustv deck'' problem of heavy inn'stment 

in existing codes.l'10 There has thus been a strong source of architt'C

tural inertia in the laboratories' weapons design work, an inertia that 

may help to explain why the laboratories were not in the lead in pio

neering or sponsoring new massively parallel computer architectures in 

the 1980s. Whereas evolutionary de\-clopmcnts in mainstream super

computing, such as the Crav X-MP and Y-MP series, were adopted read

ily, more radically parallel architectures were much harder to integrate 

into the labs' work of designing nuclear weapons. 

Conclusion 

V\'hat docs it mean fill· an institution to han' "influenced" the develop

ment of an area of technolo).,,.y? Perhaps the clt'arest wav of thinking 

about this is to ask what would lw different if the institution had not 

existed. v\'ould the area of technology still exist? Would it han' den' loped 

more slowly, or more rapidlv? v\'ould it han· dl'\clopt'd in a qualitatin·h 

different technical direction? Ultimately, of course. these qut'stions <tn' 

beyond empirical resolution. Thert' is no altern;ttin' world, similar in all 

respects other than tile absence of n uclt'ar \\-capons laboratories, f(H· us 

to examine. 1r,l At best, judgment is all we em bring to bt'ar. 
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My judg-ment, based on the evidence I have reviewed here, is that 

without the weapons laboratories there would have been significantly 

less emphasis on floating--point-arithmetic speed as a criterion (in cer

tain circumstances lhP criterion) of computer performance. Business 

users typically cared relatively little, at least until quite recently, for 

meg-aflops. Cryptanalysts (practitioners of an activitv that tied comput

ing- almost as closely to state power as did nuclear weapons design) also 

wanted different thing-s: the National Security Agency's emphasis, writes 

one of its chief computer specialists, "was on manipulation of large vol

tuncs of data and g-reat flexibility and variety in non-numerical logical 

processes." I '':2 There were other people-particularly weather forecast

ers and some eng-ineers and academic scientists-for whom floating-

point speed was kt·y, hut they lacked the sheer concentrated purchasing 

clout, and perhaps the sense of direct connection to a mission of prime 

national importance, that the weapons laboratories possessed. Only 

since the early 19HOs has a supercomputer market fully independent of 

its orig-inal core-Los Alamos and Livermore-come into being-. 

Without Los Alamos and l.iwTmorc we would doubtless have had a 

categ-ory of supercomputing--a class of hig-h-performance computers

but the criterion of performance that would have evolved would have 

been much less clear cut. \!Vhat we would mean by "supercomputer" 

would thus be subtly different. 

Developments at the Livermore Laboratory were central to popular

izing-, from 1 ~)()~)on, the meg-aflop as the appropriate measure of super

computer perfi>nnance. In the wider computer world, instructions 

perfi>rmed per second was a widely quoted metric. Rut, especially with 

the advent of vector machines, that metric was of little use at 

Livermore-one STAR instruction could correspond to many floating

point operations. Francis H. McMahon, a member of the compiler 

g-roup at Livermore in the late 1960s and the early 1970s, often 

addressed weapons desig-ners at Livermore on the constraints placed on 

optimizing- compilers by the way they formulated source code. He 

would g-ive examples from Livermore of the vast differences in speed 

between "clean" code and "messy" code full of IF statements and the 

like. McMahon came to realize that it was possible to predict the 

speedup on full weapons codes gained from the introduction of a new

g-eneration supercomputer by examining only speedup on these sam

ples. Gradually the samples were codified as the Livermore Fortran 

Kernels, or Livermore Loops, and a statistical average of performance 

over them was used to define the megaflop rate of a given machine.l:'i'l 
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Using the megaflop per second as a perfimnance metric. and the 

Livermore Loops as the way of determining- that rate, diffused \H'll 

beyond Livermore in the 1970s and the 19HOs. To the extent that com

puter designers shaped architectures to optimize their machine's pn

Jormance on the Loops, an indirect LinTmoiT influence on computer 

architecture thus continued even when Livennorc's direct influence 

was declining. However, the meg-aflop escaped its creators' control. :\ 

variety of other means of determining megaflops enwrged. ;md en·n 

when the Livermore Loops were used manufacturers tended to quote 

simply arithmetic mean speed (which was strong-lv influenced bv the 

kernels on which the machine ran bst). In 'McMahon's opi;1ion. 

machine performance would have been characterized better bv report

ing the megaf1op r·ate between the harmonic mean (strongh· influeiicnl 

by the kernels on which a machine nms slowlv) and the arithmetic 

mean. 1 ''4 "Lies, Damned Lies, and Benchmarks," ·,\Tote two exasperated 
technologists. I :>!1 

The existence of the national laboratories plan·d a major part in 

establishing floating--point perfi>rmance as the criterion of supercom

puter status, and Livermore, in particular, influenced IHl\1' that floating

point performance was measured. Bcvond this, however, is hard to 

specify any precise, major effect of the laboratories on supercomputer 

architecture. One reason for this is that the computational task of the 

laboratories, though it certainly f~llls within the g-eneral field of hig-h

speed numerical computation, is din:Tse. If the laboratories did only 

large-scale mesh computations, with few conditional branches, then 

their impact would have been clear-cut. They would han· f()stcred either 

the array processor (e.g. SOLO.'v10N) or the long--n'ctor supercomput

er (e.g. STAR-100). But, as we have seen, the alg-orithms used in 

weapons design are by no means all of the mesh-computation kind. In 

particular, Monte Carlo code is quite differently structured, full of con
ditional branches. 

Thus, it seems to have been impossible straightforwardly to optimize 

supercomputer architecture for the laboratories' computational task. 

The nearest attempt to do so, with the commissioning- of the STAR-100. 

foundered on the diversity of this computational task and on the dif1i

culty, in part caused by security classification, of fimnulating- preciselv 
what the laboratories' needs were. 

The successful supplier to the laboratories, at least until recentlv, and 

the dominant force in the evolution of supercomputer architectur~', has 

thus been Seymour Cray, who kept himself at some distance from the 
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needs of particular users. He has listened to the laboratories, but he has 

also listened to the quite different demands of the National Security 

Agency, in whose original computer supplier, Engineering Research 

Associates,l!ib he began his career. He is also, of course, a single-minded 

technical visionary. 
Visionaries succeed, however, only to the extent to which they tailor 

their vision to the world, or tailor the world to their vision. If the above 

analysis is correct, Cray's success was based on the design of rather 

robust supercomputer architectures. Machines might exist that were 

seen as better than his f(>r one particular type of algorithm (as the 

CYBER 205 was seen as surpassing the Cray l in the processing of long 

vectors). But none existed that met so well the perceived needs of both 

of the two major types of computational task at the weapons laborato

ries and the different tasks of the National Security Agency. And, in a 

Etshion Luniliar in other areas of technology, success bred success. A 

wider set of users meant longer production runs, a more solid financial 

base, economics of scale, progress along the "learning curve," and, per

haps crucially, the development of a relatively large body of applications 

software. The last issue, as we have seen, is of particular importance at 

the weapons laboratories, because of the specific difficulty of radically 

rewriting weapons-design codes. 
The robust (:ray strategy for supercomputer development minimized 

th,. influence of particular users' needs on supercomputer architecture. 

Its success, and the gradual growth in the number and variety of super

computer customers, has intensified this effect. I !i7 Cray Research, or 

Seymour Cray's new spinoff, the Cray Computer Corporation, now 

could not satisfy the particular needs of Los Alamos and Livermore if 

those needs conflicted with the needs of other users and if significant 

costs (financial or technological) were involved in meeting them. The 

anonymous-though not asocial-logic of the market has come to 

shape supercomputing. 
The question why the evident general influence of the laboratories 

on supercomputing has not translated into major, durable, particular 

influence can thus be answered simply in two words: Seymour Cray. As 

we have seen, however, this answer was possible-Cray could appear to 

have a demiurgic role-only because there were limits to the extent to 

which the laboratories, or, more generally, the users of supercomputers, 

could define what they sfHYijzmlly needed. 
It is perhaps appropriate to end with a speculation about the future, 

concerning the prospects for radically different computer architectures 

based upon parallelism more thoroughgoing and greater in degree 
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than that evident in mainstream supercomputing. I Inc the laboratories 

have been and are a shaping force, but in an unintended E1shion. 

Though first Los Alamos and then Livermore consciously sought to be 

in the forefront of novel architectural dn'C!opments, the weight of the 

laboratories' presence was a hKtor tipping the scale toward nolution

ary, incremental developments of computer architecture that would 

preserve the value of existing bodies of code and algorithms verified in 

nuclear testing. 
This did not and will not decide the li1ture of massin· parallelism. 

The laboratories are not as important no\\ as they were when the ST.\R-

100 was, of necessity, selected rather than SOLOl\101\'-an l'\'cnt that 

may well have been crucial in the array processor's exclusion from 

mainstream supercomputing. Yet the issue docs han· an interesting 

bearing on the role of the laboratories. 

The end of the Cold vVar has already led to ;1 considerable reduct ion 

in the support for and the significance of the laboratories' ccntr;tl activ

ity: designing nuclear weapons. This is obvioush' a threat to them, but it 

is an opportunity as well-a chance to find a different. durable sense of 

purpose. In particular, a decline in the salience of the \\T;tpons-dcsign 

codes permits a more thoroughgoing exploration <llld exploitation of 

novel computer architectures. This could be an important component 

of a new role for Los Alamos and Lin·nnorc. 
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6 
The Charismatic Engineer 
(with Boelie Elzen) 

The twentieth century's engineers han· been anonymous figures. Fe\\" 

have captured public imagination like their ninl'tecnth-centun· prede

cessors, their lives chronicled by admirers like Samuel Smilt>s. 1 Among 

the select few twentieth-century engineers whose names have become 

household words is Seymour Cray. "Cray" and "supercomputer" han· 

become close to synonyms, and this verbal link is a barrier to other pro

ducers. When a film or a television program wishes to conwv an image of 

"computer power," the most popular way of doing it is a picture of a Crav 

Research supercomputer, with its distinctive "Ion· scat" design (figure I) 

Seymour Cray is a paradox. The prominence of his name makes him 

the most public of computer designers.~ He is, simultaneouslv, the most 

private. Apart from very rare, strategic occasions, he (or, rather, a sec

retary acting on his behalf) steadfastly refuses interviews.:\ He restricts 

his very occasional "public" appearances to carefully selected audiences, 

usually made up largely of technical specialists fi·om current or poten

tial customers. These events arc sometimes more like political rallies 

than scientific meetings, with Cray being greeted, like a party leader, lw 

a standing ovation. Videotapes of these appearances circulatt:> in the 

supercomputer community; they are the closest most members of that 

community, let alone a wider public, can get to the man."' 

Cray's privacy is not that of an overwhelmingly shy or socially incom

petent person. He is no archetypal computer nerd. The videotapes 

reveal a poised and witty man, a compelling public speakt>r, articulate 

within the deliberately low-key idiom of his native U.S. Midwest. A 19HH 

tape, for example, shows a fit, handsome Crav looking younger than his 

63 years. 

Around the privacy, the anecdotes proliferate. Cray has become a leg

end, a myth, a syrnbol. Tales (many no doubt apocryphal) of his doings and 

sayings are told and retold. Display boards of these saYings accompany the 
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Figure 1 

Scvmour Cray and the CRAY-1 Computer. Courtesy Cray Research, Inc 

I "" ) ) 

exhibition devoted to Cray at Boston's Computer Museum. Rigorouslv 

rationed as they arc, Cray's pronouncements take on exceptional sig

nificance. Again, the strategy of privacy has the consequence of public 
prominence, even f~1scination. 

The Crav legend resonates with themes that are powerful in the 

American imagination: the lure of high technology, the individual 

against the organization, the countrv against the citv. Both in itself and 

in the applications with which it is associated, the supercomputer is the 

epitome of the highest of high technology. For manv years the lTnited 

States unequivocally led the world in supercomputing. Because of the 

supercomputer's importance in the breaking of codes and in the 

designing of nuclear weapons, this lead has seemed an important foun
dation of American power. 

Three times in his career (most recentlv in l9W)) Cray has left the 

corporation for which he worked to strike out anew on his o\\·n. The 

first two times, at least, his venture was blessed by great success. \(:t 

money has not taken to him to the corrupting city, nor docs annme 

imagine it is love of money that has driven Crav's work. He has 

eschewed the trappings of corporate success, preferring f(>r most of his 

working life the quiet, rural surroundings of his home tom1 of 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsi 11. 

When his startup company, Cray Research, went public in I !)/(i, it 

had "no sales, no earnings, a $2.4 million deficit, ;tnd further losses 

looming." Yet the 600,000 shares of common stock it offered the secu

rities market were snapped up "almost overnight," generating $10 mil

lion in capitalJ> As the years havt' gone by, \\'all Street has come to applv 

more conventional criteria to Cray Research. Yet the appeal to the imag
ination persists. 

Fourtet'n years on, in 1990, Business \'tt'l'k could still earn a fl·ont conT 

that captures the very essence of the legend of Crav. A color portrait 

depicting him as a rugged American individualist in an open-necked 

check shirt (certainly not a business suit), with hair scarcely touched with 

gray and with clear blue eyes looking resolutely into the future, is in the 

foreground. Behind this are an idyllic rural scene, with a small road wind

ing through hills, and a computer-generated surbce abme which honTs 
a galactic spiral. Aboye is a simple, bold title: 'The Cenius."(i 

Charisma and Routinization 

In Seymour Cray, then, we ha\'C an instance of a phenomenon lillie 

touched upon in social studies of technology-charisma (lillie touched 
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upon, perhaps, because to some "charismatic engineer" embodies a 

contradiction). In the words of Max V\'eber, charisma is an "extraordinary 

quality of a person," whether that person be prophet, warlord, or what

ever.7 For a sociologist, of course, charismatic authority inheres, not in 

the individual, but in the belief~ of others about that individual: charis

ma is the product of social relationships. This chapter will, therefore, 

inquire not into Cray's psyche (that is beyond both our competence and 

our data) but into the relationship between Cray and other actors. 

Agnostic on the question of whether Cray's unique style has psycholog

ical roots, we shall analyze it as a sociotechnical stratq,ry, a way of con

structing simultaneously both distinctive artibcts and distinctive social 
relations. 

In seeing Cray as a "heterogeneous engineer" we are, of course, draw

ing on a theme that is important in the recent history and sociology of 

technology, notably in the work of Tom Hughes, Michel Calion, Bruno 

Latour, and John Law.H However, we shall also follow the central theme 

of Weber's discussion of charisma. Charismatic authority is an inher

ently transitory phenomenon. A network of social relationships can only 

temporarily express itself as the extraordinary characteristics of one per

son, because of human mortality if nothing else. If it is to develop and 

survive, other, more explicitly social, forms of expression must be 

found. As Weber wrote: ]ust as revelation and the sword were the two 

extraordinary powers, so were they the two typical innovators. In typical 

fashion, however, both succumbed to routinization as soon as their work 

was done .... [l{}ults in some ti>rm always come to govern .... The 

ruler's disciples, apostles, and followers became priests, feudal vassals 

and, above all, officials .... "\l This "dialectic of charisma" is one of sev

eral patterns we detect in the history of supercomputing. tO 

Origins 

The Chippewa River flows south through the woods of northwestern 

Wisconsin, eventually joining the Mississippi. On its banks grew the 

small town of Chippewa Falls. Seymour Cray was born there on 

September 2H, 19~5, the son of an engineer. II After military service as 

a radio operator and cryptographer, and a brief period at the University 

of Wisconsin at Madison, he studied electrical engineering and applied 

mathematics at the University of Minnesota, receiving a bachelor's 
degree in 1950 and a master's in 1951. 

JJ5 

In 1950 he was recruited by Engineering Research Associates of St. 

Paul, Minnesota.I:2 With its origins in wartime code breaking, ER~ was 

one of the pioneers of digital computing in the United States, though 

the secrecy of cryptanalysis (its continuing primary market) meant that 

the firm's work was much less well known than, for example, that of.J. 

Presper Eckert and John W. Mauchly in Philadelphia. In 1\lav 19:)~, how

ever, ERA was sold to Remington Rand, which alreadv owned Eckert

Mauchly, and in June 1955 Remington Rand merged with the Sperrv 
Corporation to form Sperry Rand. 

Little detail is known of Cray's work for ERA and Sperrv Rand, 

though the young Cray quickly won considerable responsibilitv, notahlv 

for Sperry Rand's Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) computer. He was 

thus already a figure of some importance to his first startup companv, 

the Control Data Corporation (CDC), formed when Cray and eight oth

ers, most famously V\7illiam C. Norris, left Sperry Rand in 1957. Crav was 

the chief designer of Control Data's first computer, the CDC lGO·t, 

announced in October 1959. Built with transistors rather than the pre

viously pervasive vacuum tubes, the h ighlv successful I G04 moved 

Control Data into profit and launched it on a path that was to enable it 

briefly to challenge IBM's dominance of the computer industrv, a dom

inance that was already hardening by 1957. 

Roots of the Cray Strategy 

The NDTS, and especially the 1604, were considerable achievements, 

and secured Cray's growing reputation as a computer designer. \c·t nei

ther was the stuff of legend, nor-beyond the beginnings of anecdotes 

concerning his preference for simple designs and intolerance of those 

he considered fools !:l-is there much evidence of a distinctive Crav stvlc 
in their development. 

The origins of both legend and style, the earliest clear manifestation 

of what was to become Cray's distinctive sociotechnical strateg-y, can first 

be traced unequivocally in discussions within Control Data on what to do 

to follow the company's success with the 1604. The obvious step was to 

build directly on that success, offering an impron·d machint', but one 

compatible with the 1604 (so users of the latter could nm their programs 

unaltered). While the 1604 had been oriented to the demands of "sci

entific" users, such as defense contractors and universities, there was a 

growing sense within Control Data of the need to orient at least equally 

l 
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to business data processing, where arithmetic speed was of less concern 

than the capacity to manipulate large data sets. Compatibility and busi

ness orientation were not necessarily at odds. By adding new instruc

tions, specially tailored for commercial usage, to the instruction set of 

the I 604, Control Data could cater to business without sacrificing com

patibility with the previous machine. This emerging stratq.,ry was per

fectly sensible. It was indeed similar to, iflcss ambitious than, that to be 

announced in 1964 by IBM, with its f~unous System/360. This was a 

series of compatible machines, some oriented to the business and some 

to the scientific market, but all sharing the same basic architecture, and 

with an instruction set rich enough to serve both markets. 

Cray, however, disagreed with all clements of the strategy-compati

bility with the existing machine, orientation to the commercial as well 

as scientific market, a complex instruction set. His alternative strategy 

prioritized speed: in particular, speed at the "floating-point" arithmetic 

operations that were the dominant concern of defense and scientific 

users. In that prioritization, Cray did not wish to be constrained by 

choices made in the development of the 1604. Compatibility was to be 

sacrificed to speed. As one of his Lunous maxims has it, he likes to start 

the design of a new-generation machine with "a clean sheet of paper." 

He had no interest in business data processing, and abhorred the com

plexity that arose from trying to cater simultaneously to both scientific 

and business users. 

The Hi04 was making a lot of money for Control Data, and so it 

seemed possible to pursue both strategies simultaneously. One group of 

designers went on to develop a series of complex-instruction-set com

puters compatible with the 1604 (the Control Data 3600 series), with a 

primary orientation to the commercial market. A second group, led by 

Cray, set out to develop a machine that would prioritize speed. 

Cray's status as the chief designer of the corporation's first and most 

successful computer, and the threat (possibly explicit) that he would 

leavc, 11 enabled him to negotiate in 1961-62 a remarkable arrangement 

with Control Data chairman Norris. He was allowed to move, with the 

small team working on the 6600, a hundred miles away from Control 

Data's headquarters in Minneapolis-St. Paul, to a newly built laboratory 

on a plot of country land, owned by Cray personally and close to his 

house, in woods overlooking the Chippewa River. Cray thus won a 

remarkable degree of autonomy from corporate control. Even Norris 

had to seek Cray's permission to come to the Chippewa Falls laboratory, 

and Cray visited Control Data headquarters only every few months. 

Flti' Charillltlllir Fn~inrn /]/ 

The technical and social aspects of Cray's strategy were tightlY relat

ed. Chippewa-style isolation would not have been in harmonv with suc

cessfully building a series of compatible, general purpose, c-omputers. 

That required finding out the needs of different kinds of users, balanc

ing one technical characteristic against another, giving attention to soft

ware as well as hardware, keeping different projects connected together. 

and harnessing all the different parts of a growing corporation to a com

mon but diffuse set of tasks: "committee design."!:> Bv moving to 

Chippewa Falls, Cray created a geographical and social barrier between 

his team and all this negotiation and compromise. (Another reported 

motive for the move was Cray's fear of nuclear war: "I wanted to get out 

of the big city because I might get my head blown oil." Hi) 

The instruction set of the computer designed at Chippewa Falls, the 

Control Data 6600, is emblematic of Cray's sociotechnical stratq.,':·· It 

contained only 64 instructions, at a time when 100 or more was com

mon. When the attempt is being made to satisf)' a varietv of different 

user concerns, the easiest means of harmonization is to satis!\· n'sted 

~nterests by adding instructions. The IBM Stretch computer, flesigned 

m the late 1950s, is an extreme example. An intensely ambitious pro

ject, intended to combine extreme speed with an attempt to straddle 

the scientific, cryptographic, and business markets, Stretch had no 

fewer than 735 instructions. 17 A simple instruction set for the 6600 per

mitted most of its instructions to have their own hardware support, 
tailor-made for speed.IH 

Striking though its overall design is, the 6600 by no means emerged, 

Athena-like, from the brain of Seymour Crav. The instruction-set sim

plicity of the 6600 became architectural cc;mplexitv. For example, a 

sophisticated "scoreboard" unit had to be designed to keep indepen

dent hardware working harmoniously. Even Cray could not master all 

the details, so even within his small team a division of labor was needed. 

James Thornton took responsibility for much of the detailed design. 

That kind of division of labor was not troublesome to ( :rav. In the iso

lation of Chippewa Falls, the team was a coherent one. Cra~· refused to 

be diverted by the few visitors allowed to come to the lab(~ratorv, and 

even family demands had to fit into their allotted place. Crav's children 

"remember that on long auto trips he demanded total sile-nce, appar

ently to think through technical problems," and his wife, Verene, 

"worked hard to foster a sense of togetherness around Crav's obsessive 

work schedule." Family dinners were sacrosanct, but Crav would soon 

leave to return to his laboratory to work late into the nigl~t. "His eldest 
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child, Susan Cray Borman, recalls leaving him questions about her alge

bra homework on his desk in the evening, knowing she would find 

answers waiting for her in the morning. 'It was like the elves had come,' 

she says." 19 

The combination of Cray's intense personal involvement and the lab

oratory's isolation lent coherence to the project: "A team spirit devel

oped and carried over into sporting and recreational events in the 

cornmunity.":20 Developing the ti600, however, involved far more than 

the sociotcchnical work of leading the team at Chippewa Falls. Cray did 

not attempt to develop the basic components for the machine; devel

oping an innovative configuration or "architecture" f(>r them was work 

enough. This placed his team on the horns of a dilemma. A conserva

tive choice of components would reduce risks but might not give the 

speed that was necessary. The other Control Data employees working 

on the 3600 project were no slouches, despite the range of needs they 

were seeking to satisfy. To be justifiable within Control Data, much less 

to find a place in the market, the 6ti00 had to be a lot faster than the 

3600. Components at the state of the art, or just beyond it, would give 

the edge in speed, but would place the Llte of Cray's project in the 

hands of their developers, over whom he had no control. 

Cray's preferred approach was conservative-"keep a decade 

behind" is one of his sayings on display at the Computer Museum-and 

his team began by trying to wring a 15- to 20-fold speed increase over 

the I ti04 without a radical change in components. They found this 

impossible to achieve. Fortunately, a new silicon transistor, manuf~lc

tured by Fairchild Semiconductor, appeared on the market in time to 

salvage the project, and design was begun again with that as its basis, 

though the speed goal of the delayed project had to be increased rela

tive to the 3600 to make up f()r the lost time. 

The problematic relationship between computer designer and com

ponent supplier is a theme that was to recur in the history of super

computing. So is another issue that came to the fore in the 

development of the titiOO. Like almost all other computers, the 6600's 

operations were synchronized by pulses in control circuitry; the inter

vals between those pulses was its "clock speed." The target clock speed 

for the 6ti00 was 100 nanoseconds (one ten-millionth of a second). In 

such a tiny interval of time, the finite speed of electrical signals became 

a constraint. If the wires were too long, a signal would not arrive at its 

destination within one cycle of the clock. So the circuitry of the 6600 

had to be packaged very densely. The new silicon transistor gave a ten-

T 
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fold density impn)\Tment, but dense packaging meant intense heat. 

Cray grasped the centrality of what others might han' considered a 

menial aspect of computer design and superintended the design of a 

special cooling system, with freon refrigerant circulating though pipes 
in the machine's structure to remove the heat. 

To produce an artibct of the ()()()O's daunting complexitY was no casv 

task. The wider computer industrv had alreadv started appl\'ing its mm 

products in increasingly automated design and production svstcms. Crav 

took a step in the opposite direction. The most sophisticated computer 

of its day was, in effect, handcrafted. Crm was even reluctant to turn it 

over to the Control Data production Llcilities in the Minneapolis suburb 

of Arden Hills, and the first few 6600s were built in Chippewa Falls. 

Finally, the transition was successfull\' made, but it was no simple matter 

of handing over blueprints. The production process, and integrating the 

large network of suppliers whose parts went into the {)()00, required the 

most careful attention, but not from Cray himself. His habit has been to 

delegate the task to others in his team, but he has been fi>rtunatc in the 

people to whom he has delegated it. Lcs Davis, Cra\''s chief engineer li>r 

almost three decades, is regarded by many in the supercomputer \mrld 
as the man who made Crav's ideas work. 

This connection to the outside world was not the onlv wav the bound

ary around the Chippewa Falls lab had to be made permeable. If users 

in general were kept at arm's length, a few select people passed rela

tively freely between Chippewa Falls and sites where the()()()() might be 

used. The crucial such site was the nuclear weapons laboratorv at 

Livermore, California. Livermore's director of computing, Sidnev 

Fernbach, had easier access to Cray's laboratorY than Crav's boss \/orris 

had, and close liaison developed between the two sites. Crav. nonnallv 

considered a "technical dictator," was prepared to listen to Fern bach's 

advice about how to shape the ()f)()() to ensure it met LinTmore 's unique 
needs f(>r computer power. :21 

For all his apparent isolation, Crav was building potential users into 

what we, following Calion, Latour, and Law, might call his "network." 

His was not the slick marketing of the brochure and slide presentation. 

but the quiet link-making of a man who is reported to han' said at the 

time of the 6600's development that he knew all his potential customers 

by their first names.:Z:Z Its very lack of slickness-no conventional sales 

presentation appears ever to have been given at the Chippe\\·a Falls lab

oratory-made it all the more convincing. One participant remembers 

an Army colonel "asking what would be the performance of the model 
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7600 compared to the 1)600. Seymour replied that he would be happy if 

it just ran! Somehow the quiet low-key discussions were terribly impres

sive. The image of a man who knew exactZv what he was doing came 

across clearly to the visitors, as they told me afterwards.":23 

The link-making paid off. Despite its rapid early growth, predictable 

financial stability seemed to evade Control Data, and there was always 

the possibility that the risky 6600 project might be sacrificed for the sake 

of the more mainstream ~GOO. Livermore's commitment to Cray and his 
. . I . . h' 94 mac hme was VIla Ill preven tmg t IS.-

The 6600 repaid Fernbach's and Livermore's trust. It provided a 

quantum leap in the computing power available to Livermore and to its 

competitor, Los Alamos. It even gave the United States a temporary lever 

in its attempt to control France's nuclear weapons policy: in 1966 the 

U.S. government blocked the export of a Control Data 6600 destined for 

the French bomb program (though the requisite calculations were per

formed surreptitiously on an apparently nonmilitary 6600). 2 '' Though 

the term was not yet in widespread use, the 6600 was indeed a super

computer, enjoying a significant advantage in arithmetic speed over all 

other machines of its day, worldwide. 

Even Control Data's managers and shareholders, who had to pro

ceed much more on hith than had Fernbach,2h were repaid. The 

largest sale achieved by any previous supercomputer, IBM's Stretch, was 

eight. Before the decade was out, orders for the 6600 exceeded 100, at 

around $H million a machine. In an acerbic memo to his staff, IBM's 

chairman, Thomas .J. Watson, Jr., asked why Cray's team of "only ~4-

including the night janitor" had outperformed the computing indus

try's mightiest corporation.27 

"Big Blue," as the rest of the industry called IBM, struggled to devel

op, out of the basic multi-purpose System/~60 architecture, "top-end" 

machines to compete with Cray's. Although IBM controlled vastly more 

resources and had at its call considerable talent (including Gene 

Amdahl, a computer designer of great skill who was to become almost 

as famous as Cray), it succeeded only partially. Ultimately, IBM was not 

prepared to sacrifice compatibility for speed; nor, perhaps, were the 

"social" aspects of Cray's strategy replicable within the organization's 

corporate culture. The 1967 IBM ~60/91 surpassed the 6600; however, 

Cray had his 7600 ready by 1969, and not until 1971 did IBM, with the 

~60/ 195, catch up to that. The competition, however, was by no means 

simply about speed. Control Data claimed that IBM was using unbir 

means to dcknd its market share, such as allegedly telling potential cus-

T 
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tomers about attractin~ future machines br in ad\';mce of their rcacli

ness. The dispute led to the computer industry's most bnwus Lm·suit, 

with Control Data charging that IBM's marketing of the most powerful 

System/360 machines violated the antitrust laws of the l'nited States. 

Yet all was not entirelv well with Crav's strategY, and the competition 

with IBM was only part of the problem. The /(i()() was built according to 

very much the same priorities as the ()()00. But \\'hcrcas the()()()() offered 

a speed advantage of as much as 20 on-r pt-c\'ious-generation compttt

ers, the 7600 was onlv four times faster than the ()()00. \\'as it \mrth 

spending a further $10 million, and significant amouttts of time modi

fying programs, to obtain that degree of speedup? Some ()()00 users. 

notably the nuclear weapons laboratories. ;mswetTd in the artirmati\'e. 

But many said "no." Sales of the 7600, while still health\', wen· on!\' half 

those of the 6600. In particular, universities, a large sector of the ()()()O's 

market, declined to upgrade. 

Initially, Cray seemed unperturbed. He and his team began design

ing the H600, a bigger departure from the 7<iOO than the 7600 had been 

from the 6600. Despairing of achieving great eumtgh speed increases bY 

means of new components and incremental chauges to architecture, 

Cray moved to embrace the much-discussed but as n·t little-practiced 

principle of parallelism. The H600 was to han· four n·ntral processing 

units working simultaneously; all previous Crav machines (and ne<trh· 

all previous computers of whatever kind) had had hut one. .\gain. an 

idea that seems simple in principle turned out complex in pr;tctice. 

Ensuring adequate communication betwct·n the processors, and keep

ing them from contending f(>r access to the computer's memotT, \l'lTl' 

f(mnidable problems.2H 

V\'hile Seymour Cray and his team were working on the H(i00, ;moth

er team within Control Data, led initially by Cray's f(mncr ckputv JtnH's 

Thornton, was working on a rival machine: the STAR-100. Central to the 

STAR-100 was an idea at least as nm·cl as nlllltiplc central processors: n·c

tor processing. In a vector processor, one instruction ctn be used to per

fi>rm a certain operation, notjust on one or two pieces of data (as in <t 

conven tiona! "scalar" computer), but on large, orclerccl arravs ("strings .. 

or vectors). An example would be an instruction to add two strings each 

of 100 numbers to give one string of 100 numbers as a result. If the data 

could be organized in this way (and many of the problems that interest

ed the weapons designers at Livermore appeared, at least at first sight, to 

have this kind of regularity), considerable gains in speed could be 

achieved without the complexity of multiple central processors. 
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With the backing of Fernbach and Livermore, the design of the 

STAR-100 began within Control Data-but at the Arden Hills site, not 

at Chippewa Falls. The strategy was not Cray's. Speed was indeed a pri

ority, but users of different kinds had to be catered to. The cryptogra

phers of the National Security Agency persuaded the STAR's developers 

to add hardware support f(>r what those developers referred to as 

"spook instructions": data manipulations of particular interest to cryp

toanalysis. Control Data management (who had much greater access to 

the STAR than to the Cray machines) saw the STAR as the centerpiece 

of an integrated, compatible set of computers analogous to, but more 

advanct>d than, the IBM Systcm/c~60. The result was a large instruction 

set of over 200 instructions. For a long pniod, too, leadership of the 

project was ambiguous and communication and coordination poor. 

The machine became an "engineers' paradise" in which everybody 

could have novel ideas incorporated. Only determined action by project 

manager Neil Lincoln (Thornton had left Control Data to set up his 

own firm, Network Systems Corporation) finally achieved delivery of the 

STAR to Livermore in 1~74, f(mr years late.~~~ 

The STAR was-indeed still is-a controversial machine. Its adher

ents point out that it surpassed its impressive goal of 100 million results 

per second and note that the vector processing pioneered on it domi

nated at least the nt>xt two decades of supercomputing. Its detractors 

point out that it approached its top speed only on special programs that 

allowed extensive usc of its vector capabilities. In scalar mode, in which 

one instruction produces one result, the machine was slower than the 

CDC 7()00 of five years earlier. Thejudgment of the market at the time 

was with the detractors, and only three STARs were sold. 

The very existence of the STAR project in the late l ~60s and the early 

1970s was, however, a further factor adding to the internal troubles of 

the ~)()()() project. Both Etctors were compounded by a change in direc

tion at the top of Control Data. Diagnosing "a great change" taking 

place in the supercomputer market, William Norris, president and 

chairman of the board, said that Control Data's high-speed scientific 

computers had developed to a point where customers now needed little 

more in the way of increased speed and power. Instead, said Norris, 

supercomputer users were demanding service and software to help them 

get more efkctive use of the speed they already had. "In other words," 

ht' concluded, "the emphasis today shifts to applying very large comput

ers as opposed to development of more power. ":\o Although Control 

Data would continue to build and market large-scale scientific comput

ers, investment in research and development would be curtailed. 

The Chori.l.,notir· Fngin('('r 

Control Data's new corporate plan allmwd for supercomputer den·l

opment, but not at the pace Cray wanted-a new, significmtly Elster 

machine every five years. Control Data, which had gone from an innov

ative startup company to a large, diversifit'd, customer-oriented corpo

ration with a very important financial otlshoot, the Commercial Credit 

Company, had no place f(>r charisma. The increasingly tenuous tit's 

between Seymour Cray and Control Data were severed in l 972. "Since 

building large computers is my hobbv, I decided that with this shift in 

emphasis, it was time for me to make a change," Crav said. He and four 

of his colleagues left to start a new company. :>1 

Cray Research 

It is testimony to the respect in which Cray was held that the divorce was 

surprisingly amicable. Control Data's Commercial Crt'dit Companv 

even invested $500,000 in the new Crav Rt'search, Inc., adding to 

$500,000 ofCray's own money and a total of$l,!JOO,OOO from 14 other 

investors. The computer business had been sufficiently profitable that 

Cray had several personal friends within it who were ablt> to put in as 

much as $250,000 each. Crav was both president and chief executive 

officer. At last he could give purt> expression to his sociotechnical strat

egy, without even the residual t>ncumbrances of a large corporation. 

The strategy was b1·eathtaking simple: Cray Research would build and 

sell one machine at a time, and each machine would he a supt>ITom

puter. There would be no diversified product range; no attempt to 

make money (as Control Data wry successfully did) primarily from the 

sale of peripherals, such as disk drives and printers; no dilution of the 

commitment to built the fastest possible machine. By delimiting the 

goal, and keeping to a single development team of perhaps 20 people 

under the undistracted command of Seymour Crav, costs could be kept 

small. A selling price sufficiently above cost would be set to conT R&D 
expenditures. 3~ 

That the customer base for the world's Ltstest computer was small

Cray estimated it at SO-did not disturb him. Indeed, it was <lll a(km

tage that he already knew who his potential customers were: those 

purchasers of the ()()()() and 7600, including the nuclear weapons labo

ratories, whose demand for speed was still unsatisfied and was perhaps 

insatiable. They would be p1-cpared to pav the now-traditional super

computer price of around $8 million to $10 million per machine. If the 

high-performance computer industry's traditional margm of a selling 
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price three times the manuf~u:turing cost could be achieved, the pro

ceeds of a single sale would recoup the entire initial capital investment. 

Cray could not afford to take any risks with component technolof-,ry, 

and certainly could not afford to develop it within Cray Research. He 

chose a very simple but fast integrated circuit. It was, however, by no 

means Ctst enough on its own to give anything like the increase in speed 

needed to establish his new machine, which was (in a very public move 

from an apparently private man) to be called the Cray-1. 

It was in the choice of the Cray-1 's architt:>cture that Seymour Cray 

displayed a flexibility often absent in single-minded, dominant techni

cal entrepreneurs.:~:~ He abandoned the multiple-processor approach 

that had Ltilcd on the CDC H!iOO, and adopted the vector processing 

pioneered by its rival, the STAR-I 00. :~4 However, Cray had the advantage 

over the STAR's designers that he had the failings of a real machine (or 

at least an advanced development project) to learn fi·mn. Like others, 

he concluded that the STAR had two interrelated flaws. 

First, the STAR's scalar performance was br slower than its vector 

performance; thus, if even a small part of a program could not be made 

suitable f(>r vector processing, the m·crall speed of running that pro

gram would be drastically reduced. Cray therefore decided to place 

great emphasis on giving the Cray-1 the f~1stest possible scalar processor. 

Second, the full vector speed of the STAR was achieved only if data 

could be packaged into regular vectors of considerable size. This was 

partly attributable to the f~tct that the STAR processed the vectors direct

ly fi·om memory and then sent the results back to memory, in effect 

using a "pipeline" that was very bst when full but which took a relative

ly long time to fill. Cray decided instead to introduce a small, interme

diate storage level ("vector registers"), built fi·om very fast but extremely 

expensin~ memory chips. 

Other differences between the Cray I and the STAR were predictable 

consequences of their very different circumstances of development. 

Cray did not worry about compatibility with any other machine, 

whether designed by him or anyone else. One again, he had his "clean 

sheet of paper." The Cray-1 's instruction set was more complex than the 

6600's (here Cray's old links to cryptography may have come into play), 

but the great elaboration of the STAR was avoided. The old issues of 

physical size and cooling were once again central. The STAR's "memo

ry-to-memory" pipeline and its relatively slow scalar unit permitted a 

physically large machine. Cray's f~tst scalar unit and vector register 

design did not. 

T 
/'he Chruismatir Fngi111'1T N5 

The goal was a clock speed of 12.S nanoseconds, well below the ~0 

nanoseconds of the STAR. In the former time interval, even light in free 

space travels less than 4 meters, and an electric signal in a wire is s]m,·

er. This influenced several technical decisions. Along with the continu

ing fear of placing himself in the hands of others whom he could not 

control, it persuaded even Cray to override, as bras memon· design was 

concerrwcl, his motto about keeping a decade behind. In pn'vious 

machines he had always used magnetic core nwmories. LT nder the 

impact of competition from the new semiconductor memories, howev

er, the manuf~1Cturers of core memories were concentrating on the 

cheap, low-performance end of the market. Cray therefore decided to 

opt for slower, but physically smaller and reliablv available, semicon
ductor memory chips.':l"l 

Shrinking the machine also intensified the bmiliar problem of heat. 

Cray's team developed a new cooling scheme f(>r the Crav-1. Its integrat

ed circuits wert' mounted on boards back to back on copper plates built 

onto vertical columns of "cold bars"-alumimm1 blocks containing stain

less steel tubes through which fi·eon coolant flowed. The complt:>te 

mac hint' consisted of twelve columns arranged in a 2700 arc. thus giving 

the machine its now hunously elegant (>shaped horizontal cross section.:Hi 

The Cray-1 was as much of a tour de force as the 6600. All but a few 

adherents of the STAR accepted that the Crav-1 was, by a large margin, 

the world's fastest machine when it appeared in 1976. A triumph of 

Cray's general sociotechnical strategy and of his insight into the weak 

points of previous designs rather than of specific i mention (the on h· 

parts of the original design to be patented were the cooling svstem and 

the vector registers), it was nevertheless a technical triumph. This time 

IBM did not even try to compete directly: corporate pride was out

weighed by the memory of past bilures and by a sense that supercom

puting was merely a market niche of limited size rather than the 

11agship of all computing. Control Data tried, with a reengincered and 

improved version of the STAR known as the Cvlwr 20S. It was a strong 

technical rival to the Cray-1-f~lster on long \'ectors, though still not ~ts 

fast on short ones-but it was too late. 

Control Data's managers ht:>sitated on whether the supercomputing 

market was really worth the trouble and risk thev had f(nmd it to imulve. 

An interim machine, the Cyber 2(n, appeared in 1979. and the Cvber 

205 in 19H 1-five years after the Cray-1. By 19HS about thirtv Cvber 20Ss 

had been sold-not bad by the standards of the I ~H10s, but, as \IT shall 

sec, not good enough by the new standards of the 19HOs, standards set 
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by Cray Research. First Control Data and then its supercomputer spin

off, ETA Systems, were constantly chasing Cray Research fi·om behind

an ultimately fruitless dTort that culminated in the closure of ETA by its 

parent in April I ~H9, with total losses said to he $4~0 million. :n 

The Transformation of the Cray Strategy 

What made the chase ultimately fruitless was not any entrenched speed 

advantage of the Cray-1 and the later Cray Research machines. ETA's 

successor to the Cybcr 205, the ETA 10, was indeed faster in raw speed 

than its Cray competitors . .Japanese industry's entry into supercomput

ing during the 19HOs has, likewise, led to machines faster on some mea

surTs than Cr<t\' Research's, and the American suppliers of "massively 

parallel" corn;uters regularly quote performance figures br higher 

than those of Cray Research's modestly parallel vector processors. 

Rather, Seymour Cray's sociotechnical stratq,ry was quietly trans

formed. In pursuit of success and stability, charisma was routinized. The 

resulting "network" (again in the sense of Calion, Latour, and Law) no 

longer expressed itself in the ligure of Cray himself--indeed, ultimately 

it had no place for him-hut it has, to date, proved remarkably durable. 

The transformation began with the second Cray-l to he sold. The 

lirst sale was the classic Cray linkage of raw speed with the neells and 

resources of a nuclear weapons laboratory (Los Ala1nos this time, since 

Fcrnhach had committed Livermore to a second STAR-100), together 

with the classic Cray conlidence. Los Alamos had not budgeted for a 

new supercomputer before 1977, and by the mid 1970s the weapons lab

oratories' computer acquisition process had become much more 

bureaucratized. Cray Research, without any sales four years after it had 

been set up, had to establish itself, and few customers other than Los 

Alamos would have the interest and the resources to accept a new 

machine that was almost devoid of software and was not compatible with 

its existing computers. Cray gambled and offered Los Alamos Cray-1 

Serial l on loan. "If the machine hadn't performed, Cray Research 

wouldn't have cont.inued as a company. "'>1-l 

The customer identified for the next Cray-1, Serial 3, was not a 

nuclear weapons laboratory but the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research. (Construction of Serial 2 was halted when Serial 1 displayed 

a high level of memory errors when installed at Los Alamos, perhaps 

because of the high incidence of cosmic rays high in the mountains. 

Error detection and correction facilities were added to later machines.) 

T I-ll 

Although attracted hv the Crav-1 's SJWt:>d, the Boulrler mt·teorol<wical _. _. M 

bureau refused to buy the machine unless Crav Research supplied the 
systems software as well. 

Cray's strategy of building "the bstest computer in the 1wrld ··and let

ting the users worry about software was put to the test. Bv I !)7(), the man

agement ofCray Research was no longer solely in Sevmour Crav·s hanrls. 

Cray could raise money from fi·iends, but he was not the man to negoti

ate details with \\'all Street. Anothn midwestcrncr, also an ekctrical 

engineer but holding a Harvard MBA degree, had been hired in 197:i as 

chief financial oflicn: tlw :H-vear-old John Roll,,·agen who or()"anited 
' • l ' h 

the successful 1976 public flotation of Crav Research. Rollwagen and 

others concluded that a more accommodating approach to users had to 

be taken, and committed the company to supplving· the 1\'ational Center 

for Atmospheric Research with an operating svstem and <I Fortran com

piler as well as hardware. A major softwarc-devclopnH.'nt elfort (located. 

significantly, in Minneapolis, not Chippewa Falls) was initiated to paral

lel Cray's hardware devclopmen t. In .July I 977 Crav I Serial :~ \\as 

shipped to Boulder, and by the end of the vear Serials ~, 5, and () had 

also been sold. The company made its first net profit ($2 million), and 

John Rollwagen became president and chief exccutin· orticcr.:l•l 

Though sales of the Cray- I were just beginning. thoughts within Cra1· 

Research already began to turn to what to do next. There \ras discussion 

in the company as to whether to mon' into the "10\r end"" b1· making 

smaller machines (what in the I 9HOs would come to be called minisu

percomputers), derivt>d from the Cety-l, that would be cheaper and 

therefore perhaps command a larger market. Seymour Cray disagreed, 

explicitly turning his back on the lure of growth. In the 197H Annual 
Report he wrote: 

I would rather use the corporate resources to explore and den·lop newer and 
more unique computing equipment. Such a course will keep the CompanY in a 
position of providing advanced equipment to a small customer base in an area 
where no other manubcturer offers competitin· products. This course also 
tends to limit the rate of growth of the companv by moYing out of market areas 
when competitive equipments begin to impact our sales. I think it is in the long
term best interests of the stockholders to limit growth in this manner and main
tain a good pro!it margin on a smaller sales base.~0 

As always, Cray put his technological effort where his mouth was, start

ing work in 1978 on the Cray-2, with the goal of a sixfold increase in 

speed over the Cray-1-nearing the tantalizing t;uget of the gigaflop, a 

thousand million floating-point ;uitlmwtic opc1;1tions per second. 



No one ddiecl the founder by beginning work on a minisupercom

puter. Nevertheless, Cray Research's development effort was not 

restricted to the Cray-2, and extensive efforts were made to make the 

existing Cray-1 attractive for a broader range of customers .. Th~ Cray-lS, 
announced in 1979, kept to the founder's remit by offenng Improved 

performance: an input-output subsystem to remove bottlcn~cks that 

had slowed the original Cray-1, and a larger memory. In 19H2 It was fol

lowed bv the Cray-1 M, offering the same performance as the IS b~lt, 

through. the use of a different, cheaper component techno~ogy, at a SI~
nificantly lower price-$4 to $7 million, rather than the $8.5 t<~ $~3_ .. ?, 
million of the machines in the IS series. The Cray-lM was no mmi, 

but it could be seen as a step in that direction. . 

Tailoring the hardware to expand the market was only _one asp~~ct of 
the new stratq.,'-y that began to develop at Cray Research. Systematically, 

difleren t categories of users (not just weapons laboratories and weath~r 

bureaus, important though those remained) were cultivated. Their 
. . t ·I I gy W'lS needs were explored and, where necessary, existmg e( 1n_o _o. , • · 

altered or new technology developed to meet them. The ml mdustry 

was first, with f(mr years of cultivation between first contacts and the 

first sale, in 19HO. Originally, the oil industry used supercomputers for 

reservoir engineering in order to extract as much oil from a well as ~os

siblc. Soon, however, these machines were also used for the processmg 

of seismic data to locate possible oil deposits. Enormous amounts of 
data had to be processed, in quantities exceeding even the weapons lab

oratories or weather bureaus. A specially developed additional memory, 

the Solid Stale De,·ice (SSD), helped, but a crucial (and symbolically sig

nificant) step was Cray Research's investment in the development of a 

link between IBM magnetic-tape equipment and a Cray supei~computer, 
together with software to handle tapes that had suffered physically from 

. f. ·I 1 1· II the ngors o 01 exp ora 1011. . . 
The aerospace, automobile, and chemicals industnes were furt~1e~· tar: 

gets for successive waves of f(Kused cultivation and "network hwlclmg. 

Though physical devices sometimes had to be developed to cement 

links, software development was Llr more important. It was no longer suf

lici('nt, as it had been when Cray-1 Serial 3 was sold, to supply an or~er

ating syst('m and a Fortran compiler. Compilers ~or other programi:,nng 

languages were developed, and particular at tent1on w~s devoted to vec

torizing" compilers, which would enable the users of Cr<~y superco~nput

ers to take advantage of their machines' vector speed Without havmg to 
inn·st larg(' amounts of time in rewriting programs (as the Livermore 
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users of the STAR-100 had to do). Cray Research even took upon itself 

~o convert ~or use on its machines specific computer packages that were 
Important m areas being targeted for sales, such as the Pamcrash auto

mobile crash simulation program. By I985, 200 m<Uor applications pack
ages had been converted to run on Cray machines.42 

The result of all this effort was that during the 1980s Cray Research's 
expenditure on software development came to equal that on hardware 

developme~t. Seymour. Cray should not be thought of as having 

oppose~ this. Ever flexible about the means to achieve the goal of 

speed, If not about the goal itself, he could even be seen as having led 

this ef~ort, abandoning for the Cray-2 Cray Research's own 'cray 

Operatmg Syste_m and moving to Unix, which was rapidly becoming a 

stan~ard operatmg system and which was much better at handling time

shanng and interactive computing than Cray Research's original sys
tem. But his .readiness to make the shift also indicated a ~ideni;1g 
chasm. It was m part sensible because the Cray-2 differed so radicallv in 

architecture from the Cray-1 that converting the Cray Operating Sys;em 

was scarcely any easier than shifting to Unix. Once again, Sevmour Cray 

h~d started with a clean sheet of paper in his search for speed. Howen·I:, 

With the growing attention to the priorities of users disinclined to invest 
in rewriting programs, and with Cray Research's growing investment in 

software, the clean sheet of paper was beginning to seem a problem, not 
an advantage, to others in the company.43 

Here,_ furthermore, the unpredictability of trying to implement a 

strategy 111 an only partially tractable world, rather than rational choice 

between strategies, played a decisive role, and added to the centrifugal 

forces already pushing Seymour Cray away from the center of the com

pany he had founded. To gain his desired speed increase with the Crav-

2, Seym~ur Cray was pursuing an ambitious design combining nc~, 
faster chips (developed by Motorola and Fairchild in cooperation with 

Cray Research), multiple central processing, and a processor architec

ture significan tl~ different from that of the Cray-1. Despite their respect 
for Cray, others m the firm questioned whether he could succeed in all 

these innovations simultaneously, and difficulties and delays in the Cray-
2 project reinforced their fears. · 

Les Davis, Cray's chief engineer, began the process from which an 

alternative to the Cray-2 emerged by suggesting the use of the new, 

faster :hips in a multiprocessor design in which the basic processor was 
essentially the same as in the Cray-1. Such a machine would enjoy 
greater software compatibility with the Cray-1, and even if 
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emerged it would allow the increasingly important software developers 
to experiment with parallel processing in advance of the Cray-2. On 

Davis's instigation a second design team was formed, headed by a young 
Taiwan-born engineer, Steve Chen, to pursue a low-level, cheap effort 

along these lines. 
The effort surpassed by far the hopes of its instigator. John 

Rollwagen, concerned that Cray Research's future was being staked too 
exclusively on the Cray-2, decided to sell the Davis-Chen machine as a 
product. The Cray X-MP, announced in 1982, offered up to five times 

the performance of the Cray-1S, nearly as much as the Cray-2's as yet 
unmet goal, but with the advantage of substantial software compatibili
ty with the Cray-1. The X-MP fitted its niche beautifully, in both a phys

ical sense (the use of more advanced chips meant that multiple 
processors could be fitted into a cabinet very similar to that of the Cray-
1) and a commercial sense, given the importance of software to Cray 
Research and its users. It became the Western world's most successful 

supercomputer, with almost 160 sales of different versions of the X-MP 

by the end of 1989.44 
Seymour Cray managed to snatch partial success for the Cray-2 from 

the jaws of what was rapidly beginning to look like a path to oblivion: an 
advanced design route to a new computer offering little, if any, speed 
increase over the X-MP, which was fast becoming an established prod
uct. He managed to differentiate the Cray-2 from the X-MP by using 

slow but relatively cheap chips to offer a massive memory of up to 256 
megawords, two orders of magnitude more than existing machines at 

the time. He compensated for the slowness of this massive memory by 
attaching small, fast memories to each of the Cray-2's four processors. 

This tactic worked only partially: very careful management of memory 
resources by users of the Cray-2 is needed to prevent the slow main 
memory from becoming a bottleneck. But a sufficient number of users 

wanted a massive memory (by November 1989 24 Cray-2 machines had 
been sold45) for there to be reasons other than sentiment for Cray 

Research to market its founder's design. 
The most immediate reason for the Cray-2's dangerous delay (it 

came on the market only in 1985, three years after the X-MP) had been 
problems with cooling, and different approaches taken to these are fur

ther interesting indicators of the specificity of Seymour Cray's preferred 
sociotechnical style. The Cray-2's components were packaged even 
more closely than in previous machines, and Cray, despite repeated 
efforts, could not make his existing approach to cooling, based on cir-
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culating freon refrigerant, work well enough: "You don't know you are 

going down the wrong road on a design until you have invested six 
months or a year in it. I had about three of those false starts on the Cray-
2. The cooling mechanism in those designs didn't work."46 

These failures led Cray Research to initiate yet another alternative to 
what Seymour Cray was trying to do: a research subsidiary called Cray 
Laboratories in Boulder. Its job was to do what Seymour Cray appeared 

unable to do: design a Cray-2 that worked. While Cray continued to 
search for a way to cool his computer design, using existing chips with 

modest numbers of circuits on the chip, Cray Labs pursued the alter
native path (more widely followed in the computer industry at large) of 

packing more computing power onto each chip, using very-large-scale 
integration. 

"It was going to be either one design or the other," Cray later 
recalled. There was no commonality in the two approaches, and only his 

own fitted his style ofwork. "I can't take the high-technolof:.,ry [very-large
scale integration] approach because it requires a division of the work 
into specific areas, and I can't handle that as an individual," Cray said. 

"I was grasping at a low-technology approach to the Cray-2. "47 

In a "last desperate attempt," Cray tried a completely new cooling 
approach in which the whole machine would be immersed in a cooling 
liquid, which, by its forced circulation, would remove the heat pro
duced. When he proposed the scheme nobody took it seriously. 
"Everyone on the project laughed, in fact they rolled in the aisles. 
Because everybody knew the boards would swell up and it just wouldn't 
work." Liquid immersion cooling had been tried before, and a variety 
of known coolants had been investigated, all of which had soon da~
aged the printed circuit boards. But Seymour Cray took a different 
approach: he did not select liquids primarily because of their cooling 
properties; he chose them on the basis of their known inertness. One of 
the liquids he tried was a substance that was used in artificial blood. This 

finally worked, allowing Cray to build a machine that was very densely 
packed but which could still be cooled.48 

The Split 

The great success of the X-MP and the partial success of the Cray-2 con
tributed to Cray Research's continuing growth. Despite its specific market, 
the company's sales began to nudge it into the ranks of the dozen or so 
leading computer suppliers in the world, albeit still far behind the giant 
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IBM. That success, however, masked the deepening of the divide between 
it~ founder and the bulk of the company he had founded. In 1989, four 
years after the Cray-2 went on the market, Seymour Cray left Cray Research. 

During the latter part of the 1980s Seymour Cray's strategy and the 
strategy dominant at Cray Research continued to diverge. The Cray 
Research strategy was to build on the success of the X-MP and the grow
ing user base that made that success possible, seeking systematically to 
develop new fields of application and strengthening relations with exist

ing customers. The purchaser of an X-MP (or the improved but com
patible Y-MP) was now buying not raw speed but access to extensive 

software resources and services. Cray Research helped customers new to 
supercomputing to plan their installations and provided on-site support 
for the life of the installation. The firm guaranteed that, should a Cray 
Research supercomputer fail, anywhere in the world, a Cray engineer 

would be there in 2 hours. 
Far from keeping users at arm's length, Cray Research sought to bind 

them ever more tightly to the company. A Cray User Group was set up, 
and it held yearly meetings for all users of Cray supercomputers. These 

meetings were attended by Cray Research representatives, and the com

pany sought to respond quickly to problems or desires that emerged. 
Cray Research also paid increasing attention to links with other suppli
ers. The announcement in 1990 of a "network supercomputing" strate
gy for Cray Research made this explicit: the supercomputer was now to 
be seen not as an artifact standing on its own but as a central part of 

complex network, many parts of which would be supplied by companies 

other than Cray Research.49 
If this strategy begins to sound a little like the statements by William 

Norris that were instrumental in Seymour Cray's leaving Control Data, 
one crucial difference should be emphasized: Cray Research was (and 
still is) very concerned with speed. The Cray Y-MP, which came onto the 
market in 1988, was about two to three times faster than the X-MP, 
though comparison is difficult because both machines have been made 
available in many different processor numbers and memory sizes to suit 

different customers. The successor to the Y-MP, the C-90, is a further 
expression of this technological approach: it is compatible with its pre
decessors, and broadly similar in design; however, it is significantly 

faster, embodying improved component technologies, more central 
processors (sixteen, rather than the eight of the top-of-the-range Y-MP), 

and a larger memory. 
Simultaneously, however, the heretical step "down" toward the min

isupercomputer has been made. In 1990 Cray Research announced an 
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air-cooled version of the Y-MP series. Slower but significantly cheaper 
(starting at $2.2 million) than the original Y-MP, it was still more expen
sive than most minisupercomputers. The company also bought 

Supertek Computers, a Santa Clara minisupercomputer company that 
specializes in machines that are compatible with Cray Research's but 
still cheaper. The acquisition was intended to speed up Cray Research's 
entry into the minisupercomputer market. 50 

Seymour Cray's commitment to speed, on the other hand, remained 
much more naked. His goal for the Cray-3 was a twelvefold increase in 

speed over the Cray-2, to 16 X 109 floating-point arithmetic operations 
per second. The machine was designed to be compatible with the Cray-
2, but not with the X-MP, the Y-MP, or the C-90. 

In one crucial respect, however, the Cray-3 was a departure fi·om 
Cray's previous strategy. Up to a fourfold improvement in speed over 
the Cray-2 was expected to come from using sixteen processors rather 
than four, but that left a factor of at least 3 to come from Lister compo

nents. As we have seen, Cray's preference in all previous machines was 
to remain well within the state of the art in component technolol-,'}'-to 

avoid both risk and also a complex division of labor. For the Cray-3, 
however, he concluded that the existing state of the art would not sus
tain the increase in component speed he sought, and so he took the 
"high-technology approach" he had eschewed for the Cray-2. 

Nor, furthermore, is the form taken by this approach the silicon VLSI 
path, which, though still relatively new in supercomputing, was com
monplace in the wider computer industry. Instead, Seymour Cray 

became the first computer designer to commit himself to using proces
sor chips made out of gallium arsenide rather than silicon. Gallium 

arsenide had long been discussed as a faster substitute for silicon (Cray 
himself had investigated but rejected it for the Cray-2), but there were 
known to be daunting ditliculties in the number of circuits that could 

be implemented on a gallium arsenide chip, in manufacturing the 
chips, and in their reliability. Around the computer industry it was joked 
that "gallium arsenide is the technology of the future, always has been, 
always will be."51 

With the Cray-3, Seymour Cray gambled that the future was about to 
arrive, and that he could manage a more complex process of techno

logical development, involving not just his own design team but also 
groups outside the company developing gallium arsenide components 
for the project. Reports suggest that he has been successful. The Cray-3 
project, however, met with serious delays. The problems arose, it seems, 
not from the gallium arsenide but from the continuing miniaturization 
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needed to sustain ever-increasing speed. The Cray-3 was planned to 
operate with a 2-nanosecond clock period, handling one scalar instruc
tion every clock period. For this to be possible, given the finite speed of 

electrical signals, the maximum allowable wire length is 16 inches. So 
the Cray-3 modules arc unprecedentedly small for a supercomputer. 

Seymour Cray's design called for cramming 1024 chips into a package 
measuring just 4 inches by 4 inches by ~ inch. A 16-processor Cray-3 

would use 208 of those packages. Assembling them was so complex and 
delicate a task that it was believed to be beyond the capacity of human 
assemblers. Special robots had to be developed to do it; this again 

involved collaboration outside Cray's team. Cray worked with the 
Hughes Aircraft Company to develop robotic assembly equipment to 
attach 52 gold wires to each gallium arsenide chip. The wires, which 
served as both electrical connectors and fasteners, were far thinner than 
human hairs, and only ~ inch long. They had to be perfectly straight, 
because after 52 of them were attached to each chip-each with a micro

scopic dot of solder-the chip was turned over and pressed directly into 
a l-inch-square printed circuit board. Each board held nine chips and 

was composed of eight layers, each with its own circuitry. To cool the 
chips, which sat flush against the circuit board, thousands of holes were 
drilled to permit the coolant to contact each chip directly. As in the case 
of the Cray-2, the density was to be achieved by means of three-dimen
sional packaging. All in all, in each module 12,000 vertical jumpers had 
to be soldered, which posed a tremendous manufacturing challenge. 

Sustaining both the Cray-3 and C-90 projects, together with the grow

ing range of other development activities (especially in software) that 
Cray Research was becoming committed to, began to place strains on 
the company. During the first quarter of 1989, research and develop

ment expenses were about 35 percent higher than in the first quarter of 
the preceding year, even after the cancellation of another ambitious 

project, the MP project led by Steve Chen. At the same time, the super
computer market's annual growth had slowed from about 50 percent in 
the early 1980s to about 10 percent in 1988.52 The share price of Cray 

Research, long the darling of Wall Street, was beginning to slump. 

Either the Cray-3 or the C-90 had to go. 
Which was it to be? With the delays in the Cray-3, it and the C-90 

seemed likely to appear at roughly the same time, in 1990 or 1991, and 
were going to be similar in speed and memory sizes. The main differ
ence was in compatibility. The Cray-3 would be compatible with the Cray-
2, of which about 25 units had been sold. The C-90 would be compatible 
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with the X-MP and the Y-MP, with an installed base of about 200. The 
logic ":as clear. The C-90 had to be preserved and the Cray-3 cancelled. 

Yet It could not be as simple as that. John Rollwagen knew that "not 

choosi,~~ Seymour's m~chine would have torn th~ company apart." 
Mter SIX months mullmg over alternatives," Rollwagcn proposed to 
Cray yet another "amicable divorce. "53 A new company would be incor

porated to undertake the further development of the Cray-3. The new 

company would at first be a wholly owned subsidiary of Crav Research, 
with Cray Research transferring to it $SO million worth of f~cilities and 

up to $100 million in operating funds over two years. For Crav Research, 
with revenues of $750 million a year, that was a lot of mone~. However, 
Cray Research's shareholders were rewarded by receiving shares in the 

new company on a tax-free basis, Cray Research was able to concentrate 
its efforts and resources on the one project, and failure of the Cray-3 
would not endanger Cray Research's existence. 

While making it clear the split was not his idea, Seymour Cray agreed 
to it: "I don·~ mind this role. I kind of like starting over. "54 Once :1gain 
he was workmg for a small startup company, this time called the Crav 

Computer Corporation. This time, however, it was not in Chippew~1 
:ails. Befor~ the split, the Cray-3 team had moved to Colorado Springs, 
m the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. Nor was the world bced bv him 

the same as in 1957, or in 1972. In 1972, in particular, Crav Rese;~rch's 
commitment to building the world's fastest computer was m;ique. It had 
no direct competitor, the less-than-wholehearted effort at Control Data 

aside. At the start of the 1990s, Cray Research, the .Japanese supercom

~uter companies, Steve Chen (who left Cray Research when his MP pro
ject was cancelled, to form a new firm, backed by IBM) were all 

pursuing speed, as were a number of other companies that had devel

oped or were developing machines with "massively p<u·allel" architec
tures rather than the modestly parallel ones characteristic of 
mainstream supercomputing. 

In this newly competitive marketplace, Cray Research still enjoved a 
d~minant position, not through speed alone, but rather thrm~gi1 the 
diverse, entrenched links it had built with users. Seymour Cray, on the 

other hand, was taking on this new world with essentially two resources: 
the strategy of speed and the power of the name. 

Charisma and Routinization 

The charisma of Seymour Cray is real and continuing. When a local news
paper reported that the Cray-3 development team was moving to Colorado 
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Springs, 3500 people wrote asking for jobs before any formal advertise

ment appeared. The temptation of a purely psychological interpretation 
of that charisma-'The Genius"-is strong. Yet it must be resisted. 

The charisma of Cray was the product of a network of relationships 
that stretched far beyond the man and his brain. Most obviously, the 
charisma was in good part the result of his computers, several of which 

were accepted unequivocally as the most powerful in the world of their 
time. The engineer's charisma, if it is not to be evanescent, must 
embody itself in the machine, just as the warlord's must embody itself in 

an army and the prophet's in a religious movement. And not just any 
machine, or any army, or any movement, but one that succeeds (or, at 
the very least, fails gloriously and tragically). 

Building a machine and making it successful cannot be done by one 
person alone. Others must play their parts, from those who labored with 
Cray through the long Chippewa Falls evenings, to those (mostly 
women) who for months on end painstakingly connected up the Cray-

1 's complex wiring, to users like Fern bach who made Cray's first super
computer work, to Cray's daughter who was satisfied with algebra done 

by elves. They, and the wider world, may be happy to attribute author
ship of the machine and of its success to the charismatic engineer, but 
without them the machine and its success would not exist. 

Hence the dialectic of charisma. If a network is to grow and survive 
(more machines, more sales, a growing firm; an empire; a church), its 
links must multiply, expand, and solidify. Not only are more actors 
involved, but also many more specialist functions, often far removed 
from the skills of the leader. However entrenched the image of the 

charismatic leader's authorship of everything, strains in the opposite 
direction develop. The specialist functions demand due resources and 

due recognition. Social organization, once implicit (Seymour Cray's per
sonal links to key users), becomes explicit (the official Cray User Group). 

Max Weber's term for all this-routinization-is too stark in the con

text we are discussing. The information technology industry changes 
too fast for bureaucracy (in the Weberian sense of a formal hierarchical 

division of labor, with clear-cut rules, roles, and responsibilities, and 
with a clear separation between the demands and duties of the role and 
the personal characteristics of its temporary incumbent) to stabilize suc

cessfully, as Tom Burns showed in 1961.55 Explicit organization-albeit 
"organic" in Burns's sense, rather than bureaucratic-is nonetheless 
necessary, beyond a certain size. And explicit organization brings with it 
its own exigencies and its own priorities. Risks, for example, may still 
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have to be taken; however, in the words of John Rollwagen, they must 
be taken "more carefully. "56 

The successful charismatic leader thus eventually faces a hard choice: 

to play a revered but different role in the new network, or to cut loose 
from it and begin afresh. Seymour Cray, yet again, has embarked upon 
the second path. Will he succeed as he has done before? The odds are 

stacked against him, but, precisely because of that, if he does succeed, 
his remarkable charismatic authority will grow yet further. 

Addendum 

In March 1995 the Cray Computer Corporation, having failed to find a 
customer for the Cray-3 or a firm order for its successor, the Cray-4, filed 
for bankruptcy protection. The end of the Cold War (and the conse
quent decline of much of the traditional supercomputer market), design 
and manufacturing problems with the Cray-3, the entrenchment of Cray 
Research, and increasing competition from massively parallel machines 

appear to have combined to render Cray Computer's task too hard. 



7 
The Fangs of the VIPER 

Computer systems are increasingly taking on roles in which their failure 
could have catastrophic results, for example in medical care and in the 
control systems of aircraft and nuclear power stations. How can such sys
tems be known to be safe? Certainly, they can be tested. For a system of 
any complexity, however, the number of possible combinations of exter

nal inputs and internal states is too large for even the most highly auto

mated testing to be comprehensive. Nor does it necessarily help to 
install systems in triplicate, as is often done with crucial electromechan

ical systems. This is a good insurance against physical failure, but not 
against a hardware or software design flaw common to all three systems. 
Computer scientists have, therefore, been seeking ways to prove mathe

matically that the design of a computer system is correct. In 1986 the 
U.K. Cabinet Office's Advisory Council for Applied Research and 

Development suggested that such mathematical proof should eventual
ly become mandatory for any system whose failure could result in more 
than ten deaths. I 

A major step in this direction came in the late 1980s when a team of 
researchers employed by the U.K. Ministry of Defence developed a 
novel microprocessor called VIPER (verifiable integrated processor for 
enhanced reliability). Though VIPER had several other features 
designed to make it safe (such as stopping if it encountered an error 
state), what was crucial about it was the claimed existence of a mathe
matical proof of the correctness of its design-something no other com
mercially available microprocessor could boast. 

The claim of proof became controversial, however. There was sharp 
disagreement over whether the chain of reasoning connecting VIPER's 
design to its specification could legitimately be called a proof. Lawyers 
as well as researchers became involved. Charter Technologies Ltd., a 
small English firm that licensed aspects of VIPER technology from the 
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Ministry of Defence, took legal action against the ministry in the High 

Court, alleging among other things that the claim of proof was a mis
representation. The ministry vigorously contested Charter's allegations, 

and Charter went into liquidation before the case could come to court. 
If it had, the court would have been asked to rule on what constitutes 
mathematical proof, at least in the context of computer systems. 
Lawyers and judges would have had to grapple with esoteric issues pre
viously in the province of mathematicians and logicians. 

The home of VIPER was the Ministry of Defence's Royal Signals and 
Radar Establishment (RSRE), Britain's leading research and develop

ment laboratory in radar, semiconductor physics, and several fields of 
information technology. VIPER was developed by a team of three at 

RSRE, led by John Cullyer, a man concerned by the potential for com
puter-induced catastrophe.2 In the VIPER project, Cullyer and his col
leagues, John Kershaw and Clive Pygott, aimed to design a 
microprocessor whose detailed, logic-gate-level design could be proved 

to be a correct implementation of a top-level specification of its intend
ed behavior. With the methods available in the 1980s, a direct proof of 

correspondence was out of the question, even for the relatively simple 
VIPER chip. Instead, the team sought to construct the proof in the form 

of a chain of mathematical reasoning connecting four levels of decreas
ing abstraction. 

Most abstract is the top-level specification (level A), which lays down 
the changes that should result from each of the limited set of instruc
tions provided for use by VIPER's programmers. Level B, the major-state 

machine, is still an abstract description but contains more details on the 
steps gone through in executing an instruction. Level C, the block 

model, is more concrete and consists of a diagram (of a kind familiar to 
designers of integrated circuits) of the major components of VIPER, 
together with a specification of the intended behavior of each compo
nent. In level D the description is sufficiently detailed that it can be used 
to control the automated equipment employed to construct the "masks" 
needed to fabricate VIPER chips. 

At the end of 1986, the RSRE team began its authoritative account: 
"VIPER is a 32-bit microprocessor invented at RSRE for use in highly 
safety-critical military and civil systems. To satisfY certification authori
ties of the correctness of the processor's implementation, formal math

ematical methods have been used both to specifY the overall behavior 
of the processor and to prove that gate-level realizations conform to this 
top-level specification. "3 The paper made clear that part of the chain of 
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proof was still being constructed. Simultaneously, however, VIPER 
began to be sold, both literally and metaphorically. The two processes 
were to collide disastrously. 

During 1987 and 1988, VIPER moved rapidly toward the market. Two 
leading U.K. electronics firms, Ferranti Electronics Ltd. and Marconi 
Electronic Devices Ltd., undertook to make prototype chips, using dif

ferent processes as an insurance against the introduction of errors in 
their physical production. Several firms took up the equally essential 
work of making it possible for users to write programs for VIPER and to 

check their correctness. Most central was Charter Technologies, which 

in 1988 signed a contract with the Ministry of Defence to sell and sup
port the VIPER software tool set developed by RSRE. Through Defence 
Technology Enterprises (a firm set up to help implement the U.K. gov
ernment's goal of having more of the research done at defense estab
lishments turned into commercial products), Charter also purchased 
the license to develop and sell the VIPER prototyping system. Charter 

marketed VIPER actively. 4 The technical press was unrestrained in its 
welcome, claiming that VIPER had been mathematically proved to be 
free of design faults.5 

Commercialization and glowing media accounts ofv1PER had a dou
ble-edged effect. In 1986, RSRE had awardt>d a contract to the 

University of Cambridge to investigate the possibility of mechanically 
checking the higher-level VIPER correctness proob. Cullyer had used a 
system called LCF-LSM, developed at Cambridge, to write VIPER's spec
ification and to construct an outline "paper-and-pencil" proof that the 

major-state machine (level B) was a correct implementation of it. By 
January 1987, Avra Cohn, at Cambridge, had successfully used HOL,ti 

LCF-LSM's successor, to formalize and automate Cullyer's outline proof 
linking levels A and B. The pencil-and-paper proof took Cullyer three 
weeks. The mechanized proof, in which every step of logical inference 
is made explicit, took six person-months to set up and consisted of more 
than a million inferences. 7 

Cohn then embarked on the more ambitious task of proving that the 

block model (level C) was a correct implementation of the top-level 
specification. She constructed a partial proof of more than 7 million 
inference steps, but by May 1988 she had concluded that to complete 
the proof would mean a great deal more work for what she called a 
"dwindling research interest" as well as requiring further development 
of the HOL system. Cohn had also become worried about the way 
VIPER was being described in marketing materia] and in the media. 

·--, 
I 
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The very language of proof and verification could, she felt, convey a 
false sense of security. To say that the design of a device is "correct" does 
not imply that the device will do what its designers intended; it means 

only that it is a correct implementation of a formal specification. Even 
the most detailed description of a device is still an abstraction from the 
physical object. Gaps unbridgeable by formal logic and mathematical 
proof must always potentially remain between a formal specification 

and the designers' intentions, and between the logic-gate-level descrip
tion and the actual chip (figure l).R 

VIPER's developers were perfectly aware of these unavoidable limita
tions offormal proof. The gap between gate-level descriptions and phys
ical chips was the very reason they had sought independent physical 
implementations of VIPER, implementations that could (in the lAver

sion) be run in parallel, checking one another. However, a highly criti
cal assessment from the verification specialists of Computational Logic 
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Figure 1 

Cohn's arguments on the limits of formal verification. 
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Inc., of Austin, Texas, seems to have been something of a shock to them. 
The American firm had been commissioned by NASA to assess the 
VIPER proof. The report's authors, Bishop Brock and Warren Hunt, 

were prepared to grant the status of formal proof only to Cohn's HOL 
proof linking levels A and B. All the other links in the chain were, in 
their view, either incomplete or informal. For example, the RSRE team 

had initially established the correspondence of levels C and D by simu
lation and case-by-case checking, using a method they called "intelligent 
exhaustion."9 The simulation, however, required LCF-LSM specifica

tions to be translated into the RSRE-developed ELLA language, and 
there was, Brock and Hunt said, no formal proof of the correctness of 

the translation. Nor, they claimed, was there a proof that all possible 
cases had been considered. VIPER, they concluded, had been "inten
sively simulated and informally checked" but not "formally verified."l0 

News of the impending report reached the VIPER team in 
September 1989, when Charter's managing director, Digby Dyke, met 

Professor Cullyer (who had by then left the Royal Signals and Radar 
Establishment) at a seminar. When the RSRE team received a copy of 
the draft report, it appeared that Cullyer conceded Brock and Hunt's 

criticisms. The version sent by fax from Austin had been shown to 
Cullyer and contained his handwritten annotations and his signature. 
The word "agreed" appeared repeatedly in the margin. 

Cullyer's response was generous, especially given that Computational 
Logic could be seen as a rival, since the firm was developing a formally 
proven microprocessor of its own. The RSRE team was happy to acknowl
edge that "more remains to be done, both to build up confidence in the 

existing VIPER design and to develop new techniques of design and ver
ification which avoid the limitations of present methods."!! 

By the autumn of 1989, however, VIPER was no longer just a research 
project. It was a commercial product, and one that was not meeting with 
great success, quite apart from any problems of proof. Potential users 
were reluctant to abandon tried and trusted microprocessors (even with 
their known bugs) for a novel chip and new software, and VIPER was 
too simple and slow for many applications. Government policy prohib
ited the Ministry of Defence from mandating the use of VIPER, and by 
the time of the lawsuit only one defense project had adopted it. The 
only civil adoption had been for a system to control signals on auto
mated railroad crossings in Australia. 

The lack of commercial success and the criticism of the claim of 

proof broke the previously close ties between RSRE and Charter 

, 
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Technologies. Charter began by seeking informal redress for the losses 
it believed it had suffered but then took its grievances to members of 
parliament, the media, and (in january 1991) the law courts. 

In the ensuing publicity, the central issue was often submerged. No 
"bug" had been found in the VIPER chips. Indeed, their design had 
been subjected to an unprecedented degree of scrutiny, checking, sim
ulation, and mathematical analysis-work that has continued since the 
litigationY~ At issue in the litigation, however, was whether the results 
of this process-as it stood immediately before the lawsuit began

amounted to a formal, mathematical proof. As we have seen, to Brock 

and Hunt they did not. Cohn, similarly, wrote in 1989: " ... no formal 
proofs of Viper (to the author's knowledge) have thus far been 
obtained at or near the gate level. "13 Others, however, would counter 
that most of mathematics has not been proved in a fully formal sense, 
and would claim that it is an unduly restrictive, even distorted, notion 
of "proof." (See chapter 8 of the present volume.) 

Because of Charter's bankruptcy, the High Court was not, in the end, 
called on to take sides in this dispute over the nature of mathematical 

proof. Yet the underlying issues did not disappear along with Charter. 
The Ministry of Defence, in April 1991, issued a standard for 'The 
Procurement of Safety Critical Software in Defence Equipment."l4 
Although many other measures are proposed, and although there is 
provision for exceptions, the standard clearly points to the desirability 
of fully formal proof in the most crucial applications. 

As the Ministry of Defence and other major users of safety-critical 

computer systems move in this wholly praiseworthy direction, it is 
important that the lessons of the past be learned rather than sup
pressed. The VIPER episode reminds us that "proof' is both a seductive 

word and a dangerous one. We need a better understanding of what 
might be called the "sociology of proof': of what kinds of argument 
count, for whom, under what circumstances, as proofs. Without such an 

understanding, the move of "proof' from the world of mathematicians 
and logicians into that of safety-critical computer systems will surely end 
up, as VIPER nearly did, in the courts. 

8 
Negotiating Arithmetic, Constructing Proof 

Computer systems have been a su~ject of considerable interest to social 
scientists since the 1960s. Their diffusion, their likely effects on organi
zations, on employment levels and on society at large, the evolution of 
the computer industry-these and other topics have received consider
able attention. Computer systems as mathematical entities have, however, 

remained almost entirely the province of technical specialists. Here I 

seek to redress that balance by arguing that computer systems offer inter
esting and counterintuitive case studies in the sociology of mathematics. 

Two different aspects of computer systems as mathematical entities 
will be discussed. The first is the computer (and the advanced digital 
calculator) as an arithmetical tool. Intuition might suggest that arith
metic done by calculator or computer would be wholly unproblematic. 
Arithmetic, after all, is the very paradigm of secure, consensual knowl
edge, and surely the calculator or computer simply removes the tedium 

and error-proneness of arithmetic performed by human beings! Not so. 
Not only is considerable skill, normally taken entirely for granted, need

ed in order reliably to perform arithmetic even on simple calculators!; 
in addition, there has been significant dispute as to the nature of the 
arithmetic to be implemented, at least when the numbers to be worked 
with are not integers. Different computer arithmetics have been pro
posed, and the nearest approximation to a consensual computer arith
metic, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' standard for 
floating-point arithmetic, had to be negotiated, rather than deduced 
from existing human arithmetic. 

The second aspect of computer systems that will be discussed here is 
mathematical proof of the correctness of a program or a hardware 
design. As computer systems are used more and more in situations where 
national security and human life depend on them, there have been 
increasing demands for such mathematical proofs in place of, or in addi-
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tion to, empirical testing. This is of interest from the viewpoint of the 
sociolob'Y of knowledge because moves "proof' from the world of math
ematicians and logicians to that of engineers, corporations, and lawyers. 

Although mathematical proof is being sought precisely because of the 
certainty it is ordinarily held to grant, constructing proofs of the correct
ness of computer system again turns out to be no simple "application" of 

mathematics. It involves negotiating what proof consists in. In 1987, 
Pelaez, Fleck, and I predicted that the demand for proofs of the correct
ness of computer systems would inevitably lead to a court ruling on the 

nature of mathematical proof. 2 This chapter develops the preceding 
chapter's discussion of the controversy that led to this prediction's having 

already come close to confirmation; it also explores more general issues 
of the "sociology of proof' in the context of computer systems. 

Negotiating Arithmetic 

Human arithmetic is consensual in advanced industrial societies. 

Typically, agreement can be found on the correct outcome of any cal
culation. For example, to my knowledge there have been no scientific 

disputes in which the parties have disagreed at the level of the arith
metic. Furthermore, there are certain "ideal" laws that we all agree must 
hold, independent of any particular calculation. For example, we agree 
that addition and multiplication of real numbers should be both com
mutative and associative-i.e., that 

a+b=b+a, 

(a + h) + r: = a + ( b + c), 

ax b= bx a, 

and 

(a X h) X r: = a X ( b X c) 

whatever the values of a, b, and r:. 

The consensual status of arithmetic has indeed been taken as indi
cating a self-evident limit on the scope of the sociology of knowledge.3 

It might seem to make implementing arithmetic on a calculator or a 
computer straightforward. Yet that has not been the case. 

The difficulties are most striking in the form of arithmetic used in 
the kind of calculation typically found in scientific work: floating-point 
arithmetic. This is the computer analogue of the well-known "scientific 
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notation" for expressing numbers. In the latter, a number is expressed 
in three parts: a positive or negative sign (the former usually implicit); 
a set of decimal digits (the significand or mantissa), including a decimal 

point; and a further set of digits (the exponent), which is a power of 10. 
Thus 1,245,000 could be expressed in "scientific notation" as +1.245 x 
106, and -0.0006734 as -6.734 X I0-4. The advantage of scientific nota

tion is that allowing the decimal point to "float" in this way leads to a 
more economical and easily manipulable format than the standard rep
resentation, where the decimal point is "fixed" in its position. 

Computer floating-point arithmetic carries over this flexibility, and is 
quite similar, except in the following respects: 

Decimal (base 10) representation is now unusual; hexadecimal (base Hi) and 
binary (base 2) representation are more common. Since the episode I am about 
to discuss concerns binary arithmetic, let us concentrate on that. Everv digit is 
either 1 or 0: the decimal 3, for example, is expressed as II, the decimal 4 as 
100, and so on. The exponent is a power of 2, and the equivalent of the decimal 
point is known as the binary point. The sign, similarly, is expressed as a binary 
digit, typically with a 0 for positive numbers and a 1 for negative numbers.4 

A firm decision has to be taken as to the number of binary digits (bits) in the sig
nificand and in the exponent. In the arithmetic to be discussed, the basic for
mat5 has one binary digit to express the sign, eight to express the exponent,() 
and 23 to express the significand, adding up to a total of 32 (figure 1). The total 
number of hits (sometimes called "word length") is of considerable importance, 
since most modern computers seek to process all the bits making up a number 
in parallel rather than one after another. The more bits to be processed simul
taneously, the greater the complexity of the hardware needed. 

Any floating-point system, unless constrained, allows multiple representations 
of the same number. For example, -0.0006734 could be expressed by -67.34 x 
I0-5 as well as by -6.734 x I0-4 or -0.6734 X l(J-3. Computer floating-point sys
tems, however, typically employ a unique "normal" representation of each 
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Number representation in IEEE floating-point arithmetic. Source: IEEE 
Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, American National Standards 
Institute/Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standard 754-186 
(Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers, August 12, 1985), p. 9. 
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nonzero number. In that representation, there is always one nonzero bit to the 
left of the binary point. Since that bit must be a l, it need not be stored explic
itly, and only the paris of the significand to the right of the binary point (known 
for obvious reasons as the fraction) are explicit. 

There are several decisions, then, to be taken in implementing com
puter floating-point arithmetic. What base shall be used? What word 
length, what size of significand, and what size of exponent? Shall a sign 

bit of 1 represent negative numbers, or positive numbers? How shall 
zero be represented? What methods of rounding shall be used? What 
should be done if the result of a calculation exceeds the largest absolute 

value expressible in the chosen system (i.e., if it "overflows"), or if it falls 
below the smallest (i.e., if it "underflows")? What should be done if a 

user attempts an arithmetically meaningless operation, such as dividing 
zero by zero? 

Different computer manufacturers (and then, as it became possible 
to implement floating-point arithmetic on electronic calculators, differ

ent calculator manufacturers) answered these questions differently. 

This was patently a source of some practical difficulty, since it made it 
difficult to use a numerical program written for one computer on 

another, even when a standard programming language such as Fortran 
was used. But did it matter more profoundly than that? Were the results 
of the different decisions really different arithmetics, or were they sim
ply different but essentially equivalent ways of implementing the one 
true arithmetic? 

The answer depended on how one reacted to what might be called 
anomalous calculations. Under some circumstances, different machines 

yield substantially different results for the same calculation. In other 
cases, machine arithmetic violates consensual laws of human arithmetic. 

Small discrepancies between the results of the same calculations per
formed on different machines are common, and specialists in the field 

can produce cases of results differing considerably. One specialist cites 
a compound-interest problem producing four different answers when 
done on calculators of four different types: $331,667.00, $293,539.16, 
$334,858.18, and $331,5S9.38. He identifies machines on which a/1 is 
not equal to a (as, in human arithmetic, it always should be) and e1t -1te 

is not zero.7 

Different reactions to anomalous calculations can be categorized 
according to the schema developed by Imre Lakatos in his celebrated 
analysis of the evolution of Euler's theorem concerning the relationship 
between the number offaces (/•), edges (/<,), and vertices ( V) of a poly he-
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dron. Lakatos showed that attempts to prove the relationship V- fo' + F = 2 
were plagued by counterexamples: figures which could be claimed to 
be polyhedra but which did not obey the law.H One response to these 
" I fi " anoma ous Igures was what Lakatos calls "primitive exception 
barring": simple indifference to their existence. That response character
izes well what seems to have been the majority response to anomalous 
computer or calculator calculations. Most users have probably been either 

unaware of the possibility of anomalous calculations or unconcerned 
about them in the same sort of sense that we continue happily to cross 

bridges even though we are aware that some bridges have collapsed. For 
many computer designers, too, anomalous calculations seem to have been 
well down the list of matters needing attention, if they were on it at all. 

A more sophisticated "exception barring" strategy was to cite the vast 
bulk of calculations that were performed perfectly satisfactorily, and to 
argue that anomalous calculations were instances of problems that were 
not "well posed." A well-posed problem was one in which a slight change 

of data caused only a slight change of result; the solution employed an 
algorithm that was in this sense "numericallv stable." The newlv devel

oped technique of "backward error analysis" ~as used, in justific~tion of 
this response, to discriminate between well-posed problems and those 
that were not well posed. Computers and calculators worked reliably on 
well-posed problems. If "pathological" calculations and "degenerate" 
problems were avoided (use of these terms might be taken as indicating 
that exception barring was sliding into what Lakatos calls monster
barring), no difficulties would arise.!l 

A small number of computer scientists, however, positively sought 
"monsters. "10 A leader among them was Professor W. Kahan, who holds 
a joint appointment in the Mathematics Department and the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Compute1· Science at the 
University of California at Berkeley. Kahan's approach is an example of 
what Lakatos calls the "dialectical" strategy, in that "anomalies and irreg

ularities are welcomed and seen as the justification for new approaches, 
new concepts, and new methods." 11 Kahan has been a ref(nmer, not 

content with the current state of computer and calculator floating-point 
arithmetic and constantly seeking to devise, and build support for, ways 

of improving it. He has quite deliberately sought to discover and publi
cize anomalies that can be used to show that differences between com
puter arithmetics are serious and consequential. 

What first gave Kahan the opportunity to reform arithmetic in the 
direction he desired was competition between two leading manufacturers 

! 
! 
ji 
!I 
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of sophisticated calculators, Texas Instruments and Hewlett-Packard. TI 
questioned the accuracy of HP's calculators; HP responded by claiming 
that calculation on its competitor's machines manifested more anom

alies. A Hewlett-Packard executive, Dennis Harms, saw an advantage in 
attempting to strengthen his company's position in this respect, and 
employed Kahan as a consultant on the design of the arithmetic of the 

corporation's new-generation calculators, thus enabling Kahan to get 
his ideas incorporated into them. 12 

Kahan's next opening came around 1977 when the leading micro

processor firm, Intel, started to develop a silicon chip specifically to per
form floating-point arithmetic. Existing microcomputers implemented 
floating-point arithmetic in their software rather than in their hardware, 

while the hardware floating-point units in large computers were multi
chip. The Intel i8087, as the chip was eventually christened, was intended 
as a "floating-point coprocessor," working alongside the main processing 

chip in a microcomputer to improve its arithmetic performance. 
John Palmer, the engineer leading the design of the i8087, had 

attended lectures by Kahan as an undergraduate, and turned to him for 
advice.I3 Palmer rejected the idea of adopting "IBM arithmetic," despite 

its widespread use; Kahan believed this arithmetic to be inferior. The 
arithmetic of the leading minicomputer maker, the Digital Equipment 
Corporation, was also rejected. Palmer was, however, not simply seeking 
"product differentiation." He was worried that if the wrong decisions 
were made it would be impossible to share some programs between "dif

ferent boxes all bearing the Intel logo," and he wanted to avoid for float
ing-point arithmetic on microprocessors "the chaotic situation that now 
exists in the mainframe and minicomputer environments."l4 

Intel and other Silicon Valley chip manufacturers supported the 
establishment of a committee to consider standards for floating-point 
arithmetic. The initiative for the committee had come from an inde
pendent consultant, Robert Stewart, who was active in the Computer 
Society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 
under whose aegis the committee was established. Stewart recruited to 

the committee Kahan and representatives of Intel, other chip manu
facturers, and minicomputer makers. Richard Delp was appointed by 
Stewart as the first chair of the working group.l5 Intel-which was 

hard at work on other projects-agreed to delay finalizing the arith
metic of the i8087 while the committee deliberated, even though Intel 

clearly hoped that the final standard would be similar to what it had 
already developed. 

T 
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Negotiating arithmetic proved to be a lengthy process. The commit
tee started work in September 1977, and IEEE Standard 754, Binary 
Floating-Point Arithmetic, was adopted only in 1985.16 The general 

nature of the vested interests involved is clear. Unless the committee 
took the easy route of writing a general standard that would "grandfa
ther" all widely used existing arithmetics (an option that was considered 

but rejected), or unless it opted for an arithmetic radically different 
from any in existence, whatever it decided would be bound to advan
tage those companies whose existing practice was closest to the standard 

and disadvantage those whose practice differed widely from it. The lat
ter would be forced into an unpleasant choice. If they retained their 
existing arithmetic, their market could diminish as a result of users' pre

ferring machines implementing the standard. If they changed, consid
erable investment of time and money would have to be written off, and 
there might be troublesome incompatibilities between their new 
machines and their old ones. 

Ultimately the choice came down to two arithmetics closely aligned 

with major corporate interests. One was essentially the arithmetic 
employed by the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), the leading 
manufacturer of minicomputers. DEC's VAX machines were very wide
ly used in scientific computing, and their arithmetic was admitted even 
by its critics to be "sound" and "respectable. "17 The other was an arith
metic proposed by Kahan, his graduate student Jerome Coonen, and 
Harold Stone, Manager of Advanced Architectures at IBM's \<)rktown 
Heights Laboratory. Not surprisingly, in view of the collaboration 

between Kahan and Intel's Palmer, that proposal was very similar to 
what Intel was already well on the way to implementing.1H 

The Kahan-Coonen-Stone scheme has several interesting features, 
such as the handling of zero. In their basic format they opted for what 
is called a "normalized zero." Zero is expressed only bv a zero signifi

cand and zero exponent (0 X 2°). The combination of zero significand 
and nonzero exponent (0 x 21, 0 X 22, etc.) is not permitted. But thev 
permitted the sign bit to take both values, and allowed its value to b~ 
meaningful. In other words, unlike consensual human arithmetic, 
which contains only one zero, their arithmetic contains both a positive 
and a negative zero, with, for example, the rule that the square root of 
-0 is -0.19 

This and other features of their arithmetic were, howner, relatively 
uncontroversial. The battleground between their proposal and the 
main alternative arithmetic was underf1ow. Unlike the arithmetic of real 
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numbers, where there is no number "next to zero" and indefinitely 

small numbers are possible, computer arithmetics contain a lower 

bound, albeit tiny, on the size of number that can be represented. For 

example, 2-126, or roughly lQ-38, is the smallest number possible in nor

mal representation in the Kahan-Coonen-Stone scheme's basic format. 

Like the majority of existing computer arithmetics, DEC's arithmetic 

simply represented all numbers as precisely as possible until the num

ber next to zero was reached. Should a calculation yield a result small

er than that very small number, the result was stored as zero. 

"Flush-to-zero underflow" is what this scheme was generally called. 

Kahan and his colleagues advocated the different principle of "grad

ual underflow. "20 They introduced a special set of "denormalized num

bers" smaller in size than the normal-format number next-to-zero. As 

was noted above, in normal floating-point format the digit to the left of 

the binary point is always 1. In a denormalized number it is 0. 

Denormalized numbers are created by right-shifting the significand so 

that the exponent always remains within the expressible range. In a sys

tem where the smallest normal number is 2-126, therefore, 2-127 could 

be given denormalized expression as ~ (0.1 in binary) X 2-126; 2-128 as ~ 
(0.01 in binary) x 2-126, and so on. Of course, this meant that accuracy 

would usually be lost, as one or more significant digits would have to be 

discarded in right-shifting the significand. But this, to its proponents, 

seemed an acceptable price to pay for a more gradual approach to zero. 

Their argument against what many took to be the "obvious" DEC pro

cedure was that, using the latter, as one approached zero the differences 

between successive numbers diminished until one reached the number

next-to-zero, whose distance from zero would be much greater than its 

distance from the next larger number. In gradual underflow the differ

ences between successive numbers diminished monotonically all the 

way down to zero (see figure 2). 

Gradual underflow became the focus of attacks on Kahan, Coonen, 

and Stone's proposed arithmetic: 

The interconnectedness of the proposed standard's basic features complicated 
attempts to oppose it. Early challenges within the subcommittee were not easi
ly focused on single aspects of the proposed number system and its encoding, 
since so many of the design choices were interconnected. These challenges ulti
mately addressed the proposal as a whole and, quite naturally, tended to drift to 
its points of least resistance. Thus it was possible for gradual underflow-one of 
the system's less compelling features-to become its most contentious.2l 
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Figure 2 

Small numbers in flush to zero and gradual underflow. Based on Jerome T. 
Coonen, "Underflow and denormalized numbers," Computers, March 1981, p. 77. 

There was no wholly compelling way in which one scheme could be 

proved superior to the other. Proponents of the Kahan-Coonen-Stone 

scheme could point to anomalies caused, they argued, by flush-to

zero-anomalies that would be corrected by gradual underflow: 

Consider the simple computation ( Y- X) + X where Y- X underflows. The grad
ual underflow always returns Y exactly, flush to zero returns X. ... We could look 
at this as another isolated example, but I prefer to look at it as the preservation 
of the associative law of addition to within rounding error. That is, under grad
ual underflow we always have ( Y- X) + X= Y + (-X+ X) to within rounding 
error. This is compelling, in my opinion.22 

The defenders of the more traditional DEC scheme could, however, 

also point to potential problems with gradual underflow: 

Multiplication of denormalized numbers by numbers greater than l (or division 
by numbers less than 1) can generate significant inaccuracies. If such a product 
(or quotient) is in the ordinary range of numbers, it cannot be represented in 
denormalized form, because of the hidden bit used in KCS [Kahan-Coonen
Stone arithmetic]. However, the denormalized operand has fewer (perhaps 
many fewer) than the prescribed number of bits for its level of precision. Thus 
the product (or quotient) could in the worst case contain only one valid bit. 
KCS specifies two modes to deal with this problem. "Warning mode" is manda
tory: the invalid flag is set, and a symbol NaN (Not a Number) is stored for the 
result .... The other mode, "normalize," is optional: if present, and selected, 
the possibly very inaccurate product is stored as an ordinary number, no flag is 
set, and, of course, further tracking of the effect of the original underflow is 
impossible. 23 
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As of this time, an illegal operation exception is raised when a denormalized 
number is multiplied by a value 2 or greater. But on closer inspection, there are 
denormalized numbers which lie close to the normalized range which exhibit 
more erratic behavior. The denormalized number~ X 2-126, for example, will 
generate an invalid operation exception when multiplied by 5, but not when 
multiplied by 6. When multiplied by 8 an exception will again be generated .... 
This effect is caused because the exception for the multiplication occurs when 
attempting to store an unnormalized number into a basic format. When multi
plying by 8 = I x 23, the result is ~ x 2-123, which is unnormalized. But multi
plication by 6 = ~ X 22 gives * x 2-124, which is normalized.24 

These objections could be dismissed in their turn: 

Like any new tool, it is possible to misuse this facility and to have a malfunction. 
... I do not believe that the facility introduces malfunctions into processes that 
previously worked [with flush-to-zero). 25 

The proneness of the two arithmetics to generating errors and anom

alous calculations was not the only issue to be considered. There was, 

for example, little doubt that gradual underflow was more complicated 

to implement than flush-to-zero; it would therefore have costs in money 

and (perhaps) in the time taken by arithmetic operations such as mul

tiplication. It might make the proposed standard harder to police, 

since, given its complication, manufacturers might choose to imple

ment it in software rather than (demonstrably present or absent) hard

ware.26 Finally, DEC's scheme simply had the enormous advantage of 

essentially being that already employed in the world's most popular sci

entific minicomputers. 

Thus, nothing abstract guaranteed that the Kahan-Coonen-Stone 

scheme would win: in Professor Kahan's words "it was not a foregone 

conclusion."27 In its favor were the composition of the working group, 

the facts of geography, and its status as the group's original working 

document. Mary Payne of the Massachusetts-based DEC commented: 

The active (and voting) membership of the Working Group is largely from mini
computer and semiconductor manufacturers, Academia, and purveyors of 
portable software. There is virtually no representation from Mainframe manu
facturers and "ordinary users"-people writing their own programs for their 
own (or their employers') use. Most of the active membership is from the San 

. h b . h" 28 Francisco Bay area, and all but one of the meetmgs ave een m t IS area. 

Others, however, point to the influence of Kahan's persuasiveness and 

forceful personality. Kahan himself regards as important two demonstra

tions of the technological feasibility of gradual underflow (Intel imple

mented it in the microcode software of the prototype i8087, and one of 
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Kahan's students, George Taylor, designed a processor board for DEC's 

own VAX that was acknowledged as successfully performing gradual 

underflow), together with the qualified support for gradual underflow 

given by a well-known error analyst, Professor G. W. Stewart III of the 

University of Maryland, who had actually been hired to investigate the 
topic by DEC. 

In a spring 1980 ballot of the committee, the Kahan-Coonen-Stone 

scheme received the necessary two-thirds majority support for adoption. 

The scheme then took several years to pass through higher committees 

of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, but it was final

ly approved by the IEEE Standards Board in March 1985, and by the 

American National Standards Institute as ANSI/IEEE Standard 754 in 
July 1985. 

It is not a universal standard. Most supercomputers (such as Crays), 

mainframes (such as IBM machines), and minicomputers (such as DEC 

VAXs) are not claimed to comply with it. However, no competing col

lective standard has been agreed. Thus, a virtuous cycle exists: as the 

IEEE 754 Standard becomes more popular, the problems involved in 

moving numerical programs from one machine to another diminish, 

and more and more software is thus written with the 754 Standard in 

mind, increasing its popularity. The proponents of new technologies 

adopt the 754 Standard so that users do not have to rewrite programs to 
move to these new technologies. 29 

What has happened is thus a version of a form of "closure" typical 

within technology. In the words of Brian Arthur: 

Very often, technologies show increasing returns to adoption-the more they 
are adopted the more they are improved .... When two or more increasing
returns technologies compete for adopters, insignificant "chance" events may 
give one of the technologies an initial adoption advantage. Then more experi
ence is gained with the technology and so it improves; it is then further adopt
ed, and in turn it further improves. Thus the technology that by "chance" gets 
off to a good start may eventually "corner the market" of potential adopters, 
with the other technologies gradually being shut out.30 

There are those who deny that what has been institutionalized is the 

best possible computer arithmetic,31 and who would indeed attribute 

the standard's adoption to "chance events" rather than to the intrinsic 

merits its proponents would claim. That dispute, however, is now in a 

sense irrelevant: the very process of the institutionalization of the stan

dard gives it practical advantages that makes being overturned by a com

petitor unlikely. 
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Constructing Proof 

As was noted in chapter 7, it has been argued influentially that the com

plexity of computer systems limits the extent to which empirical testing 
can demonstrate the correctness of computer software or the design of 
computer hardware. Because program testing cannot normally be 
exhaustive, it "can be a very effective way of showing the presence of 
bugs, but it is hopelessly inadequate for showing their absence.":\2 
"Mathematicizing" computer scientists have felt that there is only one 

sure route to programs or hardware designs that are demonstrably cor

rect implementations of their specifications: deductive, mathematical 
proof. "The only effective way to raise the confidence level of a program 
significantly is to give a convincing proof of its correctness. ":1:1 

By the 1980s, these originally academic arguments were beginning to 
be taken up by those responsible for computer systems critical either to 
national security or to human safety. First to act on them was the U.S. 

Department of Defense, which in 1983 laid down its Trusted Computer 
System Evaluation Criteria, known from the color of the cover of the 

document containing them as the "Orange Book." The Orange Book 
set out a hierarchy of criteria to be applied to computer systems con
taining information critical to national security. To attain the highest 
evaluation-Class AI ("Verified Design") systems-requires mathemati
cal proof that the design of a system conforms to a formal model of what 
constitutes "security. ":14 

In Europe the demand for mathematical proof has been heard more 

strongly for computer systems critical to human safety than for those crit
ical to national security (although European criteria loosely analogous to 

the Orange Book have been issued). In 1986 the U.K. Cabinet Office's 
Advisory Council for Applied Research and Development called for 
mathematical proof in the case of systems whose failure could lead to 
more than ten deaths, and in 1991 Interim Defence Standard 00-55 
demanded formal mathematical proof that the programs most crucial to 
safety are correct implementations of their specifications. :IS 

In such documents, with the exception of the most recent (Defence 
Standard 00-55, discussed below), the notion of "proof' has typically 

been used as if its meaning were unproblematic. ln 1987, Pelaez, Fleck, 
and l speculated that this unproblematic usage would not survive the 
entry of proof into the commercial and regulatory domains. We pre
dicted that it might not he long before a "court of law has to decide 
what constitutes a mathematical proof procedure."36 This prediction 

was based on the sociology-of-knowledge considerations outlined in 
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chapter 1 and on the considerable variation, revealed by the history of 
mathematics, in the forms of argument that have been taken as consti
tuting proofs. For example, Judith Grabiner has shown how arguments 

that satisfied eighteenth-century mathematicians were rejected as not 
constituting proofs by their nineteenth-century successors, such as 
Cauchy.:17 Our prediction rested on the assumption that attempts to 

prove the correctness of the design of computer systems would bring to 
light similar disagreements about the nature of proof. 

By 1991, the prediction of litigation was borne out in the dispute, 
discussed in chapter 7, over whether the chain of reasoning-as it then 
stood:IH_connecting the design of the VIPER microprocessor to its 

specification could legitimately be called a "proof." Only the bankrupt
cy of the litigant, Charter Technologies Ltd., kept the case from coming 
to court.:19 

The dispute over VIPER should not be viewed as entirely .1ui p;nwris. 

What was (at least potentially) at issue was not merely the status of one 

specific chain of mathematical reasoning, but also what mathematical 
"proof' should be taken as meaning-a matter that clearly goes beyond 

the particularities of this episode. This will be the focus of the remain
der of the present chapter. 

One meaning of "proof' is summarized by Robert Boyer and J. 
Strother Moore, leading proponents of the use of computer systems to 
prove mathematical theorems (and colleagues of two of the critics of 
the VIPER proof, Bishop Brock and Warren Hunt), as follows: "A formal 
mathematical proof is a finite sequence of formulas, each element of 

which is either an axiom or the result of applying one of a fixed set of 
mechanical rules to previous formulas in the sequence."40 The applica

tion of this criterion to VIPER was never publicly challenged before or 
during the litigation. The Ministry's defense against the litigant's claims 
is a confidential document. The one published response (known to this 
author) by a member of the VIPER team to criticism of the claim of 
proof did not attempt a rebuttaJ.41 In any case, the defendant in the law

suit was the Ministry rather than the individual members of the team, so 
the line of argument adopted might not have been theirs. 

Nevertheless, an attack on the formal notion of proof was indeed the 

basis of the defense of VIPER mounted, after the litigation halted, by 
Martyn Thomas, head of the software house Praxis: 

We must beware of having the term "proof' restricted to one, extremely formal, 
approach to verification. If proof can only mean axiomatic verification with the
orem provers, most of mathematics is unproven and unprovable. The "social" 
processes of proof are good enough for engineers in other disciplines, good 

.., 
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enough for mathematicians, and good enough for me .... If we reserve the 
word "proof' for the activities of the followers of Hilbert, we waste a useful word, 
and we are in danger of overselling the results of their activities.42 

David Hilbert (1862-1943) was a formalist mathematician whose defin

ition of "proof'' was in most respects similar to that given above by Boyer 

and Moore.43 The formalist tradition spearheaded by Hilbert sought to 

break the connection between mathematical symbols and their physical 

or mental referents. Symbols, the formalist holds, are just marks upon 

paper, devoid of intrinsic meaning.44 Proofs are constructed by manip

ulating these symbols according to the rules of transformation of formal 

logic-rules that take a precise, "mechanical" form. 45 

Despite formalism's considerable influence within mathematics, not 

all mathematical proofs take this form. Most in fact are shorter, more 

"high-level," and more "informal." Part of the reason for this is the sheer 

tedium of producing formal proofs, and their length; this is also a large 

part of the attraction of automatic or semi-automatic proof-generating 

systems, such as the HOL system used in the VIPER proof or the auto

mated theorem prover developed by Boyer and Moore. 

The relatively informal nature of much mathematical proof was a 

resource for the defense of the claim of proof for VIPER, as the above 

quotation from Thomas shows. It was also the basis for a widely debated 

general attack on formal verification of programs, a 1979 paper by 

Richard De Millo of the Georgia Institute of Technology and Richard 

Lipton and Alan Pedis of Yale University's Department of Computer 

Science.46 Proofs of theorems in mathematics and formal verifications 

of computer programs were radically different entities, they argued: 

A proof is not a beautiful abstract object with an independent existence. No math
ematician grasps a proof, sits back, and sighs happily at the knowledge that he can 
now be certain of the truth of his theorem. He runs out into the hall and looks 
for someone to listen to it. He bursts into a colleague's oflice and commandeers 
the blackboard. He throws aside his scheduled topic and regales a seminar with 
his new idea. He drags his graduate students away from their dissertations to lis
ten. He gets onto the phone and tells his colleagues in Texas and Toronto .... 

After enough internalization, enough transformation, enough generaliza
tion, enough use, and enough connection, the mathematical community even
tually decides that the central concepts in the original theorem, now perhaps 
greatly changed, have an ultimate stability. If the various proofs feel right and 
the results are examined from enough angles, then the truth of the theorem is 
eventually considered to be established. The theorem is thought to be true in 
the classical sense-that is, in the sense that it could be demonstrated by formal 
deductive logic, although for almost all theorems no such deduction ever took 
place or ever will. ... 
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Mathematical proofs increase our confidence in the truth of mathematical 
statements only after they have been subjected to the social mechanisms of the 
mathematical community. These same mechanisms doom the so-called proof~ 
of software, the long formal verifications that correspond, not to the working 
mathematical proof, but to the imaginary logical structure that the mathemati
cian conjures up to describe his feeling of belief. Verifications are not messages; 
a person who ran out into the hall to communicate his latest verification would 
rapidly find himself a social pariah. Verifications cannot readily be read; a read
er can flay himself through one of the shorter ones by dint of heroic effort, but 
that's not reading. Being unreadable and-literally-unspeakable, verifications 
cannot be internalized, transformed, generalized, used, connected to other dis
ciplines, and eventually incorporated into a community consciousness. Thev 
cannot acquire credibility gradually, as a mathematical theorem does; one 
either believes them blindly, as a pure act of faith, or not at all 4 7 

The De Millo-Lipton-Perlis paper provoked sharp criticism from 

defenders of the evolving practice of program verification. One wrote: 

"I am one of those 'classicists' who believe that a theorem either can or 

cannot be derived from a set of axioms. I don't believe that the cor

rectness of a theorem is to be decided by a general election."4H Edsger 

Dijkstra, one of the leaders of the movement to mathematicize com

puter science, described the De Millo-Lipton-Perlis paper as a "politi

cal pamphlet from the middle ages." Interestingly, though, D\jkstra's 

defense was of short, elegant, human (rather than machine) proofs of 

programs. He accepted that "communication between mathematicians 

is an essential ingredient of our mathematical culture" and conceded 

that "long formal proofs are unconvincing. "49 Elsewhere, Dijkstra had 

written: 'To the idea that proofs are so boring that we cannot rely upon 

them unless they are checked mechanically I have nearly philosophical 

objections, for I consider mathematical proofs as a reflection of my 

understanding and 'understanding' is something we cannot delegate, 

either to another person or to a machine. "50 

At least three positions thus contended in the debate sparked by De 

Millo, Lipton, and Pedis: the formal, mechanized verification of pro

grams and hardware designs; the denial that verification confers cer

tainty akin to that conferred by proof in mathematics; and the adnKacy 

of human rather than machine proof. No wholly definitive closure of 

the debate within computer science was reached, and the validity of the 

analogy between proofs in mathematics and formal verification of com

puter systems remains controversial. 51 

Within mathematics, too, the status of computer-supported proofs has 

been the su~ject of controversy. The controversy crystallized most clearly 

around the 1976 computer-based proof by Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang 
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Haken of the four-color conjecture. 52 The developers of this proof sum
marized at least some of the objections and their defense as follows: 

Most mathematicians who were educated prior to the development of fast com
puters tend not to think of the computer as a routine tool tc~ be used in c_on
junction with other older and more theoretical tools in advancmg mathematical 
knowledge. Thus they intuitively feel that if an argument contains parts that are 
not verifiable by hand calculation it is on rather insecure ground. There IS a ten
dency to feel that the verification of computer results by independent comput
er programs is not as certain to be correct as independent hand checking of the 
proof of theorems proved in the standard way. 

This point of view is reasonable for those theorems whose proofs arc of mod
erate length and highly theoretical. When proofs are long and highly computa
tional, it may be argued that even when hand checking is possible, the 
probability of human error is considerably higher than that of machine error. 53 

Although the general issue of the status of computer-generated for
mal proofs remains a matter of dispute, there are signs that at the level 

of the setting of standards for safety-critical and security-critical com
puter systems the dispute is being won in practice by the proponents of 

formal verification. The demand for verification in the Orange Book 
represented a victory for this position, albeit a controversial one, since 
there has been criticism both of the model of "security" underlying the 
Orange Book and of the procedures for certification according to 
Orange Book criteria.54 Nor did the Orange Book directly address the 
question of the nature of proof. Most recently, however, Def Stan 00-55, 

representing official policy of the U.K. Ministry of Defence, has done so, 

explicitly tackling the issue of the relative status of different forms of 
mathematical argument. It differentiates between "Formal Proof' and 

"Rigorous Argument": 

A Formal Proof is a strictly well-formed sequence of logical formulae such that 
each one is entailed from formulae appearing earlier in the sequence or as 
instances of axioms of the logical theory .... 

A Rigorous Argument is at the level of a mathematical argument in the sci
entific literature that will be subjected to peer review .... 55 

According to the Ministry, formal proof is to be preferred to rigorous 

argument: 

Creation of [formal] proofs will ... consume a considerable amount of the time 
of skilled staff. The Standard therefore also envisages a lower level of design 
assurance; this level is known as a Rigorous Argument. A Rigorous Argument is 
not a Formal Proof and is no substitute for it .... 56 
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It remains uncertain to what degree software-industry practices will 
be influenced by Def Stan 00-55 and by similar standards for other sec
tors that may follow-a procedure for granting exceptions to 00-5!1 's 

stringent demands is embodied in the document. Formal proofs of 
"real-world" programs or hardware designs are still relatin·lv rare. If 
they do indeed become more common, I would predict that a further 

level of dispute and litigation will emerge. This will concern, not the 
overall status of computer-generated formal pt·oofs (though that issue 

will surely be returned to), but an issue that has not hitherto sparked 
controversy: the internal structure of formal proofS. Even if all are 

agreed that proofs should consist of the manipulation of formulas 
according to "mechanical" rules of logic, it does not follow that all will 
agree on what these rules should be. The histories of mathematical 
proof and formal logic reveal the scope for significant disagreement. 

The best-known dispute concerns the law of the excluded middle 
(which asserts that either a proposition or its negation must be true) 

and thus the acceptability of proving that a mathematical object exists 
by showing that its nonexistence would imply a contradiction. 

Formalists, such as Hilbert, did not regard such proofs as problematic: 
"constructivists" and "intuitionists," notably L. E. J Brouwer, refused to 
employ them, at least for infinite sets. 57 

Other examples are what arc sometimes called the Lewis principles, 
named after the logician Clarence Irving Lewis."'H These principles arc 
that a contradiction implies any proposition and that a tautologv is 

implied by any proposition. They follow from intuitin~lv appealing 
axiomatizations of formal logic, yet they have seemed to some to be 

dubious. Is it sensible, for example, to infer, as the first Lewis principle 
permits, that "The moon is made from green cheese" fi>llows from 

]ohn is a man and John is not a man"? In the words of one text: 
"Diflerent people react in different ways to the Lewis principles. For 

some they are welcome guests, whilst for others they are strange and sus
pect. For some, it is no more objectionable in logic to say that a f con
tradiction] implies all formulae than it is in arithmetic to say that xO 

always equals l. ... For others, however, the Lewis principles are quite 
unacceptable because the antecedent formula may have 'nothing to do 
with' the consequent formula."5'l Critics have to face the problem that 

any logical system which gives up the Lewis principles appears to have 
to give up at least one, more basic, "intuitively obvious," logical axiom. 

These controversial rules of logic are to be f(mnd in systems upon 
which formal proof of programs and hardware depends. The law of the 
excluded middle is widely used in automated theorem proof (for example. 
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in the HOL system used for the VIPER formal proof). The first Lewis 

principle-that a contradiction implies any proposition-is to be found 

in nearly all automated reasoning systems (e.g., among the basic infer

ence rules of the influential Vienna Development Method) .Go 
To date, these rules have not provoked within computer science the 

kind of controversy that has surrounded them in metamathematics and 

formal logic. There has been some intellectual skirmishing between the 

proponents of "classical" theorem provers, which employ the law of the 

excluded middle, and "constructivist" ones, which do not.61 That skir

mishing has not, to date, taken the form of entrenched philosophical 

dispute, and, to this author's knowledge, no computer-system proof has 

been objected to because of its reliance on excluded middle or the 

Lewis principles. Pragmatic considerations-getting systems to "work," 

choosing logics appropriate to particular contexts-have outweighed 

wider philosophical issues. 

Can we assume, however, that a situation of pragmatism and peaceful 

coexistence between different logical systems will continue? My feeling 

is that we cannot; that this situation is a product of the experimental, 

academic phase of the development of proof of computer system cor

rectness. As formal proofs become of greater commercial and regulato

ry significance, powerful interests will develop in the defense of, or in 

criticism of, particular proof~. Sometimes, at least, these interests will 

conflict. In such a situation, the validity of rules of formal logic will 

inevitably be drawn into the fray, and into the law courts. 

Conclusion 

There is an important difference between computer floating-point 

arithmetic and the proof of computer systems. In the former there was 

a stable, consensual human arithmetic against which computer arith

metic could be judged. Human arithmetic was, however, insufficient to 

rleterminP the best form of computer arithmetic. It was indeed a matter 

of _judgment which was best, and contested _iudgment at that. Human 

arithmetic provided a resource, drawn on differently by different par

ticipants, rather than a set of rules that could simply he applied in com

puter arithmetic. There is even tentative evidence that social interests, 

notably the different interests of the Intel and Digital corporations, 

in!1uenced the judgments made. Similarly, the outcome-"closure" in 

favor of the Kahan-Coonen-Stone arithmetic scheme-may have been 

influenced by contingent factors such as the proximity of the meetings 
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of the relevant committee to Silicon Valley, home to Intel and other 

semiconductor firms, and to Kahan's Berke lev base. 

In the case of the proof of computer systems, pre-existing- practices 

of proof, within mathematics, have been less compelling. The rqmta

tion of mathematics for precision and certainty has been an important 

rhetorical resource for those who sought to mo\T from an empirical to 

a deductive approach to computer-system correctness. I-lm\T\Tr. critics 

have argued that proof of computer-svstem correctness and proof of a 
mathematical theorem are different in kind. 

One dispute over the mathematical proof of a computer system has 

already reached the stage of litigation: the controversy concerning the 

VIPER microprocessor. The prediction of this chapter is that the VIPER 

case will not be unique. Nor will it be sufficient to reach consensus on 

the general form to be taken by proofs-for example, to demand that 

they take the form of sequences of symbol manipulations performed 

according to the transformation rules of a logical system. If tlw position 

adopted in this chapter is correct, that will simplv drin· dispute "dmm

ward" from the status of general types ofargunwnt to the validitv of par

ticular steps in those arguments. Specifically, dispute is to be expected 

over the logical systems that underpin formal proofs. 

Formal proof of computer-system correctness is, therefore, an inter

esting test case for the sociolo1-,ry of knowledge, f(Jr this prediction is con

trary to our ordinary intuitions about mathematical ccrtaintv. It 
concerns not informal or semif(Jrmal mathematics of the sort tha; has 

to date provided most of the empirical material for the sociologv of 

mathematics, but mathematical deduction of the most formal kind: pre

cisely the kind of reasoning that, we might imagine, must simplv com

pel const>nt. As computer-system proof grows in significance and mm·cs 

into the commercial and regulatory wodds, we will have a chance to sec 

whetht>r our ordinary intuitions about mathematics, or the conclusions 

of the sociology of mathematical knowledge, are correct. 
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Computer-Related Accidental Death 

Just how safe, or how dangerous, arc the computer systems on which 

lives depend? How many lives have been lost through L1ilures of such 

systems? What ar<:> the causes of such accidents? Although there is a 

large literature on computer-system safety, it contains little in the way of 

systematic, empirical answers to these questions. Published discussions 

tend to highlight a handful of dangerous bilures but bil to place these 

in the context of any wider record. There is, it is true, widespread aware

ness of the potential dangers of computer systems, and considerable 

research work and substantial stuns of money arc being devoted to tech

nical means for making computer systems safer. This effort to find a 

solution is entirely necessary and desirable. Its chances of success might, 

however, be enhanced by detaikd investigation of the problem. 

My aim in this chapter is to indicate what might be im·olvcd in an 

empirical investigation of fatal accidents involving computer systems. 

The chapter's contribution to our knowkdg·e of these accidents is at 

best modest. The f~lCt that it is based on patently incomplete data 

sources renders its quantitative conclusions dubious. There arc, more

over, both conceptual and empirical difliculties with its central catego

ry of "computer-related accidental deaths." Nevertheless, I hope that, 

precisely by showing how little systematic information is available, I can 

spark further work on this topic. One of the chapt<:>r's conclusions-that 

there is a pressing need tor public agencies to begin svstematic, cross

sectoral data collection in this area-inde<:>d seems to f(JJiow irresistibly 

from the very inadequacies of the existing record. Other conclusions

such as that computer-related t~naliti<:>s have, to date, seldom been 

caused by technical failure alone-seem reasonably robust, despite the 

deficiencies in the data drawn on here. 
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Defining "Computer-Related Accidental Death" 

V\'hat is meant by "computer-related accidental death"? Each of the four 

words in this phrase requires some justification or elaboration, be~in

ning with the last. 

"Death" 
There arc three reasons for focusing on accidents involving death, 

rather than simply on computer-related injury. First, the latter would 

be too broad a category for sensible analysis. It would, for example, be 

necessary to include the large numbers of cases of ill health resulting 

from the use of computer terminals, of which cases of upper limb dis

case (or "repetitive strain injury") are perhaps the most prominent. 

Second, the only available source of international, cross-sectoral data 

(described below) is indirectly dependent on press reports. Deaths are, 

to put it crudely, more ·· "wsworthy than nonfatal injuries, and so there 

is a f~tr better chance of obtaining reasonable coverage of deaths than 

of injuries. Third, accidental deaths often trigger formal inquiries, 

which then provide useful information that is absent in many cases of 

nonfatal injury. 

To allow a reasonable period for reports of such deaths to enter the 

public domain, I have set the cutoff point of this analysis at the end of 

December 1992. As Ltr as possible, I have attempted to encompass all 

earlier cases of computer-related accidental death, worldwide. 

"Accidental" 
Some computer systems are meant to kill people. Since my interest is in 

unintt:>nded and erroneous behavior in computer systems, it would not 

he appropriate to include in the analysis deaths caused by military com

putn systems when these function as intended. 

A more difficult issue is deaths of civilian bystanders caused by com

puter-controlled offensive military systems whose primary targets are 

opposing military forces. Such deaths have clearly been substantial in 

number, from the Vietnam War, in which computerized military systems 

first found major use, to the Gulf War and its aftermath. In one sense, 

these arc accidental deaths: the designers and operators of such systems 

would, ideally, prefer them not to take place. On the other hand, a cer

tain level of "collateral" civilian death is typically an anticipated and tac

itly accepted feature of some kinds of military operations. Furthermore, 

it is extremely diflicult to obtain reliable data on such incidents. I have, 

therefore, reluctantly decided to exclude such deaths from my analysis. 
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I have, however, sou~ht to include in the data set deaths related to 

military operations where those deaths result from system Llilures that 

are in some more clear-cut sense accidental in nature (rather than "bv

products" of normal system operation). Thus, the analvsis includ~'s 
deaths resulting from computer-related failures of defensive militarv 

systems and from computer-related accidcn tal crashes of militarv air

craft. It also includes the 19H3 shootin~ down of a Korean airlin~T lw 

Soviet air defenses (where the accidental element is the navigation;~] 
error that led the plane to stray into Soviet air space) and the 19HR 

downing- of an Iranian airliner by the U.S.S. \'inrPIINI'.\ (where the acci

dental element is the misidentification of the plane as an attacking mil

itary aircraft). 

"Computer" 
I have deliberately taken a broad view of what constitutes a computer, 

including in my detinit.ion any pro~rammablc electronic device or svs

tem, and not only those incorporating a full general-purpose digital 

computer. An industrial robot (so long as it is both electronic and pro

grammable), a numerically controlled machine tool, and a program

mable cardiac pacemaker all fall under mv definition of svstems that 

incorporate a computer. Ncvertht:>lt:>ss, some problems remain. For 

example, the first-generation industrial robots installed in the 1960s typ

ically had pneumatic and electromechanical, rather than electronic, 

control systerns. 1 Strictly speaking, these would Elll olllside my defini

tion; however, in reports of cases of robot-related death it is often 

unclear whether this kind of robot or a more sophisticated electronic 

device was involved. 

''Related" 
The above definitional problems arc negligible in comparison 11ith the 

problem of saying when a given accidental death is computer~n1atnl. 

The mere presence of a computer (even one plaving a sakty-critical 

role) in a system that suffers an accident is not sutlicien t tin am· rea

sonable categorization of a death as computer-related. Rather, the pres

ence of the computer must be causally important to the accident. 

On the other hand, it would be too narrow to class an accident as 

computer-related only when a computer-system problem was its sole 

cause. Major accidents often, and perhaps usually, have multiple cms

es.2 It would, in my opinion, also be too narrow to include onlv cases of 

"technical" failure of a computer system. I have included cases wlwre no 
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technical failure is evident but there has been a breakdown or error in 

human interaction with the system. Of course, such accidents can be, 

and often arc, attributed simply to "human error." Yet system design 

often contributes to human error-for example, where the user inter

face of a computer system increases the probability of certain kinds of 

mistake, or where the safe functioning of a system requires its human 

operators to perform perfectly on tasks that arc known to be error

prone.:> Also included in my definition of "computer-related" are acci

dents where false confidence in computer systems, or specific 

misunderstandings of them, seems to have been a dominant factor in 

leading operators to adopt or persist in courses of action that they oth

erwise would have avoided or abandoned. 

These considerations mean, however, that there is inevitably a degree 

ofjudgmcnt involved in the categorization of such cases as computer

related. Just when does the role of a computer system in the sequence 

of events leading to an accidental death become important enough to 

justify calling the death "computer-related"? While seeking to exclude 

cases where the computer system's role was minor, I have also tried to 

avoid being overly stringent, on the ground that it is easier for a critical 

reader to exclude a case as insuaiciently computer-related than to scru

tinize for possible inclusion all the possible "marginal" cases. 

This kind of (obviously contestable) judgment is not the only difli

culty involved in deciding whether any given death is computer-related. 

The widely publicized failure in late 1992 of the new computerized dis

patch system at the London Ambulance Service indicates another prob

lem. There is no doubt that considerable suffering and some degree of 

physical harm to patients resulted from this htilure. Patients also 

unquestionably died in London on the crucial days of October 26 and 

27 and November 4. Yet there arc matters of delicate medical judgment 

involved in assessing whether the lives of those who died might have 

been saved had ambulances reached them earlier. The coroners 

involved seem to have taken the view that they would not have been 

saved. Therefore, the London Ambulance Service case has to be exclud

ed from my list of computer-related deaths. (However, were that case to 

be included, the findings of the inquiry into this incident, which high

light the interaction of technical and organizational failings, would 

reinforce, rather than undermine, the qualitative conclusions below,4 

and the number of deaths involved would not alter the quantitative 

totals greatly.) Similarly (to take a case that is included in the data set), 

many cancer patients died after receiving underdoses in computerized 

radiotherapy at the North Staffordshire Royal Infirmary between 19H2 
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and 1991, but there are clearly diflicult clinicaljudgmcnts to be made 

as to which of those deaths are attributable to the underdosing. No fig

ure more precise than "tens ... rather than hundrt'ds" has bet'n givt'Il. 0
' 

Furthermore, there is often sharp disagreement m-er the causes of an 

accident. On the outcome of such disagreement may hinge issues of 

civil liability and even criminal culpability. Unless a researcher has the 

resources to mount an investigation, the best he or slw can do is turn to 

the most authoritative available source: an official inquirv or, in some 

cases, an independent report. In practice, however, it is often wise to be 

skeptical of even these sources. For example, Martyn Thomas, a leading 

commentator on computer-system safety, suggests that "the probability 

of the pilot being blamed for [an air] crash is more than twice as high 

if the pilot died in the crash."6 In a substantial number of cases, fur

thermore, I have been able to find neither the report of an official 

inquiry nor that of a thorough independent investigation. 

In these latter cases, I have erred on the side of inclusion, at least so 

long as there seemed to me to be a not wholly implausible case for their 

computer-relatedness. Unlike many official inquiries, research such as 

this does not seek to allocate blame, and I have felt it better to include 

cases that may be computer-related than to exclude them because of 

lack of information. Critical readers may, however, wish to excise from 

the totals those cases where I have described the data as "poor" or "very 

poor," as well as drawing on the bibliographic materials cited here to 

form their own opinion of the degree of computer-relatedness of the 

better-documented cases. 

A more particular problem concerns what this data set suggests are 

the two most important "technical" causes of computer-related acci

dental death: electromagnetic interference and software error. A bro

ken part will often survive even a catastrophic accident, such as an air 

crash, sufficiently well for investigators to he able to determine its causal 

role in the sequence of events. Typically, neither electromagnetic inter

ference nor software error leaves physical traces of this kind. Their role 

can often be inferred only from experiments seeking to reproduce the 

conditions leading to an accident. Though this can on occasion be 

done convincingly, it is sometimes far from easy, and the suspicion 

therefore remains that these causes are underreported. 

Method 

My primary source of cases was the remarkable compilation of reports 

of computer-related accidents and other f~tilurcs that has, as a result of 
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the efforts of computer scientist Peter Neumann, accumulated over the 

years in the pages of the Association for Computing Machinery's 

newsletter Sojiwrue lc'n,L,rinPrri ng NolPs, established in 1976. To begin with, 

these reports were a sporadic feature of Neumann's "Letter from the 

Editor." In the early 19HOs, however, the volume of such reports grew 

sharply, and in August 19H!'i an on-line electronic news group, called 

RISK':~ Fonun, was set up, moderated by Neumann, with many contrib

utors. This forum (accessible via Internet) has become the basis of a sec

tion on "Risks to the Public" in each issue of Sofitwam h'nrrinPerin<r Notes. ' ,.., h 

Although the resultant record has deficiencies from the point of view of 

systematic analysis, this material fi>rms a unique and valuable data 

source. There is no doubt that its very existence has been a spur to a 

great deal of the rest'arch work relevant to computer safety. Inspection 

of existing articles dealing with the topic makes clear how important 

Sofiware lc'n[.,rinr'Pring Noles and the RISK5 forum have been in publicizing 
accidents involving computers.? 

The method I used to gather cases was very simple. I examined each 

issue of Sofiwarp FnginPering Notes carefully for cases of apparent com

puter-related accidental death. The cases thus collected were cross

checked against the helpful indexes regularly produced by Peter 

Neumann in case one should he missed in the sheer volume of materi

al. Wherever possible, I then sought the report of an oflicial inquiry 

into, or an independent investigation of, the incident described. At the 

very least, an attempt was made to check the original published source 
whenever this was quoted. 

Apart from the general issues raised in the previous section, there are 

clearly two potential problems in this use of Sojiwarp Engineering Notes: 

the overreporting and the underrt>porting there of computer-related 

accidental deaths. Overreporting is more common than might be imag

ined. Computer professionals have shown commendable zeal in search

ing for and publicizing cases of computer-system failure. (There is, 

indeed, an interesting puzzle for the sociology of the professions in the 

contrast between this attitude and what seems to be the typically less 

zealous attitude of other professionals, such as physicians or lawyers, in 

uncovering and publicizing errors by their colleagues.) Reasonably 

often, incidents reported in Software Hn[.,rineering Notes that appear to be 

computer-related accidental deaths subsequently turn out not to have 

been computer-related. The newsletter has often published corrections, 

and in other cases my own research suggested that the role of comput
ers was small or negligible. Such cases are excluded. 
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In other cases, no reliable source of information could be found on 

which to base such a judgment. As noted abon~, most of these <liT 

included in the data set, with warnings as to the povertv of inf(mnation 

on them. A handful of cases that appeared jninwfacie merelv apmTvphal 

were, however, excluded; the number of deaths at issue is small, so the 

effect on the overall pattern of the data of either including or exclud

ing them is not great. 

Unfortunately, underreporting is a br more intractable problem 

than overreporting. SofiwarP L'ngineni ng Noles makes no pretense to be 

comprehensive in its coverage. Neumann, for example, is careful to title 

his indexes "Illustrative Risks to the Public." The cases reported in the 

RISKS forum and SojiwrzrP Hnf!,irwrriug Notes arc typically culled from 

press coverage: only a minority come from the reporter's personal expe

rience (and these are almost always the less serious incidents, not those 

involving death). Furthermore, there is an enormous preponderance of 

English-language newspapers and journals among the sources quoted. 

At best, therefore, Sofiwm"P En,L,rinPering NotPs appears to conT only those 

computer-related t~1tal accidents that find their way into the English

language press. 

In the absence of any comparable alternative source, however, there 

is no straightforward way of investigating the extent of underreporting 

in Sojiware Hngineering Notes. The impression I fimned while conducting 

the research was that coverage of "catastrophic" accidents such as crash

es of large passenger aircraft is good. These will always be reported in 

the press, extensive inquiries will typically ensue, and the subscribers to 

RISK<.; seem carefully to scrutinize reports of such accidents and 

inquiries for any suggestion of computer involvement. 

It seemed likely, however, that coverage of less catastrophic accidents, 

such as accidents involving robots or other forms of automated indus

trial equipment, would be poorer. Thest" will typically involve only a sin

gle death; they take place on the premises of an employer who mav have 

no wish to see them widely publicized; and they mav be regarded by the 

media as too "routine" to be worth extensive coverage. Accordinglv, I 

investigated these separately through contacts in the firms producing 

robots and in the Health and Safety Executive, the organization respon

sible for enforcing industrial safety regulations in the United Kingdom. 

It turns out that the coverage of fatal accidents im'Oh·ing robots bv 

Sofiware En~:-,rineering Notps is reasonable: indeed, there seems to have been 

a degree of overreporting. This good coverage probably arises because 

robot accidents have been regarded by the media as newsworthy. On the 
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other hand, even the small amount of systematic data I have found on 

fatal industrial accidents involving more general types of computer

controlled machinery makes it clear that this kind of accident is great

ly underreported in Sofiware Engineaing Notes. I would indeed 

hypothesize that this is the most important systematic gap in the data 

recorded below. 

The Data 

Overall Total 
There arc around I 100 computer-related accidental deaths in the overall 

data set generated by the above methods: to be precise, I 075 plus the 

"tens" of the North Staflimlshire radiation therapy incident (see table 1). 

The data's limitations, discussed above, mean that these figures are far 

from definitive. Despite extensive literature searches, information on a 

substantial number of the incidents remains poor. Those inclined to 

attribute accidents to human error alone would probably deny that 

many of the "human-computer interaction" cases are properly to be 

described as computer-related. It might be argued that some of the 

deaths (fill· example, those resulting from f~1ilure to intercept a Scud 

missile and from the Soviet downing of the Korean airliner) should not 

be classed as accidental. There arc, furthermore, a variety of particular 

problems in the diagnosis of other incidents (some of these problems 

are discussed below) which might lead a critic to exclude them too. 

Only a small minority of incidents-perhaps only the Therac-25 radia

tion therapy incidents-seem entirely immune from one or other of 

these exclusionary strategies, although to force the total much below 

100 would require what seem to me to be bizarre definitions, such as a 

refusal to accept the North Staffordshire deaths as computer-related. 

In other words, more stringent criteria of what is to count as a com

puter-related accidental death could reduce the overall total to well 

below 1100. On the other hand, the bet that the mechanisms by which 

a death reaches Sofiwarr ],·n,£r;ineering Notr!s are Ltr from comprehensive 

means that there is almost certainly a substantial degree of underre

porting in this data set. In particular, there must have been more fatal 

industrial accidents involving computer-controlled industrial equip

ment than the 22 cases recorded here. Systematic data were available to 

me only for Britain and France, and for limited periods of time. 

Comprehensive coverage of other advanced industrial nations would 

increase the overall total considerably. Furthermore, the relatively small 
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number of cases from outside the English-speaking world (particularlY 

from the former Soviet bloc) is suspicious. Reliance on computers is 

more pervasive in Western industrial nations than in the fi>rmer Soviet 

bloc and Third World, but probably not to the extent the geographic 

distribution of the accidents recorded here might suggest. 

Any attempt to correct for this underreporting is obviously problem

atic. It seems to me unlikely, however, that any plausible correction could 

boost the total by much more than about a further 1000. For that to hap

pen would require that one or more catastrophic computer-related acci

dents, involving at least several hundred deaths, has been misclassified IJY 

me or has gone unrecorded. The latter is certainly possible, but, gin'n 

the number and diligence of Neumann's correspondents, unlikclv. 

Therefore, the findings of this analysis on the total number of com

puter-related accidental deaths, worldwide, to the end of I ~J92. can be 

expressed, in conventional format, as II 00 ± 1000. The relatively large 

error band appropriately conveys the twin problems inherent in this 

exercise: more stringent definition would reduce the total considerablv. 

while correction for undcrreporting could plausibly just about double it. 

Aside from the total number of deaths, the other most salient aspect 

of this data set is the causes of the incidents it contains. I han' divided 

the accidents into three rough categories, according to the apparent 

nature of their dominant computer-related cause: physical Llilure of a 

computer system or physical disturbance of its correct functioning; soft

ware error; or problems in human-computer interaction. Although 

inadequate data prohibit description of every individual incident, some 

discussion of the type of accident to be found in each category mav be 

of interest. 

Physical Causes: 48 Deaths 
Apart from one case of capacitor f~lilure and one dubious case in which 

a safety-critical computer system may have bikd because of fire, all 

deaths involving physical causes have been due to electromagnetic 

interference (i.e., a programmable system's being reprogrammed or 

having its normal operation impeded by stray radio signals or other 

electromagnetic emissions). Two deaths han~ been attributed to acci

dental reprogramming of cardiac pacemakers. Several militarv acci

dents have been alleged to have been caused bv electromagnetic 

interference, although (perhaps because of the particular dif1iculty of 

diagnosing electromagnetic interference retrospectiw'lv) these cases 

are almost all controversial. In only one of them has electromagnetic 



Table 1 -'C 
Cases of possible computer-related accidental death (to end of 1992). -1<. 

"' l'\o. of Data ~ 
;:, 

Date(s) deaths Location :\ature of incident Probable main cause(s) :-.lain ref(s). qualitv ~ 
" """' 

Physical causes 
'C 

cs Accidental reprogramming Interference from Dennett (1979) Poor 
of cardiac pacemaker therapeutic microwaves 

lTS Accidental reprogramming Interference from antitheft SEsa 10(2). p. 6 Poor 
of cardiac pacemaker dnice SE.Yll(l), p. 9 

1982 20 South Sinking of Shrffidd after fail- Interference from satellite Dail>· .\Iinor Fair 
Atlantic ure to intercept Argentinean radio transmission 5/lS/R6; 

Exocet missile Hansard 
6/9/86 

1982 l lTS Car accident Fire may have caused failure of San Francisco Very poor 
antilock braking svstem Chronicle 2/5/86 

1986 2 Libya Crash of CS F-Ill during Possible electromagnetic .~EX14(2), p. 22 Very poor 
attack on Tripoli interference 

1982- 22 ? Crashes of CS military Possible electromagnetic AW&STb Poor, 
1987 helicopters interference, denied by makers 11/16/87, contra-

and by US Army 27-28 versial 

1988 1 UK Operator killed by computer- Machine restarted unexpectedly Edwards (n.d.) Good 
controlled boring machine due to faulty capacitor 

1 
Software error 

1986 2 us Overdoses from radiation Error in relationship between Leveson and \'erv 
therapv machine data-entrv routine and Turner (1992) good 

treatment-monitoring task 

1991 28 Saudi Failure to intercept Iraqi Omitted call to time-conversion GAOC(l992), Good 
Arabia Scud missile subroutine; delayed arrival of Skeel ( 1992) 

corrected software 

Human-computer interaction 
problems 

,VJedical 

1982- "in the UK L'nderdosing bv radiation Correction factor for reduced West ~Iidlands Good 
1991 tens 

, 
therapv machine source-skin distance in isocentric Regional Health 

therapv applied twice (alreach Authoritv (1992), 
present in software). 1\orth Stafford- "' 2" 

shire Health ::: ..,. 
Authoritv (1993) 

~ 
.\Iilitary -

1987 37 Persian Failure to intercept attack Alleged lack of combat readiness; Sharp ( 1987), Com- Fair ~ 
Gulf on Starli by Iraqi Exocet possible defectin· fi·iend/f<>e mittee on .-\rmecl 

~ 

missile identification or switching off Sen-ices (1987), ...; 
--'· ;:,_ 

of audible \\arning Adam (19H7), ~ 
\ lahos (I 9HH) ::... 

1988 290 Persian Shooting down of Iran Air Stre,s; need f<>r rapid decision; Fogam ( l <JHH) ( ;oocl 
:::; 
~ Gulf airliner by t'incmnr.\ weapon S\"Stcrn-h uman in tcrface "" 

not optimal for situation -'C 
"' 

··--···~--~· .Jill 



Table 1 (continued) 

l\'o. of 
Date(s) deaths Location 1'\ature of incident 

1979 257 

1983 269 

1988 4 

1989 12 

1992 87 

1978- 10 
1987 

1984 1 

1979 1 

1983- 13 
1988 

1988 1 

1989 1 

Antarc
tica 

L'SSR 

L'K 

Brazil 

France 

Japan 

us 

us 

France 

CK 

CK 

Crash of airliner on 
sightseeing trip 

Shooting clown of Korean 
Air Lines airliner after 
navigational error 

Collision of two RAF 
Tornado aircraft 

Crash of airliner after 
running out of fuel 

Crash of airliner into 
mountain during night 
approach 

\\'orkers struck during repair, 
maintenance, installation, or 
adjustment of robots 

Heart failure after being 
pinned by robot 

V\'orker struck bv automated 
\'chicle in computerized 
storage facility 

Accidents to operators, 
installers, repairers in 
automated plant 

~Iaintenance electrician 
killed by unexpected 
mm·ement of automatic hoist 

Setter I operator killed bv 
palletizer 

Probable main cause(s) 

Air 

Communication failure re 
resetting of navigation system; 
continuation of flight in 
dangerous visual conditions 

Autopilot connected to compass 
rather than inertial navigation 
SYStem 

Cse of identical navigational 
cassettes bv clifferen t aircraft 

Incorrect input to naYigation 
SYStem? 

Vertical speed mode mav haYe 
been selected instead of flight
path angle; limited cross-checking 
between crewmembers; possible 
distraction; no ground-proximity 
warning system 

Robot-1Tlated 

V\'orkers entered envelope of 
powered-up robots; in some 
cases, deficiencies in training 
and absence of fences 

\\'orker entered envelope of 
powered-up robot 

Involving otlwr automated plant 

Absence of audible warning; 
inadequate training; production 
pressure 

Insufficient indiYidual details 
giYen in source 

~Iaintenance elecuician disconnected 
proximitY ~;witch, which sent signal 
to controller; machine not isolated 

~lachine C\Tled \\·hen boxe.-. inter-
rupting photoelectric beam re-
mmed; transfer table not isolated 

~fain ref(s). 

~Iahon ( 1981) 

AW&ST6/2l/93, 
p. 17 

SundaY Times 
3/11/90 

S£X15(l), p. 18 

Sparaco ( 1994) 

l\'agamachi 
(1988) 

Sanderson et a!. 
(1986) 

Fuller ( 1984) 

Yautrim and 
Dei-Svaldi (1989) 

Edwards (n.d.) 

Edwards (n.d.) 

-. 
\0 
0\ 

Data 
qualitv 

::; ,.. 
;::, 
~ 
"' " \0 

Fair, but 
aspects 
contro-
versial 

Fair 

Fair 

Poor, con-
troYersial 

Fair 

..... 

Fair 

Fair 

Good 

Good, but 
too aggre-
gated for ,-, 

~~ 

current ::: 
purpose 1 

"' 
Good ~ 

" §: 
" ::::.. 
::... 

Good "' ..:. 
::::.. 
~ 
~ 
:::::: 
~ ,.. 

-. 
\0 ,, 

J 
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Table I (continued) 

).io. of Data 
Date (s) deaths Location 0.'an1re of incident Probable main cause (s) :\lain ref(s). qualitY 

1991 I l"K :Vlaintenance fitter killed bY Fitter's boclv interrupted beam Ed11·ards (n.d.) Good 
hold-down ann of feed unit to of process sensor: machine not 
log saw isolated 

1991 1 l"K :Vlaintenance fitter killed in Fitter inside guarding enclosure Edwards (n.d.) Good 
automated brick plant observing cause of misalignment 

of bricks 

3 :\ether- Explosion at chemical plant TYping error caused addition of SEY 18(2), p. 7 Fair 
lands wrong chemical to reactor 

Insufficient data 

1986 1 l"S Overdose of pain-relieving Error in medical expert system (:) Forester and \'en poor 
drugs Morrison ( 1990) 

1989 1 l"S Failure of school-crossing Breakdown in radio communi- Emery (1989) Poor 
pedestrian signals cations link to computer (?) 

1990 1 l"S Collision of automated Unclear S/:S16(1), p. lO \'erv poor 
guided vehicle and crane 

1990 1? US Delavecl dispatch of Logging program not installed SES16(1), p. 10 Poor 
ambulance (?) (unclear whether death was 

clue to clelav) 

c 1983 1 West Woman killed daughter after "Computer error" SEV 10(3), p. 8 Very poor 
Ger- erroneous medical diagnosis 
many 

c 1984 1 China Electrocution Unclear SEN 10(1), p. 8 \'ery poor 

c 1989 1 CSSR Electrocution Unclear SEN 14(5), p. 7 Very poor 

2? ' Sudden unintended Unclear SEN12 (1), pp. Poor, con-
acceleration of car 8-9 Business VY't?ek troversial 

5/29/89, p. 19 

Sources not listed in notes to chapter: J. T. Dennett, "\'\'hen toasters sing and brakes fail," Science 80 1 (November-December 1979), 
p. 84; Report of the Independent Inquiry into the Conduct of Isocentric Radiotherapv at the North Staffordshire Royal Infirmary 
between 1982 and 1991 (West Yiidlands Regional Health Authoritv, 1992); Report on the Staff Imestigation into the Iraqi Attack on 
the USS Stark (House of Representatives, Committee on Armed Services, 1987) ;J. A. Adam, "USS Stark: What realh happened?" IEEE 
Spectrum, September 1987, pp. 26-29; P. T. Mahon, Report of the Rewa! Commission to Inquire into the Crash on Mount Ere bus, 
Antarctica (Hassel berg 1981); ;'vi. Kagamachi, 'Ten fatal accidents due to robots inJapan," in Ergonomics ofHy&rid Automated Systems 
I, ed. W. Karwoski eta!. (Elsevier, 1988);]. G. Fuller, "Death by robot," Omni, March 1984, pp. 45-46 and 97-102: T. Forester and P. 
:Vforrison, "Computer unreliabilitY and social \ulnerability," Futures, June 1990, pp. 462-474; E. Emerv, "Child's death spurs safety 
inquiries," Colorado Springs Gazette 1rleg-raph,Januan 11, 1989. 

a. Association for Computing Machinery's Software Engineering Notes 
b. /iviation Hl,ek and Sjwce Teclmology 
c. General Accounting Office 
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in terfercnce been stated oflicially to be the cause: the failure of H.M.S. 

Sheffield's defensive systems to intercept an attacking Argentinean 

Exocet missile during the Falklands vVar. At the time of the attack, the 

Sheffield was in urgent radio communication, by satellite, with another 

vessel in the British task f<>rce. Interference from this transmission pre

vented the Sheffield from picking up warning signals on its electronic 

support measures equipment until it was too late to intercept the 

Exocet attack. Published reports leave unclear what precise aspect of 

the equipment was interfered with (although the distinction is difficult 

for a modern system of this kind, it clearly could have been the radar 

rather than the information-processing aspect), but there seems to me 

to be suflicient indication here of possible "computer-relatedness" to 

merit the inclusion of this case in the data set. 

Software Error: 30 deaths 

Much of the discussion of the risks of safety-critical computing has 

focused on software error, and the data set contains two incidents which 

arc clearly of this kind. Two deaths resulted from overdoses from a com

puter-controlled radiation therapy machine known as the Therac-25. (A 

third patient also died from complications related to a Therac-25 over

dose, but he was already suffering from a terminal form of cancer. The 

autopsy on a fourth overdosed patient revealed her cause of death to 

have been cancer rather than radiation overexposure.) 

The Thcrac-25 has two therapeutic modes: the electron mode (used 

for treating tumor sites on or near the surh1ce of the body) and the x

ray mode (used for treating deeper tumor sites). The latter involves 

placing in the path of the electron beam a tungsten target (to produce 

the x-rays) and a "beam flattener" (to ensure a uniform treatment 

field). Because the beam flattener greatly reduces the intensity of the 

beam, x-ray therapy requires about I 00 times more electron-beam cur

rent than electron-mode therapy. If the stronger current were used 

without the target and the beam flattener in place, the patient would 

receive a massive overdose. Because of a software error,ll there was a par

ticular f(mn of data entry on the Therac-25 that caused precisely this to 

happen, because it shifted the mode from x-ray to electron while leav

ing the intensity at the current required for x-ray therapy. The data that 

appeared on the system's display did not reveal that this had taken 

place, and the fatal error was diagnosed only with some difliculty. 

Investigation also revealed another dangerous software error, although 

this seems not to have been implicated in the two deaths included in the 
data set.9 
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A software error also caused the Ltilure of the Patriot air defense svs

tem at Dhahran during the 1991 Gulf War, which led to the deaths of ~S 

American troops in an Iraqi Scud missile attack. \A/hen tracking a target, 

sophisticated modern radar systems, such as that used for the Patriot. 

process not the entire reflected radar beam but only a portion of it 

known as the "range gate." An algorithm em bedded in the svstetn soft

ware shifts the range gate according to the velocity of the object being 

tracked and the time and location of its last detection. :\n error in the 

implementation of the range-gate algorithm was the cause of the L\ilurc 

to attempt to intercept the attacking Scud.! O 

The Patriot's internal clock keeps time as an integer number of 

tenths of seconds. That number is stored as a binary integer in the reg

isters of the Patriot's computer, each ofwhich can store 24 binarv digits 

(bits). For usc in the range-gate algorithm, this integer number of 

tenths of a second is converted into a 4S-bit floating-point II number of 

seconds-a conversion that requires multiplication of the integer bY the 

24-bit binary representation of one tenth. The binarv representation of 
l . . . . 

10 IS nontermmatmg, and so a tiny rounding error arises when it is trun-

cated to 24 bits. That error, if uncorrected, causes the resultant floating

point representations of time to be reduced bv ().()()()I% from their true 
values. 1 ~ ' 

The Patriot was originally designed to intercept relatively slow tar

gets, such as aircraft. Among the modifications made to give it the 

capacity to intercept much faster ballistic missiles was a software 

upgrade that increased the accuracy of the connTsion of clock time to 

a binary floating-point number. At one place in the upgraded software 

a necessary call to the subroutine was accidentally omitted, causing a 

discrepancy between the floating-point representations of time used in 

different places in the range-gate algorithm. The result was an nror 

that was insignificant if the system was used for onlv a small amount of 

time but which steadily increased until the svstem was "rebooted" 
(which resets time to zero). 

The problem was detected before the Dhahran incident. A message 

was send to Patriot users warning them that "very long run times could 

cause a shift in the range gate, resulting in the target being ol1set."l:l A 

software modification correcting the error was dispatched to users more 

than a week before the incident. However, the matter was reportedly 

treated as not one of extreme urgency because Army oflicials "pre

sumed that the users [of Patriot] would not continuouslv run the bat

teries for such extended periods of time that the Patriot would bil to 
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track targets."l'1 (Rebooting takes only 60-90 seconds.) Unfortunately, 

on the night of February 25, 1991, Alpha Battery at Dhahran had been 

in uninterrupted operation for more than 100 hours, long enough for 

the error to cause loss of tracking of a target moving as fast as a Scud. 

As a result, no defensive missiles were launched against the fatal Scud 

attack. I 'i The modified software arrived one day too late. 

Human-Computer Interaction Problems: 988 Plus "Tens" of Deaths 

Accidents caused by bilurcs in the interaction between human beings 

and a computer system are typically "messier" in research terms than 

those caused by clear-cut technical errors or faults. Precisely because 

such accidents were caused by f~1ilures in human-computer interaction, 

fixing the blame can be contentious. System designers may sec the fail

ure as being clue to "human error" on the part of the operators. 

Operators sometimes make allegations of defective technical function

ing of the system-often allegations for which no decisive evidence can 

be f(>tmd, but which cannot be ruled out a jJriori. 
These blame-seeking disputes cloud over what is typically the key 

point. Many safety-critical systems involving computers rely for their safe 

functioning upon the correctness of the behavior of both their techni

cal and their human components. Just as failure of technical compo

netlls is typically regarded as a predicable contingency (and guarded 

against by duplication or triplication of key parts, for example), so 

human bilure should be expected and, as hu· as possible, allowed for. 

Medical For the sake of convenience, I have divided the problems of 

human-computer interaction into five broad categories: medical, mili

tary, air, robot-related, and those involving other automated industrial 

t'quipment. The medical case is the most clear-cut of the incidents. 

Systematic undcrdosing in isocentric radiotherapy for cancer took place 

at the North Stafl(>rdshire Royal Infirmary between l9R2 and 1991. 
Isocentric therapy is a f(Jrm of treatment in which the system's focal dis

tance is set at the center of a tumor and the machine is rotated so that 

the tumor is "hit" from several different angles. In calculating the 

required intensity of radiation f(Jr isocentric therapy, it is necessary to 

allow for the fact that the distance between the source of the beam and 

the skin of the patient will he less than the 100 em standard in forms of 

radiotherapy where each beam is directed not at the tumor but at a 

point in the skin overlying it. If not, the patient will be overdosed. 

Before computerization, this correction was always calculated and 
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entered manually. This practice continued at the North Staff(>rdshire 

hospital after a computerized treatment plan f(>r isocentric radiothera

PY was introduced in l9R2, because it was not realized that the correc

tion was already being made by the system software. The error was not 

detected until a new computer planning system was installed in I ~l91. 

The result was the underdosing by various amounts of approximatelY 

1000 patients. Subsequent investigation lli suggests that 492 patients mav 

have been adversely affected by underdosing, of whom 40 I had died bv 

the middle of 199:1. However, radiation therapy f(Jr cancer has a Ltr 

from total success rate even when conducted perfectly, and so manv of 

these patients would have died in any case. As noted above, the clinical 

verdict was that the deaths resulting from the error were likelv to be "'in 

the tens rather the hundreds. "17 

Military The two military cases arc much less clear-cut in their causes. 

and their interpretation has been controversial. V\'hilc patrolling the 

Persian Gulf in 19H7, during the Iran-Iraq war, the U.S. frigate Strnil was 

struck by two Exocet missiles fired by an Iraqi aircraft. Like the ,)'lujfiefd. 

the Stark was equipped with computerized svstems designed to detect 

and intercept such an attack. The subsequent U.S. Na\Y investigation 

focused mainly on the Stark's alleged lack of combat-readiness 1S ; it 

should be noted, however, that the United States was at war with twit her 

party to the conflict, and indeed was widely seen as a defarlo supporter 

of Iraq. More particularly, it remains punling that, although the S!arh's 

electronic warfare system detected the Iraqi Mirage fighter. its crew 

appear not to have received a warning from the system about the incom

ing missiles. Each of the main candidate explanations of this would lead 

to the classification of the incident as computer-related. One possibilitY 

is that the system may have detected the missiles but had been pro

grammed to define the French-made Exocet as "friendlv" rather than 

"hostile." (This suggestion was also made in attt'mpts to explain whv the 

Sheffield failed to intercept the Exocet attack on it, but was denied by the 

U.K. Ministry of Defence.) The S!arh's SLQ-32 electronic warbrc svstcm 

"had Exocet parameters in its softwart' library, but this sofiware might 

have been flawed or out of date, a problem the Navv has admitted. " 1 ~ 1 

Another possibility is that the system did produce a warning, but that this 

was not noticed by its operator. The operator had switched off its audi

ble alarm feature because the system was issuing too many Elise alarms. 

In the case of the Iranian airliner there is no evidence of anv techni

cal malfunction of the sophisticated Aegis computerized combat svstem 

aboard the VinrennPs. Data tapes from the system are consistent with 
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what in retrospect we know to have been the true course of events. It is 

clear that the crew of the Vinrrnnr's was operating under considerable 

stress. While fighting off several small, fast boats, the Vincennes had to 

turn abruptly at full speed to keep its weapons engaged on the targets 

(it had a fouled gun mount). Such turns cause a vessel such as the 

Viru:rnnrs to keel sharply. Furthermore, memories of the surprise air

borne attack on the Stark were still fresh, and there was little time avail

able in which to check the ident.ification of the radar contact as a hostile 

Iranian military aircraft. 

However, the human error that occurred may bear at least some rela

tion to the computerization of the Vincrnnes. A key role in the misidenti

fication of the Iranian airliner as a military threat was played by the 

perception of it as descending toward the Vinr:ennes, when in fact it was 

(and was correctly being analyzed by the Aegis system as) rising away from 

it. Stress undoubtedly played a major role in this misperception. However, 

the U.S. Navy's report on the incident suggested that "it is important to 

note, that altitude cannot be displayt>d on the LSD [large screen display] 

in real time." After the investigation of the incident, the chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that "a means for displaying altitude 

inf(>rrnation on a contact such as 'ascending' or 'descending' on the LSD 

should ... he examined" and that "some additional human engineering 

he done on the display screens of AEGIS."2° More generally, it is note

worthy that it was the highly computerized Vincennes that misidentified 

the radar contact, while its technologically more primitive sister ship, the 

Sirles, correctly identified the Iranian aircraft as no threat.2 1 A possible 

reason f(>r this is discussed in the conclusion. 

Air The air incidents are also cases where there is typically no evidence 

of technical malfunction, but where problems seem to have arisen in 

human interaction with an automated system. The most recent of them 

has been the f(>eus of intense scrutiny because it involved the first of the 

new generation of highly computerized "fly-by-wire" aircraft, the Airbus 

A320,22 one of which crashed in mountainous terrain after an over

rapid nighttime descent in bad weather to Strasbourg-Entzheim 

Airport. That there had been a technical failure of the A320's Flight 

Control Unit computer system was not ruled out by the crash investiga

tors but wasjudged a "low probability. "23 Instead, the investigators' cen

tral hypothesis is that the pilot and the co-pilot, both of whom died in 

the accident, may have intended to instruct the flight-control system to 

descend at the gentle angle of 3.3° but, by mistake, instructed it to 

descend at the extremely rapid rate of 3300 feet per minute. A letter 
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designation on the Flight Control Unit, and distinct svmbols on the pri

mary flight displays, indicate which mode has been selected, but the 

particular angle or speed chosen were both represented bv two-digit 

numbers. (The interf~1ce has since been redesigned so that the nTtical 

speed mode is now represented by a four-digit number.) 

Analysis of the cockpit voice recorder suggests that "'there was limit

ed verbal communication, coordination and cross-checking between 

the two pilots, "24 who had never previously flown together and whose 

attention may have been distracted from their speed of descent lw a last

minute air-traffic-control instruction to change runways and terminal 

guidance systems. The carrier operating the particular aircraft in ques

tion had declined to install automated ground-proximity warning svs

tems in its A320 fleet, at least in part because it believed such svstems to 

give too many false alarms in the type of operation it conducted, so no 

warning of imminent impact was received by the crew. 

The cases involving air navigation errors art', in a broad sense, simi

lar to the case just discussed. Modern long-range civil air transports and 

nearly all modern military aircraft are equipped with automatic naviga

tion systems, most commonly inertial systems (which arc self~contained. 

not reliant on external radio signals). Inertial navigators arc now 

extremely reliable technically-perhaps to such an extent that undue 

reliance is placed on their output. with othn sources of n~l\'igational 

data not always checked, and flights sometimes continued under "·hat 
might otherwise be seen as overly dangerous conditions. 

Yet such automated systems do have vulnerabilities. Inertial naviga

tion systems need to be fed data on initiallatitudt> and longitude bef(HT 

takeofl. In civil airliners, inertial navigators art' typicallv triplicated to 

allow the isolation of individual errors. However, some configurations 

contain an override that allows data to be entered simultaneously to all 

three systems instead of individually to each. Furthermore, if the iner

tial system is to "fly" the plane (via an autopilot), details of the requisite 

course must also be entered (typically in the form of the latitude and 

longitude of a set of way points, and often as a pre-prepared tape cas

sette) and the correct "connection" must be made between the inertial 
system and the autopilot. 

The best known of the resulting incidents is the 19H:~ episode in 

which a Korean airliner strayed into Soviet air space and was shot down. 

The fact that the Korean plane was flying over Soviet territory attracted 

much speculation and led to some lurid conspiracy theories. Data tapes 

from the airliner r-eleased recently by Russia, however, seem to point to 
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a simple, undetected mistake: the autopilot was connected to the 

plane's compass rather than to its inertial navigation system. The air

craft therefore followed a constant magnetic heading throughout its 

11ight rather than the intended Hight plan. 

Robot-Related The robot-related deaths in the data set seem to mani

fest a common pattern-one also seen in nonf~1tal robot-related acci

dents, on which considerable amounts of data arc available. The key 

risk posed by robotic systems, in contrast to more conventional indus

trial machinery, is that the movements of the latter are typically repeti

tive and predictable (the danger points being obvious), whereas robot 

motion is much less predictable. :2!i A robot may suddenly start after a 

period of inactivity while internal processing is going on; the direction 

of movement of a robot "arm" may suddenly change; and all points in a 

robot's work envelope (the three-dimensional space which it can reach) 

arc potentially hazardous. Deaths and other serious accidents involving 

robots thus nearly always involve the presence of a worker within the 

envelope of a powered-up robot. Often the worker is struck li·om 

behind and is pushed into another machine or against a fixed obstacle. 

vVorkers are typically instructed not to enter the envelopes of pow

en~d-up robots, so it is tempting to ascribe all such accidents to "human 

error" alone. But to do this would he to miss several points. First, the 

human error involved is an entirely foreseeable one, and so one that 

should be anticipated in system design. However (this is my second 

point), in some early installations no barriers were present to inhibit 

workers from entering the envelope, and training was sometimes inad

equate. Third, there is little reason to think that workers enter robot 

envelopes gratuitously. They may, for example, be cleaning or attending 

to some small snag in the robot installation. It may be that there are 

pressures in the situation, such as to maintain productivity, that encour

age workers to do this without switching off the power supply. Fourth, 

some Etta! accidents have occurred when a worker did indeed switch off 

power to the robot but it was switched back on either inadvertently by 
him or by another worker. Installation design could guard against this, 
at least to some extent.:2!i 

Other Automated Industrial Equipment While robot-related accidents 

have attracted considerable interest, there has been much less attention 

to f~ttal accidents involving other kinds of automated industrial equip

ment, although the latter appear likely to be considerably more numer

ous. Again, a particularly dangerous situation (the situation, for example, 

in three of the live U.K. fatalities identified by Edwards:27) arises when 
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workers enter or reach into computer-controllt:>d machinery when it has 

stopped hut is still powered up, so that it can be restarted by sensors. bv 

faults in the control system, or by signals from other locations.:!H 

As in the robot case, accidents of this type should not be disregarded 

as gratuitous and unpredictable "human error." The two svstematic 

studies of this type of accident which I have been able to locate:2'l both 

suggest that accidents with automated equipment typically involn' S\'S

tem designs that make some necessary work activities-such as finding 

and recti tying l~mlts, adjusting work pieces, and ( espcciallv) clt>aring 

blockages-dangerous. Sometimes the guarding is dclicient or there 

are defects in isolation systems. Other dangers arise from having a 

process "stop" device that halts the machine but docs not isolate it; the 

resultant accidents are far from unpredictable. More gt>nerally, acci

dents involving unsafe work systems typically point to organizational 

rather than individual failures. For example, tlw maintenance electri

cian killed in Britain in l9RR by unexpected mm'ement of an automat

ic hoist was reportedly "expectt:>d to maintain a system which had been 

supplied without an interlocked t'nclosure, and without ~IllY form of 
. . I "'io operatmg or mamtenance manua. · 

Conclusions 

How Safe Are Computers? 
The data presented here are clearly insutficient for any quantitatin' 

measure of levels of risk associated with computer systems. For that to 

be possible, we would need to know not just numbers of accidt>ntal 

deaths but also levels of "exposure": total usage of computerized radia

tion therapy machines, total passenger miles or hours llown in lh'-lw

wire aircraft or in planes reliant upon inertial navigators, total hours of 

work spent in proximity to industrial robots or close to automated plant, 

and so on. I do not possess such data. Nor am I SUIT that the aggregate 

result of such an exercise would be meaningful: the risks involved in 

such different activities are scarcely commensurable. Furthermore, en'n 

the crudest quantitative assessment of the lwncfits and dangers of com

puterization would also require data on the risks of analogous acti,·ities 

conducted without the aid of computers. In limited spheres such as 

radiotherapy and (perhaps) civil aviation tlw comparison might bt:> an 

interesting research exercise,-'ll but often it is impossible. For example, 

effective defense against ballistic missiles without the aid or computers 

is hard to imagine; thus, there is no comparator case. 
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I can answer the question of the overall safety of computer systems in 

only the crudest sense: the prevalence of computer-related accidents as 

a cause of death. In that sense, a total of no more than about 2000 

deaths so br, worldwide, is modest. For example, in 1992 alone, there 

were 4274 deaths in the United Kingdom in traffic accidents.32 By com

parison, computer-related accident has not, up until now, been a major 
cause of death. 

Nevertheless, there are no grounds here for complacency. In the con

text of activities with a generally excellent safety rTcord, such as sched

uled air transport, even a small number of major accidents becomes 

most worrying. In addition, deaths are sometimes only the visible tip of 

what can be a much larger "iceberg" of serious injuries, minor injuries, 

and "ncar misses." This is, for example, clearly the case for accidents 

involving robots and other fi>rms of automated industrial equipment. 

Edwards's data set contains 14 major· injuries and 40 minor ones for 

each Lttality.:~:l These multipliers would most likely be smaller in other 

sectors, notably air traveJ,34 but there have clearly been a substantial 

number of computer-related injuries to add to the total of fatalities. 

Furthermore, even a cursory reading of the "risks" reports in Software 

Lnp,ineering Noles leaves one convinced that the number of "near misses" 
is likely to be considerable. 

In addition, we arc dealing here with a relatively new problem, where 

the record of the past is unlikely to be a good guide to the future, since 

the incidence of computerization, its complexity, and its safety-criticali

ty arc increasing.'\,-, True, an unequivocal trend in time in the data set 

cannot be established: the numbers of deaths are dominated too much 

by the three incidents in 1979, 19H~, and 1988 in each ofwhich over 200 

people were killed. It is, however, striking that there is no well-doctl

mented case of a computer-related accidental death before 197H. Of 

course, that may to some degree be an artih1ct of the reporting system: 

"risks" reports in Soflwrm~ 1\'ngineering Noles were only beginning then. 

But attention to the problem of computer sak~ty goes back at least to the 

late I 960s,:Hi and so it seems unlikely that large numbers of deaths 

before I 979 have gone unrecorded in the literature. 

The Need for Systematic Data Collection 

The attempt to conduct an exercise such as this quickly reveals the need 

for systematic collection of data on computer-related accidents. There 

are occasional pieces of excellent scientific detective work, such as 

Robert Skeel's uncovering of the precise role of r·mmding error in the 
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Dhahran incident37 (a role not fully evident even in the otherwise use

ful report by the General Accounting Ollie e). :ll-1 There is one superb 

detailed case study: Leveson and Turner's investigation of the Thcr;tc<!:i 

accidents. There are also "islands" of systematic data on particular sec

tors, such as Edwards's study of accidents itl\'olving computer-controlled 

industrial equipment in Britain. But the RISKS Forum and Sofimm' 

En,L,rineering Nolts remain the only cross-sectoral, international datalxtse. 

Remarkable and commendable efforts though thev arc, thev arc no sub

stitute for properly resourced, oflicial, systematic data collection. 

A large part of the problem is the diversitv of regulatorY regimes 

which cover saf(~ty-critical computing. By and large, what has happened 

is that computer use is covered by the regulatorY apparatus fi>r its sec

tor of application-apparatus which normally will predate the usc of 

digital computers in that sector and which will naturallv be influenced 

strongly by the history and specific features of the sector. 

Yet there is a strong argument to be made that the introduction of 

digital computers, or of programmable electronic devices more gener

ally, introduces ;elatively novel hazards which han' common features 

across sectors. Software-controlled systems tend to be logicallv complex, 

so operators may find it diflicult to generate adequate "mental models"" 

of them. Their complexity also increases "the danger of their harboring 

potentially risky design faults," and "the largely discrete nature of their 

behavior ... means that concepts such as 'stress,' 'Etilure region,' [and] 

'safety factor,' which are basic to conventional risk management. han· 

little meaning."39 Digital systems arc characterized by the "discontinuitY 

of effects as a function of cause. There is an unusual amplification of the 

effects of small changes. Change of a single bit of information (whether 

in a program or data) can have devastating eflt·cts. "4° Installing identi

cal programmable systems in duplicate or triplicate offers onlv limited 

protection, since errors in software or hardware design can be expected 

to produce "common-mode bilures" that manifest themseln·s in each 

system simultaneously. Even installing difl(Tcnt systems mav be less of a 

protection against common-mode Etilures than might be imagined. 

because in some cases the different programs produced by separate pro

grammers can still contain "equivalent logical errors. "·t I 

If this is correct (and some of these phenomena can be found among 

the cases presented here42), the risks associated with computer systems 

can be expected to have generic, technology-specific f(·atures as well as 

sector-specific, application-specific ones. It could thus be that a great 
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deal of important information is being lost through the partial and pre

dominantly intrasectoral nature of current information gathering. 

Nor is this simply a matter of the need for an empirical basis for 

research. There is evidence from other areas that the existence of inde

pendent data-gathtTing systems in itself makes systems safer, especially 

when data is collected on "incidents" as well as on actual "accidents," 

when the gathering of data on the fi>rmer is on a no-fault and confi

dential basis (to reduce to a minimum the motivations to underreport), 

and when results arc well publicized to relevant audiences. The inci

dent-reporting system in civil air transport is a good example.4'~ The 

British Computer Society has recently called f(>r a system of registration 

of safety-related computer systems with mandatory hmlt reporting. Such 

a system would be an important contribution to improving the safety of 

such systems as well as a valuable basis for resean:h. 44 

The Technical and the Human 

Computer-related accidental deaths caused solely by technical design 

flaws arc rare. The f~ttalitics in the data set resulting fi·om problems of 

human-computer interaction greatly outnumber those resulting from 

either physical causes or software errors. True, some of the "interaction" 

cases may mask software errors or hardware faults; on the other hand, 

one of the cases of software error and some of the cases of physical caus

es also have "interaction" aspects. The Dhahran deaths were not due 

entirely to the omitted call to the time-conversion subroutine; assump

tions about how the system would be operated in practice and delays in 

the arrival of the corrected software were also crucial. Leveson and 

Turner argue that even in the Therac-2:i deaths-whose cause was per

haps the closest in the well-documented cases in this data set to a "pure" 

technical error-software error '\vas only one contributing factor." 

They argue that organizational matters, such as what they regard as 

inadequacies in the procedure for reporting and acting upon incidents, 

were also important, as were belief'i about system safety_4"i 

Indeed, multi-causality may be the rule rather than the exception. 

More computer-related accidental deaths seem to be caused by inlrnac

lions of technical and cognitive/organizational L1ctors than by technical 

factors alone; computer-related accidents may thus often best be under

stood as ,IJIInn accidents.4fi In the absence, in many cases, of the depth 

of understanding now available of the Therac-25 and Dhahran deaths, 

or of the systematic coverage of Edwards's study of industrial accidents, 

T 
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this hypothesis cannot be yerified conclusiYciY, but such data as arc 

available make it plausible. 
There is, however, another worrying catcgorv: accidents in which 

there is unimpaired technical operation of a computerized system, as 

far as we can tell, and yet disastrous human interaction with it. 

Contrasting the Vincnmes's erroneous identification of its radar conLtct 

and the Sidrs's correct one, Gene Rochlin argues that computerization 

can result in a changed relationship of human beings to technoloh"· 

and his argument has wider implications thanjust for the analvsis of this 

particular incident.47 In a traditional naYal vessel or aircraft, human 

beings play a central role in processing the information flowing into the 

vehicle. By contrast, as computerization becomes more intensin', high

ly automated systems become increasingly primary. Ultimate human 

control-such as a human decision to activate the firing mode of an 

automated weapon system-is currently retained in most such sys

tems.4H But the human beings responsible for these sYstems maY han· 

lost the intangible cognitive benefits that f1ow from their haYing con

stantly to integrate and make sense of the data flowing in. 

In such a situation, danger can come both from stress and from rou

tine. Under stress, and pressed fi>r time, the human beings in charge of 

automated military systems cannot be expected always to question 

whether the situation they face is one that "the elaborate control svstem 

in which they were embedded, and for which they were responsible"4'1 

was designed to meet. We should not be surprised if sometimes they act 

out "the scenario compatible with the threat the system was designed to 

combat."50 Nor should we be surprised if, after hundreds or thousands 

of hours' personal experience of f1awless functioning of automated 

flight equipment, pilots begin to trust that equipment too much and 

then fail to check other inf()rmation available to them. 

To make computer systems safer, we need to address not merelY their 

technical aspects but also the cognitive and organizational aspects of 

their "real-world" operation. Psychologists and organizational analYsts 

have to be involved in this effort, along with computer scientists. If this 

does not happen, then there is a risk that purely technical efforts to 

make computer systems safer may fail. Not only arc such efforts address

ing only part of the problem; they may conceivably even increase the 

risks through their effect on belir~f~ about computer systems. There is a 

danger of what several contributors to Sofiware Fngi11n'l'i11g No!t•s han' 

called the "Titanic effect": the safer a system is believed to be, the more 

catastrophic the accidents to which it is subject. 
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Self-Negating Prophecies 
Although I have focused on the risks of computerization in this chapter, 

it is of course necessary to bear in mind the latter's very considerable 

bendits. The use of computer systems clearly offers considerable eco

nomic advantages. In some applications it may also be beneficial envi

ronmentally-for example, in reducing aircraft fuel consumption and 

resulting environmental damage. There are, furthermore, already 

examples of programmable electronic systems whose safety records, in 

extensive practical use, are impressive. 51 In many contexts computer use 

can actually enhance human safety-e.g., in automating the most dan

gerous parts of industrial processes or in warning of potentially danger

ous situations. Wisely used, relatively simple forms of automation, such 

as ground-proximity warning systems on aircraft, can potentially save 

many lives: the most common cause of death in scheduled air travel is 

now "controlled flight into terrain" by technically ur:'Tipaired aircraft. 52 

There is thus every reason for optimism: with good research, careful 

regulation, and intelligent application, the computer's risk-benefit 

account can be kept positive. However, the relatively modest number so 

[tr of computer-related accidental deaths-particularly the small num

ber caused by software error-is in one sense puzzling. While comput

er systems a~pear empirically to be reasonably safe, there are, as noted 

above, grounds for regarding them as inherently dangerous: 

A few years ago, David Benson, Professor of Computer Science at ~·ashington 
State Cniversity, issued a challenge by way of several electronic bullctm board sys
tems. He asked f(>r an example of a real-time system that functioned adequately 
when used f(H· the first time by people other than its developers for a purpose 
other than testing. Only one candidate f(>r this honor was proposed, but even 
that candidate was controversial. ... As a rule software systems do not work well 
until they have been used, and have biled repeatedly, in real applications. 53 

The reason for this apparent paradox (an error-ridden technology that 

nevertheless has a reasonably good safety record in practice) is almost 

certainly conservatism in design: "restraint ... in introducing [comput

ers] into safety-critical control loops" and "defense-in-depth"-hard

ware interlocks, backup systems, and containment devices which reduce 

the impact of computer failure.:A If this is correct, then we have an 

interesting case of a self~negating prophecy. I have already noted one 

side of this prophecy: the extent that operators and users believe the 

computer to be safe (completely reliable, utterly trustworthy in its out

put, and so on) may make it dangerous. Here is the prophecy's other 

1 
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side: until now, system designers have generally believed the computer 

to be dangerous, and therefore have Ltshioned svstems so that 11 1s 111 

practice relatively safe. Those who work in this field, theref(>re, han· a 

narrow path to tread. They must do the necessary research to make 

computer systems safer, and they also must ensure that the results of this 

research are well implemented, bearing in mind that much of the prob

lem is not technical but cognitive and organizational. At the same time, 

they must do nothing to encourage complacency or overconfidence in 

regard to the safety of computer systems. To make computer systems 

safer while simultaneously keeping alive the belief that thev are dan

gerous: that is the paradoxical challenge E1Ced by the field <;f comput
er-system safety. 
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Tacit Knowledge and the Uninvention of 
Nuclear Weapons 
(with Graham Spinardi) 

Over the last three decades, an alternative account of scientific knmd

cdge has gradually emerged to rival the traditional \'iew. In the Litter, 

scientific knowledge and science-based technology arc uninTsal. inde

pendent of context, impersonal, public, and cumubti\'c; the practice of 

science is (or ought to be) a matter of f(>llowing the rules of the scien

tific method. The alternative account emphasizes instead the local. sit

uated, person-specific, private, and noncumulative aspects of scientific 

knowledge. Scientific practice is not the f(>llowing of set rules; it consists 

of "particular courses of action with materials to hand"'-action that is 

fully understandable only in its local context; and materials that arc 

inescapably heterogeneous, including human and nonhuman elc

ments.2 Universality and contt>xt independence, in this new view, arc 

not to be taken as given but must be analyzed as precarious achic\T

men ts-for example, as the result of the successful construct ion of wide

ranging networks linking human and nonhuman actors.:\ 

This chapter focuses on a singlt> thread in the cxtensin>, tangled. and 

sometimes contradictory web of arguments that constitute this alterna

tive account of science.·! That thread is the contrast bct\n-en explicit 

and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is inf(mnation or instructions 

that can be formulated in words or symbols and thcrd(n-c can be stored. 

copied, and transferred by impersonal means, such as written donl

ments or computer files. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, is knmd

edge that has not been (and perhaps cannot be) formubted completely 

explicitly and therefore cannot dfcctivelv be stored or transferred 

entirely by impersonal means. Motor skills supplv a set of paradigmatic 

examples of tacit knowledge in everyday life. Most of us, f(>r ex;unple, 

know perfectly well how to ride a bicycle, yet would find it impossible to 

put into words how we do so. There are (to our knowledge) no text

books of bicycle riding, and when we come to teach children to ride \\'t' 
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do not give them long lists of written or verbal instructions; instead we 

attempt to show them what to do, and we encourage them in the 

inevitably slow and error-ridden process of learning for themselves. 

That many human activities depend upon tacit knowledge is widely 

rccognizcd. It is one reason why many occupations arc learned by 

apprenticeship to a skilled practitioner. Tacit knowledge is also a major 

harrier to the encapsulation of human knowledge in artificially intelli

gent machines.'-, However, the f(JCus on method in the traditional view of 

science down played the role of tacit knowledge, and the image of tech

nology as "applied science" lt:>d to a similar deemphasis there. 6 

\leverthelcss, several authors have suggested that tacit knowledge is cnt

cial to the successful pursuit of science and technolot,ry.7 

H. M. Collins, above all, has shown the connections between an 

emphasis on tacit knowledge and other aspects of the alternative 

account of science. The dependence of successful scientific experiment 

upon tacit knowledge makes experiment a less solid bedrock of science 

than the traditional view asswnes.H Because tacit knowledge is transmit

ted from person to person, rather than impersonally, there are greater 

barriers to the spread of competence than the traditional view might 

kad us to expect. If science rests upon specific, hard-to-acquire, tacit 

skills, then there is a sense in which scientific knowledge is always local 

knowledge. It is, f(>r example, often small "core sets," rather than wider 

scientific communities, that resolve scientific controversies." 

Most important is how an emphasis on tacit knowledge indicates one 

way in which science and technolo!-,'Y arc not simply cumulative endeav

ors that result in permanent advances.' 0 Barring social catastrophe, 

explicit knowledge, if widely diffused and stored, cannot be lost. Tacit 

knowledge, however, mn he lost. Skills, if not practiced, decay. If there 

is no new generation of practitioners to whom tacit knowledge can be 

passed on from hand to hand, it may die out. 

Of course, such a loss need not be permanent. Some modern archae

ologists, f(>r example, bt>lievc themselves to have recaptured the skills, 

long extinct in industrial societies, of Paleolithic flint knappers. The key 

point, however, is that the re-creation of tacit knowledge after its loss 

cannot simply be a matter of copying the original, because there is no 

sufficient set of explicit information or instructions to f(>llow. The reac

quisition of tacit knowledge after its extinction is, theref()re, not neces

sarily any easier than its original acquisition, and may well be protracted 

and dillicult. Furthermore, it is hard to know whether the original skill 

has been reacquired or a new, different skill created: there are, for 
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example, clearly limits on the extent to which we can tell whether mod
ern archaeologists knap in the same way as their ancestors. II 

Such considerations may seem very distant from modern science and 

technolo~-,ry, especially in the area of nuclear weapons. The conn·ntion

al wisdom about the latter is that knowledge of nuclear weapons cannot 

plausibly be lost-that nuclear weapons cannot he uninvented. In the 

words of a group of prominent U.S. defense and international relations 

scholars, "the discovery of nuclear weapons, like the disconTv of fire 

itself, lies behind us on the trajectory of history: it cannot be u;1donc .. 
.. The atomic fire cannot be extinguished."' :Z . 

Implicitly, however, this conventional wisdom rests on the traditional 

view of science and technology as impersonal and cumulative. True, if 

explicit knowledge were sufficient f()r the design and production of 

nuclear weapons there would he little reason to doubt the convention

al wisdom. Half a century of official and unofficial dissemination of 

information from the nuclear weapons laboratories, together 1rith the 

norn.lal publication processes in cognate branches of phvsics and engi

neenng, mean that much of the relevant explicit knowledge is now 
irrevocably in the public domain. ' 

Suppose, though, that the alternative view of science was true of 

nuclear weapons-in particular, that specific, local, tacit knowledge was 

crucial to their design and production. Then there would be a st:nse in 

which relevant knowledge could be unlearned and these weapons could 

be uninvented. If there were a sufficiently long· hiatus in their desiun 
' { h 

:mel production (say, two generations), that tacit knowledge might 

mdeed vanish. Nuclear weapons could still be re-created, but not simplY 

by copying from whatever artibcts, diagrams, and explicit instruction~ 
remained. In a sense, they would have to be reim·t:>nted.l:l 

Our concen1 here is only with these possible consequences of a 

lengthy hiatus in the dt>velopmen t of nuclear weapons; \H' do not dis

cuss the desirability, durability, or likelihood of such <l hiatus (none of 

which, of course, is sclf~evident). HowenT, considerations of tacit knmll

edge are not relevant only to comprehensive nuclear disarmament. 

Although the majority of current nuclear weapons states shml' no incli

nation to disarm entirely, they may well in the ncar fi1turc turn ctl!Tcnt 

voluntary moratoria into a permanent ban on nuclear testing. 

As we shall see, nuclear testing has been a crucial part of the "cpis

temic cultwT"14 of nuclear weapons designers. Testing has made visi

ble-to them and to others-the quality (or otherwise) of tlw 

non-explicit clements constituting their ':judgment." In its absence. 
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certification of the safety and reliability of the remaining arsenals, and 

the design of any new nuclear weapons, will have to rely much more 

heavily on explicit knowledge alone-in particular, on computer simu

lation. This is a prospect that many of the current generation of nuclear 

designers view with trepidation. 
Furthermore, the balance of explicit and tacit knowledge in the 

design of nuclear weapons has clear implications for their proliferation. 

Hitherto, the most prominent barrier to proliferation has been control 

over fissile materials. There is alarming though not yet conclusive evi

dence that such control has broken down seriously in the former Soviet 

Union.Ir, If it becomes possible f(>r aspirant nuclear states or terrorist 

groups simply to buy fissile material in the requisite quantities, then 

clearly a great deal hangs on precisely what knowledge they need to 

turn that material into weapons. 
lkf(>re we turn to such matters, however, we need to assess the evi

dence concerning the role of tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons 

design. Most of the chapter deals with this evidence. After this intro

duction, we begin with brief accounts of the main types of nuclear 

weapons and of the current extent of explicit public knowledge of their 

design. \Ne then take a first cut at the question of whether knowledge of 

that sort is, on its own, sufficient f(>r designing and constructing an 

atomic bomb. The evidence drawn on in this section is the history of the 

wartime elh>rt by the Los Alamos laboratory to turn explicit knowledge 

of nuclear physics into working bombs. 
We then move to a second f<>rm of evidence concerning the role of 

tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons design: designers' own accounts of 

the nature of the knowledge they deploy. This section is based on a 

series of semi-structured interviews we conducted with nearly fifty cur

rent or retired members of nuclear weapons laboratories, including 

nuclear weapons designers and computing experts specializing in sup

port for the computer modeling of nuclear explosive phenomena. 

These interviews dealt only with unclassified matters; we sought no secu

rity clearance of any kind, and none was granted, and we neither asked 

f(>r nor received information on the design features of particular 

weapons. However, we were able to discuss, in reasonable detail, the 

jJrotPss of design and the knowledge used in that process. 16 

The third f(>rm of evidence about the role of tacit knowledge in 

designing nuclear weapons is less direct, and it concerns the spread of 

nuclear weapons. Despite efforts to prevent the movement of person

nel between nuclear weapons programs, five states, in addition to the 
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technology's American originators, have successfullv conducted nuclear 

explosions, and three more are widely agreed to han·-or, in the case 

of South Africa, to have had-the capacity to do so. A j1riori, this record 

of successful (and relatively impersonal) spread seems to implv that the 

role oflocal, tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons design is minimal. We 

draw on what is known of the histories of these programs to suggest that 

this is not so. Even the Soviet and British programs, both of which 

began by trying to reproduce an existing American design, han· more 

of the characteristics of reinvention than of simple copying. 

Our argument is that these three bodies of evidence, although not 

conclusive, strongly suggest that tacit knowledge has plaved a significant 

role in nuclear weapons design. The final section of the chapter goes on 

to consider whether the availability of "black box," "off the shelf' tech

nologies eliminates this role. We contend that the history of the Iraqi 

nuclear weapons program suggests that it does not. V\'e concede, how

ever, that there are three reasons not to overstate the consequences of 

the role of tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons design: pn·vious pro

grams provide useful information on the "hardness"l7 of the task; rele

vant tacit knowledge can come not only fi·om previous nuclear weapons 

programs but also from civilian nuclear power and non-nuclear military 

technologies; and we cannot rule out a jn'iori the possibilitv of simpler 

routes to the construction of crude but workable weapons. 

We conclude, theref(>re, that it is necessary to take a broader view of 

what it would be deliberately to uninvent nuclear weapons. Hown·er, 

even if deliberate uninvention docs not take place, an accidental unin

vention, in which much current tacit knowledge is lost, seems quite 

plausible, and its consequences, we suggest, may well be of considerable 

significance in the years to come. At the very least, we hope that this 

investigation of the role of tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons design 

demonstrates that the sociolo1-,ry of science and technolO!-,'J', sometimes 

condemned as apolitical and even amoral, 1 k need possess neither of 

those characteristics. 

The Science and Technology of Nuclear Weapons 

Two physical processes are fundamental to nuclear weapons: fission and 

fusion. Fission is the splitting of an atomic nucleus by a neutron; fusion 

is the joining of two nuclei to f(>rm a single heavier one. '"Atomic" 

bombs, such as the ones dropped on Hiroshima and :--Jagasaki, relY on 

fission. In such weapons, chemical explosives arc used to turn a '"suh-

l 
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critical" mass or masses of fissile material (in practice usually uranium 

2~S and/or plutonium 2~9) l9 into a "supercritical" mass, in which 

nuclear fission will become a sell~sustaining, growing chain reaction. 

One way of doing this is the p;un method, in which the supercritical 

mass is created by shooting one subcritical piece of fissile material into 

another by means of propellant explosives. That was the basic design of 

the bomb dropped on Hiroshima on August G, 1945. However, the first 

atomic bomb (exploded at the Trinity site, ncar Alamogordo, New 

Mexico, on .July 16, 194S), the bomb that devastated Nagasaki, and most 

modern atomic bombs are of the imjJlosion design (figure 1). 

At the heart of an implosion weapon is a subcritical fissile core, typi

cally of uranium 2~5 and/or plutonium 2~9. Around this core is a shell 

of chemical high explosives, built into a lens structure designed to focus 

its blast into a converging, inward-moving shock wave. Electrical systems 

detonate the chemical explosives as close to simultaneously as possible, 

and the resulting blast wave compresses the inner fissile core, the con

sequent increase in density making it supercritical. In the very short 

time bcfi>rc the core starts to expand again, an "initiator" (now nor

mally external to the core, but in early designs inside it) produces a 

burst of neutrons to begin the fission chain reaction. The reaction is 

reinf(>rced by an intermediate shell made of a material that reflects neu

trons back inward, and this (or another) intermediate shell also acts as 

a "tamper," helping to hold the core together. If the bomb has been 

designed correctly, the fission reaction in the core is self~sustaining and 

Subcritical 
mass 

Tamper and 
reflector 

Figure 1 
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A highly schematic illustration (not to scale) of an atomic or fission bomb of 
implosion design. 
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growing in intensity, and it releases enormous amounts of eneq.,'> as 
radiation, heat, and blast. 

In a "thermonuclear" or "hydrogen" bomb, the destructive etwrgy ts 

provided by h1sion as well as by the fission employed in an atomic bomb. 

The total release of energy, and thus the destructive power of a ther

monuclear weapon, can be expected to be many times larger than that 

of a fission weapon; hence, it was originally referred to as the "'Super." 

When the latter was first discussed in the 1940s, the design envisaged

the "classical Super"-rcliecl for the initiation of fusion essentially upon 

the heating, by a fission explosion, of liquid deuterium (one of the iso

topes of hydrogen). In early 1951, however, the mathematician Stanislaw 

Ularn and the physicist Edward Teller proposed a design in which the 

explosion of the fission "primary" compresses, as well as heats, a fusion 

"secondary." That design, or its independently developed equivalents, 
appears to be the basis of all modern hydrogen bombs. 

Public Knowledge 

At this general level, the design of a fission bomb is fully public knowl

edge, and little about the hydrogen bomb remains secret. A mixture of 

an idealistic desire for informed public debate and a pragmatic concern 

to avoid lurid speculation led the U.S. government (to the alarm of the 

more cautious British government) to release, in 1945, a reasonablv 

detailed history of the efl(Jrt to construct an atomic bomb: Henry D. 

Smyth, Atomic ~Enerp;y: A General Account oft he Devdojnnml of Methods of 

using Atomic Hnergy for Military PwjJo.\PS unrlrr the Au.1jJicPs oft he [ 'nited 

States Government. '20 This history, commonly referred to as the Smyth 

Report, outlined the military significance of the process of nuclear fis

sion, described the basic principle of the '"gun" weapon, and described 

in general terms the various processes used to produce fissile materials. 

Implosion designs were not discussed in the Smyth Report. More 

recently, however, of1icially sanctioned publications ha\T freely 

described implosion weapons at a level of detail roughlv equivalent to 

that employed here,'2 1 and unoflicial sources'2'2 have discussed their 
designs in far greater detail. 

Even without such publications, much could be inferred from rela

tively elementary physics. As long ago as 1946 it was reported that a 

"Midwestern teacher of high-school physics" had used the information 

contained in the Smyth Report successfully to calculate the size of an 

atomic bomb.'23 Since then, there have been reports that "undergradu

ates at Princeton and MIT have drafted roughly feasible atomic weapon 
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desig-ns, drawing only from unclassified documents,"24 as had scientists 

awaiting security clearance at the nuclear weapons laboratories.25 

Although the precise workings of the Teller-Ulam configuration have 

never been disclosed oflicially, the basic role of fusion in hydrogen 

bombs was discussed openly from the 1950s on. In 1979 the radical U.S. 

magazine The Pm,t.,rressive sought to publish an article (Howard Morland, 

'The H-bomb secret"2(i) which contained conjectures about the nature 

of the Teller-Uiam configuration. Through the law courts, the U.S. 

Department ofEneq.,ry tried, ultimately unsuccessfully, to prevent its pub

lication. That effi>rt backfired, since it drew much attention to and gave 

rlepu·Lo oflicial confirmation of some of Morland's inferences27; indeed, 

it made the gathering- and disseminating of information on hydrogen 

bomb design something of a libertarian cause. A student working on 

behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union discovered, in the public

access stacks of the library at Los Alamos, a mistakenly declassified 1956 

technical report on nuclear weapons development, UCRL-4725, which 

contained detailed information on hydrogen bomb design.2H By the late 

19HOs, enough informat.ion had entered the public domain for hydro

gen, as well as atomic, bomb design to be discussed in detail in an illus
trated "coffee table" book.29 

From Idea to Artifact 

Would public knowledge of this kind be sufficient to build a nuclear 

weapon? Let us narrow the question to a fission bomb-as we have 

noted, all mainstream:-lo hydrogen bomb designs rely upon a fission 

bomb to initiate fusion, so if a fission bomb cannot be built neither can 

a hydrogen bomb. 

One way of approaching the question is historical. Let us first con

sider the state of relevant, explicit knowledge about nuclear physics as 

it stood at the time of the establishment of the Los Alamos laboratory, 

in 1943, and then examine what more the laboratory had to do to per

mit the explosion of the first atomic bombs in the summer of 1945. 

In April 1943, the theoretical physicist Robert Serber gave a five-lec

ture "indoctriPation course" to Los Alamos's first recruits in which he 

summarized the most salient aspects of the available knowledge relevant 

to the task before them.'ll Serber's lectures show that the "idea" of an 

atomic bomb, as described above, was essentially in place by early 1943. 

Indeed, the lectures, whose intended audience consisted primarily of 

physicists, were considerably more detailed and quantitative than our 
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verbal description. They summarized relevant aspects of a recent but 

rapidly maturing body of knowledge, already "'normal science" in the 

terminology of Thomas Kuhn. :l2 Much "puzzle solving":l:l had still to be 

clone; in particular, detailed investigations of the interactions between 

neutrons and the nuclei of uranium and plutonium were necessarY. 

However, by the spring of 194:3, while "there was still much work to be 

done in nuclear physics proper ... enough was known to eliminate 
great uncertainties from this side of the picture.":\ l 

The physicists involved were confident enough of the status of their 

knowledge to feel reasonably sure of the likely destructive pown of the 

weapon they hoped to build. George Kistiakowski, a professor of chem

istry at Harvard, had argued that '"a fission weapon would be onlv one

tenth as effective" as a chemical one, hut the physicists produced 

calculations predicting that an atomic weapon could han' a li>nT at least 

a thousand times that of a chemical explosive. :F, Indeed, thev were more 

perturbed by Edward Teller's 1942 speculation that the atomic bomb 

might be too powerful, extinguishing all life 011 earth by setting off nm

away fusion of the nitrogen in the atmosphere. I lowever, the "common 

sense":lfi of the elite physicists involved or consulted suggested that this 

was implausible. Detailed calculations based on well-establislll'd explicit 

knowledge of nuclear forces supported that common sense.:\7 

To some physicists, indeed, it seemed that the rekv;mt explicit knowl

edge was mature enough to make Los Alamos's remit essentially tri,·ial. 

To produce usable quantities of plutonium and uranium :?:Ei was clear

ly a major industrial task, but that was not thc laboratory's job. Edward 

Teller recalls being warned by a fi·iend, the theoretical phYsicist and 

future Nobel Laureate Eugene V\'igner, not to join the new laboratorY: 

" ... the only difficulty, according to Wigner, was the production of the 

needed nuclear explosive material, that is, plutonium. Once we had 

enough of that, he asserted, it would be easy and obvious to put togeth
er an atomic bornb.":lH 

Even those who set up the new laboratory seem initiallv to han· under

estimated greatly the task they were undertaking. In Mav I !Jct2, the future 

director of Los Alamos,J. Robert Oppenheimer, wrote that the theoreti

cal problems of designing an atomic bomb probablv could he sohed bv 

"three experienced men and perhaps an equal numlwr of votmgcr 

ones. "'l~l When the experimental physicist John H. :V1ankY drew up the 

first plans for the new laboratory in the Etll of 1942, he provickd accom

modation for "six theoretical physicists with six assistants, twelve experi

mentalists with fourteen assistants, and fin· secretaries." Oppenheimer 
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originally enlarged Manley's plans only marginally, allowing space for a 

little expansion, for a low-temperature laboratory for research on the 

"Super," and for a small engineering and machining f~Kility.40 

Less than three years later, however, the technical stafl of the Los 

Alamos laboratory numbered around 300().41 One reason was the deci

sion that it made more sense to purify plutonium at Los Alamos rather 

than beside the reactors at Hanford in \Vashington State.42 More gen

erally, though, what had seemed in advance to be simple practical mat

ters turned out to be f~tr less straightforward than anticipated. To begin 

with, it was assumed that, once the necessary fissile materials were avail

able, Llbricating a bomb would be straightforward, at least if the "obvi

ous"4'1 gun design were adopted (implosion was acknowledged to be 

more complicated): "\Ve thought we could just go to the military and 

buy a gun that would blow a couple of pieces [of fissile material] togeth

er Ltst enough to make an explosion. But bst enough turned out to be 

really very fast. On top of that, the whole business had to be carried by 

a B-29 and dropped ... and the Navy or Army just don't make guns for 

those purposes. All of this put very stringent size and shape and weight 

requirements on a gun. The upshot was that for the most part the gun 

was designed and tested at Los Alamos. "44 Even with help and advice 

from the Naval Cun Factory, the Naval Ordnance Plant, the Navy's 

senior gun designer, and the Bureau of Mines, the task was a demand

ing one. Furthermore, the Los Alamos team had to learn both how to 

refine the uranium 23!1 produced by the separation plant at Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, and how to form it into the necessary shapes-tasks that led 

them into matters such the design of crucibles and vacuum furnaces.4'i 

The "really big jolt, "4G however, came in the first half of 1944, when 

it became apparent that reactor-produced plutonium diflered in a cru

cial respect from the same element produced earlier, in tiny quantities, 

in laboratory cyclotrons.'" Finding the properties of the latter type of 

plutonium had been demanding enough, and to help in the work Los 

Alamos hired an entomologist and other biologists skilled in handling 

small samples.4X The new problem was that the reactors were producing 

not just plutonium 2~9, the dominant isotope in the cyclotron samples, 

but also significant quantities of plutonium 240. That had been antici

pated, but what was unexpectedly found in the spring of 1944 was that 

the heavier isotope seemed to have a much higher rate of spontaneous 

neutron emission. The planned plutonium gun, nicknamed Thin Man, 

seemed likely to "fizzlc"-to suffer a premature, partial chain reac

tion-and in .July of 1944 it was abandoned. It was a painful crisis, and 

Oppenheimer had to be persuaded not to resign his directorship.49 
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The plutonium gun's problems did not affect the feasibilitY of aura

nium gun, which had originally been given less prioritY but which was 

now moved to center stage. However, the phvsicists im·oln'd were reluc

tant tojettison plutonium entirely. The new clement was, quite literalh·. 

their community's creation: unlike uranium, it docs not exist in nature. 

As Manley later put it: 'The choice was to junk the whole disconTv of 

the chain reaction that produced plutonium, and all of the investment 

in time and effort of the Hanford plant, 11 nle.\s somebody could come up 

with a way of assembling· the plutonium material into a weapon that 
would explode. "50 

In implosion, the idea of how to do that already existed. \'\'ith a gun 

design, only a relatively low-powered propellant cxplosin' could he 

used, for fear of simply blowing the device apart bcf(l!T the n uclc;tr 

chain reaction had time to develop. Implosion, ho\\THT, \\·mild permit 

the use of a high explosive, and the resultant sudden creation of a 

critical mass by compression reduced the risk of a fiuk. But implosion 

moved the Los Alamos scientists onto new terrain. 

In part, the move was into areas of physics with which thcv \l'tTe less 

f~uniliar: implosion is a problem in hydrodvnamics rather than just in 

nuclear physics. To begin with, the members of the Los Alamos team

perhaps the most talented group of physicists ever to be gathered 

together at a single site to achieve a single goal-seem to han' felt that 

this should not be an insuperable harrier. However, '"their work suffered 

from being too formal and mathematical. .. ,-, I Rescue came fi·01n the 

British delegation to Los Alamos, which included an immenselv experi

enced hydrodynamicist, Geoffrey 'Etylor. "Most of the simple intuitin~ 

considerations which give true physical understanding" arc reported to 

have come from discussions with TaylorJi2 

Of course, the Los Alamos team could not responsiblv proceed on 

the basis of intuition alone. Frantic efforts were also mack to achit'H' a 

mathematical and experimental understanding of implosion. The for

mer was greatly assisted by a batch of IBM punched-card machines 

received by the labor·atory in April 1944, but their results were not 

entirely trusted. For weeks a group of women (largely win's of the 

almost exclusively male Los Alamos scientists) ground their waY 

through the massive quantities ofarithmctic needed to flesh out a math

ematical model of implosion, using· hand-operated mechanical calcula

tors. Different women were assigned different tasks-adding, 

multiplying, cubing, and so on-in a kind of rcconfigurable arithmeti

cal assembly line.f>:l 
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The implosion experiments were demanding in a different way. By 

using an inert core instead of plutonium, implosion could be investi

gated without risking a nuclear explosion. However, new procedures 

and new instrumentation had to be developed in order to record what 

went on in implosion: x-ray "flashes," ultrafast cameras, placing a 

gamma-ray source at the center of the sphere and detecting the resul

tant rays after they passed through the shell and high explosive, and var

ious other methods. Each of these, in turn, required other problems to 

be solved; for example, the gamma-ray source (radiolanthanurn 140) 

had itself to be isolated from radioactive barium, and a "hot" laborato

ry in which test implosions could take place without contaminating 

large areas had to be builtJi'l 
The results of tlw experiments were less reassuring than those of the 

mathematical model. It was worrisome that the experimentally measured 

velocity of implosion appeared to he less than the model predicted. A hol

low shell was more attractive than the solid sphere eventually employed, 

because a shell required less plutonium. However, jets of molten mater

ial seemed to squirt ahead of an imploding shell, upsetting symmetry 

and creating turbulence. (The possibility that they were optical illusions 

was considered.'-''') Detonation waves also seemed to reflect at the sur

bee of the imploding shell, causing solid pieces of it to break ofl. 

Furthermore, the metallurgy of plutonium turned out to be consid

erably more complicated than that of uranium. Learning how to mold 

it into whatever shape was eventually chosen was felt to require a sepa

rate research program (largt'ly conducted at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology) on the design of suitable crucibles and materials for 

coating them. Much work also went into determining how to construct 

a thret'-dimensional lens structure of high explosives that would ade

quately f(>eus the imploding blast. The basic design of a suitable struc

ture was drawn up by the mathematical physicist John von Neumann. 

However, extensive research and development on the high explosives 

themselves was necessary, since no previous military or civilian applica

tion had called f(>r the high precision needed f(>r implosion. Learning 

how to mold high explosive into the required shapes without cracks or 

bubbles appearing was a m<~jor difficulty. Most basic of all, in order for 

implosion processes to stand a chance of being sufficiently symmetrical 

to achieve a full nuclear explosion, the explosive shell had to detonate 

virtually simultaneously at all points-this required much work on the 

electric detonators, on the development of firing circuits, and on the 

timing equipment. 
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The initiator also posed difficult problems. Again, the basic concept 

employed-a device that would create a sudden large neutron flux by 

mixing the elements beryllium and polonium together at the crucial 

moment-had been outlined in Robert Serber's lectures, but, as his later 

annotations dryly put it, actually designing and making the initiators f(>r 

the gun and implosion weapons took "a great deal of efl(>rt. "'i<i Polonium 

was highly radioactive, decayed quickly, and, like plutonium, had to be 

made in nuclear reactors. Getting the design of the initiator right 

required extensive experiments on ways of achieving the sudden mix

ing-experiments analogous but not identical to those on implosion. 

As a consequence of all these processes, the Los Alamos laboratorv 

changed radically from its original intended form, which was not unlike 

a big university physics department. The constant flow of new recruits

especially to the ever-expanding Engineering Ordnance Division-had 

to be assigned to particular, narrowly delimited tasks. To a degree, the 

overall weapon still bore the marks of individuals. For example, the 

Trinity and Nagasaki design, "Fat Man," was also referred to as the 

"Christy gadget" after the original proponent of its solid core, Robert 

Christy.'i7 Yet its design and that of the simpler uranium gun were prod

ucts not of individuals but of a complex, differentiated organization. 

Tacit Knowledge and the Design and Production of Nuclear Weapons 

After reports of the horrors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki reached Los 

Alamos, the individuals involved had to face (often for the first time) 

the full human meaning of what they had done. Some simply left to 

resume distinguished academic careers. Oppenheimer reportedly want

ed to give the mesa, with its beautiful vistas and dramatic canvon, "back 
to the Indians. "ElH 

Of course, Oppenheimer's wish was not granted. The Los Alamos 

laboratory continued, as did the design of further atomic (and soon 

hydrogen) weapons, and a similar laboratory was created in 190:.! at 

Livermore, California. Let us, therefore, now move on in time to the 

late 19HOs, and to the process of nuclear weapons design as institution

alized in these laboratories, f(>cusing on common features rather than 
on difl(Tences in style/>9 

"Institutionalized" is indeed the appropriate word, and on the Lice of 

it some of the changes suggest that the role of tacit knowledge in the 

process should be minimal. By the 19HOs, dcsig·ning nuclt'ar weapons 

had lost much of its flavor of virtuoso innovation and had become a 
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more routine task-one, indeed, that some in the laboratories feel to 

have become bureaucratized, unchallenging, even "dull."60 

Even more striking is the enormously expanded role of computers. As 

we have seen, during the Manhattan Project a "computer" was originally a 

woman, supplemented by a mechanical calculator or perhaps a punched

card machine. Digital computers, introduced in the late 1 940s and the 

early 1950s, soon gave weapons designers computational capabilities 

unthinkable a decade earlier-capabilities that continued to grow expo

nentially in the decades to come. In turn, that permitted the development 

and use of vastly more detailed and sophisticated mathematical models. 

The computer programs (referred to by those involved as "codes") used in 

designing nuclear weapons arc now very large and complex A modern 

American code will typically involve from 100,000 to 1,000,000 lines of pro

gram,fll and many such codes are available to the designers. 

Such codes have both a theoretical and an empirical basis. The the

oretical basis is predominantly in well-established physics-"norrnal sci

ence," not regarded as a matter for debate and doubt. However,. the 
· 1 d b · h · 1 z· · t. 62 f. code, and not merely the theory, ts nccc e ecause t e zm J u.a zon.\ o 

that well-established knowledge fi>r nuclear weapons as particular, con

crete artif;tcts are not always transparent. Even today, nuclear weapons 

designers feel that they do not have a full "first principles prediction 

capability"fi:l: "you certainly can't do the calculations from first rrinci

ples, basic physics principles .... That's a very frustrating thing. "h4 

The most obvious form taken by this problem is computational com

plexity. It is one thing to have sound, quantitative knowledge of physi

cal phenomena available, for example in well-established partial 

differential equations. It can be quite another matter to infer from 

those equations what exactly will happen in an attempted explosion of 

a particular nuclear weapon. Often, interactions between different 

physical processes, and nonlinearities in the underlying equations, take 

desired solutions far out of the reach of traditional physicists' methods 

of mathematical manipulation and paper-and-pencil calculation; hence 

the need for computer assistance. 

The designers we spoke to, however, argued that even the most pow

erful computer-they have always enjoyed unique access to the world's 

Ltstest machinesfl"-does not entirely bridge the gap between physical 

theory and concrete reality. One "can't even write down all the relevant 

equations, much less solve them," one designer told us, adding that 

even in the most modern codes "major pieces of physics" were still left 

out.6fi The codes "only explain 95 percent of physical phenomena at 

best; sometimes only 50 percent. "fi7 

T 
i 
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All codes, they say, involve approximations. This is more the case for 

the "primary" (an atomic bomb or the fission component of a hydrogen 

bomb) than fi)r the "secondary" (the fusion component of a hydrogen 

bomb): 'The primary is less well understood than the secondarv. Material 

physics is cleaner in the secondary: everything happens at higl~ tempera

tures and pressures. The primary involves transitions from cold metal at 

low pressure and temperatures to high pressures and temperatures. "fiH 

The difficulty of predicting on the basis of explicit knowledge alone 

seems to be at its perceived peak with "boosting"-the injection of 

gaseous fusion materials into a fission weapon as it begins to detonate.fi<l 

The neutrons generated by the fusion of these materials can consider

ably intensify the fission chain reaction. According to one lT.S. weapons 

designer, "it is boosting that is mainly responsible for the remarkable 

100-fold increase in the efficiency of fission weapons" since 1945.70 If. 

however, the effects of boosting are insutlicient, the small boosted pri

mary in a modern thermonuclear bomb mav simplv fail to igni~e the 

secondary, and the resultant explosion will be manv times weaker than 

anticipated. Yet boosting is both hard to modclnun;cricallv and hard to 

study in laboratory experiments, since tlw fusion tTactiOJ~ begins onlv 

when the fission explosion is undcrwav. Because of the difficultv of accu

rate prediction, "the design ofboostecl fission dc\'ices is an cm
1
;irical sci

ence."71 

More generally, though, our inter·viewees saw a// codes as needing an 

empirical as well as a theoretical basis, because thev are approximations 

to reality rather than simply mirrors of it. Althoug·h non-nuclear exper

iments such as test implosions play an important role in prm·iding this 

empirical basis, the ultimate check on the validity of the codes is nuclear 

explosive testing, which allows particular paran;cters whose values can

not be deduced from theory to be estimated empirically and which per

mits a code to be "normalized" (i.e., its predictions are checked against 

measurements made dur·ing testing, and the code is adjusted accord

ingly). Tests "almost never hit the predicted numbers exactlv"': a pre

diction is reckoned to be "pretty good" if the actual yield ( explosin· 
energy released) is "within :25 percent of prediction. "72 

"No new code is used unt.il it predicts the results of previous tests. "7:1 

Although the modeling process is seen as having improved greath· over 

the years, even with modern designs and modern codes the me;;sured 

yield sometimes hills significantly short of predicted values for reasons 

"we have not yet been able to explain. "74 On other occasions, codes 

"would give the right answer [i.e. correctly predict vicki], hut you 
didn't know why it gave you the right answer. "7'i 
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The need for testing to develop and check codes does not, however, 

make testing an entirely unambiguous arbiter of their validity. The yield 

of a nuclear explosion is not a selt~evident characteristic of that explo

sion; it has to he measured. Even in the mid 1980s, such measurements 
· · · 1· h '"' r76 tl were seen as subject to uncertamt1es o as muc as" percen ; ano 1-

er source suggested to us (in a private communication) that the uncer

tainty is actually greater than this. Furthermore, even an entirely 

successful prediction of the yield or of other "global" characteristics of 

a nuclear explosion does not conclusively demonstrate the correctness 

of a code or a model: 

... there are many aspects of the designs that we still don't understand well 
enough, and the reason f(n that is that most of the data we get is what you might 
call an integrated result, in that it's the sum ofwhat happened over a period of 
time. Y<m never know in detail what happened during that short time interval, 
and because of that there could be several different calculational models that 
actually explain what happened. And each one of those might look OK for a 
given set of circumstances but could be completely wrong for some other set of 
circumstances; and you don't know what those circumstances are, and so you're 
vulnerable. 77 

Between l 0 percent and 30 percent of U.S. nuclear tests were not 

direct tests of a weapon design; they were "physics understanding tests," 

specifically designed to investigate theoretical or computational models 

of nuclear explosive phenomena.7H But even these tests had their limi

tations. Nuclear explosions are both very fast and very destructive, and 

so they are hard to study empirically: they destroy sensors placed close 

to the blast almost immediately. Above all, "you ... don't have the abil

ity to put your instruments inside [the bomb] in the places where you 

really would like to get the detailed measurements. If you put your 

instruments in, then the device won't work."79 

The Role of judgment 

With the implications of theory not entirely clear cut, with a continuing 

gap between model and reality, and with the results of experimentation 
. I I . . I . . ... d t "ilO J d t and testmg not a ways c enstve, w 1at remams IS JU gmen . - . u gmen 

is the "feel" that experienced designers have for what will work and what 

won't, for which aspects of the codes can be trusted and which can't, 

and for the effects on a weapon's performance of a host of contingen

cies (e.g., the ambient temperature, the aging of the weapon, vagaries 

of production processes). These contingencies are so numerous, and 

the number of nuclear tests is so limited by their great expense and by 
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increasing political sensitivity, that "nuclear warheads cannot be "thor

oughly' tested; the resources sirnplv arc not available. As a result, the 

functional capabilities of nuclear explosives cannot be fulh established 

without a strong dependence on the scientific judgment of the weapon 
scientists. "il I 

According to our interviewees, that judgnwnt goes bcvond the 

explicit knowledge embodied in words, diagrams, ef]uations, or com

puter programs. It rests upon knowledge that has not been, and per
haps could not be, codified. That knowledge is built up graduallv, over 

the years, in constant engagement with theory, with the codes, with the 

practicalities of production, and with the results of testing. Knowing 

what approximations to make when writing a code ITf]uires experi

enced judgment, and some crucial phenomena simplv cannot be 

expressed fully in the codes. One designer told us he had tried to make 

all this knowledge explicit by writing a classified "textbook" of nuclear 

weapons design and had been unable to do so: "It's too dvnamic. "il:' 

"Art," rather than "science," is a word that se\'cral nuclear weapons 

designers reached for to describe their trade: it is '\en much an empir
ical art"il:l; it is "artsy. "il4 

As a result, there is "a long learning curn·"Wi for new designers. It 
takes a new designer, even one with a background in relevant areas of 

physics, "five years to become useful, "ilfi and it mav take ten vcars to 

"really train" one.H7 The number of fully experienc~d nuclear \~'capons 
designers is quite limited. In the late 19HOs there were "about fifty good 

designers" in the United States; at its maximum, around 1976, the total 

was only eighty.HH Another interviewee estimated the late-19HOs total as 

"about forty" designers at Livermore and thirtv at Los Alamos; thev were 

the "only ones who understand nuclear explosions. "il'l The IHimbers the 
interviewees would give for 1994 would be much lower.'lO 

Designers' judgment is a communal as well as an individual phe

nomenon, and "community" is a reasonable term to use so long as it is 

not taken to imply harmony.'ll First, judgment is passed on, Etce-to-Ltn· 

and person-to-person, fi·mn "senior designers ... to vounger design

ers"92 in what is essentially a relationship ;>f appren tices.hip a~~ they w:>rk 

together in design and analysis. Second, judgment is collective and hier

archically distributed. Individuals may propose new approaches, and 

many a design is seen (like the Clnisty gadget) as bearing the imprint 

of a particular "lead designer." But no design goes into production with

out intensive and extensive peer review. As a result, to put it in idealized 

terms: "Our scientific judgment is broader than just the experience of 
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each individual weapon scientist; the collective judgment of the entire 

weapon research infrastructure works synergisticallv to solve the prob

lems we encounter. "'l:\ More mundanely: "Younger designers take the 

output from their computer simulations and their interpretations of 

ex peri men tal results to test-seasoned senior designers for review and 

confirmation. "'H The process is competitive and highly charged. One 

designer told Hugh Gusterson, who has recently completed a remark

able anthropological study of the Livermore laboratory, that "f(Jr every 

twenty things people propose, maybe one is going to make it onto that 

shot schedule [i.e., full nuclear explosive testing] .... I've seen men all 

in tears [at the reaction to their proposalsj."!l'i 

Thus, uncodilicd, personally embodied, and communally sanctioned 

knowledge plays, according to our interviewees, a continuing central 

role in the designing of nuclear weapons. Tacit knowledge is also impor

tant to the process of turning even the most detailed design into a phys

ical artifact. Theory and computation deal with geometric abstractions 

such as cylinders and spheres; however, "nothing is truly a sphere," since 

there arc always "little wobbles on the surface" and there is a "[small] 

diff(~rence in radius as vou come out in different dircctions."'Hi The 

quality of the machining-and thus the skill of the machinists-is cru

cial, and nunHTically controlled machine tools do not entirely remove 
the dependence on skiJJ.!l7 

Quality of machining can at least be checked independently without 

damaging the final product. But there are other aspects of nuclear 

weapons fabrication where such testin~ is impossible or impractical. An 

example is the solid-state bonding used in the WR4 warhead for the 

ground-launched cruise missile: " ... there is no adequate nondestruc

tive testing technique that Gill evaluate the quality of the bonds."'~~ "One 

of the key features of this process is the assured removal of all oxide 

from the surLtce before a layer of another metal is applied .... Simple 

things such as the way in which the part is clamped in its holding fixture 

can affect the rate of oxide removal. ... Although we have tried several 

techniques to make this evaluation with instrumentation, we have found 

none equal the human eye ... for detectin~ the change to a shiny, then 

slightly hazy, appearance that indicates a clear surface. "'~9 

Even with the careful handling that the components of nuclear 

weapons receive, it is inevitable that some of the thousands of separate 

parts that go into such a weapon will receive slight nicks and scratches as 

they are manubctured and assembled. Orten these will be unimportant, 

but sometimes they would affect the performance of a weapon, and dis-

?'' -)) 

carding or fully testing each slightly scratched part would be prohibitive

ly expensive. So a procedure has had to be developed for reports on imli

vidual components with a nick or a scratch to he sent from production 

plants to the weapons labs, and f(H· desig·ners there tojudge whether the 

defects matter. In the late 19ROs, designers at I -inTillOJT \HTC processing 

about 150-200 such evaluation requests per system per month.IOO 

Yet another issue is that many aspects of manuLtcturing high explo

sives to the specifications required for an implosion weapon "arc as 

much an art as a science."IOI Though another source suggests (in a pri

vate communication) that this mav be putting matters too strongh·, 

there is a potentially significant issue here. because nondestructive test

in~ of explosives is hard to envisage (unless, of course. one sample of 
explosives can be relied upon to be the same as others). 

However, where tacit knowledge is involvcd.judg·mcnts of "sameness" 

become problematic. .Just as the dependence of scientific experimenta

tion upon tacit skills can give rise to controvcrsv onT what is to count as 

a competent replication of an experiment, 10:.! so the products of a non

algorithmic production process cannot be relied upon consistentlY to be 

identical. In the production of nuclear weapons, "Documentation has 

never been sufficiently exact to ensure replication .... \\'c han· newT 

known enough about e\"ery detail to specify e\'tT\"thing that maY be 

important. ... Individuals in the production plants learn how to bridge 

the gaps in specifications and to make things work. En·n the most com

plete specifications must leave some things to the individual's common 

knowledge; it would be an infinite task to attempt to spccif'• all products. 

processes, and everything involved in their manuLtcture and use."IO:l 

Sameness has three aspects. First, "production weapons" can differ 

from laboratory-produced prototypes, because those involved in the 

manufacture and assembly of the former may lack the knowledge of 

those who made the latter. 'The fellows who desil-{ncd the circuits or the 

mechanical components almost had to be there when [the early bomhsj 

were put together, because they were the only ones who understood 

how they worked. "104 Second, weapons produced to the "same design" 

at different times can differ: "Material batches are nenT quite the same. 

some materials become unavailable, and equivalent materials arc nenT 

exactly equivalent; 'improved' parts often have new, unexpected Ltilure 

modes; different people (not those who did the initial work) arc 

involved in the remanufacturing; vendors go out of business or stop pro

ducing some products; new health and safety regulations prohibit the 
use of certain materials or pr"Ocesses. "I O!i Third, an individual weapon 
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may change over time through radioactive decay, chemical decomposi

tion, corrosion, and the "creeping" of materials. I OG Weapons are 

inspected regularly, and "if parts have deteriorated, they are replaced 

with parts that do not diller significantly from the original,"l07 but this 

again raises the question of how tojudgc the significance of differences, 

given that the production of parts cannot be wholly algorithmic. 

Tacit Knowledge and the Spread of Nuclear Weapons 

Perhaps, though, all this testimony on the current role of tacit knowl

edge needs to be taken with a pinch of salt. Some ofitlOH has been part 

of a continuing struggle to ward oil a comprehensive ban on nuclear 

testing; some of it might even be seen as the self:justification of an elite 

group whose occupation is threatened. More particularly, the current 

generation of American nuclear weapons designers has worked primar

ily on highly sophisticated weapons. The evolving military requirements 

and the competition between weapons labs have created both pressures 

and incent.ives to maximize yield/weight or yield/ diameter ratios, and 

to economize on special materials such as the hydrogen isotope tritium 

(used in boosting). These pressures and incentives have pushed the 

design of boosted primaries "ncar the clitf," as some of those involved 

put it-that is, dose to the region where performance becomes very 

sensitive to internal and external conditions, one potential result being 

that the explosion of a "primary" might fail to ignite the "secondary." 

Near the cliff, the need for experienccdjudgment is conceded by all 

involved. But in the design of more basic, physically larger weapons, 

"much of the physics of nuclear weapons is quite forgiving,"l09 and the 

role ofjudgment is more disputable. Let us, therefore, turn to a third 

kind of evidence concerning the role of tacit knowledge: the record of 

the spread of design capability. 

Why this record is relevant is straightl<>nvard. If explicit knowledge 

were sullicient f<ll· the design of basic nuclear weapons, acquiring them 

would be a straightforward matter f()r those who possessed both the nec

essary fissile material and the requisite knowledge-e.g., "public" 

nuclear physics plus a detailed diagram and instructions to cover the 

more practical side of design. If, on the other hand, tacit knowledge 

plays a key role, even the most detailed explicit knowledge would not, on 

its own, be enough. The recipients and the originators of such knowl

edge would have to be members of the same or similar technical cul

tures, so that the recipients could bring tacit background knowledge to 

bear in order to "repair" the i nsuflicicncy of the explicit instructions.IIO 
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In addition, whereas explicit knowledge can be copied, tacit knowl

edge (in the absence of prolonged, "'hands-on," bee-to-face interac

tion), has to be re-created. It is much easier to copv a book or a 

computer program than to write it in the first place, but there is no rea

son in principle 1 11 to expect the re-creation of tacit knowledge to be 

any easier than its original creation. Furthermore, precisely because 

tacit knowledge is not codified, both the skill and the product re-creat

ed may differ from the originals. Even if one sets out to copy, one may 

end up doing and building something that is, from some points of view, 

different from the original. 

As we shall see, the spread of the ability to design nuclear weapons 

has generally taken place (at least in the well-documented cases) with

out extensive personal contact with ptTvious successful programs. 

Furthermore, at least two programs have attempted to copv the results 

of previous programs, in at least one case on the basis of explicit 

knowledge alone. These two predictions-the dif1icultY of re-creation 

and the problematic nature of copying-can, therefore, be tested, at 

least within the limits of the available data. 

Livermore 

Livermore, the second American laboratory, was set up in September 

1952. Although there were no f(>rmal security barriers between it and 

Los Alamos, relations between the two labs were troubled. Los Alamos 

staff members resented criticism of the laboratory by Livermore's 

founder, Edward Teller, and felt that they had been denied due credit 

for the first thermonuclear explosion. I 12 

Only a small minority of those at the new lab seem to have had direct 

previous experience in nuclear weapons design. Teller himself had, in 

his wartime Los Alamos work, f(>eused on research on the "'Super," of 

which he was the main proponent, rather than on the practicalities of 

designing fission bombs. Teller aside, the core of Lin-rmore's initial 

cadre was a group at the University of California at Berkeley of about 

forty people, including about twenty physics postdocs, set up in 1950 to 

study thermonuclear explosive phenomena experimentallY. I l:l 

For Livermore staff members with the appropriate security clearances. 

there were no barriers to access to the stock of explicit knowledge ( dia

grams, data, and the like) generated at Los Alamos. 'The Los Alamos 

administration treated the Livermore leadership f(mnally correctly. and 

provided some much needed technological assistance to the new labo

ratory," Livermore's first director reports. I I 4 HowenT, the tension 
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between the two laboratories meant that face-to-face collaboration was 

not always easy. 

The failure of the new laboratory's first efforts was due in part to a 

deliberate Livermore decision not to try to copy what Los Alamos had 

done. Livermore's first two tests (March 31 and April II, 1953) were of 

fission bombs with cores of uranium hydride rather than metallic ura

nium or plutonium. The hope seems to have been that usc of uranium 

hydride could help miniaturize atomic wcapons.ll:) Both tests were 

embarrassing fizzles. In the first, the weapon failed so badly that the 

tower supporting it was left standing. Although Livermore staffers tried 

to pull the tower down with a .Jeep, they did not manage to do so before 

Los Alamos photographers had captured their rivals' humiliation.IIG 

Livermore's first hydrogen bomb test (April 6, 1954) was also a disap

pointment, producing less than a tenth of the expected yield. Not until 

March I 9!J5 was a Livermore test successful, and not until 1956 was 

Livermore "beginning to be trusted as a nuclear weapons design orga
nization."117 

On the other hand, although overseas nuclear weapons programs 

were also typically to encounter fizzles at various points in their pro

grams, !IX their first tests all seem to have been successful. (There have 

been rumors of a f~1iled Indian test prior to the successful one in 1974, 
but an informed source has told us, in a private communication, that 

these rumors are Elise, although a serious problem was encountered.) 

Since this is certainly a fniori evidence against a strongly "local knowl

edge" view of nuclear weapons design, let us now turn to these overseas 

efforts. Those that are believed to have ben successful are summarized 

in table I. 

The Soviet Union and the United Kingdom 

The Soviet and British efforts are of particular interest from the view

point of tacit knowledge, since both began by trying to copy the Christy 

gadget. The Soviets did so on the basis of explicit knowledge alone. 

Although the Soviet Union had considerable strength in nuclear 

physics and had set up a small wartime pn~jcct to investigate the possi

bility of an atomic weapon, no Soviet scientist took part in the 

Manhattan Project, nor did any member of the Manhattan Project join 

the Soviet bomb effort. Instead, the Soviet team worked from "a rather 

detailed diagram and description of the first American bomb," which 

had been given to the Soviet intelligence service by Klaus Fuchs, a 
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Table 1 
Approximate chronologies of successful nuclear weapons den·lopnwnt 
programs. 

Date of Date of Significant 
first first personal Began 
atomic thermo- contact \\·ith \\"ith 

Start of test nuclear test pn·Yiouslv attempt 
develop- explosion explosion successful to copy 
ment (*) or (*) or design previous 
program weapon(t) weapon (t) team? design? 

us 1942 194:)* 19E"i2* No No 

USSR 1945 1949* 1953* ;\Jo \h 

UK 1947 1952* 1957* \i.'s \i.'s 
France 1955 1960* 196K* 1\;o 

China c. 1955 1964* 1967* 1\;o No 

IsraeJ<l c. 19:)7 (?) c. 196K(?)t ? t 
Indiah c. 1964 1974* 

South Africab 1971 1979t 

Pakistanb c. 1974(?) ? t 

Sources: D. Albright and M. Hibbs, "Pakistan's bomb: Out of the closet, .. Built•! in 
of' the Atomic Srimtists, July-Aug. 1992: :lK-4~; Albright and Hibbs, "India's silent 
bomb," Bulletin oft he Atomir Scientists, Sept. 1992: ~7-:H; J Baylis, 'The dnelop
ment of Britain's thermonuclear capability 1954-G I: \Jyth or realitY, .. 
ContnnjHnwy Remrd 8 (1994): 159-174; M. Gowing. 1-ilituin and Atomic 1inng'i, 
1939-45 (Macmillan, 1964); Gowing, assisted bv L. Arnold. 1ndtjll'tllll'!lct' r11;d 
DFtenmre (Macmillan, 1974); S. Hersh, The Sammn OjJiion (Faber & Faber. 1991): 
R. Hewlett and 0. Anderson, Jr., The Ntw World, 1919/1946 (Pennsy]y;mia State 
Univ. Press, 1962); R. Hewlett and F. Duncan, Atomic Shit'ld, 1947/1952 
(Pennsylvania State UniY. Press, 1969); D. Ilollowav, "Entering the nuclear arms 
race: The Soviet decision to build the atomic bomb, 19:~9-1 !l4!"'J. ·· Soria/ Stud its of' 
ScienrF 11 (1981): 159-197; Holloway, Stalin and lht• Bomb (\:tic l 1niv. Press. 
1994); International Atomic Energy Agencv. The 1knuclearization of Africa: 
Report by the Director General ( 199~); Institut Charles-de-(:aulk. r:·b't'nlun· dt 
La Bornbe (Pion, 1 9K4); Y Khariton and Y Smirnov, "The Khariton version ... 
Bulletin oft he Atomic Srimtists, May 199~: ~0-;} I; .J. Lewis and Xue Litai. Chino 
Builds the Bomb (Stanford Univ. Press, 19KK); D. \fongin, La Ceni·se de 
l'Armcment Nucleaire Franpis, 1945-19KK. Ph.D. thesis, llniYcrsit{· de l\1ris I, 

1991; L. Scheinman, Atomir 1c'nngy l'oli!J in Fmna• uudn tht Fourth Hejm/J/ir 
(Princeton Univ. Press, 1965); L. Spector, Going Sudmr (Ballinger. 19K7): 
F. Szasz, British Srimti.1ts and the A1anlwtlan Pmjtcl (Macmillan. 199:?). 

a. It is not clear whether Israel has developed thermonuclear weapons. 
b. These countries are 110t believed to have developed thennonttckar weapons. 
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German refug-ee physicist who was a member of the British mission to 

Los Alamos and who had been intimately involved with the desig-n of 

the core and the initiator of the plutonium implosion weapon. In the 

second half of 1945, the leader of the Soviet fission bomb project, Yuli 

Khariton, and a small number of trusted colleag-ues were g-iven the doc

uments from Fuchs. Althoug-h they were already working on their own 

fission bomb desig-n, they decided that it would be safer to make a 
"copy" 11 'l of the Christy g-adget. 

Despite the enormous priority their work was granted by Stalin, it 

took them lin1r years from the receipt of the material from Fuchs, slight

ly longer than the original Manhattan Project: " ... in order to build a 

real device from the American design, it was first necessary to perform 

a truly heroic feat that required nationwide mobilization: to create an 

atomic industry, corresponding technologies, a supply of unique, high

quality apparatus, and to train qualified people."l20 Although Fuchs's 

data and the Smyth Report g-ave them the confidence not to pursue as 

many approaches in parallel as the Americans had, the Soviet team 

ended up recapitulating much of the work of the Manhattan Project. 

In particular, they found that building a "copy," even with the 

detailed diagram and description Fuchs had given them, was not easy. 

When Khariton named 70 people he wanted for the first Soviet nuclear 

weapons design facility, Arzamas-16, he was asked why he needed so 

many.l21 In reality he turned out to need many times that number. 

According- to Khariton, "the informat.ion received from Fuchs did not 

lessen substantially the volume of experimental work. Soviet scientists 

and eng-ineers had to do all the same calculations and experiments." 122 

Although the requisite nuclear experiments were demanding and dan

g-erous, the eng-ineering- aspects of the work seem to have caused the 

most problems: " ... the scientists were too inexperienced and ama

teurish in the complex processes of mass production."l23 In 1948, an 

experienced mechanical engineer, General N. L. Dukhov, had to be 

broug-ht in as Khariton 's deputy to take charg-e of the eng-ineering work 
at Arzamas.l24 

Many of the problems were not directly related to the fissile core; they 

were due to the practical difficulty of achieving successful implosion: 

"Even with the espionage material that had been made available, consid

erable effort was needed by Soviet chemical engineers to devise the tech

nolo!-,ry to manuhKture ... larg-e castings of homogeneous high explosive. 

Moreover, extensive testing was needed to ensure that the explosive 
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charges detonated uniformly and predictablv." I:!'> The elect rica! svstcm 

required to achieve simultaneous detonation was another problem, and 

another senior engineer, V. I. Alferov, was broug-ht to Arzamas take 

responsibility for it.l2fi The device that was ultimatclv produced was not 

seen by those involved as entirely identical to the American original
although it was "very close," there were "minor difkn·nces. "127 

The British bomb team had both explicit knowledg-e of the Amnican 

desig-n and (unlike the Soviet team) a considerable deg-ree of pnsonal 

involvement in the processes leading- to that design. British scientists (the 

native ones and, especially, those who were refugees from bscism) had 

indeed led the way in arg-uing that an atomic bomb was kasible. 

Particularly important were a 1940 memorandum ])\' two of the refugee 

physicists, Otto Frisch and Rudolf Peinls, and the subsequent program of 

research in Britain under the "MAUD Committee" in 1940 and 1941. The 

British team played a subordinate role to the Amnican team from 194~ 

on; however, a British mission was established at Los Alamos, and some of 

its members (including Peierls, Fuchs, Geoffrey Taylor, and the expcri

rnentalistJames Tuck) played central roles in that laboratorv's work.l2K 

Anglo-American collaboration was ended by the ll.S. Atomic Em·rgv 

Act of 1946. When they began their atomic bomb project, in 19-l7, the 

British decided, as the Soviets had, to copy the Christv gadg-et. L'ndcr 

the agreement with the Americans, written records had been !crt 
behind at Los Alamos, but the f()l·mcr British team helped compile 

from memory "a working manual" which, they hoped. "would enable 

the American atomic bomb to be duplicated, without all the laborious 

Los Alamos work." 12\l Particularly helpful was Klaus Fuchs, whose work 

on behalf of the Soviets meant that his memorv of what had been done 

at Los Alamos was "outstanding-" and who, unlike his colleagues. had 
removed written material from the American lab. I :10 

Again, though, copying the Christy gadg-et turned out not to be 

straightforward. At the level of explicit knowledge. the f(mnn Los 

Alamos people were well placed: they "were able to list nTv clcarlv the 

bomb components and to set out the principle of the bomb. "l:li At the 

practical level, however, their knowledge was more patchv. Although 

they had been over twenty in number, and widclv dispersed through Los 

Alamos's divisions, members of the British mission had not had person

al involvement in all the aspects of the laboratory's work. Furthermore. 

knowing what the final product should be like was not the same as know

ing how it could be made. For example, allhough "some conn·nicnt 
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plutonium handling tricks were ... known," the British team's knowl

edge of plutonium metalluq.,ry was "sketchy. "I:\~ None of them knew how 

to make crucibles into which moltt>n plutonium could be poured with

out its dissolving or reacting with the crucible material. 1 '\'\ Similarly, 

much work had to he done on the chemistry of the initiator's polonium, 

and on how to manufacture and handle it. 13'1 

I ndced, the hope of avoiding "all the laborious Los Alamos work" was 

largely disappointed. The first (November 1944) plans for a postwar 

British atomic energy research establishment had envisaged a staff of 

less than 400, covering reactor dt>velopment as well as weapons work. 1 '~"' 

By the start of 1952, however, the program's "non-industrial" stafl num

bered over 5000, with more than 1000 of these devoted to the weapons 

work alone. I% Furthermore, the five years it took to make the intended 

copy was longer than it had taken to make the original. In part, that was 

because the atomic weapons program met with obstruction, especially 

over the release of skilled staff, from organizations within the British 

state whose priorities were dilfcrentY\7 In part, it was because Britain 

had fewer resources to devote to the production of fissile material. In 

addition, the experiments whose detailed numerical results had been 

left behind at Los Alamos had to be replicated. 

More generally, though, despite all the knowledge inherited from 

I ,os Alamos, the problems of designing, f~tbricating, and testing the 

components of weapons turned out to be "diverse and most intri

e<tte,"l'lH and the work "dangerous and diflicult." 1 '~9 Even in those areas 

(e.g., designing explosive lenses) in which the Brit.ish felt confident of 

their knowledge, many practical problems arose: for example, despite 

much work on methods of casting, no way could be found of stopping 

the lenses from shrinking unevenly in their casts. Techniques for con

structing the detonation circuitry "had very often to be invented, and 

then they had to be practiced and perfected" by the female production 

workers who had to implement them.I'10 With a 1952 target date set for 

the first test explosion, the last year of the program became "a frantic 

race against time with serious problems solved only at the eleventh 

hour-questions of design, assembly systems, cavities in the castings for 

the uranium tamper, the firing circuit, the plating of various compo

nents, plutonium and polonium supply." 141 

Despite their initial intentions, and a strong, continuing desire not to 

lose "the safe feeling [of] making an object known to be successful," 14~ 

the British team f(nmd they could not successfully "duplicate" the 

Christy gadget. The Americans had assembled the Nagasaki bomb on 
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the ground, but the British felt it unsafe f()r a bomber to take off with a 

complete weapon onboard and wantt>d the final asscmblv to take place 

in flight. However, they became worried that the weapon might inad

vertently become supercritical while this was being done. In Septemhn 

1950 the project's lt>ader, V\'illiam Penney, reluctantlv "took the major 

decision to alter the design at the heart of the bomb." 1 !:\ As at Los 

Alamos, a team then set to work to grind out on mechanical calculators 

a numerical simulation of the likely n~sults of an alternatin· design. In 

mid 1951 the design was changed once more to include a two-inch gap 

between the tamper and the core.I44 The momentum of the tamper 

moving inward through the gap intensified the compression of the 

core, but this third design involn·d a more complicated mechanical 

structure and was "more sensi tivt> to implosion imperfect ions. ··1 F> This 

sensitivity was particularly worrisome, since no wav had been f(Hlnd to 

make explosive lenses of precisely correct shape. The team had to resort 

to "the use of PVC adhesive tape to fill up the clearance spaces [in the 

explosive lenses] and minimize settlement. "ll(i Onlv in the stmllner of 

1952 did high-explosive firing trials provide reassurance that these 

imperfections would be small enough not to cause Etilure. 

France and China 

Less is known about the detailed history of the French atomic \\Tapons 

progr·am than about the British or even the Soviet effort. Like their 

Soviet and British counterparts, French physicists had considered the 

idea of an atomic bomb early in the St>cond V\'orld \'\'ar.l 4 i Some of 

them had also taken part in the Manhattan Project, but thev had been 

involved with the production of fissile materials rather than with the 

designing of weapons. In contrast with tht> United Kingdom and the 

Soviet Union, in France there was significant political opposition to a 

nuclear weapons program. There was also a feeling in France during 

the early postwar years that such a program was too ambitious an under

taking for any country but a superpower. The successful British test in 

October 1952 undermined the latter belief,I4H and in l9:"i4 the French 

government made a commitment to devt>lop nuclear weapons. In l95:"i, 

two research centers were established for that purpose. One, at 

Bruyeres-le-Chatcl, concentrated on the physics, nwtallurg·y, and chem

istry of nuclear materials; the other, at Vaujours, dealt with detonics (the 
study of high-explosive blast waves and similar matters) _119 

In February 1960 the first French atomic device was successfully 

exploded at Reggane in the Sahara. Like the Soviets and the British, the 

------ t 
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French seem to have focused their efforts on a plutonium implosion 

weapon. 1 'iO vVe have found no evidence that the French attempted to 

copy a previous weapon, and we presume that their design was devel

oped by them. Their development elli>rt was certainly considerable. In 

1957 the project employed more than 750 (over and above those devot

ed to plutonium production), and that figure tripled in two years.lf>i 

Solving practical problems was the main task: "the atomic bomb is to a 
large extent an engineering problcm."l'i2 

The history of China's nuclear weapons program has been docu

mented in broad outline in a remarkable study by Lewis and Xue.I ,;;1 

.Just as no member of the Soviet program had worked on the Manhattan 

Project, so it appears that no member of the Chinese project had been 

directly involved with either Soviet or Western nuclear weapons design. 

Although the 1957 Sino-Soviet Defense Technical Accor·d committed 

the Soviet Union to supply China with a prototype atomic bomb, the 

Soviets reneged on that promise, and they do not even seem to have 

provided design inf(mnation at the level of detail that had been sup

plied to them by Klaus Fuchs. When the Soviet technical experts who 

had been sent to assist the Chinese were withdrawn, in 1960, the two 

nuclear weapons designers among them left behind shredded but legi

ble and useful data on implosion. In general, though, their Chinese 

counterparts remember the Soviet weapons designers as "mute monks 
who would read but not speak."i!"'>4 

Although the Soviets were more helpful in other areas (notably in 

supplying a nuclear reactor and a cyclotron, in handing over design 

data f(n· a uranium-separation plant, and in the general training of 

thousands of Chinese nuclear engineers), Chinese nuclear weapons 

design had to proceed without the benefit of contact with individuals 

who had "hands-on" experience in a successful program. Like the 

Soviet, British, and French programs, the Chinese program took longer 

than the original Manhattan Project-in this case, roughly nine years 

( 1955-1964). It was a massive national eff(H·t involving several hundred 

thousand people, including tens of thousands of peasants who were 

givt·n basic training in uranium prospecting and refinement. 

Again, the obstacles met in this effort seem to have been predomi

nantly practical engineering problems rather than, for example, deficits 

in explicit knowledge of nuclear physics. There is no evidence that the 

design of the weapon itself was an attempt to copy a previous device; 

indeed, the Chinese chose to begin their program differently from the 

Soviets, the British, and the French, constniCting a uranium implosion 

weapon rather than a plutonium one. The design and fabrication dilli-

T 

culties encountered seem broadly similar to those bced lw previous 

programs. Particularly problematic areas included the design and mold

ing of the explosive lenses, the selection and production of the materi

als for the initiator, and bubbles in the uranium castings.lr,-, 

More Recent Programs 

All nuclear weapons programs since China's have been covert. Israel has 

never explicitly admitted to possessing a nuclear arsenal, and South 

Africa did so only in 199~. India maintains that its I 974 test in Rajasthan 

was of a "peaceful" nuclear explosive, not a bomb. Pakistan has admit

ted officially only to possessing the "components" of an atomic 

bomb.I:>6 In view of this desire for secrecy, it is not surprising that nTv 

little is known with any reliability about the sources of knowledge drawn 

on in these nuclear weapons programs. There have been widespread 

reports of assistance (notably by France to Israel, by Israel to South 

Mrica, by China to Pakistan, and perhaps by the Sm·iet Union to India), 

but it is impossible to be sure of the nature of such assistance. 

What little is known with any confidence seems broadly compatible 

with what has been learned from the histories of the better-document

ed programs. To the extent that we can determine their chronologies, 

all seem to have taken longer than the original Manhattan Project. The 

few specific development problems that have been reported with anv 

authority were primarily practical ones; f(>r example, the leader of the 

Indian program reports particular difliculties with the initiator.l!"'>7 

The most interesting program from the viewpoint of this chapter is 

Pakistan's, because it has been alleged to involve the direct supply of 

explicit design knowledge from a previous program. U.S. officials han· 

stated that the Chinese government handed over to Pakistan the detailed 

design of an atomic bomb-reportedly a uranium-implosion missile war

head that had been exploded successfully in a Chinese nuclear test in 

1966. Despite this, Pakistan apparently f(nmd copying the weapon br 

from trivial: "It took the Pakistanis several years to master an implosion 
system, even though they were working from a proven design. "1,-,H One 

U.S. official reportedly commented that "[receiving a] cookbook design 

doesn't mean that you can make a cake on the first try."h'l 

Discussion 

Tacit Knowledge 

All three forms of evidence we have examined suggest that tacit knowl

edge plays a significant role in atomic bomb design. 

., 
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First, the task of the first atomic bomb designers at Los Alamos 

proved much harder than had been predicted on the basis of explicit 

knowledge of nuclear physics. Filling gaps in the latter (such as, most 

consequentially, the rate of spontaneous neutron emission in plutoni

um 240) was important, but many of the most demanding challenges 

bced were practical "engineering" challenges. These challenges were 

diverse enough to take their solution far beyond the capabilities of an 

individual or even a small group; a large, complex organization had to 
be constructed to tackle them. 

Second, despite the huge amount of subsequent work to make fully 

explicit the knowledge needed for nuclear weapons design, and in par

ticular to embody it in computer programs, current designers still argue 

strongly that this explicit knowledge alone is inadequate. They empha

size the ways in which even the best computer models are only approx

imations to reality. They note the consequent ncr 1 in their work for 

non-algorithmic ·:judgment," forged by working alongside experienced 

designers and by long personal involvement in design and (crucially) 

testing. Thatjudgment is communal and hierarchical: proposals by indi

viduals are reviewed by senior colleagues. Furthermore, producing 

nuclear weapons, as well as designing them, requires tacit knowledge: it 

is not a matter simply of following explicit, algorithmic instructions. For 

example, the designer's judgment has to be called upon in deciding 

whether two nuclear weapons produced to "the same design" can actu

ally be treated as identical. 

Third, the record of the spread of atomic weapons is at least broadly 

compatible with the conclusion that tacit knowledge is involved in their 

design. In at least three cases (the Soviet Union, France, China) 

weapons appear to have been developed successfully without exten

sive personal con tact with a previously successful design effort. 160 

However, these efforts-and others-have had at least some of the char

acteristics of independent reinvention. All efforts since the Manhattan 

Project appear to have taken longer than that project. The possession 

of explicit information (such as diagrams and detailed descriptions) 

generated by previous efforts has not made the developers' task trivial, 

even where they were trying "simply" to construct a copy of a previous 

design. All development efforts about which details are known have had 

to struggle hard with a multiplicity of practical problems. As in the 

Manhattan Project, the solution of these problems has required not 

merely individual expertise but concerted effort by large staffs. The 

problems involved are so diverse that they require significant new work 

T 
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even when .. as in the British case, it is possible to call on the kn<l\dedge 

and expertise of a numbtT of individuals with direct experience of a 
previous successful program. 

Of course, no individual aspect of this evidence is entirdv com
pelling. Although it is clear that explicit knowledge of physics 11·~;s inad

equate for the original development of atomic weapons, it might still be 

that what was needed in addition was simply explicit knowleclue from 

within the spheres of other disciplines-notably metallurgy ~ 111 dc-.various 
branches of engineering. The historical record suggests that this was 

~lOt the case; however, histm·;cal work on the topic has not been 

mforrned centrally by the issues addressed here, and thus there is a 

degree of tentativeness to this conclusion. And because the boundarv 

between explicit and tacit knowledge shifts as some aspects of tacit skill~ 
become systematized and even embodied in machines. one cannot sim

ply extrapolate hor ' the experience of the Manhattan Project (or other 
early development efforts) to the present dav. 

Furthermore, as we have pointed out, ,the testimony of current 

designers may have been influenced by a desire to argue against a com

prehensive test ban. Against this, we would note that the minoritv of 

members of nuclear weapons laboratories who El\·or such a ban do not 

deny the role of tacit knowledge. Hi! Nor did the computer specialists 

from these laboratories whom we inttTviewed-who miuht be thmwlJt 
h h 

to have an interest in a1·guing for the adequacv of explicit, algorithmic 

knowledge-actually advance that argument; some, indeed, provided 

cogent grounds fc:>r reg·arcling algorithmic knowledge as inadequate. 

However, the experience of all but the oldest of our inte1TiC\rees \ras 

with ~he design of sophisticated, rather than simple, weapons. This 

expenence-particularly the experience of boosted primarv designs 

tha~ are "near the cliff'-is not necessarily generalizable to the design 
of simpler weapons. 

In addition, two issues are confounded in the record of the spread of 

nuclear weapons: the design of such weapons and the production of the 

necessary fissile material. vVith the exception of Livermore, which could 

call on the general U.S. stock of such material, all other nuclear weapons 

efforts so far have in\'<>lved the production of fissile matnial as well as 

the designing of weapons. \Ne have no wav of knowi1w hmr lmw th(' 
. ' h h 

design work alone might have taken had the fissile materials been ~nail-
able from the start o.f a program. Furthermore, the time uke 11 to design 

a nuclear weapon will clearly be influenced bv the urg·enn· with 
11

hicJ1 
the task is pursued, the resources den>ted to ii, and the e(p1ipment and 
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skills ayailabk. These considerations make the duration of the yarious 

development eff(>rts a less than conclusive indicator of the "hardness" 

of the task, and they rule out any quantitative conclusion of the f(>rrn "It 

takes x months or years to desig-n a nuclear weapon." 

Finally, the evidence sug-gests that tacit knowledge may have a signif

icantly smaller role in desig-ning- a "secondary" (i.e., turning- an atomic 

bomb into a hydrog-en one) than it has in designing- an atomic bomb. 

Our interviewees seemed more confident of the adequacy of explicit 

knowledge in understanding- secondaries, and the record of the spread 

of the hydrogen bomb is difkrent from that of the atomic bomb: three 

of the f(Htr countries known to han· moved from an atomic to a hydro

gen bomb since the United States did so took less time to make the tran

sit ion than the lJ nited States did.l li:Z Thus, tacit knowledge may be more 

rcle\·ant to the first step in acquiring a nuclear arsenal than to subse
quent steps. 

Though all these qualifications are important, none of them seems 

to us to be decisive. The weight of the evidence, we believe, supports the 

conclusion that tacit knowledg-e plays an important role in nuclear 

weapons design. Nevertheless, bef(>re moving to the implications of this 

conclusion, we need to discuss four further issues raised by these quali
fications or hv other considerations. 

Black Boxes 

The record of the early nuclear weapons programs may be a poor guide to 

the future, because previously tacit knowledg-e has been made explicit, 

because that explicit knowledge is now available br more widely than it 

was in the 1940s or the 1900s, and, especially, because many technologies 

relevant to desig-ning and producing nuclear weapons have been "black 
boxcd."ili:l What once had to be done by hand can now be done by 

machines, and those machines can simply be bought rather than having- to 

be built. Much relevant inf(mnation can be acquired simply by buying text

books on nuclear physics and manuals of nuclear engineering. Computer 

programs helpful in nuclear weapons design em also be purchased. 

The most obvious example of "black boxing" is that the development 

of digital computers, and their universal availability, mean that calcula

tions that once had to be done by humans (at major costs in time and 

dl<>rt) can now be done automatically. Indeed, it is now neither difficult 

nor expensive to purchase computers as fast as those of the U.S. nuclear 

weapons laboratories of the early 1970s, I (}<I and a determined purchaser 

could acquire even more powerful machines while probably being able 
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to disguise their intended application. Nor would the programs to run 

on these machines have to be developed entirdv from scratch. 

Derivatives of computer programs den~ loped at the nuclear weapons Lib

oratories have been commercialized and are widclv availabic.lli:-, 

Furthermore, a variety of other relevant black boxes that earlv 

weapons programs had to design and construct are now available com

mercially, although they are more dif1icult to purchase than computers, 

and their purchase is likely to attract attention. These include special

ized metallurgical equipment, diagnostic tools suitable f(>r studving 

implosion and initiator behm·ior, and electrical and electronic equip

ment that could be used in detonation circuitrv.l I iii 

That all this eases the task of developing nuclear weapons is undeni

able. The question is how much it docs so, and whether it eliminates or 

minimizes the need f<n· specialized tacit knowledge.lli7 Iraq's nuclear 

program-which was dissected in unprecedented detail bv internation

al inspectors after the 1991 Gulf V\'ar-serves as an experiment on pre

cisely these points. It was a determined, high-priority, extremch 

well-resourced program conducted by a countn with a rclativclv large 

scientifically and technically trained work force and ample computing 

power. The Iraqi team had conducted a thorough and successful litera

ture search for relevant explicit knowledge, and had also obtained 

"weapons-rclevan t corn pu ter programs." 1 liH Some attempted pure bases, 

particularly of precision electrical equipment f(>r detonation circuitry, 

were intercepted. However, Iraq was able to buy much of what it need

ed from Western companies (especially German, hut also American, 

British, Italian, French, Swedish, and Japanese). Among the project's 

successful acquisitions were vacuum furnaces suitable f(>r casting urani

um, plasma-coating machines that can coat molds for uranium, an "iso

static" press suitable f()r making high-explosive lenses, and high-speed 
oscilloscopes and "streak cameras" useful f())" the experimental investi

gation of implosion. I li9 Iraq was also markedly successful in making pur

chases and obtaining explicit knowledge rele\·ant to the production of 

fissile materials, and had enough spare electricity-generating capacitY to 

support even the most energy-intensive route to uranium separation. 

Yet the Iraqi program, which seems to have begun in the mid 1970s, had 

still not been successfid by 1991, and opinions vary on how close to 

success it was even then.l70 One reason f(>r its slow progress is \-cry 

specific. A I 981 Israeli bombing raid rendered inoperable the 

French-supplied nuclear reactor under construction at Osirak and shut 

offwhat may have been the Iraqi weapon program's intended source of 

.... 
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plutonium. 171 Iraq was, therefore, having to concentrate on what is gen

erally agreed to be the considerably more demanding task of uranium 
separation. 

More generally, though, Iraq's "nuclear Achilles heel" was its "lack of 

skilled personneJ."ln This hampered both uranium separation (which 

never reached the necessary scale) and weapon design.I7:l According to 

seized documents, the Iraqis' immediate goal was an implosion weapon 

with a solid uranium core, a beryllium/polonium initiator, a uranium 

23H reflector, and an iron tamper. Extensive theoretical studies had 

been carried out, and at least live different designs had been produced. 

The designs were, in the judgment of one leading U.S. weapons design

er, David Dorn, "all primitive," but "each one [was] an improvement 

over its predecessor." 171 However, a final, settled, fully "practical design 

had not been achievcd."l70 Despite all their purchases, the Iraqis had to 

develop much of the requisite technoloh'Y for themselves, relying on 

local competences in metalhtr!-,ry, chemistry, and electronics. (Sources 

differ on their relative strengths in these fields.) The same was true fC:Jr 

knowledge of detonics. Iraq's detonics program unquestionably bene

fited from explicit knowledge acquired from abroad, but extensive 

indigenous theoretical work and practical experimentation were still 

required. By 1491 this work had not yet reached the stage of testing a 

full three-dimensional implosion system. (Again, detailed assessments 

differ on how much further work was needed.) Crucially, the Iraqi 

designers seem to have been constrained to use much less high explo

sive than was used in early American designs, which were delivered to 

their targets by heavy bombers. The Iraqi design was probably meant to 

be carried by a Scud missile. Iraqi designers seem to have lacked confi

dence that, within that constraint, they could achieve a powerful, high

ly symmetrical implosion. As a result, the design of fissile core they were 

contemplating was htr closer to criticality than Western experts believed 

wise-so much so that it could perhaps have been detonated by a fire or 

a minor accidental shock. "I wouldn't want to be around if it fell off the 
edge of this desk," said one inspector.I76 

The Hardness of Tasks 

The Iraqi program seems to suggest that successful usc of "black box" 

technoloh'Y still requires tacit knowledge, which cannot be purchased 

unless skilled personnel can be recruited or sustained person-to-person 

contact can be achieved. Iraq's program, like all the other well-docu-

r 
men ted nuclear weapons programs except Britain's, had only HT\' lim

ited success in this. Learning fi·om previous programs has thus had to 

proceed without direct transfer of specific tacit skills. 

However, previous programs are not just a source of particular items 

of knowledge, tacit or explicit. They can also con\·cv lessons about the 

hardness of the tasks involved.l77 Observing others riding bicycles docs 

not enable one to learn their skills, but it shows one that ncling is pos

sible. Knowing that older brothers or sisters have learned to ride can 

encourage younger siblings not to conclude from their earlv bilurcs 

that the task is impossibly hard. Successful previous nuclear we;tpons 

programs have had analogous consequences. Thus, the confidence

indeed overconfidence-of wartime Anglo-American phvsicists (includ

ing Continental refugees) in the case of development of a nuclear 

weapon does not seem to have been widely shared by their French, 

German, or Soviet colleagues, and the gonTnments of the List t\HJ 

countries were unconvinced until 194;) that the task was feasible 

enough to be worth the kind of resources the Americans devoted to 

it. 17H Trinity, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki were dramatic demonstrations 

that the task was not impossibly hard, and this (as well as the pcrcein·d 

threat from the West) explains the Sm·iet Ll nion 's sudden shirt in 1940 

from a modest research effort to an all-out, top-prioritv program. II'! 

As we have seen, Britain's test explosion in 19!l2, although no threat 

to France, contributed to the latter's weapons program bv suggesting 

that developing an atomic bomb was easier than had previouslv been 

assumed. Likewise, China's explosion in I ~)64 showed other developing 

countries that the atomic bomb was not necessarily the preserve of the 

highly industrialized world. Furthermore, profound questions mer the 

feasibility of early hydrogen bomb designs helped debv the American 

mm·e from an atomic to a hydrogen bomb.IHO By contrast, all subse

quent hydrogen bomb programs could proceed with confidence in the 

basic achievability of their goal, and, in words used in another context 

by a gnmp of weapons designers, "the mere bet of knowing f that some

thing] is possible, even without knowing exactly how, f can] focus ... 
attention and efforts."IHI 

Because of this, we need to qualif\· the inkrcnce fi·om the role of 

tacit knowledge in nuclear weapons design to the possibilitv of unin

vention. It is hard to imagine belief in the feasibility of atomic or ther

monuclear weapons now disappearing, and that bet alone increases the 

probability of their reinvention. In addition, more was learned fi·OJn the 

Manhattan Project (even by those without personal inn>lvcment in the 

-
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project) than simply the feasibility of an atomic bomb. It was openly dis

closed by Smyth that the project had produced two fissile materials, plu

tonium and uranium ~:I!J, 1 H~ and it was in no meaningful sense a secret 

that both gun and implosion designs had been developed. The knowl

edge that both a uranium gun and a plutonium implosion weapon had 

worked meant that subsequent programs could save significant 

resources by li>eusing on only one fissile material and one design. For 

example, the confidence that it was safe to concentrate initially on plu

tonium production, and that it was not necessary to embark simultane

ously on an equally rapid program of uranium separation, was of 

considerable help to the early Soviet project. Il-l'\ 

Other Sources of Tacit Knowledge 

Previous nuclear weapons programs are not the only possible source of 

tacit knowledge li>r the design of a nuclear weapon. The most impor

tant other source is the nuclear power industry. The literature on pro

liferation treats this industry primarily as a potential source of fissile 

material, but it is also clearly a potential source of knowledge. In South 

Africa, li>r example, overseas cooperation in the development of 

nuclear power, while not directly aiding the nuclear weapons program, 

was nevertheless helpful in increasing "the technical competence of 

South Africa's nuclear engineers, scientists, and technicians."IH4 

Nuclear power plants can provide crucial experience in matters such 

as the chemistry, metallurgy, handling, and machining of fissile materi

als, and also in neutronics. Neutronics-the study of the behavior of 

neutrons in fissile materials-is clearly crucial for the nuclear weapons 

designer, who will want to ensure that a bomb will explode rather than 

fizzle, and also that a critical mass is not li>rmed accidentally during the 

machining and assembly of fissile material. Designers of nuclear reac

tors use neutronics to lind configurations that can be kept critical with

out becoming supercritical. Like designers of nuclear weapons, they usc 

a combination of physical theory, experimental results, and computer 

modeling. The two tasks arc similar enou~hiH'J that one would expect 

the explicit and tacit knowledge of ncutronics gained in reactor design 
to help considerably in weapons design.1H6 

Because nuclear weapons integrate nuclear and non-nuclear tech

nologies, tacit knowledge acquired in some of the latter is also relevant. 

Electrical and electronic engineering, needed tin· the design and con

struction of detonation circuitry, is obviously important. Perhaps most 

significant, however, is the field of detonics, and in particular the tech-
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nology of achieving not simply explosions but blast waH'S of particular 

shapes. This is central to the '"art of implosion dcsign"IHI in nuclear 

weaponry. It is, however, also a technologv with wider militarv uses 

(notably in the design of shaped charges for armor-piercing anti-tank 

weapons) and with some civilian applications (in diamond production, 

mining, and metallurgy).IHH Experience of dctonics contributed to the 

development of nuclear weapons. The I ,os Alamos scientist Junes Tuck. 

who first suggested the usc of explosive lenses, had previouslY m>rked in 

the United Kingdom on armor-piercing charges. 1H'l The leader of the 

Soviet atomic bomb pn~ject, Yuli Khariton, and his colleague Yakov 

Zel'dovitch had also done wartime work on detonation phenome11<1 in 

chemical explosives. I DO Since the 1940s, detonics has dcH·loped in to a 

sophisticated technical specialty. The largest concentrations of de tonics 

expertise seem still to be in the nuclear weapons laboratories, but the 

technolog)' is also practiced at a range of other militarv and civilian 

establishments, mainly in the industrialized countries. I'll The a\·ailahil

ity of experienced personnel from such establishments would case the 

design and testing of an atomic bomb implosion s\stem significantlY. 

Kitchen Bombs 
To date, all demonstrably successful elli>rts to ckn·lop nuclear \\'capons 

have been major enterprises involving several vcars' \\'ork, design teams 

numbering (at least in the cases where this inlimnation is ~1\'ailabk) 

from several hundred to a thousand or more, and the dedication of 

major industrial hKilities to the production of fissile materials. These 

efforts have had to acquire, often painstakingh·, much oft he kno\\'kdgc 

and skills developed in the Manhattan Project or other prnious dli>rts. 

Perhaps, though, all these programs (with the possible exception of 

South Africa'sl9~) have simply been unnecessarily ambitious and labo

rious. Certainly, every well-documented elli>rt since 194;) seems to han· 

seen its first atomic bomb as a stepping stone to a more sophisticated 

arsenal (for example, one including hydrogen bombs). As t\\'O me1nbcrs 

of the French program put it, "the goal was not simplv to make a device 

explode, but to measure the parameters controlling nuclear explosin· 

reactions. "19:1 Even the Iraqi program was "'grandiose" and "'m·enk

signed" from the viewpoint of simply producing a crude weapon. 1'l-l 

Perhaps the need li>r tacit knowledge and reinn·ntion could be cir

cumvented by a modest program aiming simply to produce crude 

weapons as quickly and easily as possible. This issue will he made much 

more pressing if substantial quantities of fissile materials become a\"ailable 

-
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for illicit purchase. Up to now, all nuclear weapons programs, with the 

partial exception of lsracl's,l'l:-, have had to produce their own fissile 

materials. Typically, this activity has dwarfed weapons design in expense, 

in visibility, and in personnel and resource requirements. For example, 

the work force that built the nuclear reactors at Hanford numbered, at 

its peak, 45,000, and the uranium-separation plant at Oak Ridge con

sumed more electricity in I ~l4!) than the whole of Canada produced 

during the Second World War. 1% There was, theref(Jre, no incentive to 

skimp on weapons design, and enormous eff(Jrt was devoted to increas

ing the chance that the first nuclear explosions would be successful. 

In lH months of research, for example, more than 20,000 high-explo

sive castings were supplied for test implosions, and many more were 

rejected as inferior. Their cost was unimportant, given that Los Alamos 

management knew the cost of producing the necessary plutonium to 
have been of the order of a billion 1940s dollars.I97 

If fissile materials were to become available for illicit purchase, how

e\·er, an aspirant nuclear weapons state, or even a terrorist group, might 

well decide to try a "quick and dirty" route to a nuclear weapon. Would 

they succeed? Twenty years ago, f(Jrrner Los Alamos designer Theodore 

Taylor sought to highlight the dangers of the diversion of fissile mater

ial, even in the f(mns in which it is commonly found in the civilian 

nuclear power program. He argued passionately that, if the fissile mate

rial Gill be obtained, a crude but workable nuclear weapon could be 

made using only readily available instruments, artifacts, and knowledge. 

His arguments were brought to wide public attention by the doyen of 

American reporting,.John McPhee. 

I~tylor argued, J(Jr example, that a reflector could be built by solder

ing two wax-lined stainless steel kitchen mixing bowls together around 

a fissile core. Modern plastic explosive could be "kneaded and formed, 

by hand" around the mixing bowls, or perhaps on an "upturned salad 

bowl." The work could be done first by eye, then by poking a measured 

wire "into the high explosive until it hits the reflector." An initiator 

might not be necessary at all: what is normally thought of as the disad

vantage of "reactor-grade" plutonium (its high level or plutonium 240, 
and the consequent high rate of spontaneous neutron emission) could 

be turned to advantage by doing away with the need for this tradition

ally troublesome component. 1'lH Nor, according to Taylor, need implo

siott circuitry and detonators go beyond what is commercially available: 

"If you don't care whether you get a tenth of a kiloton [of explosive 

yield] one time and five kilotons another time, you can be much less 

fussy about the way the high explosive is detonated."l\l!l 
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One cannot be sure that a "quick and dirtv" route to a nuclear 

weapon would work. No one is known to have tried to build a bomb in 

this way)!OO Taylor is convinced that it could work; others dcm it. 

Edward Teller peremptorily dismisses as a myth the idea that "a nuclear 

explosive could be secretly developed and completed in someotte 's 

garage "2° 1; other sources offer more particular coun ttTargtlllll'll ts. ~0~ 

More recently, Theodore Taylor has put his name to a less alarming 

diagnosis.2°:~ The authors of that analysis still conclude that a terrorist 

group that had acquired fissile material could construct a nuclear 

weapon, but they place greater emphasis on the barriers ( cspcciallv of 

knowledge and skill) such a group would encounter. They argue that 

the necessary detailed design would require "the direct participation or 

individuals thoroughly inf(Jrmed in several quite distinct areas: the 

physical, chemical, and metallurgical properties of the various materials 

to be used, as well as the characteristics affecting their bbrication; ncu

tronic properties; radiation effects, both nuclear and biological; tcch

nolobry concerning high explosives and/ or chemical propellants; some 

hydrodynamics; electrical circuitry; and others. "~0 I Nor would explicit 

knowledge alone be enough: "The necessarv chemical operations, as 

well as the methods of casting and machining the nuclear materials, cut 

be (and have been) described in a straightforward manner, but their 

conduct is most unlikely to proceed smoothlv unless in the hands or 

someone with experience in the particular techniques invoked, and 

even then substantial problems could arise."~or, \1\'e hope that this later 

account conveys the difficulties better than the earlier one; howcnT, 

with (f(Jrtunately) no direct empirical evidence vet available there is no 

way to be certain. The f"casibility of a low-skill route to a crude nuclear 

weapon cannot, therefore, be ruled out. 

Uninventing the Bomb 

There are thus at least three reasons not to 0\'tTstatc the extent to ,,·Iticlt 

lack of tacit knowledge would f(l!-ce full-scale reinn·ntion of nuclear 

weapons even after a long hiatus in their den·lopment: 

Knowing that the task is feasible would encourage and f(Jctls efforts. 

Relevant tacit knowledge might be available from sources other tlLin 

previous nuclear weapons programs. 

The elaborate development path of cwTently existing progran1s might 

conceivably be avoided. 

-----------------------------I!!IJliiiii ... --111111181Iilfillllllllliiiiiiiiiiii ___ 'C.'· 
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If nuclear weapons are to be uninvented, therefore, we have to add at 

least two clements to a "tacit knowledge" view of uninvention. The first 

point is familiar: control over fissile materials is the key component of 

the current nonproliferation regime, and one that clearly needs urgent 

reinforcement. The second is what actor-network theorists would call 

the "translation" of interests: the displacement of goals, invention of 

new goals, the creation of new social groups, and the like. To date actor

network theorists have looked at this primarily as a part of the process 

of invention,~O(i but it must surely be a part of uninvention too. The 

physicist Wolfgang Panof~ky is, unfortunately, right when he says that 

"ultimately, we can keep nuclear weapons from multiplying only if we 

can persuade nations that their national security is better served with

out these weapons. "~07 However, verbal persuasion alone is not likely to 

be enough. Actor-network research on the translation of interests might 
well f(mn a useful body of resources for addressing this issue.~OH 

Issues of tacit knowledge, control over materials, and the translation 

of interests f(mn a necessary three-sided approach to nonproliferation 

and uninvention. To date, public policy has tended to f(>eus on the sec

ond of these alone, perhaps because of its physical concreteness. The 

first and the third also must be taken seriously. 

In particular, despite all the reservations we have expressed, we feel 

that considerations of tacit knowledge (largely neglected hitherto 

because of the dominance of conventional images of science and tech

nology) could be important to disarmament and nonproliferation. 

Successful nuclear weapons design, we have been arguing, depends not 

only on explicit knowledge and algorithmic instructions but also on 

tacit knowledge gained through processes such as attempts to bbricate 

real systems and trial-and-error experimentation with their compo

nents. These processes take time and efl(xt. The requirement for tacit 

knowledge thus serves as the equivalent of friction in a physical system, 

slowing things down and perhaps adding a degree of stability to what 

might otherwise be unstable situations. For example, after a sufficiently 

long hiatus we would expect the effort needed to re-create nuclear arse

nals to become quite considerable, even f(>r those who possessed 

detailed documentary records from the original development. 

Especially if fissile materials have to be produced afresh, it begins to be 

imaginable that, in a world with open skies, open borders, and dedicat

ed and sophisticated intelligence agencies, such reinvention efforts 

would be detected before they came to fruition.~09 
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More generally, attention to tacit knowledge (and to its possible loss) 

can help counter the pessimism that can be engendered hv the con

ventional view that nuclear weapons cannot be uninvcntcd. \\'e do not 

pretend even to have begun to sketch how an abandonment of nuclear 

weapons might be made durable and permanent, nor han· we discussed 

its desirability. Nevertheless, we hope to have contributed to undermin

ing one of the key barriers to starting to think about its possibilitv.~IO 

An Accidental Uninvention? 

A world in which the uninvention of nuclear weapons is pursued sYs

tematically may well seem utopian. The maintenance of nuclear arse

nals by the existing nuclear powers, in continuing uneasy conjunction 

with attempts to restrain their proliferation, seems more likclv. That 

world has at least the virtue of apparent familiaritY. barring a sudden 

multiplication of attempts to develop nuclear weapons capabilities trig

gered by a breakdown of control over fissile materials. 

However, as the word's etymology reminds us, a technology docs not 

consist simply of artifacts; it includes knowledge and understanding of 

those artibcts. The reader familiar with the sociological studies of con

troversial scientific experiments~!! will have noted a crucial difference 

between them and the situation, hitherto, of nuclear weaponry. In the 

f(>rmer case there is typically dispute as to what the correct substantive 

result of an experiment "should be"; howenT, because an experiment 

cannot be reduced to algorithmic procedures there is no other ultimate 

test of its competence. Substantive divides (over matters such as the 

existence of controversial physical phenomena) thus become utterlv 

entangled with disagreements over the competence of the experi

menters. However, in the case of nuclear weaponry there has seldom 

been doubt over what the success of a nuclear explosin· test consists 

in.~ 1 ~ Such debate is imaginable,~l:l but contnwersies fullv akin to those 

that are "classical" in the sociology of science have actuallv taken place 

only occasionally, and then only when a putative nuclear explosion has 

been "observed" only at a distance~l4 or where particular contrmTrsial 

nuclear phenomena are concerned.~!;, Nuclear testing, therd(>re, has 

placed an impersonal constraint on the designing of nuclear weapons 

that, as we have seen, the individuals involved han' valued highly. There 

has been a great deal of room for arguing over why a particular test 

failed, and at least the wiser designers knew that a successful test did not 

ifJ.mfacto demonstrate the correctness of their knowledge. Over the bet 

of success or failure there has been less practical room fo1· argument. 
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The testing- of nuclear explosives may, however, soon be at an end. 

American, British, and Russian nuclear tests have ceased. A compre

hensive nuclear test ban is a g-oal of the current U.S. and Russian 

administrations. During- the 199.S talks on the extension of the 

Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the existing- declared nuclear powers 

committed themselves to neg-otiating such a ban. Failure to do so 

would make it much harder to dissuade other nations from seeking to 

acquire nuclear weapons.~ 16 

After a test ban, desig-ning- nuclear weapons will inevitably involve 

much g-reater reliance on computer modeling-.~ 1 7 Older interviewees in 

the U.S. laboratories recalled for us the three-year voluntary test mora

torium that beg-an in 19.SH. During that period, dependence on com

puter prog-rams and subjective confidence in their output increased, 

especially as, toward the end of the moratorium, some senior staff mem

bers left. One interviewee noted that "you start[ed] to believe your calcu

lations, and young- folks really believe them if the old timers have left. "~IR 

According to another interviewee, "people start[ed] to believe the codes 

are absolutely true, to lose touch with reality."~I<J This confidence then 

evaporated after the moratorium's end. The appearance of doubt about 

the validity of the modeling of the effects of radioactive decay of the tri

tiurn used in boosting- was crucial. An underground nuclear test com

missioned to investig-ate these so-called aging effects "showed that these 

effects had been so severely underestimated that a cloud of then 

unknown proportions immediately fell over many of our weapons."~~() 

Today, the increase in subjective confidence in computer modeling 

that would f(>llow a test ban would almost certainly be much g-reater, in 

view of the much more refined computer codes and the more powerful 

computers that now exist and especially in view of the capacity to display 

simulations visually by means of computer graphics. However, while 

those involved believe that the particular phenomena that caused prob

lems after the earlier moratorium are now well understood, they also 

acknowledg-e that "weapons of that era were considered 'forgiving' rel
ative to their more modern counterparts."~~~ 

The consequences of the continued pursuit of nuclear weapon 

design after a test ban is a topic that deeply concerns some of the cur

rent desig-ners. In 1993, to mark the fiftieth anniversary of its founding, 

the Los Alamos National Laboratory gathered 22 leading current and 

retired members to discuss its future. Worries about the atrophying of 

designers' judg-ment were prominent in their discussion. Said one: 

"We'll find far too many people who are willing- to certifY new or modi-
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tied nuclear weapons based on very little data, or mavbe no data." 'The 

scary part," said another, "is that there will he no shortag-e of people who 

are willing to certify untested weapons, especially if thev arc ccrtif\·ing 

their own designs, or if they want to please someone in Washington ... 

. If the laboratories cannot conduct tests, the U nitcd States should con

sider the possibility of eliminating- its capability to design and ccrtif\ 

nuclear weapons. "n~ It is surprising- to hear that possibilitv aired in the 

establishment that first gave the world the capability whose elimination 

was being discussed. The record of the discussion, howcnT, IT\Tals no 

voice raised in dissent. Nor, indeed, would it necessarily be as radical a 

move as it sounds. The military situation has chang-ed, budg-etary con

straints have tightened, and parts of the nuclear weapons production 

infrastructure in both the United States and the f(mncr Smict l'nion 

are now either closed or in physically dangerous conditi011.~:.':\ Add to 

these a possible ban on testing- and it is Etr from clear that the govern

ments of the major nuclear weapons states will commission new t\']X'S of 

nuclear weapons in the foreseeable future. In the United King-dom, f(n· 

example, it seems probable that the Trident warhead, now about to 

enter service, will be the last nuclear weapons development prog-ram, at 

least for a generation. 

The nuclear weapons laboratories may, thcref(H-c, Etce a fitture in 

which they are no longer developers of new weapons but custodians of 

past ones-quite possibly weapons they arc unable to test. 

Custodianship may sound like an unproblematic task, hut here again 

questions arise about tacit knowledge and the "sameness" of artiEtcts. 

Even if no new designs arc ever introduced, the remaining arsenal \\·ill 

change through radioactive decay and other processes of ag-ing and 

through maintenance and the replacement of aged components. As 

designers ag-e, leave, and die, the number who han· first-hand experi

ence of development to the point of full nuclear testing will steadilv 

diminish; yet they will have to decide whether the inevitable chang-es in 

the arsenal matter. In such a situation, will explicit knowledge be 

enoug-h? Will tacit knowledg-e and judgment surTin· adequately? For 

how long? 

Another senior figure at Los Alamos asks: "Imag-ine, twcn tv vears from 

now, a stockpile-surveillance team noticing- that one of the weapons 

being stored has changed in appearance. They will want to know, 'is this 

still safe, and would it work if needed?' They will call the Laboratorv and 

ask the experts regarding- this weapon. Will they be able to rclv on the 

answer they g-et?"~~4 We do not claim to be able to answer this question, 
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which becomes even more pointed if the time span considered stretches 

hum ~0 years to more than a generation. That it can be asked, however, 

is an indicator that, even without disarmament, the nuclear future may 

in at least one respect be quite different from the past. Hitherto, nuclear 

weapons have been deeply controversial morally and politically, but the 

cognitive authority of their designers has seldom been questioned. If, in 

the years to come, some untoward event, such as a serious nuclear 

weapons accident,~~:, were to generate large-scale public concern, then 

we would suggest that the challenge to that cognitive authority may well 

be profound, and its consequences m<~jor.:2:2<i 
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Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico: Current and Retired Staff 

Members 

Harold Agnew, December 1:~, 1991 

Ira Akins, Robert Frank, Roger Lazarus, and Bill Spack, April 12, 1989 

Delmar Bergen, December 1 ~. 1990 

Bob Carr, December I~. 1990 

Tom Dowler, April 1 ~. I !lWl 

Torn Dowler and Thurman 'Etlley, December 1~, 1990 

Robert Glasser, December Hi, 1991 

John Hopkins, December 10, 19!ll 

Harry Hoyt, March 14, 1990 
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.Jim .Jackson, April 12, 19~9 

Steve Maarenen, December I~. I !l!lO 

J. Carson Mark, March 1 :J, 1990 and Dccembn I 0, 19~) I 

Norman Morse, April 12, 19~9 

Robert Osbourne, November 20, 1991 

Raemer Schreiber, December 10, 1991 

Thurman Talley, April 12, 19~9 

Don \\'estervelt, December 1 ~. 1990 

Roy Woodruff, December 1 1 , 1991 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Califomia: Current and Retired 

Staff Members 

Roger E. Anderson and George A. Michael, April 1:~, 19~9 

Roger E. Anderson, Norman Hardy, Cecil E. Leith, Jr., William A. 

Lokke, V. William Masson, George A. Michael, and .Jack Russ, April U, 
1989 

Roger Batzel, December 4, 1991 

James Carothers, December 10,1990 

Hugh DeWitt, December 1~, 1990 

Sidney Fernbach, Tad Kishi, FI-am·is H. McMahon, George A. Michael, 

and Harry Nelson, October Hi, 19~9 

Norman Hardy and George A. Michael, April 14, 1 !l~9 

John Harvey, April 3, 1990 

Carl Haussmann, December 10, 1990 

Art Hudgins, December I 0, 1990 

Ray Kidder, Decem her 6, 1991 

Charles McDonald, Decem blT I 0, 1990 

Francis H. McMahon, October 1 (), 19~9 

George A. Michael, October 15 and 16, 19~!) 

George Miller, December 10, 1990 

Peter Moulthrop, December 10, 1990 

Milo Nordyke, December I 0, 1990 

Duane Sewell, December 10, 1990 
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Edward Teller, March ~4, I ~)90 

Lowell Wood, October Hi, 19H9 

Lawrence Woodruff, December I 0, 1990 

In addition, we interviewed two retired staff members of the U.K Atomic 

V\'eapons Establishment at Akkrrnaston, and a small number of people (not 

weapons laboratory stafl) spoke to us on a nonattribution basis; comments 

from the latter arc rckrenccd as anonymous private communications. 
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'i~. For an introduction to the literature on technolog")' and gender sec Judy 
Wajcman, Fnnini.1111 Confmn/s "!i,dtnolo,L,')' (Polity, l~J91). 

:);). The main treatment of gender in this volume is in chapter~-

:)<1. John McPhee, 'The Pine Barrens," in Tlte .fohn i\!lrPhrf' Rmrln; eel. W. 
Ilowarth (Random House, 1977), p. IIH. See, e.g., Eric Schatzberg's beautiful 

study "Ideology and technical choice: The decline of the wooden airplane in the 
Unitt·d States," "fiy/wo/ogy and Cullun<Fi (l~J~J4): :H~69, which attributes the tri

umph of the metal over the wooden airplane not to any intrinsic superiority but 

largely to a cultural preference f(>r metal, with its modern, progressive conno

tations. Several years ago Cynthia Cockburn told me how often in her studies of 

tlThnolot,ry she had f(mnd that men felt aiiinity f(>r metal, as distinct from other 

materials such as wood; sec, e.g., C. ( :ockburn, A1arhinny ofDominmtrf': Women, 

iHm and "fi'thnim/ Know-How (Pluto, 19H!"i), p. 192. Schatzberg reports: "I know 

the gcndn dimensions arc there, but I don't know how to get at them" (per
sonal commtmication); I share that feeling of frustration. 

!"i:). Sec, e.g., Junes Fleck, "Configurations: Crystallising contingency," 
fnlrmalionalfourrtrd on /Iuman Far/on in A1anufarlwing ;) ( 1993): 15~36. 

:)6. D. MacKenzie, "Militarism and socialist theory," CajJital and Class 19 (spring 

19H3): 33~7;). For particular exam pies of these shaping processes, see MililW)' 

/'"nlnjJri.IP and "/i•dmologim/ Change: l'enjHYiives on the Amerimn FxjJerience, eel. M. 
Smith (MIT Press, EJH:i); MacKenzie, ImwnlingAcnmu)', esp. pp. 165~~39. 

:i7. Again paradoxically, Marxist theory shows its strength in analyses of the f~tl

tcring pron·sses of "transition from socialism to capitalism." Sec, e.g., Michael 
Burawoy and Pavel Krotov, "The enmomic basis of Russia's political crisis," New 
!Jji Hmiew I 9H (March-April I l)!J;)): 49~69. 

SH. Karl Marx, CajJilal: A Critique ofPolilimllc"nmomy, volume I (Penguin, 1976), 
p. 93~. 

!"i9. SimoJ., of course, is also one of the f(nmdcrs of the modern sociolohry of 

organizations. True, there are tensions between some aspects of Simon's 

thought (notably his commitment to a "strong" form of artificial intelligence) 

and a sociological perspective on human action; see, e.g., H. M. Collins, 

Artifirial h'xjJa/\: Soria/ Knowledge and Intelligent Mwhines (MIT Press, 1990). 

Nevertheless, these differences should not blind us to the existence of poten
tially productive common ground. 
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60. The topic, as it concerns global climate change. is currcnth· being studied 

by Simon Shackley and Brian \Nynne of the llninTsitv of Lmcastn. Sec also 
:Vlark E. Fernau ct al., "Review and impacts of climate change unnTtainties." 

Fultms 2!"i ( 1993): H50~H63. 

61. The classic sociological treatment of "charisma" is 1\Ltx \\"chcr"s. Sec. e.g .. 

his cssav 'The social psvchologv of the world religions," in Fm111 ;\lox \\i•INT: 1-."lltl\"1 

in Socio/op,y, eel. H. Gerth and C. Mills (Routledge. 1970). 

6~. John :Vlarkolf, "Circuit flaw causes Pentium chip to miscalculate. Intel 

admits," New York Times \lew Sen·ice, Non·mhcr ~4. I ~JlJ4. That \IT can talk about 

and agree upon what constitutes "error" in this context shows that there is a 

consensual benchmark in human arithmetic against 11·hich compttttT arith

metics arc judged. Nevertheless, as chapter H shm,·s, conscnstts about human 

arithmetic was insuflicient to create agreement on what was the best ,l!,l'!ll'l"al 

f(>rm of computer arithmetic. (In respect to Pentium. there has also been sh~trp 
disagreement as to how frequcntlv users might cncottntet· the error.) 

63. Indeed, since chapters 7 and H were written. m1· colleague 1\Ltggie Tiemev 

and I cliscm·er-cd an earlier controwrsv in the li.S. onT claimed proof's of the 

correctness of the design of a system called SIFT (Software-Implemented F~tult 

Tolerance). This was intended not as an actual product hut as a pbtf(mn f(n 

research on highly reliable computing f(>r aircraft control. No litigation ensued. 

and the episode seems not han· lll'come known outside the l".S. The main 

aspects of the controversy can, howen·r, he seen in Peer Rc1·it"\\ of a Formal 

Verification/Design Proof Methodologv. NASA Conference Publication ~:l/7. 

19H5. 

64. I spelled out to one group the definition used in chaptcr ~)and asked them 

individually and independently to estimate the number of comlHlln-rebted 
accidental deaths, worldwide, to the end of Jl)l)~. Their answcrs r~tnged from 

500 to ~50,000. Unquestionablv, the width of this range reflects in part the 

inhncnt ambiguity of the definition; I suspect, hml"t'l"l'l", that it also reflects dit~ 

ferences in risk pnccption. 

6:). Typically, even the best discussions, sttch as Lauren Ruth \\"iencr"s I>ip,ilo/ 

Woes: Why \Ve Should No/ DejJmd on Soflwrm (Addison-\\'eslCI, I lJ!):l), describe par

ticular incidents and offer (often, as in 'v\'ienn"s case. cogent) gt·m·r;d ~trgu

ments, rather than attempting quantitatin· analvses of accidents. 

66. Charles Perrow, Sonna/ Anidm/.1: f_iz,inp: 1Ui/lt 1/iglt-Hisk "/i•rllllolo,!l,·ir'l (Basic 

Books, 19H4). 

Chapter 2 

I. Karl Marx, J'he Povntv ofPhilo.lojJhy (lntcmational, I ~l/1), p. I ml. 

2. Marc Bloch's work suggests that f(·udal lords actualh tried to suppress hand 

mills, preferring centralized water milling· with its greater potential f(>r the 
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exacting of kudal dues. Sec Bloch, "Advent and triumph of the water mill," in 

his /_o/1(1 and Work in J'vledioevol FumjH' (Routledge, 19G7). 

:l. Alvin H. I Jansen, 'The technological interpretation of historv," Quarlrrly 

.foumol of l·.·ronomir.l :l(i (November 1921): 72-H:l; Robert L. Hcilhroner, "Do 

machines make history~" 'li•dwolo,!.,')' and C'ulturp H (July I!Hi7): :1:15-:145; Tom 
Burns, Industrial Alan (Penguin, 1969), p. :~:). 

1. Of the many pieces of work that could be cited, three stand out: David 
Dickson, A lil'mrtfive 'li•clmology and thr Politir.1 of7iYhniml Cluww· (Fontana, 1974); 

:'\!at han Rosenhcrg, "Marx as a student of technology," A1onthly Review 2H ( 1976): 

!}(1-77; Ranicro l'anzicri, 'The capitalist usc of machinery: Marx versus the 

'Objectivists,"' in Uutlints of a C'rili!fiU' of '/i•rhnolo,!.,')', ed. P. Slater (Ink Links, 
I !lHO). My debt to each of these is clear. Monika Rcinfeldcr's survey article, 

"Introduction: Breaking the spell of technicism," in UutliM.\ (eel. Slater), pro

vidt·s a useftd ovnall sketch of "technicism" and "antitechnicism" in twentieth

ccntln-y Marxism, although hcrjudgmcnts sometimes seem unduly harsh. 

:). William H. Shaw, "The handmill gives you the feudal lord': Marx's techno
logical determinism," /list my and Thmry I K (1979), p. !:):). 

b. Langdon Winner, Au.tonomou.1 'li•rhnolop:y: 'li•rhnirs-ol•t-oFContml as n Thmze in 

l'ofitimf 'f'lwup;ht (MIT Press, 1977), p. 79. It is not clear, however, that the "forces 

of production" should be read as equivalent to technology. See also \\'inner's 

comment (p. :)l)) that "one should not go too f~1r in attributing a theory of 
autonomous technology to Karl Marx." v\'inner distinguishes between :vlarx's 

work, in which human beings (especially capitalists) are seen as in ultimate con

trol of technologv, and that of, f(>r example, .Jacques Ellul, according to which 
human control has been, in a crucial sense, lost. Several of the n·servations 

expressed here <tbout a tt·clmological-detcrrninist interpretation of Marx can 
also be f(ntnd in Winner's hook, especiallv on pp. HO-K:). 

7. Heillnoner (11. 3 above). 

H. :'\!ikolai Bukharin, lfi.l!r!liml MolrTioli.\111. A .\\•.linn of SorioiOf.,')' (Unh·ersity of 
Michigan Press, 1969; first published in Russian in 1921), p. 124. Bd(>re his bll 

from pown in the I !l30s, Bukharin was one of the leading Bolshevik theorists. 

9. Rcinkldn, "Introduction: Breaking the spell of technicism," in OutliMs, eel. 
Slater. 

I 0. Karl Marx, ;\ Gmttilmtion to thr• Ctitiqur· of l'ofitiml J-:mnmny (Lawrence and 
Wishart, 1971; first pttblislll'd in Cnman in IHS9), pp. 20-21. 

II. For ex;unpll', IYLtrx's IH4(i lettn to 1'. V. Annenkov, in Burns (n. :1 above), 

pp. :l:)-:lti. Thcre is also an intnesting passage, seldom cited, at the end of vol

ume :l of CajJitol (pp. HH:l-KH'1 of' the edition cited abon·): "To the extent that 

the labor-process is solely a process between man and Nature, its simple ele

ments remain common to all social f(>rms of' development. But each specific his
torical f(mn of' this process l'urthn develops its matnial f(nmdations and social 
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f(mns. Whcnen·r a certain stage of mat uri tv has been reached, the specific his

torica]f(>rm is discarded and makes wav f(n· a higher one. The monwnt of;trriv;d 
of such a crisis is disclosed bv the depth and breadth attained bv the contr;tdic

tions and antagonisms bet\\'(:en the distribution relations, and thus the specific 

historical f(>nn of their corresponding production relations, on the one hand. 
and the productive f(n-ces, the production pmH'rs and the dt·velopment of their 

agencies, on the other hand. A conflict then ensues bct\HTn the tn;\lntal devel

opment of production and its social form." Sha11· ('"'The handmill gnes vou the 

feudal lord,"' p. I Sl)) cites this passage hut rcplan·s 'The mometll of arm a! of 

such a crisis is disclosed by the depth and breadth attained b1·" ll'ith "I beet use 

of]." 

12. Rosenberg, "Marx as a student of tcchnologv," p. 7c!. 

I :t Marx, A Contribution to !hi' Ctitiqtu• o{Politiml l~'mt!OIIl\', p. :!0. 

14. V\'inncr, Autonomous 'Jiyfnwlog\'. p. 7H (emphasis added). 

IS. Joseph Stalin, "Dialectical and historical materialism." in '/'111' Fs.lt'llfiol Stalin: 

fv1ry~JrThermlimlWtilinp;s, J'J05-52, eel. B. Franklin (Croomllclm, l~l7:\), p. :liH: 

George Lukiics, "Technology and social relations," .\.t'u~ l.l'jl Rn•itu•. :l~) 

(Scptember~October ]!)()(); first published in ( ;erman in 19:!:1), p. :!!l. I .ukac.-;, 

most Eunous as a literary critic, was in the earlv I ~l20s one of the lcadtng oppo

nents of technicist and ,·ncchanical approaches to l\larxism. 

lti. Shaw (n. 5 above), p. !:>H. 

17. Karl Marx, /~·mnomir a!ld l'hilo.lojJhir ,\/rut/1.\l'l'ijJis of IS-1-1 (LmTelllT and 
Wishart, 1973), p. I I :1: Capital: A Crifiljlll' of l'olitiml l·.·mttlllll\ (Penguin, I ~)/ti), I:_ 

2S4. This latter work (the Penguin/Nell' Left Rniew translation of volt ntH' I of 

CajJita[) is cited below simplv as Capital I. 

IK. Stalin (n. IS abon·), p. 321: Louis Althussn and Etienne Balibar, Rmrlinp: 

CrtjJital (New Left Books, 1970), p. 23:): Lubes (n. ]!} above), p. :\0. 

19. Raymond Williams, i\larxi.lntand f)temfllll' (Oxf(mll:nilcrsitl Press, 1~!77), 

pp. K:I..:_K9. For othn useful comments on :\Ltrx's vinl' of detnministn see PP· 
H2-H4 of \\'inner, :\utononwus ·n·rftnolop,>'. 

20. Karl Marx, 'The eighteenth Brumairc of Louis Bonaparte," in l\brx and 

Engels, Sefntnl \'\,(}lk\ in On!' \!Jiu /Ill' (Lawrence and \\'isharL I !HiH), p. ~l7. 

21. G. A Cohen, Karl ;Harx \ 'J'Izn)l\' of History: , I ])r'jmrl' (Clarendon, 19/S), 
quote on pp. 27H-279; Erik Olin Wright, C/1111, C'li1i1 on,rl tftr• Stoff' (1\:e\\' Lef't 
Books, 197H), chapter 1: E. P. Thompson, Tltr' l'm 11'1l\' of lltmry 111/(1 Otftn hlrl\'1 

(Merlin, l97H). Sec also Perry Anderson, i\rp;tlllll'llf\ 1ilifftittf.,-uglisft .\lrnxi.lt/1 (Nnl' 

Left Books, l9KO). 

22. Capitol I, parts :1 and 4, especially chapter I :i, "i\bchinct'\'and L_trgc-scalc 
industry." Nathan Rosenberg has done most to bring this part of \brx s 1wrk to 

the attention of scholars within the English-language historv of technologY: sec 
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"Marx as a student of technology"; also see "Karl Marx on the Economic Role of 
Science," in l'nsjmlivn on 'li•rhnolop,1· (Cambridge lJ niversity Press, 197G). 
However, as Rosenberg writes in Inside thP Blruli nox: 'li'f'llllo!ogy and l\'rmwmics 

(Cambridge UninTsity Press, 19W2), until quite recentlv "hardly anyone has ... 
passed" through the "doors to the study of the technological realm" that Marx 
opened ( p. viii). Marxi;,t t henry itself tended to neglect this part of Cajlilaluntil 
I larry Braverman n·vived interest in it with his IJ1bor and Monojli!/y CrtjJita/: The 

/Jrp:mrlation of W1111! in the '/iumtieth Crnt111y (Monthly Review Press, 1974). A note
worthy exception to that neglect is Panzieri's 'The capitalist usc of machinerv," 
lirst published in the ltalianjoumal Quru/emi Rossi in l~Hil. 

2?>. CajJita/ I : 2/t)-:)O(i. This section of mv chapter owes a great deal to lain 
( :amplwll. I lis manuscript "Marxist pcrspcctives on the transf(nmation of the 
labonr process under capitalism'' (unpublished as br <ts I know), <md his com
nH·nts on a11 earlier draft of this chapter were extremdv helpful to me in ckvcl
oping my understanding of the structure of Marx's theory. 

21. CajJita/ I: 279-2HO. 

2:i. Ibid., pp. 2H?J, 2H·1, 290. 

26. Ibid., p. 2<n. 

2H. The unpublished chaptn is now to be f(>tmd in CajJita/ I; the quoted pas
sage is 011 p. 9~JO (emphasis in the original deleted) and the phrase "material 
substratum" is on p. ~JHI. For discussion of this point and further citations, sec 
Campbell, "Marxist Jl<'rspectives," p. I~) and n. :10. See also Brighton Labour 
Process Group, "The Capitalist Labour Process," Capital and Class I (spring 
I ~J77): ?J-2!i. 

2<J. CajJita/ I: H7:1-940. See also the three Etscinating historical chapters of 
Caj1ita/ :) : "llistorical bets about merchant's capital," "Pre-capitalist relation
ships," and "Genesis of capitalist ground-rent." The section of the Grundrisse on 
"Original Accumulation of Capital," which includes Marx's famous discussion of 
pre-capitalist economic J(n·mations, shows the development of Marx's thought 
on the topic. See Karl Marx, (;m.ndli.l.\1'.' l•lmndation.\ of lhP Critiqup of l'olilim/ 

l\'mnomy (Rough /)mji) (Penguin, 197:'1), pp. 4!'i9-!'i l :'i. 

:W. Caj1ital I: 42!'i. 

:n. Ibid., p. (i4:i. (The Penguin translation of CajJita/ prefers the more literal 
"J(mnal suhsumption. ") 

?>2. Ibid., pp. :lH:)-3H9; E. P. Thompson, 'Time, work-discipline and industrial 
capitalism," f'a.1/ rmd l're.lm/ ?JH ( 1967): !J()-97; N. S. B. Gras, lndu.\lrial Evolution 

(Oxi(m\ University Press, I~J?JO), p. 77; Sidney Pollard, The Gmnis of ivlodnn 

Afrn111ppnml: A Study of the Industrial Rruolution in Creal Britain (Arnold, l9!i:"i), 
pp. :n-?>·1; Stephen A. Marglin, "What do bosses do? The origins and function 
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ofhierarchv in capitalist production," in Fhe /)iuisionojl_ahour: 'l'ht /_a/mur l'mrn1 

and Class Stru,l.;p;lt in Alodnn Cajlilali.\111, eel. A. Cou (I Ltnestn. I <J/H). 

33. Caj1ital l: 443. 

34. Ibid., p. 147. 

35. Ibid., p. 450. 

36. See the works of (;ras, Pollard, and :VIarglin cited inn. :t!. 

37. That is the eighteenth-century creation of "central \\'orkshops" in the 
British textile industry without any change in technique from that JllT\alcnt in 
putting-out. See Marglin, "What do bosses do~"; also see .Jennifer Tann. Fht 
Dezwlojnnml of the Factory (Corn market, l ~J7~). En·n this is not a pure exam pit'. 
f(n· there were clements of a "manul~tcturing" diYision of labor imolved. Thne 
is a short but useful discussion on p. 7 of 'li,dlllolop,1· a111/ 'li1il in .\'inl'tl'l'llth Cmtun 

Britain, eel. M. Berg (Conference of Socialist Economists. I~)/<)). 

3H. CajJita/ 1: 4!'i:i-491. 

39. Ibid., pp. 461-462, 46?>; Babbage as cited in Bran-rman's f_aborand .\/onojm/y 

Cajlilal, pp. 79-HO; CajJita/ l: 460. 

40. Ibid., pp. 4()2 and 4H2; William Thompson, .In Inquiry into/he l'rinrijJ/n ofthr 

lhslri/mtion of Wm/th (London, IH24). p. 274. as cited ln \larx, CajJilal 1: 
4H2-4H3, n. 44. 

41. CajJita/ I: 490. 

42. Ibid .. pp. 4~J2-4~J') (emphasis added), p. l~J:l. 

43. lbid., pp. 49!'i, 494, 496-497, !JOH. 

44. Ibid., pp. :117, 4H9. 

4!'i. Ibid., p. :i?J I. 

46. Ibid., pp. :i4!'i, !'i49. 

47. Ibid., pp. :14H, 442. 

4H. V\'ithin Marxism theoretical attention to sabotage as <lit important topic h<ts 
come mainly from Italian "autonomists." Sec the collection \\'rnhinp: (.'fa.\.\ 

Autonomy and thr Crisis: Italian Marxist 'fi,xt.\ of the Fhron 111111 l'mrtirr of 11 C/111.1 

Alovnnml (Conference of Socialist Economists. 1979). Raniero Paniicri \\'as one 
of the intellectual linmders of the "autonomist" tendencv. 

49. Ure, ThP l'hilosojJ!n• of Jvlanufar/ures (London, li'l:):J), p. :)70, as quoted in 
CajJitall: !JG4; ibid., p. !'i6:t 

:iO. DavidS. Landes, 'f'hr l Tn/Jound f'mmethrus: 'fi'l'llllolopJml Changr and lnrltllllia/ 

DnJPiojnnmt in WP.\IPm /•,'umjH;jmm 1750 to lht i'n'.\1'11/ (Cambridge llnin-rsitY Press, 

1969)' p. 4?>. 
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!)I. Ibid., pp. liS-I Hi. 

:J2. Nathan Rosenberg, "The direction of technological change: Inducetncnt 
mechanisms and f(Kusing devices," in his f'enjH'I'tives on 'j{yfwolo,l.,')', particularly 
pp. 119-1 ~0; quote on p. I 17. For the Fourdrinicr machine, his sourct's are D. 
C. Coleman, '/'he B1itish f'ajJa Jndnltl)', 1495-!860: A Study in Industrial Cmwth 

(Oxf(ml l! ni\'tTsity Press, 19!iH), pp. ~:iH-~S9; and H . .J. HaiJakkuk, American and 
Briti.1ft 'fi•rhnology in the Ninetemlh Cmlury: The Smn!t fin· IJlbmucsrming Jnvmtions 

(Cam bridge U n ivnsity Press, EHi~), p. I Set While Habakkuk, of course, argut>s 
th<tt the desire to replace skilled labor was less potent in Britain than in tht' 
United States, he docs admit that "there arc sevnal instances where tht' desire 
to diminish the bargaining power of' skilled craft labor pn)\'ided a strong incen
tive to install machines" (ibid., pp. IS~-IS;)). 

:)'), Ant hom· F. C. Wallace, Hodalale: Tlu• Cmwth ojr111 Ameriran 1/illap,P in the }\'mh• 

fndu.lllial Hmolutirm (Knopf. 197H), p. I~);); sec alsop. ;)H~. -

:i1. Tine Bntland, "Industrial conflict as a source of' technical innovation: 
Three cast·s," !c'mnon1y and Soriely II (May 19H~), p. 91. 

:i:J. Langdon Winner, "Do artiEtcts han· politics?" /Jaedalus I 09 (winter 19HO). 
p. I ~!i. Sec Robert 0/<UUH', ;\ Century oj!.ahoH'vtanagnnrnl Relatiom at i\!frConnirli 
and fnlnnalional I /rnlW\/1'1' (University of' Wisconsin Press, 1967). 

!iii. E..J.IIobsbawm's classic l~lS~ "rC\isionist" essay ''The machint' breakers," is 
to be f(HuHI in his collection I.ahourinp; J'vlr•n: St;ulir1 in /he Ilistory of Labour 

(\A,'cidcnkld and Nicolson, I !HiH), pp. 5-~~- See also E. P. Thompson, '/'he 
Making of !he J•:ngli.lft Wml!ing Uass (Penguin, 196H), esp. pp. :i I S-(iS9. 

:>7. :vlaxine Berg, 'f'he i'vlwhinn'\' Q_llf'liirm and lhr !Vlaking of Politiml l~mnomy, 
1815-1848 (Cambridge tTnivcn.ity Press, 19HO). This book pnn·ides valuable 
background to I he dn'Clopm<·n t of Marx's thought on machinery, particularly 
tll the way Berg locates in its context Engels's hook The Condition ofllu· Wotliing 

Uf/\s in l·.nglrrnd (Panthn, I !)(i<)), first published in I H4:i, whose discussion of 
machinery w<ts an important precursor of Marx's. 

:iH. Merritt Roc Smith, 1/rnjHTS /•i•n:>· ;\mwry ruullhe New T'rrhnolo,!,")'.' The Clwllmge 
of Chrmge (Cornell llniversitv Press, 1977), p. ~9~. 

:i9. Carroll W. Pursell .Jr. points out the significance of Smith's work in this 
respect in ''llistory of technology," in A Guidr' to thr Culture ofScimre, 'j(y/mology, 

and Medtc/111', eel. P. Durbin (Free Press, I ~)HO); the quote is from p. H4 of that 
book. Cl. .John E. Sawyer, 'The social basis of the American system of manufac
turing,".foumrt/ ofFmnomir /lis/my 14 (I 9S4): ')61-379. 

liO. G. \1. \'Oil Ttnuclmann, Simrn Power and Ihitis!t Inrlustrialiwtion to 1860 
(Clarendon, 197H), p. H (sec also pp. ~17-~~!)); CajJitall: :i%. 

!il. Paul Mantoux, The frulusltial Hn,olulion in t!tr• lc'ighlemlh Cm/ury: An Outline 

ofilu• /Jr',l!,'inning1 of lhr Modrm Far/my System in l\'ngland (Cape, 19~8), p. 36. 
Mantoux\ reliance on Marx was perhaps greater than he acknowledged. His 
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discussion of the difference bctwt'cn a "tool" and a "machine" (pp. I ~l3-l <)4) 
followed that of Marx wry closelv. 

6~. Rosenberg, 'The direction of technological change." p. I I H. 

63. On "discovery accounts" in science set'S. \\'. \\'oolgar. "\\'riting an intellec
tual history of scientific development: The use of disn>n·n· <ttTounts," Social 

Studirs ofSciPnre 6 (Seplt>rnber 1976): ;)9:)-4~~-

64. CajJital 1: :>88-610, quote on p. {)();); Raphael Samuel, "Workshop of the 
world: Steam power and hand technology in mid-Victorian Britain." !I ilion 

Workshop 3 (spring 1977): (i-72. 

65. Outwork (renamed "teleworking") remains a subject of substantial discus
ston. 

66. This is argued cogently, from a management point of view. in Sir Frederick 
Catherwood's "Shop floor power," Pmdurtion Fnginr'l'l; .JutH' 197(i, pp. 2~l7-:W I. 

67. Capital I: 54:>. 

68. Braverman, Labor and Jvlonojmh' Cajlilal. A useful sutnman of criticisms of 
the deskilling thesis can be f<nmd in Tht /)egmrlalion ojl\'ork? Skill, /Jeskil/inp;rnul 

the ],a/)()ltr Pmrtss, ed. S. \'\'oocl (Hutchinson, 19H2). 

69. See, e.g., Raphael Samuel's comment in "\Yorkshop of the \\'oriel" (p. :i!l) 
that "nineteenth century capitalism created manv more skills than it destron·d. 
though they were differt'nl in kind from those of th<· all-round craftsmen." Sec 
also Habakkuk's comments on skill requirements in nineteenth-century British 
industry (i\mnimn and British 'li•dwolo.L,"\', pp. I :J:)-I:i()). For a balanced _judg
ment sec Tony Elger, "\'alorisation and 'dcskilling': A critique of BLt\rrman." 
CajJital and Class 7 (spring 1979), csp. pp. 72-78. This article, which is pntinent 
to several of the issues discussed here, is also to he f(mnd in Fht lhgmdation of 

Work, eel. S. Wood. 

70. For an interesting though schematic account sec Joan (;reenhanm, lt1 thr· 

Namr ofhfficimcy: Ma nagnnmt Theory 11 nrl ShojJfloor Pmcliu· i 11 /Ja/a-l'mrt.l.\i np; \1 inli 

(Temple University Press, 1979). 

71. Andrt'W L. Friedman, Indu.\11:\' and !.a/Jour: 0fl.l.\ Simgglr' a/ \\ink and .\lonojwlr 

Capitalism (Macmillan, 1977), p. 78. 

72. For a useful survey, see Paul Usclding. "Studies of technologY in economic 
history," Rrsmrch in h'ronmnir !list my, sup pl. I ( 1977), pp. I :J~I-219. 

73. For example, CajJi/al I: :JB-:J 17, which f(Kuses on the Inc! of \\'ages as a 
determinant of choice of technique. 

74. Ibid., p. 9:~~-

7S. Two very different articles that make this point arc Thompson. "Time, \\'ork
discipline and industrial capitalism," and John Hollo\\'a\· and Sol Picciotto, 
"Capital, crisis and the state," CajJital and Oass~ (sunnncr l~l77): 7(i-IOI. 
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7(i. William H. Lu:onick, "Production relations, labor productivity, and choice 
of technique: British and U.S. cotton spinning," .founzaf ofFmnomir f!iston• 41 
(Scptcm hcr I 9H I): 19 I ~:i I ti. ( :r. I ,ars ( :. Sandberg, "American rings and English 
mules: The role of economic rationality," ()yartrrfy .Journal of J:'mnmnirs 83 
(I 969): :!!J~13. Closely related work by Lazonick includes "Industrial relations 
and technical change: The case of the self~acting mule," Cambridg!!.foumrtl of 

/•,'rmwmir.\ ~~ (I ~J79): :Z I :l~:Zii:Z; "Factor costs and the diffusion of ring spinning in 
Britain prior to World War I," (Lurnkrly.foumal ojl\'mnomics 96 (February l9HI): 
H9~109; and "Competition, specialization, and industrial decline," Journal of 

lc'mnomic 1/islor>' 11 (March l~JHI ): ;q~3H. 

77. CojJi/o{ I: !J(i3; Ltzonick, "Production relations, labor productivity and 
choice of technique" and "Industrial relations and technical change" (quote 
from p. :!~'>:! of I at tcr); Sandbcrg, "American rings and English mules," p. 3:1. 

7H. Sec, e.g., Huw Beynon, \Vmliinp;jorFon{ (EP Publishing, 1975). 

7!1. David F. \lohle, "Social choice in machine design: The case of automati
callv controlled machine tools," in Cose Studies on the /,abor Pror:tss, eel. A. 
Zimbalist (Monthlv Review Press, I !J79), p. 41. 

HO. Capitol I: !J4!J. 

HI. Sec l,azonick, "Industrial relations and technical change," csp. pp. 240~246 
and :Z5ti~2:i7. 

H:Z. Ruth Schwartz Cowan, "From Virginia Dare to Virginia Slims: Women and 
technologv in American life," 'Jiy/woloi.,'Y and Ouftun' 20 (January 1979): :il~63; 
Anne Phillips and Barbara 'Etylor, "Sex and skill: Notes towards a feminist eco
nomics," /•i•nlinisl Hmiew () ( 19HO): 7~J~HH. 

H3. <:ynthia <:ockbunt, 'The material of male power," Feminist Hevitw9 (autumn 
19H I), pp. 4ti ;md !J2. Sec also Cynthia Cockburn, Brothn:1: J'v1afe /)ominanm and 

'Jiy/wofop;imf Ownge (Pluto, 19H:l). 

H1. George II. Daniels, 'The big questions in the history of American technol
O)-,>y," in Thr• Stale oJAmnimn History, ed. H. Bass (Quadrangle, 1970), pp. 200, 
199; Thomas P. Hughes, "Emcrging themes in the history of technology," 
'Jiy/mofo,l..,')' and Cufture 20 (October 1979), p. 710; Pursell, "History of technolo
gy," p. 9H; David A. llounshcll, "On the discipline of the history of American 
tcchnology,".foun/(d oJAmtrimn 1/istmy 67 (March 19HI), p. H63. Lest I be mis
understood, let me emphasize that I am saying only that Marx's approach con
verges with the question raised by this literature, not that it is identical with it. 
Marx studied in detail only one f(>rm of technology, that of production, and not, 
e.g., the equally important areas of dornestic technology and military technolo
gy. And thne clearly are non-Marxist ways of approaching the question of the 
influl'!HT of society on technical development. 

H!J. Darwin Stapleton, "The discipline of the history of American technology: 
An exchange,".foumal oJArnnimn 1/istmy 68 (March 19H2), p. H99. For Marx's 
own remarks on the history of technolo~-,ry, see CajJitall: 493~494, n. 4. 
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H6. CajJitall: !)!J4~!J:)!J and 1024 (parentheses in original, emphasis deleted). 

H7. For the relevance of contingcncv in the historv of .lril'llll', sec Stcn·n Sh<tpin. 
"History of science and its sociological reconstructions," !1i1/ory of Srit'/111' :!0 
(19H2): 1!)7~211. 

HH. Winner, "Do artiLtcts han· politics'" pp. 123~1:! I. Sec Rolwrt ,\. ( :aro. Fhl' 

Power Bmkn: H.obnl Mosts and the Faff ofNnu }iilk (Knopf'. 1~174). 

H9. Sec, e.g., llabakkuk, A111nirr111 a!ld /hi/ish 'f(yflllofop,l' in !hi' Sinl'll'l'lilh C:!'n/111\'. 

where the geographical comparison St'I'H'S this function. 

90. Once again, I han· f(ntnd lain Campbell's ideas 011 this point vcn helpful. 

91. David F. Noble, "Social choice in machine design: The ctsc of automati
cally controlled machine tools, and a challenge l(>r labor," l'ofilin r111d Sorit•/y 8 
(l97H), p. :)37. 

92. Sevmour Melman, "Aitcrnatin· criteria for the design of means of pnHiuc
tion," Theor)' and Socitl)' I 0 ( 19H I): :l:Z!'i~T)ti. 

9:). This is clearest in a book bv one of the l(mncr leaders of the Luct'i \\'ork 
force: Mike C:ooln, ;\nhitnt or Bw? Fhl' llillnrlll/li·rluwfogr lltfationshijJ (Hand 
and Brain, n.d.). F;>r an overall account set' Hilarv Wain\\'rigltt and Dan· Elliott. 
The /,uca.\ !'{on: A Ntw Tmdt l 1nionis111 in lht' Mal!in,g·? (Allison <tnd Bushv, I !JH:Z). 

94. See the eleventh of Marx's 'Theses on Feuerbaclt" in 1\Ltrx and Engels. 
Sefer!ed Wodi.l i 11 Ont' Volu111t, pp. 2H~~~O. 

Chapter 3 

1. Compare, f(>r example, two pioneering monographs on domestic \\'ork 
and domestic technologv: Ruth Schwaru Co\\'an, ,\lmr \\lnli jo1 ,\/oi/11'1: '/'he 

lmnies ofHousehofd 7i•chnofo,l..,')'jmlll the OjJI'II 1/mrlh /o lht ,\linmufll'l' (Basic Books, 
19H:)), and Jonathan Cershunv, So1iaf 1111101'0/ion and the f)i1•ision of /,o/mur 

(Oxt(>rd University Press, 19H:l). Cowan's analysis rests fundanH·ntalh on v;tluc 
commitments. Gcrshuny, even though he has since held a chair in sociologv. 
employs a typically economic model ol rational, maximizing choice. 

2. Sidney Winter, as quoted in Jon Elstn, F.\jJfaining '/iy/inimf 0111np·: , \ Ca.11' 

Stwh in the l'hi!osojJhy oJScimrP (Cambridge l 1 ninTsitv Press. I <JH:\), pp. I :l!l~ I W. 

3. The classical counterargument is to be fin1nd in \lilton Friedman, "The 
methodolo1-,rv of posit in· economics," in Friednt<11t 's /c\loYI in !'111ilh•t l:'mlllllllit.l 

(University of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. :~~,1:'>, esp. p. 2:!. :\ccording to this argu
ment, even if firms do not consciouslv seck to maximi;c, a process akin to nat
ural selection goes on. Finns that happen to hit on a III<tximi;ing or 
near-maximizing stratcgv will grow, while those that do not \\·ill shrink or Ltil, 
and thcrcf()rc maximizing strategies will prevail, c\·cn if those \\'ho pursue them 
do so t(H· reasons quite other than the knowledge that thev arc maxillliling. If 
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the environment in which firms operate were unchanging, this defl>nse would 
be perfi:ctly pl<tusihlc. The assumption of an unchanging, "given" environment 
is, however, L1r too unrealistic and restrictive, especially when technological 
change is being considered. lithe environment is changing dramatically, it is f~u· 
from clear that there is a stable maximizing strategy toward which selection will 
move popuLttions. ( ;;une-theorctic elaborations to the neoclassical framework 
help, because they cu1 model the way one firm's action changes another finn's 
environnH·nt, hut nt·n thev rely on a certain stability of fi·amework. 

4. Scl' R. ~vi. Cycrt <llldf. C. March,;\ !Mumioml Theory of!lteFinn (Prentice-Hall, 
1\Hic~); Richard R. Nelson and Sidnev (;, Winter, ,\n 1\volulionary ThNny of 

l:'mnomir Chilll,l!/' (llarvard Universitv Press, 19H2), pp. 107-112. Note the evi
dent parallels with debates in political science ovn the explanation of national 
policy, especiallv in the field of defense and f(HTign afEtirs, where a "realist" 
position, akin to neoclassical economics, has contended with a "bureaucratic 
politics" position that has argued that policy is outcome rather than decision. 
'J\m classic discussions arc ( ;raham Allison, l:'ssenr'i' of Dnision: lc'xjJlaining the 

Cuban Mi.11i/r• L'ri.1is (Little, Brown, 1971) andfohn D. Steinb·tmer, The Cybnnelic 
'f'lu•oJ)' ofDnision: New f)illll'/1.\ion.\ ofPoliliml Analysis (Princeton ljniversity Press, 
1974). 

!l. ;\/clson and \\'inter, !·.·volulionruy 'f'hPol')'. 

(i. David Noble, /•ImP.\ ofl'mdurlion: 1\ Soria/ I lislory oflndu.lltial Automation 
(Knopf, J!)H4), p. 321. 

7. Though there is no indication that it is a comwction Noble would wish to 
draw, it is worth noting th;tt "domination" is a category E1r more central to Max 
Weber's sociology than to Karl :VLux's politicd economy. 

H. Since capitalist domination can take a range of different f(>rms, of which 
direct control is only one, it would he more correct to talk of a set of heuristics. 
The discussion in the text, f(>r the s;tke of simplicity, deals with direct control 
alone. 

9. :VIichael Pion·, 'The impact of the labor market upon the design and selec
tion ofpmducti\l' techniques within the manubcturing plant," (luar/nly.Joumrd 
of fc'ronomin K2 (I l)Hti), as quoted by Noble, Fone.1 ofl'roduclion, p. 217n. For 
more recent cvidl'IHT bearing upon the same issue, sec Michael L. Dertouzos, 
Richard K. Lester, Robert \J. Solow, and the MIT Commission on Industrial 
Productivity, Mrull' in A111nim: Hrppining !he l'mduclh'e l\'dgr• (MIT Press, I \)H9). 

I 0. A classic study of pricing behavior in the altcmativc economics tradition is 
the account of' pricing in a department store in chapter 7 of Cyert and March, 
/Jr1Jrmiom/ Thl'ory. Sec abo Nelson and \\'inter, lc'volulionllly TltN!i)', p. 410. 

II. lntnvicw with \Jeil Lincoln (f(mnerlv leading supl'I'l'omputcr designer at 
( :ontrol Data ( :orporation and ETA Systems), :Vlinncapolis, April 3, 1990. My 
data on the prevalence of the >1: I rule arc strictly limited, and so what I sav in 
the text cut onlv be tentative. 

r 
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12. Interview with .John Rollwagcn (chairman, Cra\ Research, Inc.). 
Minneapolis, April 3, 1990. The long-standing figure of' ti:i percent had been 
reduced to 60 percent by then. 

13. Toshiro Hirornoto, "Another hidden cdge--:fapancsc m;magcmcnt 
accounting," Jlmwml Businr'ss Revil'w (j() (I !lHH), no. -±: 22-2(i. 

14. See, e.g., Christophn Freeman, The l:'rmtOIIIit.\ of!ndullriallnltm•alion, sec

ond edition (MIT Press, 19H2), p. 163; Rod Coombs, Paolo Sa\iotti, and \'ivicn 
Walsh, Emnomirs and 11'1'/tnolop,iml Chrmgl' (Macmillan, 19H7), p. :J 7. 

15. Rollwagen interview. 

16. R. Ball, R. E. Thomas, andj. McGrath, "A surn·v of relationships hct\\Ten 
company accounting and R&D decisions in smalln firms," paper read to ESRC 
meeting on New Technologies and the Firm Initiatin·, Stirling, I !)91. The 
authors ti:mnd that firms reported giving greater weight to the assessment of' 
project costs and benefits than to simpler determinants such <IS plTVions vcar's 
R&D budget. It cou 1ol be, however, that firms were reporting <Ill idcali/ed n'l'
sion of their practice; also, smaller firms might be expected to make more ad 
/we decisions than larger ones. 

17. Sec Nelson and \\'inter, Fvolutionar)' Thml')', pp. 2:J l-2:i-t. Again. though. I 
have not been able to trace recent empirical work. Nelson and \\'intn's hook in 
J;tct gives only passing attention to pricing and R&D budgets, and concentrates 
on developing quantitative, long-term economic growth models. Though these 
are impressive (and appear empirically successfid), the assumptions built into 
them arc too simple, and what is being explained too gcnnal, fin them be of 
direct reln·ance here. There is a brief' and clear sttmmarv of this aspect of 
Nelson and \\'inter's work in Paul Stoneman, Tltr' /·,·ronomir .\na/ysis of 
'feclmologiml Changt (Oxt(>rd University Press, 19R:~). pp. IHl-IH:i. 

I H. Richard Nelson and Sidncv \'\'inter, "In search of' useful theorv of innova
tion," Rr'stml'h l'oliry 6 ( 1977): :)ti-76, esp. !)(i-tiO; ;\/ clson a-nd Winter, 
Evolulionrny Themy, pp. 2:i5-2ti2; Giovanni Dosi, "Technological paradigms and 
technological trajectories: A suggested interpretation of' the detnmin;mts of 
technical change," Resl'!n-rh Poliry II (19H2): 147-lti2. A more recent discussion 
is Giovanni Dosi, "The nature of' the innovatin· process," in 'li•rlmiml Cl111ngl' and 

l:'mnomic Tlwmy, eel. Dosi et al. (Pinter, I !)HH). The concept is nm,· in the text
books. See Coombs ct al., h'mnomin and 'fi'l'lmologiml Chrlll,!.!,'l'. 

19. For Moore's Law (named t(>r Gordon E. !\loon·, director of research <II 
Fairchild Semiconductor in 19ti4), see Robert ]\'. 1\'mn·. "l<,licroclcct ron ics." 
Srimlijic Amerimn 237, no. 3 ( 1977), reprinted in Tltr' ,\.limll'il'l'lmnin Rtl'olulion, 
ed. T. Forester (MIT Press, 19HO). 

20. l\'elson and Winter, Fvolutionan Thmn, p. 2:J7. 

21. It is perhaps of some significance that Nelson and \\'inter, whose m·crall 
project is framed in a biological metaphor, here (without discussion) change 
from biologv to mechanics. 
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22. In his '/iy/111im/ C/l(fll,l!!' and lndusltia/ '/lml.ljomwtion: Tht Tlttory and rm 

Afitilimtion to !ht Snnimnrlur'/or lndulft\' (Macmillan, 19H4), Dosi argues that 
"tcclmological trajectories arc by no means 'gin·n bv the engineers' alone: we 
tried to show that they arc the final outcome of a complex interaction between 
some f'ttndamcntal economic Etctors (search for new profit opportunities and 
f(H· new markets, tendencies toward cost-sa1·ing and automation, etc.) together 
with powerful institutional bctors (the interests and structure of existing firms, 
the effects of government bodies, the patterns of social conflict, etc.)." (p. 192) 
This quotation may, hmvcvcr, he intended to describe only the initial selection 
of a technological paradigm, rather than the subsequent trajectory that the par
adigm "determines" (ibid., p. 299). Another f(mnulation (Dosi, "Technological 
paradignts and technological trajectories," p. l!l4) contains something of the 
first me<llling of "natur<tl" and grants a shaping role f(>r economic bctors ajier 

initial ;,election of a paradigm, hut onlv within boundaries set by the latter: "A 
technologictl trajectorv, i.e. to repeat, the 'normal' problem solving activity 
determined by a paradigm, can he represented by the mm·ement of multi
dimensional trade-oflS <Unong the technological variables which the paradigm 
defines as rclcv<Ull. Progress can he defined as the impron·ment of these tradc
offs. One could thus imagine the trajectorv as a 'cylinder' in the multidimen
;,ional space defined by these technological and economic variables. (Thus, a 
technological trajectory is a cluster of possible technological directions whose 
outer boundaries are defined hv the nature of the paradigm itself.)" The usage 
of "paradigm" is <Ill extension (by analogy) to technology ofT. S. Kuhn's notion 
of scientific paradigm. For a useful discussion of the ambiguities of the latter, 
see Kuhn\ postscript to the second edition of nlf' Strurlull' ofSritnlijit· Rr·r,olutions 
(Chicago Lniversity Press, I~J70). 

2c). Dosi, 'fiyfwim/ Uwngr and /1/(/uslrio/ 'Ji"oll.ljomlllfion, (iH; Dosi, 'Tedmological 
paradigms and tl·clmological trajectories," p. l:"i:l. 

2•1. Thomas P. I lughes, "Technological momentum in history: Hydrogenation 
in Germany, IH~JH-I~JT)," !'as/ and l'tFstnl 44 (1969): 106-1:)2; Bruno Latour, 
Stimrt in Art ion (I Ltrvard l 1niversity Press, I ~JH7). 

2:i. The closest to a comment on it I have f(nmd (again it may be my ignorance) 
is this remark in Dosi, "Innovative process" (p. 22(1): 'To the extent that innov
ative learning is 'local' and specific in the sense that it is paradigm-hound and 
occurs along partindar trajectories, but is shared-with differing competences 
and degrees of success-by all the economic agents operating on that particu
lar tcchnolo).,')', one is likely to ohscrn· at the level of whole industries those phe
nomena of 'dynamic increasing returns' and 'lock-in' into particular 
technologies disntssed [by Brian Arthur and Paul David]." 

26. See, e.g.,.Jack Worlton, "Some patterns of technological change in high-per
fc>rmance comptllers," in Sujmromjmtinp; '88. 

27. Lincoln interview. The ETA 10 was designed with eight processors, not 
three, because processing speed docs not go up linearly m the number of 
processors. 
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2H. The blurring of the boundaries between these fields in the El90s and the 
decline in the defense market f(ll· traditional supercomputers seem to han· 
weakened the nlie of thumb about speed. 

29. This happened with the ambitious "MP" supercomputn project of Stl'H' 
Chen of Crav Research, which was cancelled bv ( :rav Research chairman .John 
Rollwagen b~~cause it seemed likely to lead t<; an ,·,nduh· expensin· machine 
(Rollwagcn interview). Chen then left ( :rav Research to pursue supl'tTonlptll ing 
development with funding (but no certainty of the ultimate marketing of a 

product) fi·om IBM. 

:)0. Nelson and Winter, l~volutiontn:v Thmn, pp. 2!)~)-~{i I. 

:II. Paul A. David, "Understanding the economics of QWERTY: The necessitv of 
historv," in Histon and the Alodnn/•,'ronomisl, ed. \'\'. Parkcr (Blackwell, 19H{i): see 
p. 4:1. ·, am gratei!t! to Peter Swann f(Jr the reference. 

:12. Sec, e.g., W. Brian Arthur, "Competing technologies and economic predic
tion," OjJtions (April 19H4): JO-n. Among the examples discussed ln .\rthur 
and Dal'icl an· the QWERTY kevboard, the pressuri/ed water reactor, ~tnd the 

gas-powered in tcrnal-corn bust ion motor car. 

:1:1. Barry Barnes, "Social life as bootstrapped induction," Sociology 17 ( 19H3): 

!l24-54!l; Barnes, The Nature oj'Power (Polity Press, llJHH). 

34. Sec Christopher Freeman, "Induced innovation, diffusion of innov<llions 
and business cycles," in ·n,rluwlop,1' and Sociol/'m(('l\, ed. B. Elliott (Edinburgh 

University Press, 19HH). 

:l!l. Christopher Freeman and Carlota Perez, "Structural crises ofadjusttnl'llt, busi
ness cycles and investment behaviour," in Dosi l't al., ·n·cl111imf Chong<' see p. IH. 
These. are the general conditions, according to FreenJ<Ill and Pen·/, met In· the 
"kev bctor" of all five successin· paradigms thev identifv, hut thcv clearlv lwlien· 
thc;n to hold f(Jr microchip technology as kev to the current. emcrging, paradigm. 

:16. After the first draft of this paper was completed. I discovered an unpub
lished paper by Arie Rip, of the Univcrsitv of Twente, making esscntialh the 
same point about Moore's Law: Expectations and Strategic 1\iche :\lanagement 
in Technological De\-clopmcn t (June 19H9). See also Harro van Letlte ( El~l:l), 
Promising Technology: The Dynamics of Expectations in Technological 
Developments, Ph.D. dissertation, Universiteit Twente, Netherlands, np. pp. 
79, H7, and 171, f(>r uschd remarks on Moore's Law. \'an Lente's thesis contains 
case studies of the role of expectations in the den·lopment oLm electrical insu
lator, of membrane technology, and of high-densitv tcin·ision. 

37. Dosi, Tnlmiml ChrmKt and Industrial 1/an.ljomwtion, p. {)H. I mention Dosi's 
study only because it explicitly makes usc of the notion of trajectorv. Other 
authors make the same assumption; sec, f(>r example. Ernest Braun and Stuart 
Macdonald, Rr'vo/ution in 1\lliniatun': ThP History and lmjmil of Snnimndur/or 

1\lPrtronirs (Cambridge University Press, 19H2), pp. 10:)-10·1 and 217. 
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1H. See Cvril Tomkins and Roger C:rovcs, 'The everyday accountant and 
researching his reality," 1\r:muntint;. Orwmizations and Sorieh' H (19H3): 161~:174, 
esp. :)64. There arc, of course, interesting studies of nonindustrial societies to 
be f(>Lmd within economic anthropology and economic history, though not all 
by any means delw hilly into ethnoaccountancy. See, e.g., Rhoda H. Halperin, 
1''mnomit'S ar:ross Culturt's: 'linomd1 a Cotnjmmtivr Scinta' oft he L'mnorny (Macmillan, 
llJHH), and Raymond W. Coldsmi th, J>remodrrn Finan cia/ Systems: A J listoriml 
CmnjwmtivP Study (Cam bridge lJ n iversity Press, 19H7). 

:1~). Although it docs not deal with technological change, the sociological work 
that is closest to my argument here is R . .J. Anderson, .J. A. Hughes, and W. \\'. 
Sharrock, Working for Pmjit: The Sot·ia/ O~ganisation of Calculation in an 
1''ntrejJrennuial Firm (Averbury, 19H9), and Richard Harper, An Ethnographic 
Examination of Accoun laney, Ph.D. thesis, University of Manchester, 19R9. See 
also Harper, "Not any old numbers: An examination of practical reasoning in an 
accountancy environment," .Jouma/ of I ntndiscijJlinrnJ Economics 2 ( 19HR): 
297~cHJ(). Another intrigtting study is .Jean Lave, 'The values of quantification," 
in !'own; Af'tion and Bdiej, Sociological Review Monograph :"12, ed . .J. Law 
(Routledge, I ~)Ht)). 

40. Aside from the material cited in the previous note, work on accountancy 
has also been done by sociologists Keith Macdonald and ColwynJones: see, e.g., 
Keith M . .\1acdonald, "l'rokssional f(mnation: The case of Scottish accoun
tants," Briti.1h .Jouma/ of Sociolol.,")' :E, (l~lH4): 174-1H9; Colwyn .Jones, What is 
Social about Accounting? Bristol Polytechnic Occasional Papers in Sociology, 
no. 7, I ~lH9. 

41. Nelson and Winter, Fvolutionwy Tlu'OI)', p. 411. 

42. Alfred D. Chandler, .Jr., The Visible J/and: The Manat;erial Revolution in 
Aml'rimn lJusini'.\S (Hary;mlllniversity Press, l~l77). 

43. One reason why this is a dubious way of thinking is that an accountancy sys
tern docs not come free. ;\ balance has to be struck between the benefits of 
greater knowledge of one's operations and the costs of such knowledge. It may 
he ,hat here is a minor replica of the general problem of maximization dis
cussed earlier. 

44. Judith A. McGaw, "Accounting f(>r innovation: Technological change and busi
ness practice in the Berkshire County paper industry," 1ixhrwlop,y and Culture 26 
( 19H:l): 70:\~720. Sec also McGaw, Most Worulnfu/ J'v1achine: Merhrmization and Social 
Cltangl' in Bnk1hin' PajJer !Vlaking, 1801~1885 (Princeton University Press, 19R7). 

4:). Sec, e.g., Anthony F.C. Wallace, St. Clair: A Ninetemlh-Century Coal Town's 
1"'xjmiellf'f' with a f)isrL\trd'rone Jnduslt)' (Knopf, 19H7). There may be some pur
chase here on one of the classic debates of economic history: the explanation 
of the Etstcr rate of mechanization in the nineteenth century United States com
pared to (;real Britain, f(>r which see H . .J. Ilahakkuk, Arrwrimn and British 
'Jiyftnolo,!.,")' in the Ninetnmtlt Century: The Smnh jin· /,abour-Srwint; Inventions 

T 
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(Cambridge University Press, 1962). HoweYer, it is not clear that British 
accounting practice was any diflerent fl·om American in the rcleYant respect. 
See Sidnev Pollard, The Cent'.lis of iHodnn iHrn/(/gnnl'llt: ;\ Studv of !Itt' Industrial 
Revolution in Crmt Britain (Edward Arnold, 1960). 

46. RobertS. Kaplan, "The Evolution of i\lanagcmcnt Accounting," .\rmunting 
Rruiew59 (1984): 190~41H, esp. 415. 

47. Hiromoto, "Another hidden edge," p. 22. 

4H. See chapter 2 of this volume. 

49. Freeman, Industrial Innovation, p. ](i7. 

00. See chapter 1 of this \'olume f(>r a brief exposition of actor-tH't\mrk theorY. 
Note that actors involved include nonhuman entities as well as human beings: 
an actor-network is not a network in the ordinal'\' sociological ttsagl' of the term. 
The concept is closer to philosophical monism than to sociometries. Sec the 
usage of le nismu in Denis Diderot, "Lc Rt'\'l' de d'Alcmbcrt, .. in Diderot. (Fttl'/1'.1 
ComjJlhes, tome 17 (Hermann, l~lH7) (e.g. on p. 11~)). 

01. It is perhaps significant that such success as neoclassical economtcs has 
enjoyed in the empirical explanation of technological change seems to be pre
dominantlv in the explanation of patterns of diflitsion. Some degree of stabi
lization is a sine qua non oft he applicabilitY of the concept of diffusion, because 
there needs to be some sense in which it is the same thing (hybrid corn, or ,,·h;tt
cver) that is diffusing. For skeptical comments on the concept of diffusion. sec 
Latour, Stienct' in Action. 

:i2. There have been calls f(>r some time f(n bringing together the sociolog\ of 
scientiiic knowledge and the study of technological innmatiott. Sec cspecialh· 
TrevorJ. Pinch and V.'iebe E. Bijkcr, 'The social construction of Ltcts and arte
facts: or how the sociolob'Y of science and the sociology of technologY might 
benefit each other," Social Studies ojScimct' 11 (I ~)S f): :tl~l~+11. A first collect ion 
of studies cxemplil)'ing the connection was Tit!' Social Cott.1tmc!ion of'li'thnofogimf 

Systems: New DinYiions in the Sorio!Ol,")' and !Iiston of 'Ji,rhno/og>', cd. 'v\'. Bijkcr ct al. 
(MIT Press, 19H7). These studies, how eYer, did not address the economic anah~ 
sis of technological chang·e vcrv directlv. The main clt(>rt to do so in Tltt' Smiaf 

Con.struf'!ion o/'liYhnologit~rd Svst>t/1\, by ~fenk \·an den Belt and , \ric Rip ('The 
Nelson-Winter-Dosi model and synthetic dye chemistry") seems to me insulli
ciently critical of that model. 

03. For "interpretative flexibility" sec H. !\1. Collins, "Stages in the empirical pro
gramme of relativism," Soria/ Studies ofScienct' 11 ( 1 ~lH I): 3~10. !'inch and Bijkcr, 
in "Facts and artd~1cts," develop the relevance of the concqH f(>r studies of tech
nology, though drawing the more general analogy to "fkxibilitY in how people 
think of or interpret artefacts rand] in how artebcts are designed" (p. -1:21). 

54. My bias was reinf(nn·d by an eloquent presentation of the point bY Bruno 
Latour in an inf()rmal seminar at the L: ninTsitv of Edinburgh on Fcbntan (), 1 ~)~)0. 

... -------------------~~~~1 .. __________ 11!1 __ .. ] ------'llliiii'J!f!1ilililill<liililltli~ .... ililloil-··:.,., 
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!J:i. Coombs et al.. l·.·mnomirs and 'liYhnologim/ Chrmp,P, pp. 6-7. 

:)6. This is the central theme of an old but still valuable paper by Donald Schon, 
'The Fear of Innovation," as reprinted in Srien1P in Con/ex/: Rmdings in the 

Soriolo,l.,')' ofSrinuP, nl. B. Barnes and D. Edge (MIT Press, l9H2). The original 
discussion is to he f(nmd in Frank H. Knight, Risk, Unrrrtainly and Profit 
(Houghton Mif'flin, 1921). 

r.'J7. Thcrc is no absolute way the distinction em he made ex ante. See Schon, 
"The fear of innovation," pp. 29~-294. 

F'>H. I have argued elsewhere that thnc is a productive analogy to be drawn 
between the testing of technology and scientific experiment as analy/ed by the 
sociology of scientific knowledge. Sec Donald MacKenzie, "From Kwajakin to 
Armageddon? '!(·sting and the social construction of missile accuracy," in The 

( 'le.\ oJFxjminu•nl: Slur/in in lh1• Nalum/ Srien!P.I, erl. D. Gooding et al. (Cambridge 
Uni\<Tsity Press, 19H9). 

Chapter 4 

I. Sec the fi>llowing papers in 'li•rhnolo,l.,')' and Culture 17 (July 1976): Thorn;ts P. 
Hughes, 'The dnelopmcnt phase of technological change: Introduction"; 
Lynwood Bryant, 'The development of the diesel engine"; Thomas M. Smith, 
"Project Whirlwind: An unorthodox den·lopntcnt project"; Richard G. Hewlett, 
"Bcgi nn ings of developmcn t in nuclear tee hnology"; Charles Susskind, 
"Commcntarv." Sec also John :vi. Stattdenmaicr, 'ffyftnolo!-,r;'\ S!orytel/ns: 
RewNminp; !he lftunr111 Fafnir (MIT Press, 19H:>), pp. 4r.'J-:"i0. There are, of course, 
definite limits to the usefulness of dividing the process of technological change 
into separate phases of "invention," "development," "innovation," and "diffu
sion." :VIuch important "in\i~ntion," fin example, takes place during "diffusion." 
Sec, f(>r example, Junes Fleck, "Innofusion or dilfusation? The nature of tech

nological devclopmcn t in robotics," paper presented to workshop on 
Automatisation Programmable: Conditions d'l'sage du Travail, Paris, 19H7. 

2. Much of the funding of laser gyroscope development in the United States 
(and clscwhnc), like that of the laser itself, was conducted undn military aus
picTs and was thus subject to varying degrees of security dassificat.ion. The recent 
Laser Historv Project addressed this problem by having two separate researchers, 
ouc· using open materials, the other conducting classified interviews and work
ing with classified archives: se-e Joan Lisa Bromberg, Tlu· l.a.wr in Amrrim, 
1950-1970 (MIT Press, 1991), p. xii. /\sa {(>reign national, withollt security clear
ann·, I have had to work solely with unclassified materials and have not, for 
example, enjoyed access to the holdings of the Defense Technical Information 
Cc·ntcr. I lowever, some dcknsc sector documents on the laser gyroscope have 
nc·n-r been classified, and some originally classified material has now been 
clear('(] f(>r public release. Sec the bibliographies produced by the National 
Technical Inf(mnation Scrvicc-f(>r example, Laser Gyroscopes (September 
70-:January t)()): Citations fi·om the NTIS Bibliographic Database (1990)-

28) 

although these are Ln from comprehensiw·. I am gratdid to intcninn·t·s. par
ticularly Professor Clif1(H·d \'. Hen, f(>r providing me 11·ith otherwise in~tccessihk 
documents fi·om the early vcars of the laser g-vroscopt·. I leer's own "Histot'\' of 
the laser ).,'yro" (SP/1\' [Society of Photo-Optical Instntmctltation Engineers! tH7 
(19H4) [Physin oJOjJtim/ Rinp; (;_wm]: 2-12) was of considerable help to me in 
preparing this chapter. The dontmcntarv record, though important. is not on its 
own suf1icient to com·c·v an understanding of the history of the laser gno. This 
is not a result of sccuritv classification alone; it turns out to be cquallv the case 
for parts of the historv where there is no direct militarv imuhrmcnt. sttclt ~ts the 

adoption of the laser h'JTO in the civil market. Indeed, commercial confidentiali
ty was, if anything, a greater constraint on the gathering of documental'\ sources 
for this paper than military classification. Thcrdi>IT, essential to what f<>llows arc 
interviews with surviving pioneers of the laser g-vroscopc (and ic- competitor 
technologies). These interviews were cross-checked f(>r mutual consistc·ncv and 
f(Jr consistency with dontmcntarv sources; scn-ral interviewees \lt'tT also kind 
enough to comment by letter on the draft of this article. 

g_ 0. Lodge, L'tftn rmrl Rmlili: i\ Snir•s oJDismtuses 1111 the .\lrwr Full(/iott.\ oflhl' Fllttr 

of Sjmre (Hodder and Stoughton, l~l2:i), p. 17~l. I owe the rcf(:rencc to Brian 
vVvnne, "Physics and psychics: Science, snnholic action and social control in late 
Victorian England," in Natum/ On!n: l!islmim/ S!tulies of Srimtiji1 Culttm, n\. B. 

Rarnes and S. Shapin (Sage, 1979). Sec also D~11·id B. Wilson, "The thought of bte 
Victorian physicists: Oliwr Lodge's ethereal bodv," \ 'irlrnir111 Studie.1 I :i (September 
1971): 29-4H, and ConajJiions of /:'!ftn: Studies in lh1• /lis/on of Ftltn rlmm1'.\. 
1740-1900, eel. C. Cantor and M. Hodge (Cambridge L'nin'l'sitv Press, 19HI ). 

4. See L. S. Swenson,.Jr., Tll!·f·.·llmm/ Aelhn: .-\ llislory of/he i\lidtdlott-,\lor/n-,\li//1'1 
Af'lftncJJJifllc'xjJnimmls, 1880-/930 (llnivcrsitv of'kxas Press. l'l72). 

:>. If two beams fl·om the same smu-ce of light cross. in the region of their cross

ing they sometimes reinf(HTC each other and sometimes cancel each other out. 
The phenomenon, known as "interf(·rcncc," can be seen in the distinctin· pat
tern of light and dark areas, called "fi·ingcs," thus produced. In an in terkrom

eter, such interfe-rence is delibcratelv created under closelv controlled 
conditions. An intcrkrometer can be used f(>r optical experiments ~utd also. for 
example, f(Jr highlv accurate measurements of length. Intcrkrcncc is discussed 
in any text of physical optics: sec, e.g., chapter I:) of F. A . .Jenkins and H. E. 
White, hwdrunmta/sofOjJtirs, third edition (!\lcCraw-llill. 19:17), which contains 
a good description of the Michelson intcrl(Tometer. 

6. A. A. Michelson and E. V\'. Morin·, "Inflttence of motion of the medium on 
the velocity of light," /1111r1imn Journal of Srinur, third series, :)1 ('\Ia\ lHH{i): 
377-;}H6; "On the rclati1·e motion of the Earth and the huninifcrotts ~t'thcr." 
PhilosojJhiml Nlagazine, fifth series, 24 (December IHH7): 44~)--tii:). The latter 

paper appeared also in ;lrnnimn Jouma/ of SrintiF, third series. :l4 (!'\member 
I H87): :B~-~4:"i. 

7. Gerald Holton, "Einstein, Michelson, and the 'crucial' experinH·nt." /si1 (i{) 
(summer 1969): l ~~-297. 

................................................................................. il.llilliiiliiiill!li-.IOI!ili'l\li'i!ll1il!!'l1'~1f#"~i·. 
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~). This was suggestcd by Michelson and Morley themselves ("On the Relative 
Motion," pp. 4:"iS-4!">9). Another possible explanation, reported by Oliver 
Lodge, was "suggested by Prokssor [George F.J Fitzgerald, viz., that the cohe
sion fi>rce bl'!ween molecules, and, therd(>re, the size of bodies, may be a func
tion of their direction of motion through the ether; and accordingly that the 
length and breadth of Michelson's stone supporting block were differently 
afkcted in what happened to be, either accidentally or f(>r some unknown rca
son, <t c<>m])('llsatory manner." Sec Lodge, "Aberration problems-a discussion 
concerning the motion of the ether ncar the Earth, and concerning the con
ncxion between ether and gross matter; with some new experiments," 
fJftifolojJhimf 'lla!!surlionl, series A, I S1 (I WJ:)), pp. 749-750. Elaborated by the 
Dtttch theoretical physicist I I. A. Lorentz, this suggestion became known as the 
l~orcntz-Fitzg<Tald contraction hypothesis. 

I 0. ( ;, Sagnac, "L' l'tlwr lumineux d(·montrl' par I' dfct du vent relatif (!' (·ther dans 
un intcrl(·romt'·trc en rotation unifimnc," ComjJ/es Rendus [:)7 (1913): 70S-710; 
Sagnac, "Effct tourbillonnaire optiquc: La circulation de ]'ether lumineux dans 
1111 intnft·rographc tournant," Joumaf de Physique, fifth series, 4 (:VIarch 1914): 
177-195. Both Lodge and Michelson had earlier suggested the use of rotation 
to detect the ether, but neither had actually perfiJnned their proposed experi
ments. Sec Olivn Lodge, "Experiments on the absence of mechanical connex
ion between ether and matter," Philo.\ojJhimf Tmnsartions, series A, 189 (1897): 
149-1 ()(); A. A. Michelson, "Relative motion of Earth and <ether," Philosophical 

1Hagazi ne, sixth series, S (December I ~J04): 71 G-719. The first actual experiment 
along these lines-using a ring of glass prisms, rather than the Earth-was 
described by Franz Harress in a 1911 Jena University doctoral thesis, published 
as J)ie Ge.\rlnoinrligkeil dr'.\ /,idttes in hnwp;tm KrilfH'm (Erfurt, 1912). Harress's 
work, howenT, remained relatively unknown; for descriptions see B. Pogany, 
"l!bn die Wiederholung des Harress-Sagnacschcn Versuches," 11nnafn1 der 

Ph1'1ik, fi>urth 'cries, SO (I ~J~(i): ~ 17-231; Pogany, "Ubcr die Wiedcrholung des 
Ilarrcsschen Vnsuchcs," An nafm dn J>hysik, fourth series, R5 (192S): 244-25(); 
Andrl' Mctz, "Lcs probli·mcs relatifs <tla rotation dans Ia th(orie de Ia relativ
it(·,"jolmutf dr l'hysiqur 1'1 fe Rrulium 1:1 (April 195~): ~24-~3S. Note that some 
Anglo-Saxon writers have not had access to Ilarress's original work. E . .J. Post 
("Sagnac Effect," Revinos of Modnn Physin 39 (April 1967): 475-495) writes: 
"Harrcss' objective was quite different from Sagnac's. Harress wanted to mca
surT the dispersion properties of glasses ... and he kit that a ring interferom
eter would be a suitable instn1mcnt." In f~tct, Ilarress's concern with questions 
of the ether and relativity is clear (sec Ge.\rltwinrliglieil des Urhles, pp. 1-7). 

II. Sagnac, "L'{·ther lumincux dhnontr(~," pp. 709-710. 

I~. 1\lichel Patv, 'The sci en tilic reception of relativity 1n France,'' in 'l'fte 
ComjHlmliul' RnejJiion ojRI'folir,ity, cd. T. (;lick (Boston Studies in the Philosophy 
of Science, volume I (J:) (Reid(' I. 19S7)), pp. 113, l Hi. 

13. 1'. Langevin, "Sur Ia thi·oric de relati,·it{· ct l'cxp{ricnce de M. Sagnac," 
Compte.\ Hnulu.\ 17'1 ( 1921): S31-S35. 
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14. "La grandeur et le sens absolu du d{·placement des franges sont conf(mncs ;! 
Ia theorie de l'i·thcr immobile de Fresnl'l l'l en constituent UIH' v{Tification ": 
Daniel Berthelot ct al., "Prix Pierson-Perrin," CollljJ/F.\ Hmdus ]()<) ( 1919). p. 1:?:~0: 

Alexandre Dufour ct Fernand Prunier, "Sur l'obsen·ation du phi·nomt'·ne de 
Sagnac par un observatcur non entraine," ComjJIFs Rn11l11s ~(H ( 1937): I ~l:?5-19:?7. 

15. Swenson, l~'thnml Aethn, pp. IS:?, 237. An example is a skeptical fi><l!IHltc on 
p. ~9S of L. Silberstein's 'The propagation of light in rotating s\·stcms,".foumaf 
oflhe OjJtiml Soriety oj'Amnim 5 (Julv 1921): 291-:)07; sec !leer, "Histon." p. :?. 

16. Here I draw on Joseph Killpatrick's account of the relativistic explanation !(Jr 
a nonspecialist audience: 'The laser h'VTO," 11:1:1:' .\jm'lr11111 4 (October 19ti7), p. 4(). 

17. A. A. Michelson and I Icnry (;. Gak, 'The effect of the Earth's rotation on 
the velocity of light, part II," Altmjih\'.limlfoumaf (}I (.\pril 192:)). p. 14:?. 

IR. Ibid., p. 143; :vlichelson as quoted in Swenson. Fthnmf :1ethn. p. :?IS. 

19. John E. Chappell, .Jr., "(;eorgcs Sagnac and the disconT\ of the ether," 
Archives lnlernatiorlllles rl 'JfisloirP dr's Srimres IS (I ~Hi:)), pp. 17S. I ~lO. 

20. Sagnac, "Effct tourbillonnairc optique," p. 191. 

21. On gyroscope work in this period sec Thomas P. Hughes, Ffmn .\jH'I'ry: 

Inventor and I:'nginen (Johns Hopkins Unin·rsitv Press, I ~J71). 

22. D. MacKenzie, lmwnting Arnm/10': ;\ lli.1/orimf Soriofop,'\' of .\'udmr .\li.1.1ife 
Guidrmr:e (MIT Press, 1990). 

23. David D. Dean to C. V. Hccr, Februarv 2(), 19G:?. 

24. Ibid. 

2:). Sec Quantum l:'ferlronics: 11 Symjm1i11111, ed. C:. Townes (Columbia llninTsitv 
Press, 19()0); Tm\'nes, "Ideas and stumbling blocks in quantum electronics," 
J/:1<,E]oumaf of Quantum Efatmnirs, ~0 (l~lS4): 517-:"'i50;J 1 .. Brombng. '/'fir 
IJtsn in ilmnim; Bromberg, "Engineering knowlcdgT in the laser field," 
nxhnolog)' and Cuftun' 27 (October 19S6): 79S-S IS; Robnt \\'. Seidel. "From 
glow to flow: A history of military laser research and development," I Iislorim/ 

Sturiir's in thr' Ph)'.liml and Bio/og1ml SrimrP.I I H (I ~lH7): II 1-1·17: Seidel. "Hm1· the 
militarv responded to the laser," I'h)'.lil'.l liH!rt)' (October 19HS): :l6-4:l: Paul 
Forman, "Behind quantum electronics: National sccurit\ as basis f(H· pln·sical 
research in the United States," 1/istmimf Studies in lht l'hr.1imf and Biofogimf 

Srienrts IS (I ~JS7): 149-229. 

~6. Henry A. H. Boot andJohn T. Randall, "Historical notes on the cn·it\ mag·
netron," llc1.;E /}an.mdions on Dnlmn lkmr·r's :?:) (/uh I ~l7ti): 7:?-1-729. 

27. Bromberg, The l,asn in ,lmnim. 

28. R. W. Ditchlmrn, IJght (Blackic, I 'l52), pp. :1:)7<140. The role of Ditchbum 's 
text was confirmed to me by the two survi\ors of the trio: C:lif'l(>rd \'. I lccr 
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(telephone interview, March '2.7, I !lS:i) and Warren Macek (interview, Great 
1\'cck, 1\'.Y, April !l, l!lS!i). 

'2.!l. V. Hcer to D .. J. Farmn. Measurement of Angular Rotation by the 
Interference of Electromagnetic Radiation in Rotating Frames, Space 
Technology Laboratories interollice correspondence, September :10, 19!!9, pp. 
1, 3: interview with Hecr conducted by Wollgang Ri'tdig, Columbus, Ohio, 

.January 19-'2.1, l!lS7. 

:10. C. \'. I leer. MeastllTnH·nt of Angubr Velocity by the Intcrkrence of 
Electromagnetic Radiation in the Rotating Frame, Space Technology 
Laboratories Disclosure of Invention f(mn, OctoberS, 19!!9. No actual patent 
was taken out, according to I leer, because staff mnnbers at Space TechnoiOf,')' 
Laboratories 'just didn't bcline it would work" (interview with Heer by Rt'tdig). 
:\ fuller \'Crsion of I leer's ideas was circulated as Measurement of Angular 
Velocity by the Intcrf(:rcnce of Electromagnetic Radiation in the Rotating 
Frame. Space Technology Laboratories Technical Memorandum STL/TM-GO
OOOO-O!J007. 

31. Heer, DisclostiiT of Invention, p. '2.. With the inn~ntion of optical fiber, it 
latn lwcune possible to usc this latter technique for light in the "fiber optic 
gvroscope." This dnice, though important in some fields (notably tactical mis
sile guidance), has generally been held to be insutticiently accurate for aircraft 
inertial navigation, which has been the main market f(n the laser gyro. 

:'>'2.. C. V. Hcer, "Interf(:rence of electromagnetic and matter waves in a nonper
manent gravitational field." The full paper was tH'\'lT published, but the abstract 
appears in l!ulletin oft he 1\merimn Physiml Soritly (j ( 19() 1): ;iS. Heer submitted a 
longer version entitled "Interference of mattcr-wan·s in a non-permanent grav
itational fidel" to f>hnimf Hminu, but the paper was rejected on the basis of a rd~ 
cree's report that "the efkct would be exceedingly difticult to observe," and that 
it "would not be vny interesting" because of its analogy to the Sagnac-Michclson 
work and the thcorcticd ambiguity of the latter (report appended to letter from 
S. A. ( ;oudsmit to C. V. Hen, September IS, 1960). 

33. Research propos;tl, Ohio State Univcrsitv Research Foundation, March 16, l!Hil. 

:\4. C. V. Hen toJohn E. Keto, October '2.G, I !H) 1: Heer, "Interference of electro
magnetic waves and of matter waves in a nonpermanent gravitationallicld," sent 
to 1\'ASA, Air Force Office of Scientific Research and Office of Naval Research, 

. Januarv 2'l, l!H1'2.. According to lleer ("History," pp. 3-4), this extension of his 
carlin papcr was prompted by "the first indication of interest [in his proposal] 
by Dr. Chiu and Dr..J<tstrow oftht· Institute for Space Studies on !!.January 196'2.." 

3:i. A. 1-1. Rosenthal, "Regenerative circulatory multiple-beam interferometry f(Jr 
the study of light propagation cffects,"Joumal oflht Oj>timl Socifiy ofAmerim 51 
(December 19ti 1): 14G'2.. This is the abstract of the paper read by Rosen thai to 
the Optictl Society's annual meeting. An extended version appeared infournal 
oft he Oj>timl Socif't)' ofAmnim 5'2. (October I 96'2.): I I 43-114R. 
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:~6. Adolph H. Rosenthal, Optical Interferometric Navigational lnstrunH·nt, 
U.S. Patent 3,:t~'2..311,July '2.:i, 1967, filed AprilS, !!Hi:\. A further patent from 
this period is Jack B. Speller, Relativistic Inertial Reference Dn ice. l' .S. l';ttent 
3,395,'2.70, July 30, 196S, filed .June '2.S, 1%'2.. which cites the experiments ll\ 
Sagnac and Michelson and describes a range of devices that "utili1e ... the prin
ciJ;Ies of the general relativitY theory oL\llJert Einstein in ordcr to detect ;tngu
lar motion bv means of energy circulating in a loop path subjected to angular 
motion havi1;g a component i;t the plane of the loop." Speller went on to con
struct at least one such deYice, and he described its operation to a cbssificd con
ference in 196:). It was not a laser gyroscope, though, but a "coaxial cable 
resonant cavitv a few feet in length and with llmncl diode amplifins." accord

ing to Heer ("History," p. 6). 

37. Hughes, },·lmn Sjil'l'l)'- Sperrv Rand was f(mned in .June 1 !).-,:, b,· a llHTgcr of 

the Sperry Cyroscope and Remington R;md corporations. 

3S. Macek interview. 

39. Aside from Macek, the group at Spcrrv working on the laser gyro consisted of 
Daniel T. M. Davis,.Jr., Robert W. Olthuis,.J. R. Schneider, and (;eorge R. \\'hite. 

40. For descriptions sec W. :\1. Macek and D. T. 1\1. Davis, .Jr .. "Rotation r<ll<' scliS
ing with traveling-wave ring lasers," Afi!>lied Phy1i1.1 fj'ttns '2. (Febru;m I, l!Hi:\): 
67-6H, and Philip .J. Klass, "Ring laser device pcrl(mns r;tte gno angul;tr sensor 
functions," Aviation vvr'ek and SjmiP ii·dlllolol.,")'. Fcbruan 11. I ~Hi:\: !lS-1 0:\. 

41. Macek and Davis, "Rotation rate sensing,'' p. (iS. 

4'2.. For an explanation oft his in terms oft he general t heon of rclat ivitv. sec the 
introduction to this chapter. 

43. Macek and Davis, "Rotation rate sensing," p. liS. 

44. Heer, "History," pp. !i-6; P. K. Chco and C. \'. Hen. "Beat frequencY 
between two traveling wan's in a Fabry-Perot square ctvin·," ,\j>jJ!ied Oj1ti1.1 :\ 

(June 1964): 7HH-7S9. 

4Fi. Robert C. Langford, "T_Tncom·entional inertial sensors." ,\slmlllllltim ,\r/a 12 

( 1966): '2.94-:~ 14. 

46. Macek and Davis, "Rotation rate sensing": Macek interview: Klass. "Ring 
laser"; Aviation Wr'ek and .\jmce }(yfwolo,l.,")', cover of issue of Februarv 11. 1 !Hi:\ . 
Klass coined the term "avionics" and was the leadingjoumalist in that field. 

47. Klass, "Ring laser;" p. 9H. 

48. Macek interview. The main success cnjoved bv Sperrv laser g\To S\'stems was 
in controlling the fir·ing of naval guns. Sec R. 'A'. McAdory. "T\\'o decades of laser 
gyro development," in Proceedings of the Fourteenth .Joint Services Data 
Exchange Group f(Jr Inertial Systems (Clearwater Beach. Florida, 19SO). 
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49. There is a 19ti I Soviet patent f(lr the usc f(lr guidance purposes orlaser light 
reflected by mirrors around a closed path, but the proposed device relies on dis
placement of the light beam on the surbce of the mirrors rather than on the 
effect used in the laser gyro: B. N. Kozlov, Device f(lr Stabilizing in Space the 
Course of a Moving Body, Soviet Patent 75171l7 /26-10, November 15, 19ti 1, 
described in Soviet !mwntions Jlluslmlnl (February 196~), p. 22. (I owe the refer
ence to !-leer, "History," p. 19.) Early Soviet ring lasers are described in the f(li
lowing publications: S. N. Bagaev, V. S. Kuznetsov, Yu. V. Troitskii, and B. I. 
Troshin, "Spectral characteristics of a gas laser with traveling wave," .JLTP Letters 

I ( EHi:J): 114-1 Hi; I. 1.. Bcrshtein and Y. I. Zaitsev, "Operating features of the 
ring laser," Sovirt l'hysir.1 p;TP 22 (M<trch 1966): 6ti3-6G7; E. M. Belenov, E. P. 
Markin, V. N. Morozov, and A. N. Oraevskii, "Interaction of travelling waves in 
a ring laser, "jl\Tl' !J>I!ns :~ ( 19titi): ~2-~'1. Laser gyro work was being done in the 
U.K. in the !9()0s at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, at the Services Electronic 
Research Laboratory, at the Admiralty Compass Observatory, and at EMI Ltd. 
(interviews with C. R. Milne and Sidney Smith, Farnborough, March 17, 1986; 
Michael Willcocks, Slottgh, March 19, 191lti; Michael Wooley, Bracknell, March 
21, 191lti). Publicly available documentary records are scarce; two exceptions arc 
A. F. H. Thomson and P. C. R. King, "Ring-laser accuracy," l~lPctmnirs Letters 11 
(November 196G): 417 and A. Hetherington, G . .J. Burrell, and T. S. Moss, 
Properties of He-Nc Ring Lasers at ~.~9 Microns, Royal Aircraft Establishment 
T!:chnical Report 69099, Farnhorough, Hampshire, 1969. French research 
began around 1964 in the laboratory oft he Compagnie Generak cl'f~kctricit(· 
and was then taken up by SFENA (Soci{~t(~ Fran~:aise d'Equipements pour Ia 
Navigation A(Ticnne), with military funding (interview with Bernard de 
Salabcrry, Vnsaillcs,.July 21, 191l7). 

:iO. For the work at Kc<trfiltt see Clement A. Skalski andJohn C. Stiles, Motion 
Sensing Apparattts, U.S. Patent ~,4~~,:J61l, March Ill, 1969, tiled .January 21, 
19()4. For that at Autonetics see F. Vcscial, 0. L. V\'atson, and W. L. Zingcry, Ring 
Laser Techniques Investigation: Final Technical Report, report AFAL-TR-71-
3~!), Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 
November 1971, and T..J. Hutchings, .f. Winocur, R. H. Durrett, E. D . .Jacobs, 
and V\'. L. Zingcry, "Amplitude and frequency characteristics of a ring laser," 
!'!tysiml Hrminu I !l2 ( 196G): A4fi7-A4 7::1. For the work at Hamilton Standard see 
George Busey Yntema, David C. Grant, .Jr., and RichardT. Warner, Differential 
Laser Cvro System, U.S. Patent :),ll62,1lO~,.January 21l, 1975, filed September 27, 
19fill. For that at the Instrumentation Laboratory see Joseph D. Coccoli and 

.John R. Lawson, Gas Ring Laser Using Oscillating Radiation Scattering Sources 
within the Laser Cavity, LJ .S. Patent ~.5~~.0 14, October 6, 1970, filed .June 4, 
1961l; Cynthia Whitney, "Contributions to the theory of ring lasers," Physical 

Review 191 (May 10, 1969): !l~f'l-:i41; Whitney, "Ring-laser mode coupling," 
Physiml Rn,inu 191 (1969): :J42-f'l41l. 

:) I. Interview with .Joseph Kill patrick, Minneapolis, March 7, 191l:"l. Kill patrick 
recalls receiving an Air Force "request for proposal" for an investigation of the 
"Michelson-Gale d'f(:ct." Being unable to figure out what this was, he called the 
relevant Air Force ollice; he was told that if they did not know what it was they 
were not the right people to investigate it! 
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52. The Republic Aviation Corporation was a further sponsor, and the .\nm 
Missile Command and NASA were also innllvcd in the selling-up of the snies. 
Sec Proceedings of the 19t14 Symposium on Uncmn·ctltional Inertial Sensors 
(Farmingdale, N.Y.), p. vi. For the general background of the militan,.s interest 
in inertial systems sec MacKenzie, lnvmting Arrwm)'. 

5~. Interview with Tom Hutchings, Woodland llills, <:alit., Fcbruarv ~0, l~Jil:>: 

interview with Charles Stark Draper, Cambridge, Mass., October~ and I~. 191l~. 

54. In 191l4 their laser gvro work won t hcse three, togcthn with Warren :\beck. 
the Elmer Sperry award for advancing the art of transportation. 

5:J. Early military contracts f(n- Honeywell's laser gvro work included S:100.000 
from the Army Missile Command. $110,000 from the 1\~nal Ordnance Test 
Station, and $51,000 from the Army's Frankf(ml .-\rscnal. 1\.\SA also con
tributed $106,000. Sec Philip .J. Klass, "Laser unit challenges conn·ntional 
gyros," Aviation Wef'li and SjHUP 7i·chno!op,')', September 1~. !~)()(): 10:1-ll:l. In g-en
eral, NASA's support f(n· laser gyroscope dcn·lopnwnl was more modest than 
that of the armed services. Sec .Jules I. Kanter. "Overview of 1\.\SA programs on 
unconventional inertial sensors," in Proceedings of the J~)()(i Svmposium on 
Unconventional Inertial Sensors. 

56. Interview withJohn Bailey, Minneapolis, :\larch 7, J<JWl; letter from Bailcv. 
April 12, 1990. 

:J7. Donald MacKcn~ic and (;raham Spinardi, "The shaping of nuclear weapon 
system technologv: US fleet ballistic missile guidance and n:nigation ... Soria! 

Studies ojSrimre Ill (August 191lll): 419-46::1; Ill (1\0Ycmlwr): :11ll-ti~·t. 

:ill. Klass, "Ring laser," p. 91l. 

:J9. Theodore .J. Podgorski, Control Apparatus, l 1.S. Patent :).:)~JO,ti(Hi, .JulY ~-

1968, filed March I, 19ti5. The Sperry and I Ionnwcll work cut be traced in the 
companies' reports to their military sponsors. Sec, e.g., Electro-Optics Croup, 
Sperry Gyroscope Company Division, Sperry Rand Corporation, 
Electromagnetic Angular Rotation Sensing: Final Report, report AITDR ti"l-~ I 0. 
Air Force Systems Command, Research and T<·dmologv DiYision, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, August 196~; Honeywell Inc., Aeronautical DiYision, 
Three-Axis Angular Rate Sensor, quarterlv report ~O:JO~-QR I, Armv :\fissile 
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama . .July I !J, I ~)(j(i. 

60. vV. M. Macek et al., "Ring laser rotation rate sensor." in Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Optical Masers (New York, I ~Hi:)); q.v. Robert .-\dkr. "A studv of 
locking phenomena in oscillators," l'nmwling:1 of !hi' Jnslilull' of Radio l~'ngini'IT\ 

and Wavt.\ rznd Dr·r·trons 34 (June 1946): :):Jl-3!J7. Frederick .-\ronowiu (inter
view, Anaheim, Calif., Februarv 27, 191l!J) cited Ali .Javan, dneloper of the gas 
laser, as first having suggested this explanation in a pri1·atc connTsation. 

61. Aronowitz interview; sec .Joseph E. Killpatrick, Laser Angular Rate Sensor, 
U.S. Patent 3,~73,6!JO, March I !l, 1961l. filed April ~. 19fi:i. Dither was not 
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Killpatrick's first attempt to find a solution to lock-in-see Killpatrick, 
Apparatus f(>r !Vkasuring Angular Velocity having Phase and Amplitude Control 
Means, U.S. Patent ;),3:!:),411 ,.June() 19G7, tiledjune :?9, 1964. 

62. The results of' the dither expniments were not presented publiclv until 
1971: Frederick Aronowitz, 'The laser gyro," in Laser AjJjJlimlions, volume I, eel. 
M. Ross (Academic Press, 1971). On noise sec .Joseph E. Kill patrick, Random 
Bias f(>r Laser Angular Rate Sensor, l;.s. Patent 3,467,472, September 16, 1969, 
filed lkccrnbn 0, I~){)(). 

6:1. Kill patrick, "Laser gvro," pp. 4H, :J3. 

ti4. F. Aronowitz, 'Theory of' traveling-wave maser," Physiml Revir•w 139 ( 1960): 
Ati3'i-At)4ti. 

G:>. Donald Christiansen, "Laser gyro comes in quartz," /•,'lntmnin (September 
I~). I<)()()): I H:)-1 HH; anonymous, Presentation of the Elmer A. Sperry Award for 
I ~JH•I to Frederick 1\ronowitz, .Joseph E. Kill patrick, Warren M. Macek, 
Thcodorej Podgon,ki (no publishn or date of publication given), 14; Philip .J. 
Klass, "Laser unit challenges convcn tiona! g-vros," , \via/ion H!i•eli and SjHliP 
'll,rhnolop,1', Scptcmlwr 1:!, 1966: 100-11:). 

(ifi. Elmer Sperry Award, p. l:J: Killpatrick interview. For an early overview of 
1\'an· support sec .John W. Lindbng, "Rl'\·iew of Navy activities on unconvell
tional inertial sensors. 111 Proceedings of the !~)()() S\'lnposiurn on 
lJ nconvcn tiona] lnert ial Sensors. 

67. Anonymous, "Lasn gyro seen as applicable to missiles," ,\vial ion vl!i:eli and 

.\jmre 'Jiyfuwlog)'. October :?<), I 97:): ()0-(i:!. Bv the end of the 1970s, militarv 
interest in lase;. gyro systems f(H· tactical missiles seems to have cooled becaus~~ 
of their relatively large size and high cost. In 19HO, R. W. McAdory of the Air 
Force Armament Laboratory wrote ('Two Decades," p. 16) that laser gyro pro
duction cost "appears to he relatively constant regardless of accuracy," whereas 
with mechanical gyros low-accuracy systems could he produced quite cheaply. 
Sec also W. Kent Stowell et al., "Air Force applications f(Jr optical rotation rate 
sensors," l'mrenling.l of the Sor·iety of l'holo-OjJiiml ln.l/rummtalion l:'nginr'PPH l:i7 
(I ~l7H): I ()ti-17 I. 

6H. Philip .J. Klass, "Lasn gyro reemerges as INS contender," Aviation V\!i•pfi and 
SjJau· ·n,rhnolo,L,n,' . .January 13, 197:J: 4H-01: K. L. Bachman and E. W. Carson, 
"Advanced dewlopment program f(>r the ring lasn gyro navigator," Navigation 
24 (summlT 1977): 11:?-1 0 I. I ,aboratory tests of Autonetics and Sperry proto
type laser gyroscopes were still yielding drift rates well in excess of 0.0 I o /hour. 
Sec Central Inertial Guidance Tl.·st Facilitv, Ring Laser Gvro Test and 
Evaluation, report AFSWC-TR-70<~4. Air FI.HTe s'pecial We~:pons Center, 
Kirtland Air Force Rase, New Mexico, March 1970. For a discussion of how iner
tial components and svstems arc te~tcd see MacKenzie, hwenling Aaurruy, esp. 
pp. :l72-37H. As I outline there, such test results can be, and sometimes have 
lwcn, challenged, btl! procedures f(>r component and system testing were rcla-
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tively well established by the 1970s, and the results of' laser gno tests seem gen
erally to have been taken to be "bets." 

69. Central Inertial Cuidance Test Facilitv, Dndopmental Test of' the 
Honeywell Laser Inertial Navigation Svstem (LINS): Final Report. report .\DTC:
TR-70-74, Armament Development and Test Center. Eglin .\ir Force Base. 
Florida, 1'\m·ember 1970, quotes on pp. i and 20: see also Paul C. S;nage <tnd 
Mario R. Ignagni, "I lonevwell Laser Inertial 1'\avigation Svstem (LINS) test 
results," paper presented at Ninth .Joint Se1Yices Data Exchange f(>r lnertial 
Systems, Non~mber I 9Ti, p. I. 

70. Klass, "l.aser h';TO reemerges": Stowell et al.. "Air Force applications." p. I titi. 

71. Savage and Ignagni, 'Test results.'' p. 11. 

72. Philip J Klass, "Honeywell breaks into inertial market." ,h•iatiou \\i'l'k aut! 
Sjmu• 'll•rhnology, Nmember 19, 1979: 7H-H:J. 

73. Stowell et al., "Air Force applications"; M. C. Rnnolds, "Kevnote addre.ss." 
in Proceedings of the Fourteenth .Joint Sen·iccs Data Exchange (;roup f(>r 
Inertial Systems (Clearwater Beach, Fla., 19HO), p. 10: intervie11 with Ronald c:. 
Raymond, Minneapolis, March (), 19H:1. 

74. Philip .J. Fenner and Charlc;, R. :'vlcC:larv, "'The 7:>7 /7ti7 Inertial Reference 
System (IRS)," in Proceedings of the Fourtecnthjoint Seniccs Data Exch<nlg-e 
Group for Inertial Svstems (Clearwater Beach, Fla .. I <JHO): Ra\'lnond intnvie11·: 
letter from Raymond, April H, I ~)90. 

70. Sec David H. Featherstone, AEEC:-The Committee that \\'orks' Letter H2-
000 I ADM-218, Airlines Electronic Engineering Commi ttce October 20. I ~lH2. 
Insight into how the harmonization of interests is achicn·d cn1 he f(nlnd in a 
hook by the committee's former chairman, \\'illiam T. Carnes: Ff.li>rtil'!' .\lr'l'liup,:l 
fin Hu.\)' l'r:ojJIP: /,et:\ DrYirlr It and Go Hol!lr (:\kCraw-Hill, l~lHO). 

76. Raymond interview; letter from Raymond, April H, 1 ~)90. 

77. The 90 percent claim comes from Litton Industries. which in I ~)90 tiled a 
suit against Honeywell alleging antitrust violations and infringement of a Litton 
patent covering mirror-coating processes: anonymous, "Litton sm·s Honc1well 
over h'Y~'<>scope," Minneapolis Star '1/i/m fl!', April 'i, 1990. 

78. Anonymous, "Inertial navigation awards," A1'iatiou \\i'l'li and SjJao' '/i,rhnolop,\·. 
September 1 ;), 19H:"i: 61; anonymous, "Inertial navigation svstem to use laser 
gyro," Defi>ri.\P h'll'rfmnir.l, Nmcmbcr \9H'i: 17. 

79. Philip J. Klass, "Litton tests laser~gyro inntial s\stem," >ll'ialioll \\i'tli rn1d 
Sjmr.P 7i•dmology, Decem bcr I, 19HO: 144- I 47. 

HO. A condition of the Honeywell-Litton settlement was that the terms oft he ~ct
tlement not be disclosed, so I have no /i1rthcr inf(mnation on this case. There 
has also been litigation SlliTotlllding alleged violations of Speller's patent. 

---------------------------------~""'"'"'"•;_.;,-· 
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HI. The Small J( :BM was cn·ntually cancelled. The requirements f(>r precision 
azimuth alignment arc given in Stowell et al., "Air Force applications," p. 167, 
and in W. D. Shiuru and C. L. Shaw, "Laser h')Toscopes-The I-cvolution in guid
ance and control," Air llnivenity Rn1inu :l(i (19H!i): 62-66. The quantum limit is 
calculated in T. A. Dorsdmcr et al., "Laser Gyro at quantum limit," l/c1~'Hfournrd 
of (2urmtum Flntmnin I (j ( 19HO): I :17ti-l :179. For the MX episode, sec alsoJamcs 
B. Schultz, "En route to end game: Strategic missile guidance," Defimse Flntmnir.l, 

Scptcrnbn 19H4: !>6-ti:l, and anonymous, "GE will compete for guidance sys
tnn," Aviation Weeh and \jHtiF 'li•thnolo,l.,')', December 21, 19H7: :II. Other military 
funding f<>r high-accuracy lasn gyros included $6.4 million from the U.S. Na\y 
awarded to Honeywell and S:>.H million from the Air Force Avionics Laboratory 
awarded to Rockwell, both in I ~JH:\, with the goal of achieving a strapdown laser 
system with an error r<1tc of 0.00 I nautical mile per hour (comparable to that of 
the most accurate airnaft spinning-mass systems): anonymous, "Filter center," 
;1viation Weeh and .\jmrF '/l•chnolo,l.,')', September 26, 19H:I: Eil. 

H2. Sec, e.g., .Jay C. Lowndes, "British Aerospace pushing ring laser gvro effort," 
Aviation \1\'l'r:k 11 nd .\jmrr• 'fiy/wo1of.,')', November 19, 19H4: 91-9H. 

H~\. lloncywdl advert iscmcnt, Aviation \1\l•di and SjHuP '/iy/wofogy, July 16, 19H4: 
!iH-!>9; also see Lowndes, "British Aerospace." 

H4. Interview with Polen Llort'l, Paris, .July 7, 19H7; Lloret, "Centrales de refer
ence inertidlcs: Perspectives et rcalit(·s," paper read to f:cole Nationale de 
!'Aviation Civile, May ~0, 19H7; Anthony King, private communication. 

H!l. Raymond interview. 

Ht). Interview withJohn Stiles, Wayne, NJ., September 25, 19H6. 

H7. David llughes, "Delco resonator gyro key to new inertial systems," Aviation 

j;\,(•eh and SjHtlt 'Jiy/wolo,l.,')', Scptem her :10, 1991: 4H-49; inten·iew with David 
Lynch, Coleta, (:ali f., September 11, 19Hii. The first discussion of the device that 
became the hemispherical resonator gyro was a report by A. G. Emslie and I. 
Simon of Arthur D. Little, Inc.: Design of Sonic Gyro: Report to AC Electronics 
Division, (;eneral Motors Corporation (Julv 1967). Emslie, an acoustics special
ist, had been <tsked by Delco staff members to investigate the use of acoustic 
phenomena to detect rotation. 

HH. Lynch interview. 

H~J. Forman, "Behind quantum electronics," pp. 20 1-~02. 

~JO. Bruno Latour, Sr·intll' in !\c!ion (Harvard University Press, 19H7), csp. pp. 174-175. 

91. For the general debate between neoclassical and Schumpeterian approach
es sec, e.g., Rod Coombs, Paolo Saviotti, and Vivien Walsh, Emnmnirs and 
'fiy/uwlop;iml Change (Macmillan, I ~J87). 

!J~. For these revolutions more generally, see Edward W. Constant, II, The 

(higim ojtfte '1/uhoji•/ Rl'volution (Johns Hopkins University Press, 19HO). 

9:1. Stowell et al., "Air Force applications," p. I (iii. 

94. Ihrry Barnes, T!te .Va!utF o/Pown (Politv, 19HH). 

Chapter 5 
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I. Sec, e.g., Nathan Rosenberg, Inside thr· Black Box: IiYiuw/op,!' 1111 r{ Fmnotnin 
(Cambridge lJ nivcrsity Press, I ~J4H2). 

2. For an explanation of the "lloating-point" representation of numbers. see 
the sectiOn "Negotiating Arithmetic" in chapter H. 

:1. Any de!inition ofwhen "supercomputer" as a catcgorv emerged is sonH·what 
arbitrary. fhe machme designed byJohn \'on Neumann and colleagues at the 
Pnnceton Institute f(>r Advanced Studv, Na,·a] Ordnance Research' ( :alculator 
(NORC) and \'\'hirlwind, f(>r example, would all have claims to he supcrcom
putcTs. On~ chlfn:ence between, NORC, sav, and the first supercomputers 1 dis
cuss, lARC <~nd Stretch, IS that the former was explicitlv a unique, "once-ofr' 
machme, while ~j\RC a~HI Stretch were, at least potcntialh, commercial prod
ucts to be made Ill multtple coptes. Usc of the term "supercomputer" seems to 
have become Widespread only in the 1970s, though "super computer" (<tppar
ently as two words, not one) was used to describe the British project that became 
Atlas (Paul Drath, The Relationship between Science and Teclmolooy
University Research and the Computer Industry, I~H:i-]~)()'J PI D tl .':·.· 
ll . . f' M I ' -· I. . ](SIS, 

, ntversity o anc lester, 1 97:1). I would he grateful to hear of other cadv uses 
of the term. · 

4. \Verner Buchholz, Planning a Comjmter Sy1!nn: Pm1at Si!l'!ch (:\lcCraw-Hill. 
!962), pp. 27:1-274. 

5. Charles J. Bashe, Ldc R. Johnson, .John I I. Palmer, and Emerson \\'. Pugh, 
IBM\ Farly Computm (MIT Press, 19Hti), pp. 420-421. 

~- Drath, The Relationship between Science and Tcchnolog1 ; .John Hcndn, 
Prolonged negotiations: The British Fast Computer Project ami the earlv hi.~

tory of the British computer industries,'' nusinns llistor)' 2ti ( 19H·l). no. ~): 
~Hfi-:100. . 

7. M. Bataille, 'The Gamma 60," Honrrwdl C'omjmtn.foumrrl :) (I <J7J), 
110

. :l: 

9_9-JO!i; J .Jublin and J-M. Quatrepoint, Fm11h Onlinatnn1-dr' l:ljjailt' Hull 
1
; 

I il.lsrt.lsznat du Plan Crtlml (Moreau, 1976). 

8. ~eter V\'olcott and Sevmour E. (;oodman, "High-speed computers of the 
Soviet lJ nion," lfc1c'E Comjmln; Sept em her 19HH: ~~2-41. 

9. Sec chapter 6 of the present 1ulume. In summari/ing in this 11'<1\ I am. of 
course, ovcrsimplil}·ing. Hut no finn in the United States other tha;

1 
Control 

Date and Cray Research maintained continuous dcl't'lopmt·nt and prod
11

ction 
of a supercomputer series in a similar sustained wav. Some of the more "one-ofF' 
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machines developed by other firms arc nevertheless of considerable interest: 
sec the remarks below 011 the Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer. 

10. During the I !l60s and the early 1970s, IBM developed and marketed, in com
petition with Control Data, machines at the "top end" of the general-purpose 360 
series: the l%71B:VI 'ltiO/!ll and 1971 IBM 3ti0/19:). The mid-1970s Cray I and 
Cyber 20!1, with their n-ctor processing Ltcilities (sec below), gennated no direct 
II~:'vl rcspcms<·, though in 198!JIBM introduced, as part of the IBM c)70 series, the 
IB\1 ;)()90-VF (vector Ltcilitv). For the history of IBM's inmlvemcnt in "high-end 
computers," see chapter 7 of Emerson \N. Pugh, Lyle R. Johnson, and .John H. 
Palmer, !Bivi\ JfJOanrll·.·rn/y J70SysiPIII\ (MIT Press, 1991). 

II. Hugh Donaghue, "A business perspective on export controls," in Selling; thr• 
RofH' to !lang Caj;itali.\111? 'f'lu• f)l'hatr• on WPst-Fasl '/}-arfp and '/i•rlmolo,L,")' '!hms/('1; eel. 

C. Perry and R. Pfaltzgraff,.Jr. (J'crgamon-Brassey, 1987), p. 188. 

12. A high-pnf(>rmancc machine, the MU!l, was designed at Manchester 
University beginning in 19tili. Though nenT produced commercially, it influ
enced the design of the ICI. 2900 series. 

1 g_ Wolcott and Goodman, "High-speed computers of the Soviet Union." 

14. R. v\'. Hockncy and C. R . .Jesshope, l'amlll'l Comjwtns 2: Anhitntures, 
Programming and Algorithms (Hilger, I 988), p. 22. 

I !l. !hid., p. :, fn. 

Hi. Ibid., p. 4. 

17. R. N. Ibbett and N. 1'. Topham, Arrhitnlum of lligh l'njormanrt Cornjwlns 
(!V!acmillan, I 9H!l), voltm1c I, p. I, quoting H. S. Stone, lntmdurlion to Comfm!er 
;\nhilnlmF (Science Research Associates, 197!1). 

18. The IBM Selective Sequence Electronic Calculator (SSEC) had been "capa
ble of working on three neighboring instructions simultaneously. Such con
curency was later abandoned in the von Neumann-type machines, such as the 
IBM 7rll" (Buchholz, Plrmning a Comjmln Sys/nn, p. 192). 

19. Buchholz, !'Ianning a Comjwln S1'1Lnn, p. 192. 

20. I lockney and .Jesshope, l'amllel (,'mnjmtns 2, p. 21. 

21. In ((>reword to J E. Thornton, /)f'sign ofa Comjmlrr: Tltt Control IJata fJfJ()() 
(Scott, Foresman, 1970). 

22. Sec especially Thomas 1'. Hughes, NetwmJu ofl'own: Fledrijimtirm in Wt'slern 
Society, 1880-193() (Johns Ilopkins University Press, 1983). 

2?>. The "clock" is part of the control logic of most computers. It produces sig
nals at a regular rate which arc used to synchronize the operations of different 
parts of the computer. Clock speed heavily af1ects overall processing speed, and 
is itsc·lf affected both by the size of gate delays and by the length of the inter
connectio!ls between various pans of the computer. 
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24. Ihhett and Topham, Ardzilnlwr o/ffip;h Pnjonl/aniP Co11zjm/i-r\. volunw I. p. 
113. 

2!1. Tlw qualification "of the corresponding period" needs cmphasi/ing. :\ 
"radical" architecture oft he 191i0s no longer looks so radical when set ~tgainst a 
mainstream supercomputer of the late I !)80s. 

26. D. L. Slotnick, 'The conception and development of parallel processors
A personal memoir," Annals ojllil' !Tislory ojComjmlinp;•! (1982), no. 1:20-:\0. 

27. On the phenomenon\ gcneralitv sec Eugene S. Ferguson, 'The mind's eve: 
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